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We are pleased to .be able to'make.these policy papers available. -
They are designed to assist public and voluntary agency's program

ofdirectors in their efforts to update current pr rams or to design
new ones, to better meet the.needs of children an their families.

This volume contains the work of a dozen 'national experts,in their
own professional areas. Thegroup was Identified and recruited
by. Mr, Joseph Reid, the former -Executive Director of the Child
WeXfare League of America, who also directed their work, in con-
sultation with the Children's Bureau. We are very..appreciative
of Mr. Reid's ,efforts and fepl that this volume is 0 fitting
culmination to his many years of-leadership'in policy and
program and in some measure:continues the work of his long
professional career. We also w3 do express.a.special note of
thanks:to Mr: Carl Schoenberg, ector of

callr''

*lications of the
Child Welfare League of Amerl' i "for his patient and creative'
editorial assistance in preparing these manuscripts.

And finally, we wish to take spelp.ial note,ef-the.work of these
twelve authors whose special comgptencies4n their fields enabled
them to review the research data, tfie'piogwam issues, and to give
informedA.Osight on-all of these important areas Of concern, as
it pertains to future needs.

P

Frank Ferro
Associate Chief

. Children's BUkeau
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PreambleThis chapter sets a general framework for the following
papers, which are specifically devoted to special problems and .

special services. Needs,-issues and approaches are dilcussed here
in a broad way;. the comments may be generally applicable to all
services, but specifically applicable to none. 'As a consequence,
this chapter is likely to be somewhat subjective.

I. THE FOCUS OF E PROJECT

The major concern in this priOject is with the child welfare
services system defined Ali:s the network of aggncies,-public and
priyate, denominational Ind nondenominational, offering direct
social services to 4hildten and families. 'The special social pro
lems for which such;agencies have been granted responsibility by
the community and in response to which they are sanctioned to act,
relate to.dysfunctions in role enactments in the parent-child
relationship network. Such problems may derive from parental
incapacity, special needs of the children,. or deficiencies in
community resources. The child welfare services system is viewed ,)
as having some responsibility for prevention as well as remediation,
amelioration and restoration with regard to this social problem
configuration.

II. DEFINING CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
4

In defining the area of concern of the report, it is helpful
to make a distinction' between child welfare and child welfare
services, similar tp the distinction made between soELA1-welfare
and social work.

Social welfare is that broad configuration of laws, pro-
grams, benefits and services implemented by a network of voluntary
and governmental agencies. The objective of this general system is
prevention and alleviation of social problem sitilations and.improve-
ment,of the well-being-of. individuals, grguPs or co des for
the better functioning of the social'order. It is desigAd to
assure or strengthen provisions for meeting bas-ic social needs
(Wickenden 1965).

Social work is a professional service. ITV is One of a
numeer of different professions concerned with achieving_the
objective of social welfare. Nurses, physicians, educators, employ-
ment and horsing specialists, city planners,.psychologists, PSY-
chiatrists,. etc., are among other professionals _conceined with some
aspect of social welfare. The most distinctive characteristic of -a
professional isspecialized.competence and. expertise achieved-
through prolonged-training. Of necessity, each profession can
effectively djscharge responibility for only a limited sector -of
-the total range of activities that aretiie-con6ern of social i
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welfare. In recognition of social work as a specialized profes
sionaI activity, social workers are assigned the primary mandate
for a defined area within the,sorial welfare territory.

Child welfare services are analogously related,to'ch ld
welfare. Child, welfare is the broad range of activities ned
to benefit children, promote their well-being and strengthen or

i\lga

assure provision for meeting their physical, s cial, emotional,
educational nd moral needs. Social. workers s re concdrns with

nurses, nutritionists, educators, psychologists,
the clergy, psychiatrists., etc.

While child welfare includes'within its scope all measures
"designed to promote conditions favorable" to the health of all
children, "to prevent whatever may be detrimental to them, to
protect them from harm, to safeguard their rights apd to help over-
come obstacles to the fulfillment, use and enjoyment of their
individual potentialities" (Turitz, Smith 1965, p. 137), child
welfare services are concerned with a social work practice
directed toward particular groups of children and their families.
These are ."specific services prmqdedto specific populations by
specific types of agencies" (Neel 1971, p. 25).

/
Although child welfare, broadly defined, speaks to the 74

general well-lbeing of all children; child welfare services sperik
to the special needs of particular groups of children.' Child wel-
fare, broadly defined, i4cludes health, educational, and'recreational
services. .Child welfare'services are specifically designated as
social services, a configuration of special prbgrams having special
functiiins, engaging in special activities-- -

Child welfare services are to child welfare as social work
is to social welfare--a clearly delineated, segment of professional'
activities, a distinctive responsibility within a.bioader field of
concern.

Attempts to define child welfare services have a long and

honorable history. In 1957 Helen Hagan, at that time assistant
executive director of the Child Welfare League of America, reviewed
the,repeated attempts at definition by five separate committees,
dating back to 1934. In her own attempt to identify the "distinc-'
tive aspects of iIild welfare" Hagan pays. tribute to the previous

,attempts and notes that "in analyzing the reports of many different
committees one finds the some basic definition of child welfare
in each" (Hagan 1957, p. 1). Echoing-a pre

(
sous definition by

Turitz, who defined "child welfare service 'as distinguished by
e assumption or sharing of a specific kind of responsibility

orpinarily carried by the parents" for meeting the needs of.the
child, Hagan concludes that "child welfare in social work deals

4



with the problems of the child:that result when the needs, which
parents are ordinarily expected to meet are either unmet or
inadequately met."'

Richman says the same thing somewhat differently, -defining
child welfare as a "field of practice concerned with children
whose circumstances within themselves, their family or community
may jeopardize their normal developments" (Richman 1958, p. 1).

In defining child welfare as a field of social work-prac-
tice, the Child Welfare Leagete of America (19591 notes that child
welfare services are social services provided to families unable
to fulfill their child caring responsibilities without help. In
addition, the statement,points to the effect of community failure
to provide resources necessary for effective implementation of
parental roles. Child welfare services have a responsibility for
intervention at the committnicy7level'in modifying existing social
institutions or organizing hew ones. In a further.elaboration of
the position, the League notes that

it is 4ppropria4e to .Iefine child welfare as those specialized
social welfare services which are'primarily concerned with the
child whose needs are unmet within the family and/or through
Other social institutions, and the problems he Presents to
himself, his family and the community, and which are designed
to provide a remedy by strengthening or reinforcing the ability
of parents to give the affection, care and guidance which a
child should have, including help to him in his relations to
other social institutions, by supplementing the care which
the family can give by meeting certain deficiencies or
inadequac4es in such'care, or compensating-therefore, or by
substituting tor the-care which the child is expected to
receive from-his own parents when necessary, and restoring
such careoto him whenever possible (Council on Social Work
Education 1959, p. 5).

In legislating for child welfare services Congress, in- the
Social Security Act of 1935, identified them as "services for the
protection and care of homeless,dependents and neglected children
and children in danger of becoming delinquent."

In response to dissatisfaction with the-narrowness and
specificity of the Social Security Act's definition of child welfare
.services,an Advisory Council appointed by the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare lormurated an
alternative definition. The Advisory Council defined ekikld
welfare services as-

-those services that suppleient, or substltute for, parental
tare and supervision for the purpose of: protecting, and



promoting the welfare of children and youth; preventing
neglect, abuse and exploitation; helping overcome problems
that_ result in dependency, neglect or delinquency; and,
when needed, providing adequate care for children And youth
away from their own homes, such care to be given .n foster

. family homes, adoptive homes, child-caring institutions or
other facilities (Social Security Administration 1960, p. 3).

Although designed to broaden the concept of child welfare
services, the definition explicitly identifies .the classic substi-
tute care services (foster family care, adoptions, institutional
care) and the problem situations likely to require service inter-
vention (neglect, abuse, dependency, delinquency). Services are
designed to supplement or substitute for parental efforts to protect
'and promote the welfare of children, so that services are employdd
in those situations in which there is some actual or potential

. dysfunction in normative parent-child relattmnships.
OP

In response to the work of the child
welfare services were redefined in the 1962 Amendments to the
Social Security Act td mean

social services which supplement, or substitute for,
parental care and supervision for the purpose of
1) preventing or remedying, or assisting in the solution
of problems which may result in, the neglect, abuse,
exploitation or delinquency of children; 2) protecting
and caring for homeless, dependent or neglected children;
3) protecting and promoting the welfare of children of
working mothers; and 4) otherwise protecting and promoting
the welfare of children, including the strengthening of their
own homes where possible, or, where neededr the prow sion
of adequate oare of chTldren away from their homes i foster
family homes or day care or other child care,facili es.

. more ri.crent legislation conimmled,p44 the social seT7
such as Title XX does not include a formal definition of chil
welfare services.

The definition proposed here is the following:

The child welfare services system is that network of public
and voluntary agencies, comprising a field of social work practice,
that engages in those activities concerned with preventing,
ameliorating and remedying of social problems related to the
functioning of the parent-child relationship through the develop-
ment and provision of'specific child welfare services, suchas
adoption, foster care, institutional care, protective services,
day care. homemaker service, supportive services, etc-

. 6



VIII. CHILD WELFARE SERVICES -- PROGRAMS, PROBLEMS,
POPULATIONS

The various definitions of child welfare services proposed
over time reflect the distinctive responsibility -of the system, the
specialized services it makes available, the epee/tic problems with
which the system is concerned, and the populations to which its
efforts are directed.

A review of the relevant social wrock-literatuxe, official
governmental pronouncements, and statements of practitioners and
researchers indicates that there is both stability at the core and
changes at the periphery. of what has been identified as the con-
cerns of child welfare social workers.

The services generally listed as child ;Welfare services
and the client groups to which they are directed vary from time to
time, but a core group of services and core groups of clients are

AoonSistently designated.

The'services traditionally and consistently identified
as child welfare services are foster care, adoption, institutional
care, protective services, day care and homemaker services.
Counseling services to, and for, children in their own homes and
_income maintenance services as a child welfare service are frequently
mentioned in recent literature. The groups most frequently
identified as recipients of services are dependent, neglected.
abuied, delinquent children, physidally, emotionally and mentally
handicapped children, children born out of wedlock and children of
working mothers. Child laborers were more frequently listed in the
early citations. Disadvantlaged, minority group children are more
frequently mentioned' in the recent citations. The family most
frequently identified as the target forservice_is the family that
is.actually or potentialLy disrupted and conflicted, unable tov
provide adequate and/or suitalple Child care and child rearing.

Core'services have remained stable over a long time, chang-
ing primarily in emphasis and4n diversification and refinement.
Substitute services (institutlonal care, fOster care,
adoption) for children in need of parehtal.care teMporarily or
permanently are part of this core. Over the years the emphasis
on institutional care as compares with foster care, and foster care
as-compared with adoptions, has undergone change--and is changing
today, as adoptions become less frequeht and concern over deinsti-
tutionalization is intensified. Despite varying emphasis", all
three substitute care services have beeriand are sanctioned,
supported and widely utilized to meet the needs of the populations

.served by the child welfare service agencies.

t 7 . -



All three eerviees have been experiencing4ifrerenriatwh.
The undifferentiated orphanage hays yielded to home ,m rot' the

Aependent and negleeted, residential treatment .entern. halfway
houues and group residences. roster care now intAudes group humors
under both proprietary and agency auspies. agency-operated boarding
homeu, and emergency foster homes, as well 40 traditional foster
family care. Adoptive homes now include both uubuldized,,and un-
mubmidired homes, and formerly firm distinctionu botumen Adoption
.0 fclftter family celice are now somewhat blurred.

Service to the unmarried mother is another core uorvice,
logically related to adoption and other substitute core morvices.
The emphamin, over time, has shifted to !Cervices for unmarried
miothern as merely one subgroup of the larger group of Singly
parentme.and the service now includes family planning and abortion

m+mpoodwinneling. Maternity homes, a specialized institution nerving
the needs of single pregnant women. had. d period of expansion,
followed by the recent rather precipitous decline. There in.
currently, increased interest and concern with the particular
nerd% of adolescent unmarried mothers And a variety of comprehen-
.iive multiservice programs have been developed in renponne to the
educational , vocational, health, family planning and child welfare
service problems faced by thiS group.

Protective.service4 for children in danger of ne4lect and/or
abuse have always been part of the core services) Here, too, there
has been changing emphasis and diversification. Starting in 1875
with a concern for child abuse, emphasis shifted to neglect and
then pack again to abuse with the discovery of .the battered child
syndrome in thelI96Os. Self-help groups such as Parents Anonymous,
paraprofessionals who serve as emergency parents, emergency hot-
lines, remediation centers, drop-off centers and comprehensive
emergency service systems suggest the developing diversificationriof
the core service.

Homemaker service was developed by the children's and family,-
agencies in the early 1920s. OrigiNilly the program was directed -
to the needs of the family. in which the mother's role, functions
and tasks were temporarily not covered- it was clearly a child
'_welfare service under-social work auspices. Curregtly childrep
share with thT aged the. limited available homemaker resouxpes, and
social workers vie with healthpersonnel fqr control of the program.

. Day care services, originally developed under a variety of
auspices, came under social work hegemony during the 1930s. Cur-
rently social workers contend with educators for control of the
-service. With the trend toward pay.care as a social utility needed
by alargeinuidoer of nonproblemtic families and with the increasing
emphasis oh child development and educational programming in day

8
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so that i t t vettara NIOTWI- War:140rd WITT
have a`prOtiso=olvoly reduced rolp in day care. Day care, how-
ever, is still identified an a unit of the social work services
package; Day care. too, has gradually bocce. diversified, no that
there now are ourigrogate day care program for infants as well as
preschool and school-age children, Individual family day care,
and day Carr for children with.special needs such as physically
handicapped, mentally deficient and emotionally disturbed young -
sters. Day care auspices have also been diversified and now in-
cludO prqprietary franchise operations, industry, hospitals,
large government agencies, universities, community action agencies.
denominational groups, ethnic action groups, and voluntary 9on-
denominational Aoceial agencies.

Services to children in their own homes relate to a more
amorphous group of servici provided principally by family service
agencies, child _guidance units of community mental health centers,
and the public social service agencies. The objectives are to
support. reinforce and strengthen the ability of the parents to
meet the child's needs. to perform parental tasks and functions,
and to help the child function as a member of the family.

Supportive services are also designed to help
directly with problems in social functioning,' so that
more adequately fulfill their role within the family.
principal objectives in helping both parent and child

children
they may
One of the
to perform

their respective roles more adequatbly is to prevent the necessity
of placement.

The agencies that ate recognized as child welfare agencies
are members of, or potentially are eligible for membership in,
ituch ognanizations,\as the Child Welfare League of America. which
represents and speaks for the organized segment of the -chird wel-
fare services system, offer one or more of the specific services
enumerated in this section.

These are the services that are repeatedly and consistently
listed criaer'the rubric of child welfare services in texts and
articles concerned with this, in the successive editions of the
Social Work Yearbook and Encyclopedia under the child welfare
entry, and kr; the legislation that specifically mentions child

-"%welfare services. Most, if not all, of these services have been
singled out for attention by the Committee on Standards of the
Child Welfare League if America. in the series of publications
concerned with standards for service.

In both the planning and implementation of the federal
government's revised plah for social services (Title XX), the

9
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ditional services have clear visibility. Protective services
are required'in all state plans, and allestates have included pro-
vision for'adovtion, foster care, group home care and' institut.j.onal.
;care of childien, along with a"heavy. emOagis on day Care (Pierce

A recent review of child welfare delivery systems in 25-

states,. defined child welfare service as "activitieSALrectly.,
'concerned with -providing services and progrdms toclfents on a
'case-by7case:basis" (Peat, Marwick, Mitchell.1976,p. 111.88),
--end indluded,. in all states Studied; adoption service; foster
family ci,qe.r.emergenCY Sheltercare'for children,-institutional

, care for.children,-grbup -home service, homemaker service, pro-.
'tective service, social service or unmarried. parents, social

A .

servicelor.ch±tdren.in their own iiame. Residential treatment,.
:day_treatment and day care, although' categorized. as child welfare
:service, in most studies, Were-regarded in some states as7iervices
assigned,-to other delivery Systems. On the-other hand, a few
states defined other services such as delinquency services and
family planning aSpart of the child welfare'delivery system
(Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, 1976,.p..111.90).

The services lisEed here
'three drouping4:

a) Supportive Iservices,
children in thej.trown hom6,
for eff ive implementation of
functions.

have been generally organized into

such as and including services to
serve and strengthen potentials
ent and child roles, tasks and

b). -Supplementary services, such as --day care and homemaker_
service, to help carry out, ,for part of the time, some of the role
responsibilities of parents, generally the-mother.

c) Substitute care service, suoh as institutional c ar e,
foster care and adoption,' designed to replace the biological
parents, temporarily or permanently, by a surrogate parent couple

or group.

These distinctions have :validity, since each group of
services is directed to groups of families differentiated by their
ability to cope with a situation that presents a problem in meeting
the needs of the The family offered supportive service
retains responsibility for the day-to-day implementation of all
parental tasks and fdnctions; the faikily.offered substitute care
gives up responsibility for day-to-day ImplementatiOn of all or
almost all pa'rental tasks-and functions. \Supplementary services
lie-between supportive and substitute care on the continuum

10
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relating,to shariiig of parental tasks angbfunctions by the family
and some extrafamily agents. The choice of intervention procedure
should be predicated,on theextent to which the family can ade-
quately provide for the needs of-the child without outsideAelpers,
minimal intervention being most desirable.- A continuum of services,
is necessary, since each service is addressed to a progressively
more difficult situation requiring a greater intervention, and a
diversification of services is necessary since even generally ,

similar situations'iMay require slightly different kinds of inter-
'motion.

Since each group of services serves different problem situa-
tiofi6e it isn't likely that one group can effectively. replace-the
other. Even if "supplementary services.were ideally available
everywhere; qualitatively_ and quantitatively, substitute care

..services would be needed for situations where strengths in the
hpme areso minimal that supplementary services would not make
the intended impact. Aithough,studies differ as to the percentage.

. of children in substitute care who might have remained at home
.........bad.adequate sUpplemen and/or supportive services been avail-

able, every study shows at a majority of substitute care place-
ments were necessary and appropriate and, in all likelihood, un-
avoidable. Jenkins (1966 p.,185) found this was the case in 53%
of 425 families; Mech (1970 p. 0.5) found this.true of 7 % of

i
2200 children in foster care; Bernetein et al. (1975 p. 32 : found
this to be the case in 92.7% of 29,000 children in Eilacem t or
awaiting placement in New York. City. Gruber (1973), in interviewr -
ing a-27% sample of. 586 parents of children in foster care, for
that "almost 3 % of_the parents felt that placing their-child%i a
foster home wa not necessary" (p. 46)-and coul have been avoided
had supportive and supplementary servicesbeen a ilable. The
Warranted conclusion is that supportive and suppl entary services
cannotsubstitute for substitute services. Nor s it likely that
one kind of substitute care can totally obvte the need for another .

. service. Even'IT a program of deinstitutionalization were ideally
'implemented, there would be a residue of-children who could not
'malice use of a community-based facility and would, require the struc-
ture and control that only an institution can make available.

Over time there has been 'a 'growing consensus, by now close
to unanimous, that choice of intervention should be made on the .

piesumption that the child's own family is the best possible-con-
-text for his care and rearing. Initially every effort should be
made to preserve the home for the child. Substitute care inter-
ventionsventions should be employed only after supportive,.and then sup-
plementary, interventions have been attempted and have proved not-

.

feasible or ineffective.-

. '



The social problems to which they services are directed in-
clude situations-in which the role of Parent is uncovered because
of death, _desertion, separation, divorce, Imprisonment, hospitaliza-
tion for mental or physical illness,;or birth of the child out of
wedlock; situations in which the role of parent is neglected or
rejected, as in the case of child eglect or abuse; situations in
which the role of parent is inad tely performed because the
parent is in the hoagie but menta y or physically, ill, emotionally

. disturbed, mentally deficient, g addicted, alcoholic, deficient
in knowledge of parenting skills, or has severe marital conflict;
situations in which there are conflicts between the role tasks of
parent an& other Significant roles, such as that of employer; situa-
tions in which the child is incapable of performing his/her role in
the family system, as in" the case of the physically, mentally,
einctionally, intellectually handicapped or delinquent child; and
situations in which deficiencies in community resources or other
community problems impose barriers to adequate_ parental role

.t
enactment.

These are the general kinds of situations in.which, child
welfare service social Workers are called on to intervene, as
exemplified by studies (see for instance Haring 1975a; Packman 1968;
Ryan; Morris 1967).' And these "are, in fact, the problems with
which child welfare services have been concerned since the incep-
tion of the services syitem.

Amoted, the tiend has been, toward fewer placements and
greater emphasis on services to children in their own home, toward
an acceptance of responsibility fol:p.dditional kinds of service.
such as. family planning service, famdly life education programs,
drug addiction prograds, group care for infants; toward an extension
of service to groups previously neglected, such as the poor and.
minority groups; and toward an extension of the age range of
children served to include adolesdents and youth; toward a greater
diversification of methodological approaches to.include group and
/ .

pommunity methods-and a greater emphasis on systems change through
-

such activities as child advocacy;' toward a *eater stress on
/
/ primary.pevention'as against efforts toward remediation. In each

case the change implies some extension and broadening of the tradi-
.. tional earlier, more limited, domain of child welfare'services.

During ,the late 1960s and early 1970s, in response to
pressure from the civil rights movement, the war on poverty. and
community-adi.ibn agencies, there were effoits to make child welfare
services more coterminous with child welfare broadly defined. Child
welfare agencies, widened their concern, to refocus on the needs of
all children. . Despite the belief that the new focus was equitable /.

and desirable, such an.orientation was clearly beyond the resource

12 .



capabilities of most ag ncies. More recently child welfare service
agencies have regrouped around the traditional services, but not
without some sense of ilt.

The auspices of the bulk of child welfare services has under-
gone change, the long-range shift being from primarily voluntary to
public agency auspices, and from funding by-442ga1 units of government
to larger administrative entities, such as the state and particularly
tge federal government. -Although public funding has always been a
significant component of childyelfare service financing, it is
currently clearlythe principal, dominant source of support (Haring
1975b). Changes in funding represent a movement from voluntary
charity to communal-responsibility for children in need.

.J

IMPLICATIONS AND- ISSUES

-Some basic' considerations implicit in the definitions of
chid lfare services previously reviewed can be made explicit-

-.
One 3. that child welfare services haVe been and are the concern of
the social work riliofession. The direct service and middle management
:corps of-workers in-;public and.voluntary child welfare agencies are
social workers by designation and often by training. ,The formal
education and training of child welfaFe service workers is the
responsibility of social work education, and personnel for inservice
training and staff development in-agild welfare are generally social
worXers. Social workers are the-authors.of-the texts that attempt
to codify systematically the available knowledge regarding child
_welfare services (Kadushin" 1974; Costin 1972; Fredrickson, Mulligan
1972; Zeitz, 1969), and this is al'sb true of a high percentage -of
-the authors of articles in relevant periodicals. The staff of-the
Chil4 Welfare League of America, whit ishes the leading child
welfare journal and sets standards for th system, is composed pri-
marily of social workers.

Ch4d welfare service is a field of practice within social
work, recognized as such. by the profession and by the community.
The fact 'that civil. service announcements call for social 'workers
tofili child welfare service positions, and the fact that funds
for training child welfare service workers are assigned to schools
of social work indicative of the commuftity's'sanction of the
mandate accorded the profession for this area of activity.

Child welfare service as-a member of the genus social work
shares some of the distinguishing.characteristics of the profession.
The differentiating concern of social work is with social function-
ing, the implementation of social roles. Child welfare service
social workers are, as is true for professionals generally, pri-
marilye although not exclusively, technologists. As such, they
are charged with the responsibility of intervening in a. situation

It
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for the purPose of effectin change--as are the.doctor to efinge
disease to health, the edu for to dispel ignorance, the erigineer to
convert .structures out of r w materials. The social worker 'is .a
human service technologist_ ncerned with changing a socially dys7
functional situation to one that is. more satisfactory fpr both the
clients and. the community.

ti

Each of the fields of practice within social work is con -
cerned with an identifiabledocialsituation, a significant social'

role netvcrk. Child welfare service as a field of social work is . -

concerned with the, parent-gild social system/the implementation or
the-social role of parents and the social role of children; it is
charged with the responsibility, and granted the sanction, to
intervene in the situation iin order to effect change.

This is the factor that unites the seemingly heterogeneous
group of child welfare services and the seemingly heterogeneous
groups of. children served. ! In each instance the services speak to
a dysfunctionally parent-child relationship situation.

If a'child is in a family system in which his needs are ade-
quately met, in which he can perform his on .role without difficulty,

. there is no need for inte ention of child welfare services. Only
if there is some dysfunctirn in the parent7-child network, for what-
ever reason, is service intervention called for.V Child welfare
services are, thus,-alternatives to the normative familial arrange-
ments for the care, protection and nurturing of children. The
welfare network is mopilized when there is a breakdown of the
normative familial child. care system' or danger that a breakdown will
occur.

This approadh is generally designated a "residual"'or
"minimalist" orientation to social services. The language often used
in.government pamphlets to identify child welfare services points
to a tesidual orientation: "Child welfare services are social.
services for .troubled children and children in trouble" (Children's

Bureau, 1963).

Contrasted with this is the "institutional" or-"develop--
mental" orientation, advanced by Kahn and Kamerman (1975) and Shorr
(1974), that social services, rather than being only for the "poor,

,__the troubled, the dependent, the deviant and the disturbed," should
also be directed to-"average people. under ordinary circumstances"

'to meet "normal living needs." The` contention is that, life in. a
highly industrialized _society is so complex that all families need
social services, and such services should be universally.available,
as are parks, schools and libraAes.'However, iets significant
that in a recent study, "Not for .theoor Alone," whi'dh champions
such an approach, Kahn and KamerMgn.(1975) discuss such services as

14



day care,- school meals, family vacations, hoMemakerservice and
housing: conspicuously absent are the traditional child 'welfare
services that form a.significant component_of the backbone of the
child welfare services"sysie, and-occupy most of the time and
attention of most of the child welfare service social workers- -
foster care, protective service0, adoption, institutional child .

care. These services dobspeak to problematic situations reflecting
dysfunctioning in 'the family syStem. Kahn and Kamerman make a
distinction between "social utilities," which have general applica-
bility, and "case" services (such as protective services, foster
care, institutional care, adoption), which have selective eligibility
and. are clearly residually oriented and problem focused.

The reality is that almost all clients of child welfare
agencies resort to the services when something in.addition to normal
arrange-tents is required. These are seen aa "safety net," "backup"
services-

0 Furthermore, even if a particular service did'achieve ac-
ceptanpe as'-a social utility, available And accessible to all in
the normal course of events, the function that the social .service-
performed in such a system would be residual in nature. -Thus in
day care, which is movingt6ward,ethe status of a generally accepted
social utility, social work is often tnbolved in helping the child
or family that has difficulty in making effective use of day
care. The- social worker has little concern with that majority of
children and families who know whet they want from day care, why
they, want it and how to use it.

The issue, then, is whether to seek general acceptance.of an
"institutional" or "developmental" .orientation to child welfare,
services, or to.hold to the more traditional "residual," "minimalist"-
orientation. The .argument is made that acceptance of the "develop"
mental," "institutional" orientation is likely to destigmatize
community perception of the agency, promote readiness to use the
agency and gain more generous support of the services. The position
taken here is that the problems much of child welfare services.
addresses are not, and are not likely to be,-universally_encountered
situations; that although child abuse and'neglect, out -of- wedlock
births, inadequate child care, etc., should receive a compassionate
response, it is undesirable to regard these situations as embodying
values as socially acceptable aa'values oriented toward parental
responsibility for adequate child care.

Sheldon White (1923), in a comprehensive review of govern-
mental child welfare programs, notes that throughoutAmerican history,
there has been a division of labor between parents and community in
the -care of children. "These contracts have been continually re-

.

negotiated with shifting of-responsibilities for various aspects_of
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service to children" by the various parties concerned with-providing
for the needs of. children (Vol. 1,.p. 14). It would be best for
children generally if society cle4Ely communicated at this time
that primary responsibility for child care protection and uurturance
still remained with the biological, parent, community intervention
in the form of child welfare service being available to support,
supplement and sxibstitute for parental role enactments.

Given the reality of limited resources, it may be less
visionary but more pragmatic to hold to a residual orientation. An
"institutional," "developmental" orientation of the child welfare
services system is too ambitious, less efficient and less equitable
than a service targeted toward those who need it most. A universally
oriented system does have the advantage of being less stigmatizing.
But where.services are in short supply, as most child welfare
-services are, priority should be given to those in greatest need.
The target population of the systeit'is-not all U.S.
children, but those who lack adequate care through'the usual care-
taking arrangements. Using day care as an example,.. the reality is
in line with a residual orientation even though the rhetoric is,, .

"dthrelopmental."- jal all piograms of publicly funded day care,
"categories" and'eligibility" tend to seep in. Day care-gives
priority to "children between 3 and 6," Or to "low-income parents"
or to "AFDC mothers," or to "single - parent,, female- headed families,"
or at least "the working mother."

V. OBJECTIVES OF THE CHILD WELFARE SgRVICES SYSTEM, CLIENT
CONSTITUENCY--CONTENT, LEVEL, BREADTH

Having defined the phenomena that are the concern of the child
welfare seryices system, identified the nature of the services offered,
the problems addressed and the population served, we ask: What
are the objectives of the system--the ends one hopes to achieve,
the results that are desired? Goals are distinguished from objec-
tives in that they are more.global, longer term. Objectives are
more limited, more attainable within a limited time, more specific.

*Goals are the ultimate summation of the achievement of related'

objectives. Objectives are subgoals or proximate goard.
' -

The immediate objective of intervention is to reduce the

danger to the child from a noxious envtzeemnt. We then-seek to
change the situation so;as to ensure that the child's basic needs
will continue to be satisfactorily met--if possible, at a more
satisfactory level than was the case before the system intervened.

NThe ultimate goal of intervention is to provide children with
what is needed to groui and develop into contributing members pf
society, living in reasonable harmony with themselves and their
environment.
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The content of concern, is the child's physical, social, emo-
tional, cognitive and moral (values). development. This seems like,
and is, a broad canvas. It must be noted, however, that although
the child welfare services system has, itself,.no direct responsibil-
ity for meeting all these needs, it has responsibility for mobilizing
the particular resources that have the capacity and expertise to
meet these needs. There is some consensus on the contest areas
that are the general concern of the agency's interventions. Thee
is less consensus on the level-at which the systerNshould seek So
meet the child's basic needs.

AZT optimal statement of levels would be that tti@ system seek
to provide to-the child whatever is needed for the fullest develop-
ment of individual potential in all areas. At the opposite;---extreme,
the minimal hope is to protect the child from harm.

The level of objectives is,a value question, bu-t one not-
without realistic constraints. This paperis written at a-time of
considerable disenchantment and cynicism about social reform programs.

-E:xpenditures for social welfare are'at their highest levels (55% ti

of the federal budget), well beyond what might 'have been'anticiPated-
a short time ago, at levels in relation to-the Gross National.Product
(G.N.P.) ($389 billion total, 27% of G.M.P.)' ihat rival the effokts
of such leaders in social-welfare as Sweden and west Zermapy-.(Skblnick,
Dales 1976). Any statement in this area must be both credible and
fiscally ,.responsible_ It is best to idake.modest prdMises in terms of
modest goals, and be modest in proposals for Change.- -

Applying such caution, to. levels of child developmentsfor
which the'child welfare system should be responsible, I call atten
tidil to Freud's statement of his.objective-of a prolonged psycho-
analysis--0to restore the:patients to normal, everyday unhapfpiness."
Similarly, I suggest'that our responsibility lies in estaplishing
or. restoring for the client the condition for development that
approximates that of his peers living in effectively functioning
family units. _This achieveMent for-thesYstem is analogous
to the objective of "norMaliz-ation7 currently obtaining acceptance
as the,goal, in such areas as mental retardation (Wolfentberger 1972).
To promise optimization of the p&tential-of th- d_- receiving
Child welfare services is to impose on child w-lfar= services a
level- of 'achievement rarely attained by intact fami ies generally.

there is another aspect of concern relat g to objectives
and goals of the chit F1 welfare services System. If objective
is to be.attained_*-effecting changes in the situation, how much
of tt.le total complec of factors impinging on the ,chile( shoul.A the-
child welfare services gSrstem_sek to modify? 'A perennial issue in

'all of social work,. including child.s/elfare, is the controversy re-
garding social system change effortS ;ys. gyrapoboin change efforts.

"'
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Che orientation of choice, is related to the etiology of the problems
for which child welfare has_responsiailitY. If the locus-of the
problem is perceived as being a pathogenic social environment, the -

-:emphasis is on changing the social system. If the locusof the priors:
Ifim is perqpived-as residing- primarily in the deficiencies of the
client, the corrective piocedures cocas on change in the client.a,
Generally the problem results from an-intricate transactional rela7
tionship between the client and the social environment, and each
oontributes to the situation that finally requires the intervention
of child welfare services.

This view is-, of course,.in line with the traditional psycho-
social orientation of social work, including Child welfare services._
Efforts have always been made to modify the client's iimmediWte
environment so as to reduce externally imposed stress, while at the.
same%time helping the client to modify his own attitudes and behavior
so as to operate more effectively in the environment- The aim is
to make the social situation "more manageable while helping the client
become more capable: This-can involve limited system change ef-
forts with regard to-institutions with which the child welfare
cervices client is immediately engaged- Rules, 'regulations, proce-
dures and the methods of operation of the local school_ hospital,
employment agency, housing authority or-financial assistance. agency
may be changed through brokerage, advocacy or case -action interven-
tions, so that the- client-can be served more effectively.

But controversy arises with regard to intervening to effect
change's in problems of the general .social system that ultimately
affect, clients adversely--problems of unemployment, discrimination,
poveity, housing, crime, etc. All these conditions-make it difficult
for many families to gie children what they need for healthy growth

_ and development.-

Even if this is admittedly thecasei intervening at broader
levels may not be a desirable approach for,thechild welfare services
system. In fact, there is relatively little the child welfare
services system can do to effeCt significant change in the fundamental
rrangements of the broader society. Despite good intentions and a
desire to achieve greater social 'justice, the child welfare system
has neither the social policy know how, the community's sanction,
northe political muscle to effect changes in housing,.empl nt
income. redistribution, racial discrimination, etc. It is not
Likely that, we will be able to deal significantly with the-problems
faced by. child wfare clients throUgh efforts t0 change the social-

. system. As Bracger comments: "Both the o-bservers and organizers of
social action have noted that the underlying issues are really .

2olitical. Thus, the problems of the poor require political action

and political action requires.power--political power-is required to
effect change" (Brager, SpeCht 1965). -The child welfAre services
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system. is not, ,either in-the nature of organization, orientation
primary-functions, a social reform movement. It is not sufficiently
powerful in itse14, nor is it likely to be able to build a political
constituency with sufficient wwer to ha e significant political

.

hit"
impact (Keith-Lucas'1975t. Empirically our experience during the
last decade in the activities of neig rhood service centers and
organizations such as mobilization'for youth i-(Helfgot 1974) testifies
to our limited potency with regard to social action.

A useful distinction can be made-betweein "concern abOut and
"responsibility ..for."- The fundamental dysfunctions in society, which:-
ultimately adversely affect our clients, are of deep concern tows.
However, social system change is-not a 'qesponsibifity"- of the child
welfare system. We should bear' witness to the deprivations suffered.
by clients as a consequence of social Injustices. We.should use
our expert knowledge of,effects of social pathology, based on
-intimate contact. with families, to "blow thd whistle. But ourprincipals efforts should be voted to helping the individual client
-and .individual family. :

The child welfare sys4m, althoUgh having littledapabIliti
to reshape the broadertsocial environment in the client's fa r,
has great capability and clear community sanction to effecellAangesw
in the client's immediate living situation. -This is, perhaOse
greatest glory.

Somewhat similarly, -with'regard to the balance between pre-
vention and remediation, I argue for a greater focus -oon remediation.
Prevention is eminently more desirable. But desirability is not :

the only question pertinent in deciding on an orientation regarding
the objectives of the child "welfare bervices system. Ability is an
equally important consideration. Do we kg-cut enough about cause and
effect relationships in child welfare problems to identify effective
preventive procedures?. A negative answer is one of the conclusions
of White's (1973) comprehensive review of child development research
relevant to public programs for children. Without-a clear knowl-
edge of cause_and effect relationships, a program-of prevention is
likely to be inefficient; the parent education Outcome research, for
example, testifies to this (Chilman 1973). Nbr can we identify the
'target populatibri for preventive service with sufficient precision
to insure efficiency.. Reme6tition has the advantage of
targeting a situation requiring action. Feasibility, in addition to
ability,is another important consideration. Prevention slay often
require significant changes in the social system, changes, as notecn.
that are beyond the power of the child welfare system. Given these
considerations, an orientation that emphasizes remediation seeMs
more feasible.
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'.. ,...,Sitice, admittedly, few-of the_ resources of the ld
.

welfare
services' system are currently allocated to prevention '.ncern about -

this can easily be overstated; Perhaps it is nearer e,truth to

say that ef4pctive prevention may be premature and that resources
v. -should be allocated to determine whAt;we need to know in order to

engi4e in a program of prevention.'

Purttlermore, it should be explicit- that the _foregoing dis-

cussioft is doncerned'witp.primary prevention.. secondary prevention
--prevention of further deterioration of a situation already identi-

1, fied as requiring help is, clearly a responsibility of child'

welfare services. Service to children in their own hones tolprevent
placement is illustrative.of this kind of responstbility. The sys-

'tem has often, and justifiabfy,lbeeh'criticized for failin'to meet
this responsibility by offering too little, too late.

VI. OBJECTIVES-:-COMMUNITY\AS CONSTITUENCY

The-previous section was concerned with the manifest objec-
tives of child welfare services relating to clients. It is helpful
to make explicit the latent objectiyes that child welfare services
share with all 'the other social services programs. These must be'
detailed because they are significant, although frequently unex-
pressed, factors in social formulation (Noyes 1960, Wolins
1967, Atherton 1969,'Pierce 970).

Child welfare services provide for society a systematic
channel for dealing with de ved, neglected, handicapped, dependent
children. The community is spared. exposure to such children,
exciting public anxiety and guilt. The child welfare services
system provideiNconscience- alving assurance that such problems are

- receiving attention.

All social welfare
serve a self - protective fu
is aware of the-relation
adult pathology. Any eco
the needs of the neglect
dealing with increases in
down,and socially dysfunc

programs, and particularly child welfare,
ction for the community. .r.MrleaFommunity

p between childhood deprivation 'and, later

my achieved by the failure to prolO.de for
child is doubly dissipated By the cost-of - -.

aglult crimes& physical and mental break-
ional adults.

Advocateg of a e generous child welfare service.budget
consciously, employ die c Unity '.s.-concern with this function of

Gild welfare services when they "wave. the shroud." They point_ to. %.

the ultimate greater financial and, social costs to the communitYf'
.

.o--1

the failure to suppott services. 0

-
The.following qu6tefrom a special legislative report on

child welfare is Al rative.
GIP



For children, who lack an adequate home the community sooner
or later pays a-price. The ever - rising tide of juvenile
delinquency, drug abuser mental-disorder, criminality and
blatant economic dependency is clear proof-of this (Arizona,
Legislative Council 1970, p.

!Although perhdps no longer aS.germanft as-it was at the time
of a draft army, statistics reprdingdraftees were once cubed to_
make the same ppint. High rates,of rejection fid,r both physical
and mental reasons because of failure to provide for-the develop-
mental needs Ofdraft candidates in childhood indicated the risk to
the nation'of such social policy.

0 I
Childwelfare services perform the function of managing and

controlling deviance, which threatens some of the fundamental values
holding society together. Child welfare services deal with basic
values-relating to marriage and the family, parental responsibili-
ties, sex ethics, the work ethic, and care of the vulnerable.
Maintenance of some general consensus,'however flexible, about these
values is essent* 1 Child welfare services are oriented in support
of the cor ues, and tend to restrainaeviation from-them. We
validate society's values by efforts to maintain the family, to
enhance motivation toward parental responsibilities, and to re-

. gOcialiie deviants to act in accordance with socially accepted
ndrms.

Child welfare services maintain social stability by redwing
the levels of dissatisfaction, frustration and discontent and resent-
ment that-are likely to develop amongthe seriously deprived and
disadvantaged.

Sr

All social services, including child welfare services, are a
functional. necessity in any industrialized society if the social
sys is to be maintained ana social conflict and tensions are to

to, manageable levels. The social services provide a channel
for making redress and adjustments. on an individual basis for the
harmful Consequence's of pathogenic aspects bf the general social
system. The social services act as a social safety valve and
shock absorber.

Children in crisis and/or children at risk are a danger to
-community stability. The general community supports child welfare
services as an implementation of one of society's central values--
the moral value that calls for the sharing of community resources
with any dependent, vulnerable group. Providing services is an
act of compassion, even thOugh.,it might at the same time satisfy
self-protehtive community needs.
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. There ii a pregmatic aspect to such a -codiniiment. The

. community is not clearly divided between client and nonclient con-
stituencies.' Every, member ,of the conirnunity.is-a potential client.'
The*noncliea population is composed not so much of the stroqg as

- of the may not be spared tomorrow. SoMe'of_the community
support. of child welfare rgrvices results from the recognition that
such resiources,.although.pot needed-by the nondlient today, may be

much needed tomorrow. .

- -
thi social' services also provide the general social, systoma-'

JIth a sensing mechanism to detect developing difficulties. System

maintenance requires not'only a measure of stability, but flexibility
in -responding to changing conditions. Child welfare:Services pro-
vide society a barometer sensitive to Changing conditions that might
deleteriously affdct Children. In performing its function, the
Child welfare services system must accept responsibility for informing
society consistently and accurately of its perception of the chang-

ingosituation.

Making these co4munity-oriented objectives explicit is a
useful reminder that any complex system, such as the child welfare
services system, ie,"called on-,to achlevi the objectives -of many

different constituencies. Sometimes the objectives of the different
groups are complementary; sometimes they are in 'conflict.

VII. THE CURRENT CONTEXT IN WHICH CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
OPERATE

This section briefly reviews those aspects of American
society, statistical and ideological, that most directly determine
the context in which child welfare services operate, and that, in

some measure, are pertinent to the achievement of their objectives.

A. Changing Demography of. the Child (Under 18) Population
I ,

The prOspect is for a decrease in the number of children in
the population, making the child population a lower pipportion of

the total population. The average age of the population will shift

upward.

-In Apiil 1960
At that time children
179,323,000. In July
country, constituting
(U.S. Statistical Ab
of greater signifi
the population of
there were 20,321

there were 64,202,000 children.in the U.S.
constituted 35.7% of the total population of
1974 there were 67,262,000 children in the

about
act,
for

hildre
00 childr

34.2% of the populationiof 211,390,000
1976, Table 35, p. 31). Perhaps
the next decade is the reduction in

under 5 between 1960 and 1975. In 1960
under 5, constituting 11.a% of the
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population. By July /1974 the total of 16,304,000 children under 5
made up only 7.7% ofAhe population.

The sharp change is also noted by reductions id the total
.

fertility rate. '"The total fertility rate.in 1973, which shows how
-many children 'Amen would have Af they continued having children
throughout their childbearing years at the same rate as in 1973,
stood at a new low- level of 1.9 per woman. This Is just one-half as
many as in 1957, when the tottal fertility rate was 3.8 peck woman"
(Glick .1975, p. 2).

Since 1972 the birth rate has. continued to decrease. By
1.974 the birth rate was at the lowest point.ip the history ofrthis
country-15 children born per 1000 population. In 1974 -about
3,166,000 children were born, in contrast to the peak of 4,300,000
children born in 1957 (Vital Statistics Report. May 30e 1975) -

.

We .reacheea zero-population-growth birth rate in December
197 and have been maintaining this rate, or low.rr, since. Guesses
about the next decade are just that--guesses. One factor in favor
of a Larger number of children is' the increasingly large -number of
women moving- into the prime childbearing period. There were, in
1974, about 18 million women in the 20-29 age range; in 1985 therewill 'be 21 million such women. The number of women of childbearing
age will increase 12% between 1974 and 1980.

However, recent surveys indicate thatOung married women
expected to have only -2.2 children,'hnd this is lower than previously
stated expectations. With-more widespread availability of birth
control, backed by.abortion, women are more likely.to have only the
number of children'they wAht. Assurance of successful family planning
is further increased by the- rising use of both- male and female
sterilization procedurei.

Leslie Westoff, in a review of steriliiation statittics,
estimates that 6 million adults had been sterilized by 1974 (Westoff
1974) . A recent report by Charles F. Westoff on the result of
family planning indicates that by 1970 almoSt all in-wedlock
pregnancies were wanted (Westoff 1976).

Other factors assist in population control. Both women and-..
men are delaying-marriage somewhat, and getting married less fre-
quently now. Between 1960 and 1975 the median age at first marriage
for women went up from 20.3 to 21.2, years; for men, from 22.8 in
1960 to 23.5 in 1975 (New York, Times, Jan.'8, 1976).- In 1974, the
mhrriage rate dropped.fOr the first time in 16 years. Vaere. were
54,000 fewer marriages in 1974 than in 1973- -a decline of 2.4%,
despite a 3% increase in marriage-age population during the year.
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Between 1960 and 1975, there was ari increase from 28% to

40% in the number of women between age 20-24 who remained single.

In the same period, there was an ,increase from 53% to' 57%. of the

-men in thii age grqup who remained single.

-. As a consequence of the delay in marrying, 40% of the women

between 20 and 24 were childless in 1974, as compared with 24% of

childless women in this age group in 1960.

Education Ali employment were competing with.marriage and-

faMily as the preferred objective for many American women at the

peak of their childbearing period. There were 4 million. AmeriCan

women-enrolled in colleges in 1974, three times the number that were

enrolled in 1960 (U.S. Statistical Abstract 1976, Table 114,

p. 180).
the labor
Abstract

In 1975, 43.9%. of married women without children were in

force, as compared with 34.7%in 1960 *U.S. Statistical
197.6, Table 565, p. 347) .

AnlomqW.s liberation ideology and a growing acceptability of

coricern for self-actualization, coupled with the increasing costs

of parenthood, both financial and emotional, have resulted in a

changing attitude toward parenthood as a primary, satisfying, central-

role for all adults and especially for women.' Childlessness has

become 11194re"respectable," and with it, rejection of parenthood has

become less stigmatized.

Esquire magazine published a special issue in March 1974

F.-1;Je--
en(00ed:,ap4Americans Suddenly Hate Kids?," asserting that "the

American kid was being phased out," and that childlessness was

becoming progressively more respe able. Infebruary 1914, the.able.

National Organization for Non-Par s, which had units in 15 states,

'held its first annual convention to push the dause of nonparenthoad.

(New York Times, Feb. 4, 1975). , ....

Further evidence of the growing disenchantment with parent-

hood is found in a national survey commissioned by McCall's"Magaz±ne

as reported in its November 1975 issue. In response to.the question

"If you had to do it over again, would you have chii &en ?" one out

of every 10 parents said they would not. A similar survey conducted

in 1965 at Princeton University found that only one out of 100

mothers regretted baying children. There has been either a signifi-

cant shift in attitudes toward children or a significant .shift in

the willingness to reveal negative attitudes toward Parenthood. In

any case the 1975 survey indicates a greatek acceptability of marital

childlessness. This ideological shift is an additional factor in

the configuration-of multiple determinants likely to continue to keep

. birth. rates low.



Despite these signs pointing to a continuing-decrease inbirths, by the end of 1974 the steep. decline in the birth rate
.between 1969 and 1974 seemed to have leveled off. In fact, the.second half of 1974 showed-an annual projected number of births
slightly higher than 1973. Apparently the larger number of womenmoving into prime childbearing age was beginning to show its-effect
(New York Times, March 16,. 1975).

Changes in'the birth rate of the nonwhite population paral-leled those of the white population, but in each case the totalbirth rate was higher. The birth rate per 1000 white population
was 22.7 and 13.9 for the-years 1960'and 1973, respectively. Theparallel figures for the nonwhite population for these years were32.1 and 21.9 (U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1976, Table 68, p. 53).
(See also Snapper et al., 1?.75,'Table 1.2, p. 64.)

As a part consequence of these differing birth rates, the
percentage of ,the black population increased from 10.5 in 1960 to11.4 in April 1974 (Social and Economic Status:of the Black Popula-tion in ,the p. 11). .0f somewhat more direct signific.ince
to child welfare services is the fact that althoUgh white children.under 5 constituted only 7:4% of, the total white.populalon, black
children-unaer"5 constituted 10.1% of -the total black population
(U.S. Statistical Ahstradt, 1576, Table 35, p. 31). -

Overall,, the racial' mixture of Ichittrlen reflects generally
4 .

the national racial distribution., In 1974, hen blacks constituted
11.4% of the total population, 14$ of the child population,underwere black, 85% were white (including 6% of Spanish origin), .5%
were-Oriental and- .5% American Indian.

About two-thirds-of all America's children lived in the
central cities and suburbs,in 1974. However, a higher percentage
Of black and Chicano children lived in the central cities areas
than was true of white chi'ldren (Snapper 1975, p. 3).

IP

changing demography has .implications for changing ideology
regarding policies that favor child welfare services. There islikely to be a decrease in pressure to allocate resources to support'children's services by virtue of the decrease in the absolute num-
bers 0f -children in, the popdlation: The reduction in the popula-tion of children also means tha\t there are fewer parents in the
population and parents will remain in an active child rearing statusfor a ;tore limited time inetheielife..cycle than was previously the
case. 'The- most potent political constituency in favor of policies
suppoitiveof. childien consists of- parents, who hAve a potential oractive interest in the benefits to them of such policies. A reduc-
tiow.in the size of this grbup reduces its political influence. ,--

a .
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If children are becoming a progressively. smaller, proportion

of the population, the older age group is increasing in size. In

1960 the 16,560,000 adults 65 years of age or older totaled 9.2% of

tiCe population. By July 1974 this age group totaled 21,815,000 and

constituted 10.3% of thek population. By the year 2000, current

census estimates anticiOate 30.6 million aged, representing 11.5% of

the population.

The median age of the total population, which was 28 years in

April 1970, had moved up to 29.5 by July 1974, and is expected to

reach 31.4 by the year 2000.
.

Beyond this, there are the imponderables of a fluid economic

situation. The total resource pie is not likely to grow as fast in

the future as it had in the immediate past,'and the competition for .

more limited available tax dollars is likely to be more intense.. The

needs of the, increasingly larger aging segment of the population are

likely to have priority over those of children., This has been true

in the past and is likely to be true in the future.

The proponents of policies 'favoring child welfare services

are in-an increasingly disadvantageous position of political influence

in competition for. limited goods and services with politically

active segments of the population that are increasing in both pro-.

portion and numbers..
4

Changes in the overall dependency ratio, however, permit a

more favorable prognostication. In 1960 children under 18,and con-

sidered too young for the labor market, and persons over 65 and

retired from the labor market, constituted over 44.9% of the total

population. These groups, together, comprised thq dependent popula-

tion who needed to be supported by the population of productive

adults 18 -64- By 1974 the percentage of the dependent population

in the total population had decreased to 4221%. Although the size Of

the aged aepeOdent group had grown, the size of the childhood de-

pendent group had decreased (U.S. St&tistical Abstract 1976, Table

35, p. 31). There was, and will continue to be, a more favorable

ratio-of dependent population to productive adults than in the

immediate past. This'change favors an increased availahility of

resources for the support of children's services, it productivity

of the adult 18-64age 'group remains stable or increases.

B. Changes in. Nu firs of Children at Risk for Service

The total number of childrenign the population represents the

total population potentially at risk Lai child welfare services, The

decrease in then total number of children suggests a future modest

decrease in service needs. However, the percentage of children who

are high risk for service within the diminished total population of
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children appears to be increasing. Despite the smaller total. number
of children, the. demand for service is likely to increase. The
trend since the beginning of 1970 has been toward an increase in the
number and percentage of children living in poverty; an increase in
the number and percentage of children living in single-parent
families due, in part, to increases in illegitimacy, divorce and
separation; and an increase is% the number of mothers of young children
in the labor force. Each of these changes heightens the risk for
need of service for the children and families involved.

1. Infant Mortality

Infant mortality declined in 1974 to a new low for the United
States, 16.5 deaths in .the first year per 1000 live births. Despite
thisthe U.S. ranked 15th in the world in the infant mortality rat
(New York Times, Jan.' 18, 1976). The white infant mortality rate.of 14.7 in 1974 was still substantially lower than the rate for n
white children, 24.6. One implication of a lower infant mortality
rate, however, is the likelihood of an increase in the number of
children who, because of congenital anomalies, present a need for
service.

2. Orphanhood

Of.the various factors adversely affecting children and in-
creasing their need for service, only orphanhood continues to decline
as a problem. A special report in the Dec. 26, 1974, issue of the
New York Times was headed "Vanishing Orphanage: A Victim of Changing
Times." The report noted that in 1974 children who had lost both
parents--the full orphan--constituted less than 0.1% of the popula-
tion of children under the age of 18. "Like the daguerreotype that
once'recorded them, orphanages have faded into the memorabilia of
another.time."

3: Out-of-Wedlock Births

In 1973, the latest year for which data are available, there
were 3,137,000 live births, of which 407,000 (12.6%) were out-of-
wedlock (Ross, Sawhill 1975, p. 198).

In terms of absolute numbers this was a continuation of the
steady rise in out-of-wedlock births since 1950, when 142,000 such
births were recorded. More recent local studies in New York and
California show a halt and even a modest decline in the number of
out-of-wedlock births as a .consequence of the greater accessibility
of abortion following the 1973 Supreme Court decision* (Sklar, Bercov

*On June 20, 1977 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that neitherthe Medicaid law nor the Constitution requires states to pay
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1974). However, i appears that even the relatively widespread
availability of abortion has not resulted in a precipitous drop in
out-of-wedlock births in these states.

Although in 1973 the number of nonwhite out-of-wedlock births

was higher than the number of white out-of-wedlock births (163,000
whites, 244,000 nonwhite) and the rate of out-of-wedlock births per
1000 women 15-44 was higher (11.9 white, 84.2 nonwhite), the per

for
-

centage increase over time was greater for whites than or nenwhites.

Between 1960 and 1973 the out-Of-wedlock birth rate for white women
increased from 9.2 to 1,1.9, while for nonwhite women it decreased
from 98.3 in 1960 to 84.2 in 1973 (Ross, Sawhill 1975, p. 199)..

Higher illegitimacy rates among blacks may reflect 1) higher

rates of premarital intercourse, 2) less effective use of contracep-
tion, 3) less legitimation of the pregnancy- through marriage, 4) fewer
abortions, and 5) less adoption, with a higher proportion of single-

mothers living with their children. There is evidence that all
these factors play a role (Ross, Sawhill 1975, p. 80). In addition,

artifacts in reporting and variations in stigma regarding out-of-
wedlock status may also play a role.

Mhatever the explanation and whate er changesare'taking
place, there is currently a disproportional ly large group of non-
white children born out of wedlock. The.prob is of growing impor-
tance, particularly for the teenage population. Out-of-wedlock

status in this age group ,has increased more rapidly for both whites

Medicaid benefits for "nontherapeutic" abortion. This gives each
state-the option of deciding whether or run ekto providnon-
therapeutic" abortions at community expense to women -w cannot

finance the operation on their own. However, now federal matching

funds will not be required to be available in such instances, as had
previously been the case. Congressional legislhtion now pending

would discontinue Medicaid payments for "nontherapeutic" abortions.
It is estimated that Medicaid funds paid for some 300,000 abortions
in 1975'at a cost of $50 million. Given the Supreme Court ruling
and likely congressional action, states may disContinue providing

supportfor such abortions. As of October 1977, 14 states or juris-

dictions such as Guam and the Virgin Islands had already terminated
all funds for abortions, and about 28 others were in the process of

doing so (New York Times, Oct. 11, 1977). Additional states are

likely to take similar action soon. Although the net effect of the

.Supreme Court decision and congruent congressional legislation is

difficult to Assess, more unwanted children are certain to be born

as a consequence, posing an increasing problem,for chil. welfare

services.
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1%and nonwhites than is true for the older age= group. In fact, the
"number of births to unmarried women under 15 increased by 10% in
1973" (FlemiAg 1976, p. 67).

4. Divorce

After remaining relatively unchanged between 1955 and 1965,the divorce rate per 1000 population, began to move steadily-upward
in the late 1960s. In 1960 the rate was 2.2. By the end of 1974 the
rate had increased to 4.6--the highest national divorce rate onrecord. '"A total of 970,000 divorces we granted in 1974, an in-crease of 51,000 over the number grant in,1973 and more than doublethe number-q0 years earlier" (Annual S ns, 1974, p. 10). By 1972slightly more than 1 million children e involved. "The figurereflects a sharp rise in the-number-of di rces involving children.
However, the average number of children in olved per decree fell to
1.20--the lowest since 1960--which appears o reflect recent decreasesin fertility rates" (Snapper et al. 1975, p. 7).

The increase in family dissolution due to
for nonwhites than for whites. Between 1960 and
of ever-married white womenwith children who e
increased from 1.2% to 1.8%--a 72% increase. For
group of nonwhite en it increased from 1.6$ to
increases (Ross, Sawh 11 197 p. 85).

divorce was-higher
970 the percentage
rienced divorce
the equivalent
3.1%--a 108%-

Rapidly escalating divorce rates have been-attributed to
changing relations between the sexes and related attitudes towardmarriage. The greater economic independence of women, the spreading
popularity of nofault divorce, some variation of which had been
adopted by 1975 in- many states, reflected accelerating acceptance ofdivorce.

Nonwhite families experienced much greater separation ratesthan white families-0.9% of all ever-married white women.with chil-
dren having experienced separation in 1970, as contrasted with 7% of
nonwhite women (Sawhill, Ross 1975, p. 89):

5. Single-Parent Families

There has been a significant increase in the t decade inthe number of children living in single-parent famil eaded by aremale. Among the factors contribyting to this chang ve been
*increases in out-of-wedlock pregnancies, accompanied by a growing
resistance to surrendering the child for adoption, and increases in
divorces .and separations involving children. In addition, growth
in rates of labor force participants and greater availability of moreadequate assistance payments have increased the potential for some
single mothers of establishing independent living arrangements.
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As Fleming (1976, p. 60) notes, "The number of children
living in families headed by a woman is growing at a staggering rate;

it more than doubled between 1960 to 1974. The growth is fastest in

families with young children." Since the remarriage rate of divorced

women is high, some families are only temporarily single-parent

families. But it is predicted that for "children born in the 1970s

. . . two out of five will live for some period with a single parent"
(Fleming 1976, p. 60).

In 1970, 9.1% of all white families were single-parent, female-
headed families, and 4.2 million white children lived in such families.

By'1974, 9.9% of'white families were single-parent, female-headed
families, which included 5.3 million children. In 1970, 28.3% ',f-

all black families, were single-parent, female-headed families;'2.6
million black children lived in such families. By 1974, 34% of all

black families were headed by a single female-and 3.2 million black

children lived in suc amilies., A much smaller percentage (1,3) of

black and white chil en, ere living in single- parent, male-headed

families--about 870 00 hildren. Thus, by. 1974 about 15.7% of

American children--10,00 ,000 children--lived in a single- parent-

family (Fleming 1976, p 59).

Although the largest number of children living in female-

aded households were white, a much larger percentage of black
children were livin in such a situation.

,

The decline during the last decade in the percentage of
children living with both parents was more severe for black children

than for white children. In 1965, 91% of all white children were

living with both parents;. in 1974, 88% were living in such families.
In 1965, about 71% of all black children were living with both

parents. By.1974 this was ;rue for only 56% of all black children.

The growing disproportion of 'female-headed families in the

black Community is beyond dispute. What is a matter of considerable.
question is its explanation. Out -of- wedlock births, and divorce and

separation rates, coupled with lower remarriage rates, all contribute

to it. In accounting for higher divorce and separation rates, the

most recent and most detailed analysis of the situation found "no

difference by race in recent rates of family dissolution after we

controlled for economic vatiables,,especially the less stable job

market faced by black men" (Ross, Sawhill 1975, p. 87).

The significance for child welfare services of this change

affecting grow' g numbers of children living in such families is

that from the nt of view of structure and income levels single-

parezit, female -haded families are likely to be high risk for need

of service. Single parenthood imposes a heavy burden of tasks and .

responsibility on one person. Any significant increase in
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situational stress, any physical or mental illness ttipt impairs -
caretaking ability, results in problems in care coArage. This does
not suggest that the single-parent family is necessarily inherentlypathogenic. Most children who grow up in such homes make a good
adult adjustment. Its merely suggests that although healthy child
rearing can be, and is, accomplished in a single-parent family, it is
more difficult to achieve.

6. Children in Poverty

In the late 1960s and early'1970s there was some evidence
that we were winning the war against poverty. Theapercentage of
children living in low- income families, although still substantial,
was decreasing. This trend has been reversed since 1972. "The per-
centage of families below poverty level increased appreciably between1973-74. In 1973 there were 9.5 million related children under 18
in families below tht poverty level. Between 1973 and 1974 the figure
increased by 8-1/2 to 10.2 million, increasing the overall percentageof children who are in poverty families from 14.2 to 15.5%" (Snapper1975, p.

.Black families and female-headed families have shared un-
equally in the economic advances made in the 1960s and were more
severely affected by rapidly escalating inflation and the.increase
in unemployment rites of the-early 1970s. The percentage increase in
family poverty among these groups of families was greater than among
white, male-headed families. By 1974, when 7% of all.. white families
were below the low-income level, this was true for.27.8% of all black
families, and true for 52.8% of all black, female-headed families
(Personal and Economic Status of the Black Population in the U.S.
1974, Table 24, p. 43).

Some of the gains Made by black families 5n the late 1960s
obegan to erode in the middle 1970s. In 1970 the ratio of black to

white median income family was 61%; by 1975 this had fallen back to
56%, well below the ratio in 1967 (New York Times, Jan. 18, 1976).
This means, of course, that on the average black familied in 1975
were trying to make do with $56 for every $00 received by white
families. The increased vulneralSility for services is obvious.

N0
In 1974, 41% of all black children lived in families below

th fficial poverty standard; only 13% of white children did.
Chicano children were better off than children in black families,
but considerably poorer-than children in white families (Fleming
1976, pp. 22-3).

Despite the clearly disproportionate incidence of poverty in
the black community, it must be noted that,. numerically, more white
children are living in. loW-Income families. Although it is true that
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most black children are poor, most poor children ift'hite. Female-
headed family income is eubstantially lower than male-headed family
income, and the percentage of such families with below poverty -level

incomes is substantially higher. In 1974, while median, level income
for white, male-headed families was $14,055 and for black, male-
headed families $10,365, the comparable figure for white, female-
headed families was $7363, and for black, female- headed families,
$4465 (The Social and Economic Status of the Black Population in the
U.S. 1974, Table 16, p. 33). The poverty level threshold for a
nonfarm family of four was $5038 in 1974.

Thus, if female-headed families generally are dispr
ately low-income families, this is even more true for the fe le-

headed black family. "In 1974 the poverty rate for all_ female-headed
families with children was 51.5%. Among black, female-headed
families with children, 65.7% were in the poverty bracket in 1974,

as compared with 42.6% for white, female-headed families" (Snapper
1975, p. 11). Only 8.7% of children in families headed by a man
are below the poverty level.

Poverty is related not only to race and sex of the family
head; it is also related to age of the family head. Families headed'
by young parents are more likely to be in poverty than families_
headed by older parents (Fleming 1976, p. 68).

Larger families are more likely to be poor than families with

a smalle number of children.. Although only 8.6% of the one-child
and t hildren families are poor, about 33% o4 the families with
six children or more are poor.

Families living in the southern tier of states are more
likely to be poor than those living elsewhere, and rural and central
city families are more likely to be poor than suburban families.

It .should be. noted that all figures used here relate to the
official definition of pbverty, which yields perhaps the smallest

estimates. Using a somewhat less restricted yardstick increases the
number of children living in poverty. Thus, using the "125%" of
"official" poverty, a level which "qualifies families for many govern-
ment assistance programs,- increases the number of children in
poverty from 10.2 million to 14 million (Fleming 1976, p. 17).

C

7. Working Mothers

An increasingly large number or mothers are working. The
number of children under 6 with mothers working increased 17%

between 1970-1975. By 1975 there were 6.5 million such children.
Labor participation rates were higher for female-heads of family
than for mothers. with husbands present, higher for nonwhite women'



than for wqite, and higher for mothers in low-income families than
those in hrgh-income families.

Each of the conditions cited-- out -of- wedlock births, divorce.
separation, single parenthood, poverty, labor force participation--
increases in some measure the risk of need for child welfare services.
The factors are related, so it is unlikely to find one unaccompanied
by others--family dissolution and poverty, poverty and mother's
employment. If the trends noted here continue, and there is every
likelihood that they will, we can anticipate a smaller population ofchildren yielding a higher percentage of children needing child
welfare services.

The most recent census available On requeats.for child welfare
services reflects, in the characteristics of clients, the situationoutlined\in the foregoing. The Client group is disproportionately
nonwhite, single- parent, female-headed families, living in poverty.
Although only.14% of the children in the U.S. in 1974 were black,
they constituted 27% of the group of children for whom child welfare
service was requested (Haring 1975a, p. 11). "In only a third of
the families for whom service was requested was the child or children
reported living at home with both 'parents" (Haring 1975a, p. 13).
This contrasts with the 83% of all children living at home with both
"parents (Social and' Economic Status of the Black Population in the
U.S., Table 75, p. 111). A total of 33% of the sample of 1924
families reauesting service were receiving public assistarfce (Haring
1975a, p. 16). This contrasts with a national AFDC recipient rate,
of 5.1t in December 1974 (Public Assistance Statistics, August 1975,p. 3).

. The pool of children for whom the child welfare services
system has responsibility will increase as a result of social policy
changes. Status offenders (truants, incorrigibles; curfew violators)
are being diverted from the juvenile justice .system to the social
service system. It is anticipated that a sizable perCentage of such
Children will become the responsibility of the child welfare system.
,Curther, children in correctional institutions and training schools
are being diverted to the child welfare services system under programsof deiristitutionalization.

11/

Balancing the f vorable changes (reduction in child popula-
tion, changes in the ch'Id dependency ratio) against the unfavorable
changes (increases in f ly dissolution, increases in poverty,.
enlargement of the gro of children for whom the child welfare
services system is asked accept responsibility) suggests that the
burden of service required of the system is likely to increase during
the next-decade. At the same time, due to reduced strength'of the
child welfare political constituency in both absolute terms and in
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4terms of relative strength vis-a-v other competitive age groups' in
the population, suppart for child fare services in the face of
increasing budgetary stringency is ikely to be problematic.

C. Children Currently Receiving Child Welfare Services

A perspective on need for chil welfare services can also be
obtained by noting that data on the h r of children currently
receiving services do not exist nationally. Until 1971 the National
Center for Social Statistics made available national data regarding
children receiving foster care, adoption, institutional care, home-.
maker service and day care from "public and voluntary child welfare
agencies and institutions." .

The publication in this series covering
1972 and made available in January 1974 presented more limited
statistics and gave national totals covering only 43 states--reports
not having been received from such populous states as California,
New York, Pennsylvania and Michigan.

An issue of this aeries publication, covering 1974 and made
available in December 1975, contains even more limited data and in-
cludes no national totals, due to failure of 14 states to report and
incomplete data from other states (National Center for Social
Statistics, December 1975).

In addition to this publication, the National. Center for
Social Statistics also_publishod'a separate series giving national
data on adoptions. The last publication in this series, covering
1974 and made available in 1976, also notes that "due to lack of..
data and incomplete voluntary reporting from some of the larger,
states,-totals, by state are included, but national totals are not"
(National Center for Social Statistics, April 1976).

There are no other publications available that provide na-

tion statistics on current or even recent_data regarding the
n of children, receiving child welfare services. The latest data
that can be cited are the national totals as of March 1972 from the
43 states reporting (National Center for Social Statistics. January

1974). At that time a total of 3,055,000 children received service,

.
the largest number, 2,624;000 (86%) receiving service_in their own
homes. Children recbiving service under the AFDC program were in-
cluded in these statistics.. There were 245,000 children in foster
family homes, 6600 children in group homes, and 65,000 children in
child welfare institutions (institutions for the dependent and
neglected and residential treatment centers). About 70,000 children

were in adoptive homes. Licensed day care centers had a,capacity
of 656,000 and licensed family day care homes had an additional
165,000 places available, for a total capacity of 821,000.



It should be noted once again that these total ale con-
servative, in view-of the lack of data from that heavily populated
states. The unavailability of essential, basic data regarding the
children receiving child welfare services isa graphic example of
the national attitude toward children's problems and an indication
of the difficulty of determining tha state of the art.

Although the.Child Welfare League of America has attempted
. to gather such dike from member agencies through special reporting
projects, the data obtained are necessarily spotty, with limited
input from the public child welfare sector. ,c

There are additional statistics regarding the number of
children with presenting difficulties that might require service.
There are 1,700,000 children who are mentally retarded, 875,000 of
whom have received, service: 1,400,000 emotionally disturbed children,
556,000 of whom have received services: 700,000 children with learn-
ing disabilities, 170,000 of whom have received service (Fleming
1976, p. 82). Visuilly handicapped, deaf childWen and crippled
children make up a group of 450,000 additional children needing
'ervice.

Estimates of children needing service vary with differing
definitions of the problem. Thus, estimates of the number of
children who are "emotionally disturbed" vary widely according to
the definition of the term. This problem, coupled with difficulty
in obtaining reliable data, plaques protective services as well.

Estimates regarding the need for protective services vary
from 60,000 to 1 million cases of maltreatment of children (Fleming
1976, p. 83). -It is frequently "estimated" that 100,000 children in
foster care are, available far, and need, adoption. Although we have

oa firm figure of 6.5 million children under6 with working mothers,
we have no way of knowing how' many of such children need either
congregate or family day care. For a sizable percentage of the group,
in -home care by relatives may be satisfactory to both child and
family.

National figures regarding the number of children receiving
homemaker service are not available.

There is no way of knowing the amount of duplication in the
figures cited here. Despite some duplication, the aggregate figure
makes an impressive total of children who are receiving, or need to
receive, child welfare services. Eliminating the physicallx handi-
capped and mentally retarded, there appear to be between 165 million
and 6 million children who need the more traditional child welfare
services. The other impressive conclusion to be drawn is that
although a picture of the dimensions of the problem ii available,
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that picture is blurred, indefinite and subject to 'shifting boundariem

because of the li(p of eats in which one can have fiim

confidence.

D. :Ideological Changes

In addition to the demographic and socioeconomic changes that

affect the operation .of the child.weifare services system, the fol-
lowing t4sological changes also have an impacts

1) There is a greater acceptance of the legitimacy of a

wider variety of family forms than was previously the case. The
heterosexual two-parent family is no longer regirded as the only
conceivable acceptable context in which a child can be roared

successfully. Single-parent homes are now more frequently regarded

as a viable family form. Communal living arrangements, homosexual
nd lesbian "marriages" and "living toitother" arrangements are be -

4elinning to receive grudging acceptance. The number of children
involved in these alternative family arrangements is small, however.

2) There have been changes in the power relationships be-

tween clients and child welfare agencies. The intensification of
concern with "consumerism," the development of client organizations
in public assistance, foster care, adoption, mental retardation,
etc., and general concern with client participation in agency
decision making have affected.the client-agency poser balance.

3) Agency-client relatipnships have become more complex for

an additional reason. The client group is more discretely defined

currently. The "revolutioq of rising entitlements" has separated

out for explicit consideration the rights of additional groups pre-
viously only dimly perceived,.and, if perceived, ignored. "Chil-
dren's rights," "filter parents' rights," are now factors thot must

be taken-into consiaeratiOn in agency service delivery. There are

now more'distinctly identifiable parties to the child welfare
services relationship.

4) There flies been a greater readiness to accept proprietary

operations in child wel re. Day care has always -had a sizable

proprietary component, b t currently homemaker services and, more

important, group foster e services have evidenced an increase in

proprietary interest..

51 Defederalization'of programs and increased local responsi-

bility have led to a reduction in federal control, guidance and

leadership. One result has been a decrease in the visibility of the

Child welfari units as separately defined, unique operations

(Oliphant 1974).
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This loss of visibility and identity or clearly definodNchild
we fare units is confirmed by a more recent study of child welfare
tOrrvice* in 25 states that concludes that "the recently federally
mandated combination of child welfare services with other social serv-
ices into a single organisation . . ." has led to "the disappearance
of child lfare unit as such" in many states (Peat, Marwick and
Mitchell, 1916, 21) . Frequent departmental ceorganisatighs requiring
reallocation of m aft and the melding of child wolfare workers with
general sociepvice units, and the development fin some states of
uMbrella human ''sources administOtions, have resulted in the dilp-
tion of specialized child welfare services skills and the elimina-
tion, in many states, of job classification specifically fi.), child
welfare functions.

/4

even though the voluntary sector of the child welfare estab-
lishments has operated independently of the public welfare sector,
the voluntary sector was and is, potently affected by develtopments
in the public welfare sector. The incroasing.diffusion of control,
leadership and visibility of the child welfare services is a sig-
nificant aspect of the context in which the child welfare establish=
went currently operates. ,

6) The general ideological mood appears to be undergoing
change There had been a limited consensus about the desirability
and poscibility of unlimited expansions : Resources were infinite,
we were on our way to solving Ur_ problem of supplying human needs,
there was confidence that we codONsolve social problems, and if the
politicians could not always be relied on, the professionals in
every area could achieve this happy'outcome.

There are currently mo cynicism

If
and skepticism about the

ability of either government o the professions to solve social
problems, and serious disenchantment with previous efforts. There
is a much greatr.concern with, and awareness of, the limits of our
resources. All 'th.i.s 1..e reflected in the diminished support for
new social program efforts and ubiquitous budgetary constraints
within which all systems have to operate.

The demographic, socioeconomic and ideological changes are
reflected changing balance of emphasis, among the various
services. option service and services fo unwed mother are
decreasing, except for special groups such as e hard-to-place
child and the teenage single parent. Institu onal care services
are decreasing. Although demand for foster care services continues
to be significant. there is a shift in the locus of such services
tram foster family care to smell-group foster care,.which, despite
its visibility, currently accounts for only a very small part of the
total placements made. Protective services, particularly to abused
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children, are increasing sharply. Day care.is receiving the
greatest suppgrt and is the most rapidly expanding service

VIII. PROEMS ENCOUNTERED BY THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM
IN IMPLEMENTING ITS GOALS

Given the definition of child welfare services and its ob-
.

jecgive in the changingesocioeconomic, ideological 'context, the
following are some of the probleis encouatered by the system.

1) Knowledge. The knowledge base available to direct serv-
ice practitioners in implementing their tasks is limited: We do
not know with any. precision how to ...effect change in human behavior,
how to treat a disturbed child'so-that he

4
a s in.a socially.socially.

manner; how itIto help a neglectful rent become more fully
responsible.. We know only withinwidb- limits the Criteria for
selecting the best adoptiye parents or the best foster parents or .
the kind of substitute care facility that is best fora particular
child., Decision making at all significant. junctions is a coarse

.procsess de dent on a limited dUmberof variables.
.

`.There
,.

There are whole areas in child welfare for which we lack

.
basic national statistica& data--the number of children in need, the
kinds of problem they, face, the number of. people being served, the
charabteristics of the client population.

2) Resources. Essential resources needed to effectively
implement society's charge to the child welfare system are in short
supply- -good foster homes.- adoptive homes for ,children with special_
nAeds; good group gOster care facilities; tesia61tial treatment -.

centers. Although budgets appear to be generous in.some..areas, such
as day care,theyare far from generous in relation.to need. in
other areas such as adoption and homemaker services budgeti are
extiemely limited.

Hiring freezes and budgeting constraints exemplified by the
federal ceiling on social service expenditures will limit personnel
and-funding resources available to the child welfare services system
for an Andefinite time.*

4-- .

*A.'S of ;October 1977, no final action by Congress had been
taken on Public Assistance- Social Security AmendMeAts-for 1977, which
include proposals for substantial additional funai'forphlid welfarb
"services (Hat. .7200): With the 'support of the Adminitstration, the

. .14ouse-p4sse'd version of the bill converts Title IVB 6f the Social
SeCurity Act concerned with .a variety of child welfare services to

...an entitlement program at the free funding level of $266 million
annually,"beginning in. February 1978. The previous_ appropriation
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We do not have
.

authorizati4 for enough-people to do the t-
job,_nor are the limited number -of people available sufficiently
well trained.- Lower caseloads, more adequate training and 10wer 4E'

staff turnover rates are needed. This is an old story, but hill a
true sto:Cy- Wasserman's (1970) study-of 'the experience of pbblic
child welfare .wQrkers.documents the workers' discouragement And.
frustration withexcessive job responsibilities in the face Of
limited resources.

3) The intractability of problem situations. The chila
welfare system is. called upon to help'after the best institutions
mankind has devised for adequately caring for-and rearing children
have falled--afer the family has failed, after the school has failed.

, The families,We encounter have often made previous unsuccessful
.efforts through friends and relatives, local pastors, etc., to deal
with the situation. Strengths have been eroded by years of chronic
stress, or capacities have'never had a chance to develop.adequitely
in the first place. There is little to-build on In many instances.
There is aittleito work with. Every general social eeforM effort to.
deal with social problems--Social Securitai,AFDC;--increases thecapactty
to cope on the part of more adequate families but squeezes to the

. .

top, for child welfare system consideration, the least adequate,
most disturbed'familiei. A general 'subjective impression, repeatedly
advanced by child welfare workers, is that the families and children
we are called upon to help are getting progressively more difficult' f-
to deal ,with. The child welfare system ought 05 have a more general
recognition that it is faced with alargeproportion of ,very diffi-
cult; if not intractable-, problem situations. /here must be accep-
tance of a far more realistic expectation of rates of possibly.
successful ,

I

4) Interprofessional competition for child welfare problems.
Professional-boundaries are-permeable and fluctuating. In day care,
social workers contend with educators for control of the system, one
defining as _a problem in education, the otherDas i 'social problem.
In homemaker service,-social'workers'con with nurses. for control
of-the programs, nurses defining the Si ion that.requies homemaker

-for FY 1978 was $56.5 million. In 'the Senate 'Finance Committee ver-
O.on of this,, however, Title IVB 2emains.basically the same as the
-current py64ram, but an additional $63 million is added 'to the FY_
1978 apprb8.4.aticon-.In both the House and'the'Senate versions of
the 1:4110/additional funds are made available for AFDC foster
care,, with more generous matching provisions than preloious legisla-
tion and the Title XX federal ceiling 3s increased from $2.5
billion to $2.7 billion. . -

a
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service as a health problem, social workers defining it as a'soclial
problem. Lawyers attempt to define child welfare problems in tdrms
of their legal aspects, and there is a growing tendency to replace
professional social work decision making by predetermined standard
legal requirements and procedures.

5) Accountability: A problem stems from increasingly
insistent demands for performance accountability ana the consequences
of inability'to establish the effectiveness of, our -interventidns.
It is by .now trite to note that this is "the age of accountability."
But the potential and actual consequences have not as yet had -their
full impact. Thus. White (1973), in a study contracted for by H.E.W.
as a baSis for establishing policy- guidelines regarding federally
supported services for children, evaluates some of the principal
activities' generally subsumed under the rubric "services to chil
dren in their homes"--parent education,. parent training, ly
social casework and parent therapy. He concludes that re is ,d
little evidence that such procedures have-effects of mu h conser
quence. With regard to 'family therapy,.couAseling and therapeutic
social_casework," he notes that a.review,of."the evidence and
testimony leads us to conclude that such programs have only a small
chance of success. When successful, the magnitude of change in the
family is generally moderate,,and the criticalness of change for_
the child.on the whole is only moderate." (Vol. III, p. 101)

The report goes on to make specifictpolicy recommerplations:

- Do not fund major programs relying on therapy, counseling or
therapy- oriented casework in child welfare or social service
rehabilitation for families receiving public assistance
under AFDC.

- Do not fund training. of professionals fOr therapeutic
social casework praAice.

'74
. .

a

- Deemphasize professional credentiA requirements for those
therapy and counseling programs that have not been eliminated.
'Substitute training requireMents and certification of competence
based on behavioral assessment (p.'102),.

4

It is not ,clear that social-work . require (s) the' extensive
professional organization that (it) now (has) for the delivery
of (its) basic social functions. This is not to deny these
social functions. They are essential. It is rather to
qtestion the real existence of:a professidn's'specialized
competence in these functions.(p- 144)-

One might question the validity of the e-conclusibns and the
justifialzility of the recommendations;-they are cited.here solely as



an example of the assessments being made of child welfare services
activities by reputable externAT-goupse-assessments'that present
problems requiring a response.

6) Aaispices. In addition to challenges from other profes-
sions, the child,welfare services face a challenge from a parallel
structure of services being developed by community lay groups and
interested nonprofessional who question the nece sity,of credentials
for performing social se ice task The free clinic movement staffed
by:indigenous nonprofes Iona's, the rap" centers advertised in
every underground and college news aper, are manifestations of the
human services apparatus being developed outside of social work to
perform similar functions and-meet similar needs. In child welfare
we have seen the development of adoption agencies, for instance, by,
lay groups that ultimately gaiped community sanction to offer serv-
ices in competition with more formally organized services. Tat
these lay-organized programs often perform creditably in innovative
Sectors is a: threat to the credibility of the credentials we regard
as essential.

7)- Problems relating to'the service. The child welfare
system itself has been repeatedly criticized for deficiencies in
its methods and procedures.

In reviewing the relevant material for this paper.-it was
'disconcerting to note'how few of the criticisms about child welfare
services are of recent origin. For more than several decadeinow
the literature,repetitiously and persistently has identified these
shortcomings, each study uncovering agaih what had been uncovered
before.,, Reading the more recent studies, one gets a strong
sense of'deja vu.

Ia.

With disheartening repetitiveness the charge is\made that
access to service is- difficult .and discouraging; that service is
fragMented, poorly coordinated vertically and horizontally, and
disc9ntinuous; that there is an-overuse of substitute care services.
and an underuse of supportive services;, that the service offered is
often not appropriate to the'problem presented nor to the client
presenting the problem; that the approach to clients is unnecessarily
'authoritarian and coercive aid the worker's decisions are often
a*bitrary, and mtde without regard to a systematic diagnostics
assessment of the situation; that children get lost in the system,
temporary care becomes permanent care, Systematic periodic review
-of case planning is often neglected, and there is.a studied indif-
ference to parental needs once the child has been removed; that the
system operates against the achievement of permanence for many chil-
dren; that large groups of'children, particularly the nonwhite and
poor, are not adequately served by the system) thatthe syStem 1st,
7.sponsive an4 inequitable; that it tendS to be reactive rather
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than proactive, responding lethargically only to crisis situations;
'that there is no well developed systematic program:of worker and
agency accountability. The available evidence suggests that much
of this is true-

ra

IX. SYSTEM GO ACHIEVEMENTS

Despite the problems and the deficiencies, it can be said
that if the child welfare. system is failing particular children and
families, it is in general' successfully achieving its mission.

A conservative estimate shows that over the last 10 years,
as a _consequence of the work of the 'child welfare services system,
about 500,000 children'were placed for adoption with parents who
,:nurtured them.and cared for them as.their own. These were children
-who had. lost or never had a h6me of their own. A whole series bf-
.

different studies shows the same thing--that failure rate
during the first year of placement as measured by the.number of
children returned to the agency is an extremely low 2% to 4%,and .

that 75% to.80% of the children grew to healthy, satisfactory
maturity in such homes (Kadushin 1974, pp.,.566-70),. This is a _rate
of success _for a large-scale, complex enterprise that is rarely
equaled.

I

We have placed an average of 200,000 children in each year
during the last decade"in foster family homes where they were cared
for, temporarily-or for long periodsof time--a level of care they
could not or would not have received in their own homes. For the
most part the care was adequate, and the .few foll6wup studies
available show, once again, a respectably high success rate
(Kadushin 1974, pp. 451-54).

" And we have cared for 350,000 children during the last
decade in institutions for the dependent and neglected and in resi-
dential treatment centers, children who for one reason or another
could not be adequately cared for in their own homes and in their
own communities.. If we have not always "cured" the children, we
have provided a benign, salutary environment for them for a period
of time, during which whatever potentials they had for healthy
growth had a fighting chance'for actualization.

We have provided protection from abuse and neglect for
an indefinite but large number of children Who,lout-for the
availability"of child welfare services, might have been seriously
and irreparably harmed.I-Xbout 50,000 children served each year by
homemaker service lived more securely in the familiar surroundings
of their own homes rather than having to face displacement because
of some family crisis.

42°
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The provision of an acc4itable level of nurturance and care
for hundreds of thousands of children who could.otherwise hive been
more seriously deprived, more seriously disadvantaged, is a notable
achievement.

This is reflected in the fact that the traditional child
welfare services-have high acceptance in the plIblic's ranking of
the total group of social welfare services and are perceived as
beinga "good use of public fundi4(Carter, Fifieldi-Shields 1973).

_

In evaluating the overall functioning of the child welfare
services system, it is further noted that large sums of public money
have been used in-a thoroughly responsible manner. Rarely has a
system of suchrcomplexitir and with such a level of funding operated
with so few substantiated charges of misuse of fundS.'

Furthermore, the systm has attempted to be flexible and
innovative in its administrative procedures and its to ical
proaches. Agencies have atpempted outreach programs, couraged
and supported client invoidement in agency programs, e 4mented
with team apprOaches'to service delivery, incorporated 1 e groups
of paraprofessionals, made determined efforts to use social action
procedures, short-term treatment and behavior modification approaches,
and to adapt computer technology to its operations.. The system has
made efforts to correct identified deficiencies.

X. DIRECTION FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

One can, witH.considerable justification, assert that the
child welfare' services system, as now constituted, creditably per-
forms a clearly defined,. significant function in society, affecting,
positively, a large number of parents and children and contributing
to social stability. Neither the definition of its function, its
legitimacy and,sanction, its vital importance nor its overall,
general effectivenes& is the principal poipt at issue. The point
at issue, it seems tame, is that given the importance in the lives
of children and their parents of the services performed, the system
is not doing well enough. There are serious identified shortcomings
that must be remedied.

.Our concern is the contribution that has been made and can
be made by an essential subunit of the broader child welfare. system.
Thisbroader child welfare system includes the legal system, health
services and edUcational services. These are the primary concerns
of other professionals--lawyeft, doctors and educators. An essential
part of the overall system, the child welfare services Nystem--
the supportive, supplementary and substitute care services - - operates
under the aegis of, and is the concern of, the social work professidn
and social workers. This subsystem of the larger system has been
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the focus of concern here. For the larger system of child welfare
to operate - Effectively, one must have some assurance of the continued
stability, vitality and support of the currently established child
welfare social-work subsystem. The general community and other sub-
systems in the child welfare configuration--the legal, health,
educational sub steno- -must be able to operate in confident assurance
that the child elfare services subsystem can be depended on to per-
form its spec lized allocated tasks effectively and efficiently.

is both naive to expect, and undesirable to advocate,
support this child welfare social work system simply because it
is alread established. The soundest and most defensible argument
in favor o s_support is that it has the capacity to demonstrate
effective s and expertise in discharging the task assigned to it-
by society. That it has demonstrated maximum effectiveness. and
expertise in e past is open to question. That it must demonstrate;
such expertise in the future is indisputable-for its own sake and
for the sake of the larger child welfare system of which it is a
sizable and significant ongoing &omponent.

This leads to makit09explicit the direction-in which I think
tie child welfare social work system must go. It. must become less
-diffuse, less-pluralistic in its goals, more concentrated, more
specialized, more r9Antrally concerned with the specific tasks .

assigned to it, so as to develop unquestioned, primary ability to
carry out these tasks as best as possible and cfarly better than
any other group of professionals. If we have responsibility to
care,for the c ild in his own home, to preserve that home for his
care and upbrA;ging as long as possible, and, when this no longer is'
possible, to provide the best possible substitute care, then we .

should seek to do all this so'that all other professionals, all
other units of the broader child welfare system and society generally,
can confidently rely upon us. We should be able to operate foster

.

family care programs, group foster care programs, institutional care
/programs, own-home program services, and adoptive and protective
services on the basis of specialized knowledge and competence that
no other'group has. The focus should be n the specific and concrete
activities that we can perform effectual to assist those children
and families in need becauseof dysfunction in the caretaker-child
social role network. Our assignment calls .for a rediscovery,. a
reaffirmation and an intensified concern with those professional
tasks that uniquely characterize child welfare social work and

..

accord with what we are supposed to be able to do better than anyone
else.

The child welfare system should devote its energies for a
time to generating specialized knowledge, correcting its identified
deficiencies, upgrading its skills in its defined area of practice.
Until child welfare social work establishes such a core base of
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undisputed expertise in a specialized area in which it has been
granted hegemony, it will have little credibility in advocating
programs of prevention or relevant social policy changes.

Such a prescription is in line Witt; current political
realities and the current Zeitgeist, which are likely to be charac-
teristic of the immediate future as well. The electorate is dis-
enchanted with reform efforts, and is cynically skeptical about the
capability of professionals and government to solve major national
social problems. There is no consensual support for any well
developed, coherent program for social reforM, and none is being
advanced. The electorate is fragmented, with large sectors alienated
and frustrated.

The imdediate future is likely to be a period of integration
and consolidation, characterized by searching for a new departure
around which a new liberal consensus can gather; a period during
which contending interest groups and constituencies have to struggle
merely to maintain their current level of functioning and support.
Standing in place will be counted as a victory.

Given the current political situation and the identified
deficiencies in the child welfare system., the immediate program
should be concerned with tightening up. and improving the system,
correcting defects and imperfections.

The system has a defined charge4am organizational apparatus
has been established to implement it; a cadre obf trained, experienced,
committed personnel is available. The complaint of the community
is not that we should not be doing what we are doing, that we should
be doing something else. It is principally that we are not doing
what we are doing competently enough, effectively enough, with
sufficient regard for the needs and rights of the children and
pare s whom we serve. This should be a period, then, of internal
sptem consolidation, of efforts devoted to increasing interorganiza-
tional integration of the system and intraorganizational administra-
tive efficiency, to increasing technical competence to do the jobs

,society has assigned the system, and to assimilating the disconcerting
changes-of the immediate past.

The child welfare services systemshares some loss of credi-
bility with the entire social welfare establishment, and professionals
in child care share some loss of confidence wits professionals
generally. Energies and efforts during the_immediate future can
profitably be devoted to restoring credibility and confidence-.
We can do this by increasing the'efficiency and effectiveness of the
services we are offering and by achieving some level of undisp d
expertise of child welfare services personnel. Rather than se ng
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a new system or a new mandate, we need to improve the existing
system ar to implement more effectively the old mandate.

After a detailed review of the recent history of organiza-
tional efforts to effect change in social policy regarding children,
Steiner (1976) comes to a somewhat similar conclusion. He notes
that tile "children's policy most feasible--and most desirable - -is
one targeted on poor children, handicapped children, and children
withoUt permanent homes; unlucky children whose parents cannot pro-

. vide/them a start equal to that provided most children. . .

Ultimately.a far more complex universal program may be warranted.
. ./. Unless and until that case has been made more persuasively
than it has been, however, a children's policy will be successful
enough if it concentrates on ways to compensate demonstrably
unAucky"children4whose bodies or minds are sick or whose-famili,es
are unstable or in poverty." (p. 255)

1. is
This is, general, a rather conservative strategy. It

Calls for a residual orientation to child welfare services, a
/remediation rather than a-prevention focus, a concern with tradi-
/tional functions, an emphasis on technical expertise-and special-
/ ization. It is an exhortation to "think small," to focus- concern
on clearly defined areas of functional specificity. It suggests
that the child'welfare services system performs a legitimate, socially
useful function in response to community compassion energized by
public interest and a concern with social stability. It suggests
further that although such functions might be performed by others,
they are performed best by professional social workers with
specialized training in child welfare- service tasks. This point
of view reflects my assessment of the situation. It is stated
somewhat blatantly and unequivocably so as to define the position
precisely, in the hope that it will evoke debate. A clearly
stated, definite point of view has the advantage of sharply
defining a position for acceptance or-rejection.
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INTRODUCTION
. .. , ... - -This papek.examines, the provision of foster care to chill.=dren in this ,country as a 'Idectsion making system.- This sysAm ismade Up of social 'service agencies in local commUnities throughout, .the United,States. '*'These agencies -interface with courts,_ withhealth jnd education syStems, and with residential institutions for'jArsatment or 'correction of children with manifest problems, as wellt.. with..segmeritai within the and their own systeads, jape-c4.a12y protectoLye.services and adoption: 'Social agencies at: thelocal level, both public anc-A' vate, have fiscal, supervisory. and:'consultative relatiTOnships ,wi segments Oftheir own or:relatedsystems at-state and national vels that influence, but- rarelydetersine , ' the manner *of 'Making' - .local decisions that Profoundlyaffeat the lives. of children and Of their parents.

4.

. .

Systems -do not make decisions; the people who staff thesesocial ,agenCies Make them. However, ,conceiving- tst 'the. child- Welfare :agency as .a deciSion making, system directs attention to the struc-, and-organizational features of the system created to fulfillthe agency's objectives arad purpossi its interface with other-agencysystems that share in its general lurpoSet, Most impo'rtant, thisconception helps to locate' both .facilitatorS and obstacles toachieving agency. object- es that are system related, rather thanattributableNolely the -§ki# or ineptitude of individual staffMembers. .. .

-. .

. Foster. .ca..-e -disCussed in-this paper inc odes all types ofsubiltitute care of d endent children away Sioni°i:h it own homes,nigely, care 'in .fo er faMily homes, Children.'s sti utioris andt residentAal treatment centers--; groupgroup homes, -an s kinds oftreatment-oriented foster family. environtiaen e focus is on.,the social, agency* systems. andN. the decision making processes thatresult An :children entering, continuing in, or exiting from fostercare; only peripheral attention 'is iven to treatment 'aspects of ...2.I-foster. family care and of institutio al or group home care. Al-though adoption is t.echnically Subst ute Care, it is a .final"iolation." and' is. discussed 'ad- an alSernative to foster. care. -4.

. -.
.

Care of dependent and neglected children away frdm their ovirg-:' ..
. v

i. c. .,

The- family pattern desaT' as the nuclear family pattern was the .."..,

homes has been a feature "..o erican society -since colonial times: .
principal. building ploole iof the American social and .economic- environ-ment, and remains the liasic str_ucture-yat.-oUx- society: -Most diScussions of'd.hildren'i wel:faref_Tincludirg. this, are-premised on the 71assumption that the fiimily is the appropriate arenafin-whiell to °rear children and ,'that any .alternative is..a'stibstittite, Although-ttsei--z.''; a' point of view that .:tthe 'nuclear'family' 'is "the ylroblem"-._

..
...of our ..so dietY,:tlat argument is not discussed here. .. . -.-.- . .

"c -
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This-. discussion is projected Against an image of the nuclear'
family that 'includes the single-parent family but takes little or no
cognizance of con anal patterns ,of chAd rearing,,such as a handful
of .alternative fafnily life-style situations around the nation. This

statement-recognizes the overwhelming dominance of the nuclear
family as a child-rearing arena,,, Child welfare policy is predicated.

on supporting this family type. The single-parent family is
achieving acceptance as a normal, nonpathological, child-rearing
environment, and is included within the nuclear family concept.

'A history,of substitute care in AMerioa usually-begins with

a description of apprenticeship and' binding out of orphaned and

abando children by the early colonists, and passes through the

brph ancialAshouse bras toward the time when free foster family
homes d.finalil foster family.homes became the dominant
nuclide substit oar . Each de of child care outsiqe the family
must viewed the context of he ,social, economic and political
con itions of he time,'. including e- usive but generally held con-

cep s ofa =11 essentialcbaf garlyerecords of the auction-

in off of orphaned children .4t'-colo town meeings suggest an

ap ling callousness:unless examined against .the question,"what

alt - tive was available? Children's needs and- feelings, and those

of r parents, seem to have been continuously ignored in the'

appliCati Of systems of indenture, of warehousingv children ibL
.almshouses, r.in orphanages, and by the wellmeant.efforts,of the

"child-savers" who _collected children from the streets of ea$tern

cities for placement in rural homei. Ihdenture, however, as
Thurston,argues-(p. 10), may have been a better ,alternative than'
sending dependent children to almshouses, the orphanage better ihanl
indenture (p. 39)', or at least better than some eases, of indenture.

The extended and often acrimonious debate between the proponents .-

of institutional as against foster family care for dependent chil-
dren gradually quieted into a growing recognition that each mode'is-

appropriate for different children, o5 for the same children at
different times in their development..*.

.

Current literature. emphasizes the importance of there being

available to the child welfare worker a rangeof resources when'she
is faced with the deciiion to place a child away from his own parenis,

since it Ls from this spectrum of..resources that a selection can be

made on the basis of knowledge of tie' child's needs and of what each' -

resource can provide, The "great resurgence Of evidence orienta-

tion,"-- of which Wolins and Piliavin .speak (p. 35), mayeventually -

place in the'social worker's hams the toolC to base these choices'
onbinformation'ratherthan on some combiriation of intuition, Value
Judgment and availability of a given resource.' 'However, it is

prsobable.-that foster family care will continue to looked to

first, ahead of institutional care,.if.for'no otiher ,peason.than that

O. O.



_it is-i-e-sik-cos-tu-snore-tiXrkirfiti-ve group care and institutionalcare are most typically justified by the social worker's conclusionthat no ordinary foster family can cope with a-particular child'sbehavior problems.

in most American comMunities, an increasing variety of'
.resources has become available to the child, welfare worker facedwith an out-of-hone care decision today, as compared with 1850,1900 or even 1950. In:arguing for enrichment of placement resourcesto match the child's special 'needs and problems, I acknowledge thatthe available variety_ may exceed the knowledge base on which to makeinformed choices.

Poster care is -provided by child welfare agencies -and in somecomMunities through courts, to dependent, neglected or abused chil-adren. Whether placed voluntarily by natural parents unable or un-willing to care for them, or coming into care,as a result of adependency petition adjudicated by a juvenile court, the most'
typical children in the foster care system are young (preteenage)
and "dependent," in the sense of various decision makers acting intheir behalf, than themselves being precipitants in decisions, asolder teenage children are likely to be However, Uhether thefocus is .on younger children or whether we include the increasing
numbers of teenagers entering th6.,foster care system, usually as aresult of conflictual relationshIps with their natural parents, wemust distinguish the dependent from the adjudicated deiinquentchildren. , This paper-does ne4 include this'latter group, eventhough it is recognized that the needs-and problems of teenage
delinquent children often become at some point sindl:stihguishablefrom those of teenage dependents.

This paper examines wh the system of fostercarehas.becomea retention systeT rather t a decision making one, and'hO4cthis
"limbo".of foster care has become d focus of national concern becausechildren have languished in out-of-home care;.ind describes the
conceptual reorientation-and methodological initiatives necessary if"foster care agencies'are to better serve the welfare of these chil-dren.

FOSTER CARE THE UNITED STATES

Local Community 'System

At the local community level, a county public welfare agencyis the most typical gatekeeping and decision.making agency' controllingthe entry and exit of children to foster,care. _Voluntary agencies
are 9161yresponsible for -only about 10% of children in foiter

Public child,welfare services, as they have expanded in thediffetent. itates since the.1930s,-are the agencies to-be looked to

4
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if there arliTti5blrimprovemen-ts-irk-faarter-care-for--mosst of the chil-

dren who need it.- .

6

.
. 1

.
'Although individual staff members. who-call,thelselves child

welfare workers or foster care workers, spe in some instances, probi-

tion;officers control the placement detision, many other involved

7 . persons iniflueft:e such decisions or are affected by them. The.

natural parents of the children who enter care are almostalways
responsible in some degree for the situations that necessitate a

decision on placement.' The juvenile court judge IS finality respon-.

sib le for the decision that sends a 'Child into foster carei.v.i:i a

depindency petition'. Social workers called protective services
workers, who may be the same as the foster care'workers,-pay be the

true generators of the decision. The child who beccimes the subject

of the decision may himself have had much to do with creating the
conditions that required the attion. First-.and second-line super-

. visors and agency administrators directly contribute to the decision
environment, if not determining the actual decision:

Behind these sets oteactors primary to the decision are
community education, Social service; health, and law enforcement
agencies whose staff Memberi-directly influence-the dedisibWfor
any given child. Local political bodies, particularly-boards of-

superVisors, have a direct influence on the character and quality of

local-setvices. In a still larger framework and less directly, but
still influencing what the more closely involved actors can decide

to do, are the political and bureaucratic complex of .state govern- _

ment with its laws and lawmakers, appeals courts, public assistance
and social services supervisory apparatus, and fund distribution
processes that bear some influence upon every -decision at the local

level. For public agencies, there is a federal apparatus of laws,

.policies, procedures and agency leadership; and for private agencies,

a national membership association that exercis s some influence,

howeverremote, upon.decisions.regarding a ch,d in care.

It is impossible, of course, to sort ut the precise influ-

ence these sets of actors exert on anygive decision. rely.,:if.

ever, can a decision -he attributable to a. n4le actor, 41t.verlo

a single set of actors identifiable with the court or wit _the

child welfare agency. But within the'larger system, the child wel-

fare agency performs the most visible activities and is held respon-

sible for the formal decision.

It is useful to view the local foster care- agency as an

action system peopled by actors who pla' various roles and exert
varying degrees of influence directly upon each decision affecting

a child. Each set of actors is backed up by sets in relat
zations and agencies, in the community whose influence-on Ation
making is-indirect, but palpable. This view helps boaocate



influence processes 'and trace hatr_interaction-It-hitli*Ato-perceive sets of actors as h ly limited individuals,who inter-*act to produce a decision for ich no one person or group, issolely responsible.

Applying 'this mel to a given child welfare agency can helppinpoint a kind of "dynamic balance" that leads to a decision --or -'often to indecision. For example, in my review of cases of children.in foster care in San Francisco, there were numerous instances of achild entering care because of themother's hospitalization formental. illness. After M brief period,; with her illnesiin remission,the mother usually returned tq the community and devolved onto Aidto Totattr:Disabledv a more generous grant program than'AFDC. Aslong as she remained defined as mentally ill, she could receiveATD, and was not likely to be pressed by either the juvenile courtor the, welfare'agency.to make a decision about her children's future.Records revealed many explicit cautions not to press a person insuch fragile emotional' condition. Meanwhile, she received treatmentfrom a community mental health agencylprobably prescriptions forpsychotropic dtugs, and her desires to visit her" ch4d were handled
-sympathetically while the possibility remained that ase might get.well. It was not unusual that cases remained unchanged, for 5 or 10.yeark.

This example suggests how a number of different sets ofactors can achieve a balance of input and of constraints to decisionmaking that yields a condition of "dynamic indecision" with regardto the child's future. No one agency, no one set of social 'workers,
no parent, foster parent or child is at fault or can bs,'held respon-
sible for the decision or indecision that ensues. Yet each is
implicated and,,conceivably could have changed the course of thecase. A systems view yields additional conceptual leverage on thedecisican making process this example illustrates: the problem thenbecomes one of finding a pont of entry to change its direction.However, this dynamic balance can prove remarkably immovable.

Variations Among Lo651 Geographic Areas
Differeiit localities across the nation vary along majordimensions in the way foster care is structured and implemented.Though generalization is difficult, the similarity of end results

exceeds the distinctness of differences. Crucial caseload character-
istics, Such as the average p of-foster home placements,
average length, of time care, patterns of parental visiting (and
nonvisiting),'and the movement of children into and out of foster,care are probably more similar than different- from one local. juris-
-diction to another.

..
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The-trici-denciv-o-f-resort-te foster -care-at-the-local-agency

level hypothetically should be responsive to the quality and coverage
of social services that support family life, namely,.family counsel-
ing'by public and private agencies, homemaker service provisions,

and agencies dealing with child neglect and abuse. I know of no

.study .that has conclusively demonstrated such a connection. The

,incidence of fostdr care does vary among localities withth a state

(among California counties, for trample) and among states calculated

AS a ratio pf children under 21. It would be risky and, probably
misleading to make inferences from these crude statistics on the

quality of the social services thit support family living in a

given_ locality.
s.

In a recent synthesis otstudies of foster care in five

states published by theChildien'sureau, the author concludeg, F.
"Preventive and replacement services are woefully inadequate."°*- %

Xhis conclusion is based upon an analysis of one ormore different
studies from each of five states (Arizona, California, Iowa,

Massachusetts And Vermont). -Although the conclusion seemg warranted

from the litany of deficiencies in services -identified in the

,
various studiet, close comparisons among the five 'states are

hazardous because of differences in data collection methods used.

Two general conclusions can'be made from-a'review o studies done

in these and in other states: 10). The same. types of deficiency in

service delivery tend to beidentified4in each state or locality;

and 2) The same kinds of remedy-are p/iposed, which might be sum-

marized as a call for better services to families.to prevent needlest

entry of children into.fostee care, and services to families of

children in care to achieve permanent planning.

The Natioiial Picture in Foster Care

.'The, most recen a available report 319848 children in

foster care as of March This total breaks down into 248,512

in foster 'family homes, 659 la group' homes, and 64,138 in institu-

tions. Hence, foster family care involves about 3-1/2 times the

number of children as group Care. After rising steadily following

an initial drop subsequent to the_inception of ADC programs, the
number of children in foster care may have leveled off or turnedio.

downward in some places., A dow4hturn. in California, for example,-

is due to the falling off in. birth rate,: perhaps accentuated by the

increased resort to abortion. 'There seems little- basis for

attributing the decrease to any batic change in the-rrogram, although

adoption of older children fibril the foster" care caseload is no doubt

having
to fewer-children entering care, rather than exit'

berg -hastened'arama tally. New -York City does not appear to be

ring this downturin entry rate. -Ito newly instituted -

I.

having smell effect. '111.other words, 'the apparent falling 9ff

seems

.7 4
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rised data system shows an excess .of entryAbvermxitjin

The foregoing observations are made with considerable
tentativeness because detailed data on child welfare'servicesgenerally and foster care particularly are lacking or at bos-N'undependable. California, which is second only to New York Statein the incidence of-foster.Care, has recentlylinstituted a statewidedata collection system that promises to. yield reasonably. accurate .and detailed status data on foster care--a count of-children in
care and some of their characteristics, 12 not data of central
significance to administrative planning.

For the local agency administrator to know precisely what ishappening to children in the foster care system, to enable him to
set.'.goals, he must have accurate data reflecting not only entry andexit, but-how long each child remains in the system and what plan. or'concIUsion eventuates. He =Nit be able to track the. career of eachchild in care. How many are being restored to natural parents, and

4 within what time frame? How many have settled into permanent fostercare, and whit definiee-decisiope;if any, has,been made about thesechildren? This is the necessary first step toward typroving the
operation of foster..care systems across the nation. If children
enter foster:care 'too easily, remain too long, and exit too infre -.quently or not at all, it0,i obviously an ineffective and needlesslycostly system, serving children badly. "The:fOter care system-1,P
-a bureaucraticAnightmares it serves children' badly, and the taxpayer
negligently.".. This statement represents the combined judgment ofa group of consultants after a review of seven recent studies of
foster care in California._ This is only one example of a ferment of
national concern about foster care.

sr.

Effectiveness is measured by the attainment of avowed goals.The only goal concept that can be inferred from the child placement
cliterhture is that foster care is intended to be a treatment service-

instituted on a temporary basis to treat the-s-acioemotional problems,of parents and children. Studies going ioNaas and Engler,
puYillished in 1959, have shown that tLs tregmenrand rehabilitationgo4 is both unrealiitic and.inappropriate., .?- increasingly theliterature reflected acceptance of long-termt,,adigven permanent
foster care as, a realistic and appropriate goal: Acceptance of
permanent foster care for some children who lingered. indefinitelyin foster care systems did not immediately resolve the goal uncer-
'tainty-... That foster'care should.be-temporary was accepted doctrine,
and agencies were slow to conAder.ptimanent or long-term rterfamily care a worthy goal.'&.f

Goal ambiguity is a fundamental problem of foster care-
systems as a whole. The next section of this paper proposes a
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reorientation to a.single, overarching goal for foster care sys-

-toms, as prereqUISite-tti-rommitaariluvoi*iRmtvely-agasys-------
tem effectiveness can be evaluated.

The much discussed "limbo of foster care" is a centat con-

cern in this paper, The description of that limbo by Emlen details

the systemic obstacles to movelfint'orchildreg out of foster Care.

With the experimental work luch a!9that by Emlen's colleague, Victqr

Pike, and our work in California,' focused on a more effective
technology of decision making, it appears that the limbo is finally

being penetrated.

I believe a reduction in the incidence of foster care would

follow. general implementation of the type of methodological effec-

tiveness descx#4ed in the latter half of this paper. The drift of

children in care\has been documeqheleufficiently by research in a

number of states and localities. ' We must now turn comparable
research and experimental effort toward describing and testing

-precise methodological approaches to ea58 aspect of the casework
decision-making process in foster care. Until a more definitive

and precise technology is elaborated and proved effective, we remain

essentially at a descriptive phase in the analysis of foster care

issues.

GOAL OF FOSTER CARE

Current'Goal Orientation of Foster Care System and Its
Consequences

The goal of the 19th century proponents of the foster family,

as against the orphanage, for dependent and neglected children was

to provide a substitute for the child's own family that would care

for him to his maturity. The goal was met when the substitute

environment was supplied. The end. a placed child, dominated con-

cern. Gradually.concern began to shift to the process by which
chilar'en reachedth&state of_ permanent separation from natural

parents, and grew up in foster caere.
1

Thurston, writing in 1930, attributes this shift to Charles

Birtwell and the Boston Children's Aid Society in the late 1800s.'

Attention to children's needs quickly became the hallmark of the
developing "science" of child placement. The central concern of the

;emerging profession of social work, including child welfare, became

the necessity of understanding human needs Ana feelings and respond-

ing differently tO'different emotionaliwneeds and the problems,.

_Differential diagnosis and treatment Was-the central thrust of this

new profess:ion.

During the 1930s and 1940s the importance of function in

social work was cogently articulated by social workers who drew
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their inspiration from Otto Rank, a deviant discig;iof Freud.Thy euntrib4.4 tivn of the-fUnctid6mir-emphallis to' social work theory
was greatest in its articulation of the *port/ince of function in
rendering foster care and prbtective services *to clliadron.`- Al-though functional social work eschewed diagnosis, pal insistence onthe central importance of the individual client's coming to terms
with agency function maintained the focus on the client's feelings
and the resultant relationship betweenthe social worker and .client,be the client parent, child or foster parent. The social policy
question as to the general purpose of foster care, and hence the
overarching goal of child placement, was riot effectively raised-

.

Th 1950s saw the publication of two books directed to fostercare, The Art of Child PlacementAnd Child Plecement Through
Clinically Oriented Social Work.'" In 1271, publication of FosterCare of Children: Nurture and Treatment brought the most recent
effort to present'a comprehensive statement of the theory under-
girding the "science" of child placement. The subtitle, "Nurture
and Treatment," captures the essentrit of the goal of fostOr care,
implicit, if not always explicit, in the book. I believe that it
expresses a goal formulation that has dominated the thinking of
social workers engaged in foster care, an emphasis instigated by
Birtwell, and continuing 'to the present., I further believe that thisemphasis on providing nurturing and treatment services expresses a
continuing misconception about the foster care agency and its funda-
mental goal.. Placement is seen as a tool in treatment; and place-ment utilized without a goal becomes an end rather than a means:

The Overarching GOal of Foster Care

The goal of the foster care system is to provide for. each
child that enters it a stable,and continuous relationship with a
nurturant parenting person or persons. The consequences,:of accep-
tance of this statement of the system's goal must be carefully con-
sidered, since it represents a-departure from the traditional goalof foster care. The main bUsiness of the foster care agency is
decision making about children's lives, -not child car. or treatment
or therapy. There are, of course, aspects of each facet of foster
care work--at intakuin restoration work, home finding and in
supervision--in-WhieTbehavioral 'change is a specific objective.
However, behavioral change is in the service of decision making,
not' standing alone as an end in itself:

"To provide fox each child that enters it (the foster care
.-system) a stable and continuous relationship with a nurturant'
parenting person'or persons" -.lies that no child is to be permitted
to drift in out-of-home plat .-nt without a decision that he will
either return to his own parents, -or be freed from parental custody
and control and placed for adoption within a definite time limit; and

41.
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in instances in which neither of these alternatives is possible and

the child must' remain in foster .family care,

nent foster care be described and formalised either in a written

agreement or through A guardianship arrangement with the foster

parents.

With the goal of achieving permanency- for ch child, case

management within- foster care-agency is foi a fferent purpose

ind of a different ittei than it would be with the generalgoal

of child car. and tre nt. A data oollection system becomes

essential to yield in rmation on the status of each child in car.

and to track is career in, the system. With this dati the agency

sdministrator.can .know whether or-not this goal is being achieved,

can monitor the movement of children through the .system, and con-

tinuously ensure that staff effort is directed to the primary goal.

Unit supervisors can set up case monitoring systems that will tell

the case plan for each child, the time limits for its accomplishment,

the elements of the plan in terms of the contribuiion of each actor

(agency social worker, natural parent, child, foster parent, other

agencies, etc.) and the consequences (alternative action) in CASe of

nonperformance. And, most important, the agency social worker can ,-.

be held accountable to a case plUn that delineates the contract with

each of the case principals, and4y which she monitors her own

accomplishment in terms ofdecision making toward specific case

objectives that serve the goal of permanency. Planning and decision

making are the conceptual opposites of the unplanned drift of chil-

dren in foster care that has en brought so strongly to national

attention by recent research.

The latest edition of Standards for Foster Family Service

(Child Welfare League of America, 1975) continues the tons and

emphasis of these classics of child placement theory, while failing;

in my opinion, to establish a clear image of the essential business

of the foster care agency...,Section 1.1 "Objectives and purpose"

(page 8) of Chapter 1, "Foiter Family Service as a Child Welfare

Service," is reproduced in its entirety in order to consider if

this staimedhat does express a purpose for the foster family service

agency in sufficiently unambiguous terms to serve as a framework

for-setting agency goals and objectives:

1.1. Objectives and purpose

The ultimate objectives of foster family service should be

. the promotion of healthy personality development of the

child, and amelioration of problems that are personally or

socially destructive.

This sentence states "ultimate objectivee_in global and

idealistic terms. In place of "foster family service" one could _
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substitute "child qui- oe service " "residential treatment program,"ma *
children'seai

services or agencies wi hout changing its meaning. Directing
foster family service to "healthy personality development" and to
"amelioration.of problems" groups the foster care agency with
agencies that treat children who have problems.- These openinglines continue the misconception of the foster care agency's essen-
tial business, for which the classics of child placeiment arefaulted.

The next four sentenoes frame the functions of foster careagencies at a fairly high bevel of abstraction.

Foster family care is one of society's ways of assuring the
well-being of children who would otherwise lack adequate
parental care. Society assumes certain-responsibilities
for rearing and nurture of children when their own parents
are unable to do So. .It discharges these roiponsibilities
through the services of social agencies and other social
institutions. Foster family care should provide, for the
child whose own parents cannot do so, experiences.and
conditions that promote normal maturation (care), preventfurther jury to the child (protection), and correct
specificlbroblems that interfere with healthy personality
development (treatment).

Only the foUrth sentence, beginning "Foster family careshould provide . . ." approaches a level of specificity sufficient
1p base agency goal concepts upon. Again, each of the subsequentehree clauses speak to what the agency does for the child after heis in the agency's care, hence continuing a "child treatment"
emphasis in agency purpose.

The final segment Of th*-5bjectives and purposes section ofStandards for Foster Family Service becomes somewhat more-directivebut in my opinion, falls short of clear conception and statement.
(A number is placed before each statement for reference purposes.

Foster family service should be designed in such a way-as

1) maintain and enhance parental functioning to the fullest
extent'

2) provide the type of care and services best suited te, each.
child's needs and development

3) minimize and counteract -hazards to the child's emotional
health inherent in separation from his own family and the
conditions leading to it
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4) facilitate the child's becomang part of the -foster tastily,

5) make- possible continuity of relationship by preventing

unnecessary changes

6) protect the child from harmful experiences

7) bring about themchileas ultimate return to his natural

family whenever desirable and feasible, or when-indicated

develop an alternative plan tha* Irides a child with

continuity of care

,The meaning of 1 is ambiguous. tike on precision a purpose

if it.sall, "maintain and enhance ptal functioning in order to

prevent initial placement of-the chime in out of home care." State-

ments 2 through 6 I will not quiblde with, despite h temptat!indto

point them more sharply to agency purpose. Number 7 should

come-ahead of all others as the most'succinct expression of the

essential business. of foster care agencies. Roweve.c, it contains

two qualifying phrases, neither of which is necessary, each of

which effectively undercuts the essence of the statement of the

foster care agency's purpose. Consider the very different meaning

if the statement read instead: "Return the child to. his natural

family as soak: as the conditions that necessitated initial place-

ment have been removed or reduced; if the.family is unable to

utilize the agency's service to remove these conditions,, within a

defined time limit, an alternative plan that a 'tRe child with

continuity of care will be implemented."

The phrase "whenever desirable or feasible" in stateaent 7

implies'that olls agency social worker holds in her own hands the

power to make ihis decision based on her diagnosis of family func-

tioning. Parental motivation cannot be diagnosed; it can only be

judged as a function of thiLparentsi participation in the inter-

* vention program developed.``' This issue is examined, more fully

.ilatei in this paper in the context of sac 1 work directed to

restoring foster children to their natural s. The .ct mu:

qualifying phrase, "when indicated," is simply lupus An -

alternative plan is always indicated. That tookf tly

alte tive is rio plan is the essen of the limbo of foot

GATES INTO FO CARE.

Vo Itin a and Involunt Placement

Some children
foster care as a
is that them 1

voluntarily placed by their parents in

ary solution to a family crisis. The danger

s can beopmeasituation bf indefinite duration.
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A typical example of a long-term voluntary placementt A'mother asks local count
Bally handicapped child in foster home where he can obtain_thespecial care and educational service he needs, since she must work
to support herself and her other children. She visits her child on
an infrequent' basis, amid the child continuos in care until age 18.

Practice varies from state to state ill-even within states.Though the mother's application may be voluntary, local policy may
require it court order for all children placed by the welfare agency,or acourt order if the child remains more than 6 months in fosterCare.

The distinction between-a voluntary and an involuntary place-mento--one initiated by petition-alleging neglect or abuse - -is
conceptually significant,.but becomes blurred when the parent
initiating placement voluntarily must submit herself to courtprocess. the parent who voluntarily requests plaCement nay feel,
however, that she is quite different from a parent who neglects orabuses her child.

maintained hiSome counties in California have
of voluntary placements, others few or for only a limited

percentage
ime. The*IE-trend in this state seems to be toward requiring court orders when-/ ever public money is committed. In pointing out that the length; ofstay of children entering foster care voluntarily and those entering

involuntarily are almost the gam., tOstidegisLative Audit Committeestudying foster care in California stated that this "suggeits the
need for an. tion oC7the comparative advantages of the twoapproaches to pl ement."'

.
.

An impor Zand difficult: th4oretical question is beingraised, with impliastions for foster cacti practice everywhere. Anyneat distinction between voluntary and involuntary tends to fade on
close examinationin tie example cited, it is a voluntary place-
ment.until the mother is asked to concur in a court process (often
routine), after which it becomes involuntary, even though nothing
About. -her own or her child's life circumstanoes may have changed.
In such cases, what does "voluntary placement" mean in contrast to
court-committed child placement?

A key word in the Legialativr Audit Committee's suggestionis "advantages.;" Advantages to whom--the natural parent, the
adilnistering agency, the child,or even possibly the foster
parent? If there is in fact a movement away frpm,voluntary Place-
ment toward court commktment initially or at a later point in the
placement, is this a response to .identifiable problems in voluntary
systems asxhey have operated? Is it primarily fiscal in the sense
of legitimating a- claim on public funds? Or are we possibly clinging



to a traditional practice in foster care because it carries a.

Label--!_volunta !--that has symbolic rather than real importance?

Insofar as there may be these two approaches to placement

in states and localities ip addition to California, I think it is

Important t understand more clearly the real differences between

them and the substantive advantages and disadventages of each. The

suggestion of the California Legislative Committeo'is a call for

research.

Statutory Standards for Removal of Children From Parental
Custodx

The avowed position of the. child welfare field, as expressed,

for example--; in the Standards for Foster Family Service, mio.preisorve

and strengthen the child's own family whenever possible" is atated as

the transcendent purpose of all child welfare services. 4. The

parental autonomy model of child rearing, as sharply contrasted to

a trusteeship model in which parents hold their children in trust

for the state, is the only acceptable one for this'nation. Yet the

risk of precipitous removal of children from parental custody is

ever present in 14cierty aware of the relationship of parental care

to the healthy emotional development of children, a ociety that has

set up the apparatus of courts and social agencies assure chil-

dren adequate care.

State statutes setting forth tgnirAteria fo' removal of

children from parental custody are of a-similar cast, but typically

define neglut primarily in terms of parental conduct or home

conditions. I agree with Michael Wald that criteria for term:Lila-

of custody should be based iiPon specific harm to the child.J`'

Because the statutes focus,as in California, upon parental conduct

rather th on specific harm to the child as the basis.of state

interventli the court's attention is directed to conditions inthe

home that ma be quite irrelevant.
31 Most particularly, the allega-

tions in the titian to the court in failing to call forth a

specification of the harm to the child do not thereby set down

exactly, what parental behasim 'must be chaheed in order for the

child to return. The foster care agency social worker therefore

lacks a guide to-shape the contract with the parents in 'relation

to those parental behaviors, or lack of them, that result in harm to

the child. 40.

It is my belief that statutory grounds for intervention fol-

lowing Wald's approach would result,in more soundly based removal

-actions'and perhaps fewer of them. But most important, when

removal is necessary, specification of hare to the children is a

firmer base on which to builda restoration/termination contract

fah
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with 'the parents. Establishin
intervention in neglect and a3 use 'situations- in -every state codewould significantly. advance -placement practiCe;* f

Relinquishment .Procedures

14^

'.this- type o statutory base .for'

The proced by whickparenti voluntarily relinquish chil-
dren for adopti vary somewhat among states: In California, thewocedure i simple and direct. A parent can relinquish a child' to
a licensed adoption agency situp by Signing the prescribed form,which when.filed becomes final.:"

.In any event, theoretically relinquishment is and should be
an alternative available to every parent 'who places a child volun--
tarilv or who is confronted by failure to be an adequate.parent by -way of a'custody action. HoWever,.excepiional sensitivity is re-.

quired of the social worker to offer or make known-, to the parent:
the relinquishment alternative in such a way that it is available.
to the parent.

PO

:-

my observation, based on retrospective review, that
the relinquishment alternative is-offered ineffectively to paients,,
'plaOing voluntarily or when:custody is-first tak by codrt order.
In hindsight, it frequently becomes apparent t the social worker
should ha been more forthright early, on in offering th* parent the
voluntaizyggilinquishment -alternative. This observation has been
reinforced by Arthur Em194and his colleagues.from their experience
in the project in Oregon.

.

iSocIal.workers n foiter care should have training in how
to offer. the relinguisiment alternative; based within an agency
commitment'tdthegOal of providing stability and continuity of
nurturance to every-child who confronts the foster care system.
Without this goal, training'in working with relinquishment will'
have little impact.

Intr

SERVICES' AT THE GATES

ction

e>-'",vigilance must the intake gates to
foster car Recent research ticularly.that ETien and. -

Fanshel previously cited, of Gruber in Massachusetts, and of
others, is illuminating the barriers to the child's return home or
to leaving foster Care. Services at the intake gates can perhaps
best be visualized as a seriesof alternatives that are utilized
as prevent.i'Ves'to the child's entry into.the foster care- stream,
or `if the child is already entering it, as diVersions from' the main.
stream. 'Social workers at intake need a conceptual,image of the
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as a resource system, and, concretely, a.liet of resource
es, that ale "ticked off' beforponcluding t.11.at placement
*whether'by parent apPlication,or-court-'order. - These

dense" against overuse of placemerft- follow-

Sive: Ewer en Ser-vices

old concept, hest embodie3 in the National Center for
Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children, Nashville, Tennessee,
is, receiving renewed attention and' elaboration in many com*unities:

-
F011orang.adetailed analysis of the conglomerate.of'fragmented
services provided neglected and abused children- in Metropolitan -

Nashville and!Davidson County, Tennessee, the U.S-. Children's Bureau.
funged a 3-year demonstration, project desighed to implement the
components of. a comprehensive and closely coordinated program of
emergency services- The objectives'centered upon preventing
precipitous, separation of childreri from'abusive or ne4lectful .

parents by setting in motion immediate and orderly noCedures to
moUilize resources to-meet a pending family crisis. The success
of the demonstration project led to the creation of the National

' Center to dissemiriate information about the Nashville Comprehensive
Emergency Services model. It is hoped that, stimulated. by the
accumulating evidence-of the success of comprehensive and coordinated
Services in meeting the emergency needs of families and crisis,
more communities will seek 1lYs to'implement this model as it fits
their.community condftions.

The conditions surrounding, the., entry of a child into foster
care are-usually in-a dynamic balance-easily tipped toward foster
care.*.Any:new resource, or even a delay, can tip the balance away
from what so frequently becomes fof the child an endless. tour of
care away from his own family. What appears as abandonment, as
intolerable neglect; or-even an incident of.serious abuse may seem,
lesb critical with some-''breathing space, some time out, a brief.
respite- ,It seems reasonable to Urge develop44t of comprehensive
emergency services in every,community simply on their potential for

_heading off breaks in parent-chfld connections that become more

costly' to-repair e placement'Oc6urs. It is possible that cost-
benefit analysis can s convincing monetary savings.1 Preliminary

to from the,.Nashville program are highly. Indicative, but in view

difficulty anticipatedanticipated in controlling all the variables,
4ttlicontrovertible proof-may not be forthcoming. I am prepare
ccept comprehensive em services at face value'.

Day Care
. '" .

The use of day care to provide respite to Mrassed or over-
burdened parents seems so obvious a recourse at foster. care intake

as to ;deservedeserve mention. Again my own reconstruction of
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intake cases suggests -a singular lack of imaginativeness in utilizing
day care, even-where itis obtainable. Apparently, the potential of
Aday care int,relieving'parental stress, to reduce reliance on foster
care, is not implanted in child welfare workers' consciousness. .A
combination-of inservice training and resource development is obvi-
"oumly necessary. This necessity exists, in, re/ation to each,resource.

Specialized types of day care, such as programs offering day
Care as a component of family service to parents identified aschild
abusers, are an interesting refinement of traditional center,or.
family. day-care, such as centers in which young parents learn child
care with their own children in a' supportive learning_ environment
with role models who can help 'them mature as persOns. as well as -

parents.- ,However, effective utilization, not simply availability,
remains the crucial issue.

Homemaker Service

In any discussion of preventing foster care,-the assertion
is made that if more homeriakerservice were available, much fdster
care placement could be avoi!ted. If this assertion is restricted
to the role of homemaker servicesas part of comprehensive emergency
services, it is probably a sound assumption. The recruitment and
training of staff for a homemaker service,, and- in turn the manage-
'men.t:of an effective homemaker service, are complicated and expen-
sive-. It is fair to say that communities have-been slow to develop
homemaker service because of this. The-use of homemakers to avoid
precipitous placement is one thing; but homemaker service hglds
little promise of making a significant impact on.the incidence of
foster care. Homemakers are a.central feature'of emergency.Services
to families with young children. In preventing unnecessary place-.
ment; their'greatest value is in their use as. a segment of compre-
hdnsive'emergency services.

'Parent-Child FodUsed Counseling

Family counseling-at the gates..to foster care-directed
specifically to preventing entrance is at once the most, imRprtant
resource and the least available. Although entrance into the
foster care system implips that and protective servifts-
hair-e been offered in some measure, effective family-focused

, counseling dizected specifically to aNgiding entry is the most
conspicuous deficiency of the system.

,Befote any child is admitted Into foster care, intake social
workers should be required, to demonstrate that'a concerted effoit.
was made to work with the family in their own home. This requirement'
would include a review of efforts o use alternative resources to
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avoid placement, and only upon demonstrable failure of these efforts
would placement be permissible.

-Recent data from New.York underscores a national tend
toward an increase of adolescents in foster care caseload. 7?.. Ado -
lescents are usually participants in -the faMily'conflictthat
precipitates fost placeMent,'not simply pawns, as may:be .true Of,
younger children. ' With skillful counseling, a plan can be
negotiated with adolescents and their parents to avoid placement.
Success of the,plan will depend upon carefin monitoring of their
gPogress.in building new and rewarding interaction patterns.

.Anrexperimental project of:the CathOlic Children's Services
.of Tacoma, Washington, called Homebuilders,-is having considerable
success in diverting teenage children from foster care. At Home-:
builders, teams of therapists provide -intensive in.--home treatment,
using-a variety, of techniTIes, to families in danger of disSolution
and conSequent child placement' outside the home,. , In Operation since
October 1974, the project was recently reported as. having served 119
families, including 88 for whOm out-of-home care was imminent. ,Need
for placement was averted in 92% of the cases, and followup indic2aed
that 96% of these potential placements stayed in their/own 'holes-

I have been. unable to find any'research report showing a
relationship between availability' of family counseling 'aria Version
from foster care intake, except-this preliminary report conc rnirig
Homebuilders- Carefully designed experimental projects that will
develop and test family counseling methods that are effective in
avoiding intake into foster Careshould bye encouraged.

Fanshel and Gtundy raise serious social policY and planning
questionsi Can the foster care system, whose major caseload has
.consisted of-the younger and more. malleable and easily-cared-for
dependent and negIcted children, absorb these difficult older and

. teen-age children? ' Can the average public child welfare systeM,
Whidh is responsible for meeting this Challenge, organize' itself to
meet the problems and needs of these children and their. families?
If not--and there is considerable evidence that foster care systems
are overwhelmed by the escalating size of this responsibility--what
alternative is available or likely to emerge? i

Although effective counseling at intake would divert some of
these older children from foster care, it may-not be a significant
-number. The social pathology prevalent in our communities teat is.

Lgenerating this volume of older children who can-no longer be con-
tained by and within their families is:an issue of grave concern.-
Clearly, public foster care programs, aS currently constituted, can
do little. more than divert a small. part of the flood. Can they
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conceivably. be "geared -Up",.to handle this group?. Greater effort
must be foCUsed toward finding an Answer.

.111:4121,orhood-Based Environmental Supports

Urban environments usually offer-few neighborhood-based
programs to support parenting. Social service agencies seem to,
have developed few successful models, although there-may be many
around the country that have not been sufficiently publicized. An
example of a promising model- is the neighborhood familyt day. caie
system studied by Arthur Emlen and his colleagUes 1.311 Portland."
Another example is Parental Stress SerVice in Oakland, California,
a telephone exchange plan to-connect a parent experiencing a crisis
with a child to another parent who has experienced, and weathered,.
a similarcrisis.

Perhapswe should seek a way to focus national attention
upon different models of parental support services that are neighbor-
hood based, not agency based. Neighbors offer-a potential network -

of support to parenting that sboUld be encouraged, especially since
most families live in the anonymity and isolation of urban environ-
mentp. Such supports can be assumed to prevent foster care, although
the connection cannot be estabiisthed precisely.

Diagnostic Evaluation and Treatment Service

Rsidential treatment is an expensive form of foster care
that by ..its nature collects into one environment children with the
most disturbing behavior patterns. In residence,they liave only
other disturbed children as models. Also, ,the break with normal
'family environment is maximal. The. Treatment Alternative Project
(TAP, in Massachusetts-demonstrated thaltsome children could be kept
in their own home.lor in 'foster -homes rather than be sent to resi- -

dential settings.' I believe the.Children's Bureau should encourage
experimentation with various models of TAP aimed toward diverting
children from residential treatment. Communities lack sufficient
alternatives midway between the copingabilities of a family home
environment and a residential center.

Foster Care Agency's Use of Psychiatric Resources

Public foster care agencies rely heavily on private and
public psychiatrid resources, including the newer community mental
health agencies, and to a degree that often serveschildren badly.
Many parents of childr5p-1n care. are post-hospitalization and carry
a-mental illness label. This alone may necessitate a collaborative
relationship with a psychiatrist or mental health agency. If the
parent, usually. the,mother, is-receiving treatment, the problem
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mentioned earlier may be created. -The psychiatric agency may urge
that the child welfare worker not press the mother to make a decision
concerning the future of hen child in-foster care; yet'so long as she
is, labeled mentally ill, she cannot and should not be expected to
funCtion,as a parent. Meanwhile, the child grows older and less
adoptable.

The dilemma is irresolvable so long as two conditions pre-

vail. First, the mental health agency and the child welfare agency
proceed as-it they had the same goal, whereas in fact their goals'

should be perceived as g4Ite distinct. The mental health agency is
engaged in psychiatric treatment with the goal of reducing or removing
symptoms displayed by the parent.treated; the foster care agency t.

Ai'

should be devoted to th 1-of continuity and stability of nurture

ance for the child. The ntal hea.lth agency's "client" is the

patient.treated, uslally the mother, and its commitment is: to -serve
her best interests; the child welfare agency's client is the child,-
and itt'.commitment must be firmly centered on serving the child's

best interests. The distinction is Often_ a fine one, not easily,
understood in a specific case situation. Because of its lack of a
distinct goal (distinct, that is, from mental health), the child
welfare agency goes along interminably with a therapeutic treatment
goal for the parent to the great disadvantage of the child who
lingers in foster care. Second, and a .corollary to this problem,
the agency is noCableor seems un,ble to ask the psychlatri.0
facility to give the agency a predisestataulent, preferably in
writing, of how the treatment will effect improvement in the'mother's
performance as a parent, and within what time frame. The difference
in purpose of mental health as against foster care is not maintained
with sufficient clarity to coordinate effectively their different

goals.

Concern about achieving better coordination betweenmental
health_and foster care is expressed here in the context of the
discussion of foster care intake. Whether the mental health resource
is called upon at the point of intake or 4t a point later in the
child's foster care-career, the same co cern arises. We might
profitably focus this concern by encouraging conferences, research
and eventually publication on the relationship of mental health and
child placement agencies. The objectives would be not only role
clarification but specific guidelines to effective collaboration.

SERVICES TO CHILDREN IN THE FOSTER CARE SYSTEM

Introduction
Once children have passed the intake gate into the foster.

care agency system, a series of events is likely to occur with
respect to their own parents and in their.interaction with the
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foster care system that diminishes the probability of the children's
return. Some of these events can be listed. 1) With the parents
relieved df the children's care, and the children out of the family
system, that, system reconstitutes itself into a diffekent structure
of relationships that does not include the children_ For some
paren12, having children in' foster care can be a satisfactory solu-
tion." 2) Though the children may have been removed from parental
custody'on the basis of specific harm inflicted on them, the ground
often shifts to a "best interest of the child' basis in considering.
return to the parents. In comparison with the typical foster home,
Most families fromAwhich children have been removed will fail this
%best interest" test, even though the children would not be endangered
by return. 3) Few agencies have a policy that promotes frequent
parental visiting, or suppOrt such a policy with 'travel money.for
the parents .if necessary, and a contract with foster parents explic-
itly detailing their part in promoting parental contact.

Either by a court order or by their own admission, parents
of children in foster care have been labeled inadequate or unfit.
The agency invests more effort in finding suitable foster homes and
in working with the foster parent- -child dyad than is devoted to:
natural parents, reinforcing their feelin25that the agency places
low value on their continued involvement. Hence the system tends
to diminish an already attenuated desire to get their children back
from foster care..

Restoration/Termination Decision Making

or children placed in'foster cake, restoration of children
to the parents or termination of parental rights should be the
essential core of the social worker's effort, particularly in cases
of younger and potentially-adoptable children. Wald sug sts a 6-
month time limit for children under 3 in efforts to reun'te the
family and a 1 -year' limit for children over 3, wi legs action to-
terminate parental custody if these efforts fail. Any time limit,
of course,wlil allow for exceptions, but planning for restoratiop
or termination within a time limit requires the fodter care agency
to 'Make addecision.

Management information system. Most foster care agencies do not
Wive available the kind of caseload data that will give agency
administration a.basis for planning and goal setting. The cause
of this problem is circular. Because the goal of the foster care
system remains obscure, planning and decision making are not goal
'directed and continuous; data are therefore not sought, because
neither caseworkers nor administrators are -clear about what data
should be produced_and-por what purposes. Often data collected at
great effort do not coiltrilinate to ca3 management, but only add to
disenchantment with drta collection.
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A simple system of data collection would produce the essen-
tials for case managementthe data reflecting basic characteristics
of the child (age, race, sex, physical oondition)fat the time of
entrance into care; the case plan at the time of/entrance; and the
career of the child in care in terms _of the fulfillment or change in
the initial plan. Agency management needs to know what are the
expectations for the different kinds of child in care in order to
set goals and anticipate outcomes. Moriltoring the time in care and
accounting for continped care in each case is the central task old,

those who would evaluate the performance of eaTter care systems.-.°
The development of a data collection system that agencies could-use
in case management would be an extremely important contribution to
more effective functioning.

Case assessment instrumeni.- The bOok by Phillips et al.,-The Model
for Intie Decisions in Child Welfare-1, published by. the Child Welfare
League, directs attention unduly to parent and child characteris-
tics, rather than to their connection, that is, the specific harm to.
the child of,parental behavior. Foster care social 'workers too
readily use-this model in their tendency to see all the probleks of
the parents and of the children that need attention and treatment,
rather than identifying, as precisely as possible, the minimum
change essential for the child to be safe in his own home. Use of
this model may contribute to indecision.

Stein and gambrill describe an assessment and problem-
selection procedure, that helps the foster care caseworker identify
those.probleMs that must58e alleviated if the child is to be
returned to its parents. The "problem profiles" that result from
applying this procedure can be used as a source of data as to the
type of parental behavior that is the most frequent source of injury
or deprivation to children, and, subsequent to interventive efforts,
the types'of behavior, that appear amenable or resistant to change.

Contracting. Case assessment should yield the basis for an agree-
ment with the natural parent ag to the specific changes necessary
for the caseworker to recommend that the children be restored to the
parental home. This agreement is dgtwn up and signed as.a contract
between the parents and the agency. Stein has found the willing-

.ness of natural parents to sign a cgatract-to be a significant
indicator of potdntial restoration.

Generally speaking, child welfare workers and the social
work profession are only beginning to underStand the use of con-
tracts to improve their casework.

53 Contracting:increases the'
probabilit/ of responsible casework, since a contract specifies
not only what is expected-of the client, but what services the
agency, through the socia -r, will deliver.
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If case goes back to court with a recommendation for
restoration or nation of parental custody (as would be true
for involuntary placements), a written contract gives the court a
baseline for determining the parents' and the agency's respective
efforts to alleviate the condit&ons that forced removal initially.
In voluntary placements, a written contract at intake makes explicit
parental responsibility to the agency that is offering substitute
parenting and to t4e children in care. 'Contracting facilitates
decision making in foster care, and its use should be encouraged.

:Risk- taking in foster. care. Strong supervi an istrative
support must be given to foster care caseworkers them deal
with the feelings engendered by their efforts to press arents to
make decisions.

Attitudinal-shifts by each actor ig,the foster care system
precede the active deciSion-making stance. We must to not
only the sources of current attitudes, but the incentive that sup-
port the behavior that flows from them. A different kind f behavior
in terms of risk taking and decision making will not be effected
except as different incentives are instituted.

Specialized caseloads, Foster care agency caseloads are currently
a repository of many cases that would not be there.if the goal of
the system and the technology available to it had been those visual-
ized in this paper. Foster, care systems now must deal with many

es thatare at a point where neither restoration nor termination
any longeX a feasible possibility.

In terms of priorities, foster care.systems should first
-develop the vigilant preventive-of-entry stance outlined in the
previous section; second, after an analysis of existing caseloads,
they should determine what plan reasonably can be implemented for
each child; i.e., restoration, termination, long-term care, etc.;
and,.third, they should formulate a plan utilizing available person-
nel in accordance with the different expectations for different
segments of the caseload. In the larger systems, this would probably
mean caseloads specialized to different objectives.

Rebuilding parent-child relationships is the essence of
restoration work in foster care. Child welfare workers currently
are not well prepared for this kind of work because they lack suf-
ficient professional education in social work. Caseload specializa-
tion and special projects focused on restoration or termination'
help to focus attention and effort. More basic, however, is that
foster care systems must first recognize that restoration/termina-
tion decision making can be accelerated; thn they will-seek ways
to organize for this objective. Caseload specialization is one
method of focusing staff effort and inservice training.
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Regular Revws of Foster Care
I

1
A recast study revealed thit some type of periodiC case

review
55-
system in foster care is more widespread than generally

.

known. Preliminary analyses of-the effect of two different review
processes on large foster care systems have recently been published.

56

fact that review has.been.mandated in many instances from out-
side the system is itself a caMmentary on the way the foster care
system works. Ideally, thorough.and regular review of caseloads'
should be a normal operation of the system. Fostei care. program :.
managers shbuld be developing effective review systems, and. not
waiting for legislatures to mandate them out of impatience with the
problems in the syitem. .

In 1976 'the California Le4Islature passed a bill attacking
99K-several fronts the issue of children languishing in foster care.'
Mbst importantly, it sets up time limits for natural parents.and
agencies to come to a decision regarding the future of the chil-
dren. It also requires'c tain to collection-and record keeping
processes, to enhance un rstanding of the c racteristicSof
children in foster care eloads.,-It man es additional social
services to natural par . The cost to he state of these new
services led to its provisions being impleme ted, as of Januaiy 1,
1977, on an experimental basis, in only two c unties rather than

statewide.

THE ADOPTION ALTERNATIVE

Introduction

-As a remedy for the liMbo of fotter-care, adoption is the
best alternative to restoration ofthe child to his natural parents
in seeking continuity and stability of care.

In discussion of foster careAlkdoption is a central, not a
peripheral or minor, theme. To accept adoption.as-the. best alterna-
tive to restoration'raises the. question of its-significance in
practical, numerical terms. it is not known what proportion of
children entering a typical agency caseload (that of a large urban
pUblioewelfare agency) are likely candidates for eventual return to
their natural parents. My own data from San Fraggisco County suggest
that. less than one-fifth

59
re expected to return. Data -from a

different county agency,
a

with a more rural-urban and racially
mixed population, show restoration predicted by the social workers,
for-slightly more than one-fourth the caseload; for the other three-
fourths, termination with either subsequent adoption or permanent -

foster .care are the anticipated outcomes. Rece9X. dat'a on the New

York City system indicate
0
that one child in five is likely to be

b
restored to his parents.

1
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(j7An "anti ipated outcome" is a "case plan" expressed.in dif-
ferent words. If each child in foster care has a case ;Ilan express-
ing not merely an expectation but an objeive, with subgoals for
implementation within explicit time limits, decision making is
clearly in process.' This identifiable plan is a -datum that, when
assembled for all cases in the -foster care caseload, yields a
composite picture of the status of case planning and management.
These data are the basis for administrItive planning, including
the crucial issues of goal setting, personnel allocation, and, of
course, budgeting. A case planning and a management information
system can evolve only in reciprocal interaction. If attempts to
develop management information systems are.not grounded on case
planning, e information system is managing. irrelevant or 'erroneous
information In the same vein, case planning is pointless except
as it occurs within the context of a clearly understood goal. The
essence of the adoption alte ive is planning for permanency.

Identifying the Potential Adoptable Child

In identifying the potentially adoptable child, it is dif-
ficult to keep clearly in mind the situation being examined--the'4
.foster care caseloads as they now are or the way they might be if
all the conditions of practice were maximal. A caseload that
emerged after vigilance at intak and that was then accorded proper
restoration/termination decision ing efforts would be a dif-
ferent caseload from the current ypical public welfare agency
caseload.

For example, in one county's foster care caseload I sur-
veyed, almost a thud of the children were6ynder 7 years old, young
enough to be considered readily adoptable. Yet this younger gr
experienced rather infrequent visiting by one or both of the chi
dren's natural parents, considering only those children who ha a
natural parent living'within the county and presumably availab e to
visit. Only about a thirdof these children were visited on in 2
weekqpor oftener; twqKt7,hirds saw a parent only once a mon or less
frequently. Parental visiting is an portant indicator f the long-
term fate of children in foster care. These data suggest there
are. young children lingering overlong in foster care caseloads. I
agree with Fanshel's view that agencies should be required to keep
a log of parental visiting to detect the cases drifting in care
without decision:

Two additional data from the same survey are-illustrative.
Almost one-third of the children of all ageth in the caselo-ad were
deeled by their social worker to have:a disabling condition severe

h to affect case planning; but nearly two-thirds of all those
care, regardless of age, were considered attractive as adoption.
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prospects if legally available. These data suggest that.more chil-
dren -could be placed'in adoptive. homes were the systemi more goal
diregped toward permanency. Older children and children with a
physical problem or handicapping condition do tenditoetmain in
foster care caseloads in the absence of unusual eietorg, special
training of Staff, and the use of adoption exchanges.

The Unadoptable Child

It is difficult to discuss the unadoptable child is a segment
of foster care-caseloads because of the fear of labeling children,
.who:then are set aside to.fUlfill-the.prop cy It is obvious, how -
ever, that many, perhaps most, of the 0111 en in existing public
welfare agendy Caseloads:* which is 90 of ter care nationally,
are not subjects for pot4ritial adoption. I emphasize existing case-
loads: If all the measures discussed earlier were applied to
operation of foster care systems, there would be fewer children
lingering into long-term fqster carer.however, an even greater
proportion of those remaking would be. unadoptable -simply because
the adoptable children Piave been sieved ou at earlier points a,

For many reasons, including the declilning.birth rate result-,
ing in fewer young children coming into foster care, the proportion
of teen-agers in foster care caseloads is increasing. or example,
a New York study predicted that teen-virswould soon constitute.
over 50% of the foster'care caseload. My own,surveys in local
California counties show that t one-third of the children in
foster care are teen-agers, but e proportion appears.to be
increasing..

Few-of these tepn-agers will move into' adoption; most are
likely to have long Per'ods of out-of-home care. Group homes and
residential treatment, r ther than traditional foster family care,
will be-the lot of many. important points can be raised in any
consideration of teen-agers in ter care. One, mentionedf earlier,
is that some teen-age placements ght be avoided trough more ef-
fective family centered counserin- The second is that some of them

b5are children who have grown up in f- ter care. Many have been in
the same foster home. for years._ Some have Aost any connection to
their natural parents, and are for all actical purposes part of
their foster family. Some of these teen gers would see the benefit
for themselves and their foster parents in adoption, and would help
the agencyaccomplish termination in order to be free to be adopted.
If comprehensive adoption subsidy programsaecome available in all
areas, this point may have real substance. An interesting experi-
mental project could be designed to test the response of teen-agers
to adoption by their foster parents:
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StAtutory Bases for Freeing Children for Adoption

The civil code of California sets forth provisions under
.which an action can be brought to free a child for adoption. These

e provisions are directed to licensed adoptiOn agencies that, with
the assistance of county counsels, institute actions in the
superior courts to free children who are already dependent and
neglected, that is,- already under the purview of the juvenile court.

The seven distinct bases for actin in this code section . etogether constitute a series of potent legal leverages for prying
children loose from interminable foster care. They seem to offer
all the statutory leverage .that any adoption i4ency could need orwant. Assiduously applied, these provisions are adequate to thetask of preventing children from lingering in foster care. However,
a preliminary' analysis of the use of this code section by one
county foster care agency California is reported by Hbookin.67
His data show that use of e provisions is constricted. Generallyon15-, the initial paragraph t speaks to abandonment is being
utilized,.and the "win ati indicates that agencies push only
cases. in which there li le possibility that the court will rple'
against the-Agency. Cle ly, steps that go beyond enacting
statute are necessary.

As the Children's Bureau project to develop amodeiestatute
for freeing children, for adoption moves toward completion, analysis\ of obstacles to its full utilization becomes urgent. California's
experience with a statute containing many of the provisions that
will aproar in the model statute should be more systematica11%, re-
searched to identify obstacles to its full utilization. 'However,
the basic reason for limited utilization lies in the lack of a goal
commitment; that isi foster care systems are not committed to
achieving permanency'-for children'in care.-/This being so, only the
obvious cases (abandonment) tend to be routed to adoption, and even
then only when there is little risk onlosing.

In his report Mnookin cites data from his own observation
of the annual juvenile court review process in one county in
California that make an important point with reference to the
relevance of the current routine review process to the tasktof
moving children toward permanency. He observed'every annual review
hearing in the county during a 1-month period (p. 274-275). The
pointlessness of the process is suggested by the startling datum
that two-thirds of these hearings on 177 cases involving 321 chil-
dren took 2 minutes or less, only 6% took 10 minutes or more, and
the longest, 20 minutes. As to the fir,ster care agency's lack of
goal commitment, an analysis of a samfte- of theleritteiveports
prepared by the social workers responsible for he chil en's cases
revealed none that specified what was planned fO the child in the
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ensuing period, or what goals were to be achieved before the next
annual court review.

As seen in this one county--admittedly-a limited ztive
--the annual review process was pushing children neither
restoration nor toward adoption; in fact, it appears largely irrel-
evant to the case management theme discussed in the foregoing
analysis. The example cited illustrates a general problem of court
review. When large numbers of cases that lack a clearly delineited
-goal and implementation plan on each-case are presented, the court
is unable to differentiate those: that need careful court supervision
from those that can be passed over quickly; hence all tend to be
disposed of in a

p.11P

and meaningless manner.

A major s resources could our over the next few
years, with money g into boarding home payments Shifted to

. subsidize aaoptio hildren in the foster hoses in which they have
been living. A project in Illinois demonstratpg how this shift was.
accomplished for 70% of the children involved.

This project also showed that the availability of subsidies
made little difference unless theye were aggressive -and imaginative
.efforth to .free children, coupled with intensive work with foster
parents. The Illinois project, focused on bard-to7place black
children, is a model of what can be achieved given the availability
of subsidies and the determination to use them.

fi

The Children's Bureau has already taken lealsrship in the
promulgation of model adoption subsidy legislation. _Projects like'
the one in Illinois demonstrate the possibility of dramatic
accomplishment in moving out of foster care-the children hereto-
fore heated as unadoptable, and achieving amonetary saving,, to
boot.

Recruiting Foster Homes With Adoption Potential
Foster care agencies committed to the goal of stability and

continuity of nurturance can be expected to recruit foster homes and
place children with adoption an acknowledged possibility. The
theoretical and organizational distinctions that-persist between
foster care and adoption social workers will diminish and, it is
hoped, disappeziar as the child welfare field embraces the commitment -

to permanency.

A datum from my own survey in a California county suggests
this direction. Of 180 children in foster-care (close to.two-
thirds of the caseload) whose social workers, believed they would
attract adoptive parents if legally free for placement, 120 were
already in foster homes the same social workers considered suitable
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as a4pptive homes. .Of the 120, the possibility of 'ad99tion had
been at least raised with 49 of their foster parents.

A commitment to permanency means not onl,y raising the question
of adoption with foster parents;,but two earlier steps: 1)- recruito
-ing foster homes with adoption an acknowledged possibility, and 2)
matching children who appdar;at intake likely never to be restored
to natural parents with those potential adoptive homes.

Unwarranted distinctions have persisted between. adoption
and foster care divisions in public agencies. These oisinIzational
distinctions reflect outdated theoretical assumptions.' They now
operate as systemic obstacles to:greater blending of adoption and
foster care proc sses, and thus inhibit movement of children toward
permanency.-

. .

.

G--TERM FOSTER, CAE..

Introduction'

There are, three broadly defined subgroups of children in the
caseloads'of publiC foster care agencies'that are the subjects of
long -term care.' These are.grdupsNt.whom restoration/termination
decision making and the adoptipW'alternailve do not apply: These
groups overlap, but present th'e agency with different case management'
problems.

The first group consists of teen-agers who entered foiter
care as a result of conflicts with their parents. Earliein ther
pager the need for expansion'of famil counseling was discussed a4,_
away to prevent entry; if possible, br negobiate a reuniatlin some
instances. A second'group is made up of severel mentally or
phyically handicaPped children. /labeling thes chijdren."unadopt-
able" is'avoided, but the fact remains.thit ado tion isnotachievable'
for some children, landsensitivity.to the dange of labeling does"

, not e-them disappear. 'The third -group are c ildren who have.
dri ted into long-term foster? care, but fora v iety o rdasons,
including age, physical or emotional problems, plus ling ing tiesr--
to ephemeral parents, the press f9 restd6tion/terminati n has,
become no longer a viable-choice-

vt

Guardianship
. - -: -

4kheasv(is need for ekPerimenial projects designed'to examine.4such question* as the fdriowing: 'What.does guardiapship'contribute
to the foster parent--child relationship? What are th hazards ..

,involved in*bi,ts use? That role can or should the fost r 'care agency,'
social worket' play ;din encouraging guardianship? In' making court
reports? In supervising the placement subsequent to guardianshipC,

4%6
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hairing been setup? Are there case situations uniquely suited to
gUardiiinship arrangements?

It is time .to update, t42-study'of guardianship published by

the Children's BUreau in-1949. How extensively is guardianship

bel usedfor the specific purpose:of-addingstability:to-foster
pare -child relationships? Is the achievement of this purpose'.

demo traible? How are guardianship transactions managed in differ-
.

ient. ommunities in terms of theacourt's reliance on social: studies?

Do e need model guardianship lksislatioh that looks to how legal

gua dianship.provisions are to ba administeyed by the local courts

of urisdiction? In sum, the statutory bare oguardianship must

.be fined with an eye to the possibility thaimexisting provisions
are ot being utilized to their

If agencies push restoration/termination decision.making
1.4

more aqg ssively with- natural parentts, it seems reasonable tOr''

anticipiate soide increase in foster'ca*e cas &loads of children who.
have been freed. for adoption but have turned out-to be:unadoptable.
Guardianship arrangements with foster parents offer &'protection

against the likelihood that some children'will becomet"nobody's
children" as- dependents of the court.

.. Long -T
or+Care Agreements

4

A formal, signed'agreement_between the foster care agency

and the foster parentS can add some stability and cohtinuity to an

inherently unstable, social arrangement for some children destined

to grow co maturity in foster care: In Califo5gla a Long-Term
Foster Care nan Agreementform.is now in use It. is signed by.

the foster parents, the social worker, an the supervisor'and the

administrator of.the ag.e . It oifie the understanding between

the foster parentb and ency t t they want the child to remain

in the foster.h. r of th = family.
-.

The chil Weifare agency should be especiallysensitive to. -

the rights of the chiaren. It should r_ esponsive to their desire

_to participate in decisions of s(ch signi; cance to their future.

-,-The California services manVal on. use of is form specifies that

-:'-'\children..: natural parents and relatives arawto be included in
planning'fpr long -term .care. This could be interpreted to Ine&n

they also7dtauld sign the agreements_ I suggest an agreement form.'

that maked..this specific.,

Maintenance Activities
This term app the continuing work with foster

parents andibhildren inilorig-term care, meaning. the cases cover,

by guardianship arrangements or agreeWentd-with foster parents.

00
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There is little in the literature descriptive of child welfare
agencies' experience with foster parents and children subsequent
to these arrangements. .Certainly many cases, once formalized into.
long-term care, could be more or less permanently banked, with
little attention other than to document continuing bo'ird payment.
These cases could be assembled into larger caseloads and covered
in a-routine clerical manner. Staff time could be diverted to
intake and to restoration/termination decision making.

.1 , .Although court review may be routinized to the poidt-of
consuming little.time,:.both courts and welfare agencies might save
additional time by keeping a list in'both court and agency of all
cases in which there is a formal long-term care agreement. 'By
keeping lists of "maintenance only".cases, the court.review, Would.
be freed to f cus on cases-in which .a' definite plan is being
implemented, nd skip over the long-term care cases. °

.
.

.

Banking cases in any social service agency operation risks'
the bank's becoming a "vault" for cases-that- receive attention in
severe crisesonly- It is alTOst impossible to avoid this. 144riy
casds in foster. care caseloads'are in fact if notby plan in
"cold storaget."' Routine office reviews or even visits t&brahked
cases givelittre assurance that problems will be anticipated.
Agencies 'dap be urged to search for ways to assure foster parents
and children that the lihes are always open for re-access, but
there is--little in'the literature that iuglpsts proved'techniques
to facilitate re-,access.

. -
. . -

Emancipation -....

.
--

The New York City data show-that one-fourth (26%) of the
children'aprrently ±n fostercate in-that city Ar9idestined,to.be.
dischai4ed.frourCaze to their oWn-respOnsibility. This proportion
seems 'comparable to the estimates of foster. care systems I have
studied. Emancipation is 'a major outcome for. children in foster
care systems, some of whom will grown up4n.foster.care, al-
though others will have entered as -older children or as teenagers.
This proption might tell decrease--how .muokonean only guess--
if agency pradtice were .tightened, but emancipation` will be.the
eRd of -foster care for some of the children currently in or destined
to enter foster care. . ,

lb
,

Social workers.in foster care. agencie s try to make emancipa-
.

"ti011 a Psychologically .dynamic procebs. 'Ch1,11dken are encouraged' to
look forwand-to the end- of their.-Status as agency wards and to pre-
pare tllemselyes-foradult status.. The frequency.of-emancipation
as the outcome of-foster care suggests that it deserves'spudy in
its own-right. Are there models of especially effetive use of .the
"emancipatory process?' Are:there.metbodsby which foster parents
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t

are assisted to make sure that the emergence into adult status is

encumbered by a minimum of psychologically handicapping baggage?

These .other4questioni deserve attention,and research.
A.-.
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The concern of this paper is to provide soma rather abstract

analytic- reference points about institutional care of children and

use these for the projection of goals. The goals imply action, but

also invariably imply continuous reevaluation. Even those proposals

that ippear well grounded in data must not be accepted as procrustean
beds for the group care of children. Neither the children nor the
professions are likely to benefit fra n such anelpproach.

There is an East European folktals about a village gen
who spent his days chasing the large pendulum on the bowl square

clock. Not being fast enough, he never quite caught up with it.

One day the village fool saw these fruitless pursuits and advised

the genius to sit down. Together they waited, and the pendulum

caught up with them.

Reading again the voluminous materials on child welfare in

general and institutional care in particular, one wonders whether

the fool's advice is not applicable. The pendular swings are often
spectacular when. seen acrols one or two centuries of history--the
original fight fof and adulation of the juvenile court and its more

.recent decline, the segregation-integration-segregatio themes in

foster care and adoption :that have been fashionable, each in its

own time, the,institution.lts socializer,. as treater and as treater-
.

socializer, the periods of undistinguished child aggregates, the

drive toward "scientific" classification and now the suspicion (and

pressure toward abandonment?) of classification.
digibm

Insofar as possible, the pUrsUit of the pendulum will be

tavoided it this paper. This will not be simple; it may entail a

stance opposed to the common wisdom, a denial'of the s f-evident

"good things" proclaimed in the land. But the various ights in the

foster care firmament of today have been seen. and extolled and even

followed before. Salvation was always just around\the corner in the

dreams and deeds of Charles Loring Brace, Bomer'rolks, Charles
Birtwell and other leaders of the 19th and 20th centuries. The

corner, inexplicably, kept moving-away...Yet, these and others .-

were thoughtful people who entered deeply into the isiues_of foster

care, and left a legacy that we must uti3ize. *

ORIGINS AND APPARENT TRENDS

The Children's Institution As a Substitute Environment
%--

The children's institution acqui a distinct form in the

colonies about 50 years before the foundi g of the Republic. Al-

though this did not become the modal form of care of the-destitute-_:

child for some time, the separation of children from the railed

population of the 18th century almshouse was the beginning of a

trend. It was based-on the' assumption, still prevalent butsubject



to challenge, that it is in the
to be categorized by age, type
order to be most expeditiously
years, this led to the blossom&
another century and several met
residential treatment center, an
children who cannot be served by
(Kaduihin, 1974, p. 621.)

best crest of the "cared tor" 1

even *verity of problem in 1

a isted. In the span of about 150
of the-orphan asylum, which, afto3
rphoses, is now seen as the

institution "for certain groups of
any other kind of facility."

It is common to hear these bbild care forms of yesteryearcondemned on a variety of grounbs. We are told they were big,
impersonal, uncaring and generally costly failures. In fact,
little ii known of the inner life of these facilities, and less
about the results of their ministrations. One thing is certain.
Most were not big. (See Marks, 1973, p. 37.) The median populat rof the 624 institutions on which data for 1880 are available was42 children. (In 1910 the median was 60 and in I923 it was 46 --similar to some current recommendations for optimal institutional,
size.) Only about 10% of the institutions in 1886 had more than200 "c edfor" and only about 25% had more than 100.

The I vitability of Socialization

The oriention of these institutions was generally clearand consistent. It could be described as socialization into the
tive structural-a-lithe sponsoring bodies. Sirice many of the

sore were denominational, so too was the institutional intent.s became a major point of recri ination and accusations in a

1
period "melting pot" philosophy and of increasing emphasis onprofessi nal' . Thus, even in the late 1930s one writer notedthat the institutions' "chief influences remained those of the
histoiical heritage. . . . It is charity, church affiliations andeducation which rule policy, rather than social work treatment ofthe child." {Social Work Today, 1939, p. 18.)

AlthOugh this argument seemed to have vanished as the
institutions professionalized their services, a new storm has
arisen. Tile reality remains that institutions are inevitably
socializing en ronments, that this aspect is crucial in relation

. to children, and that various racial, ethnic and religious groupsin this plur istic, society insist on rearing, children in their own,

4.1
"Cared for" is used throughout this paper to designate

children in care, since the American lexicon has stigmatized "wards"and no other convenient label is available for this concept--a
matter that clearly requires early attention.

1
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image. As a major issue in child pl4cement, it cannot be wished
away. (Soo New York City Chapter, NASW: June 14, 19741 New York
Times, March 16, 1975, and subsequent comments or the Wilder v.
Sugarman case in U.S. District Court.) ,

. Such is.sues'argnevitable given the contradictory defini-
tion of many group settings - -they are both home and hospital. As
home, they should possess homelike qualities,and these should
include, in addition to warmth and caring, a value orientation.
As hospital they should be value-sterile except for healing dedica-
tion by the profesoional'staffs. Here the dividing line may be
noted. The great institutions of the past, e.g:, Boys' Town,
Pleasantville Cottage School, Connie Maxwell (Orphanage) Home,
were homes and schools, as their names implied. They were imbued
with religious values and humane devotion. Their mechanism was
socialization, which included ladder of competencies as models
and expectations, and a syst f rewards. Normalization, as they
perceived the normal, was the .shied outcome.

They built powerful environments that had the properties
Bloom (1964) deicribed as most effective in determining the adult
attributes of individuals. These institutions "completely engulf(ed
the person) in a situation which pressied) him from every angle
toward a particular type of developmeht or outcome. , . . The
extent to which a particular solution (was) overdexermined .
(made) for a powerful environment" (p. 212). In short, the insti-
tutions Atad a mission and they "knew" how to fulfill it. Using
Thompson's (1967) model of organizational effectiveness, we could

41 say that their goals were crystallized and t eir means certain
within their own -frame of ,.reference. Gradua y, as external forces
(e.g: imeh,de-ideologizing developments as p lie funding,
professional credos, bureaucratization) impinged upon these
organizations, their goals became more ambiguous and the means
less certain. With ambiguity and uncertainty came alldkinds of
inspirational therapy that acquired, and continue-to acquire,
authenticity because of their professional garb.

Major Trends
-/These develofments, which began at the turn of the present

century, are still unfolding. Several features characterized the
Move from home-school to hospital. Chief among these were three:
reduction (or outrightplimination) of ideology; the entry of
market forces into care transactions (i.e., the monetization df :

ar
cari.1.4,, and the loc on of the facilities in rural or slumi areas.

All three are logics correlates of the new image. VC the hwitil
ideology is ixrelev t, purchase of service is considered appro-
priate, and deviance is acknowledged: The trouble is that ,this
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version of the hospital model failed to bring with it the "cdipus-
tionalm (i.e., highly probable cause-effect) 110itiOAS Thompson
(1967) .has posited.

\;r.

This is one of the key issues in institutional care today..
It a facts numerous policy decisions and probably underlies success-
ful oup care. There are two approaches leading to crystallized
goals and certain moans. One derives from ideology and belief, the
other from the scientific method and empirical research. Both are
probably effective when consistently aeplied on their own terms.
(So: Wolin', 1974, and Ayllon and Azrin, 196410

ti
Goal 1: Classif cation of the two modal- types: The encouragement

eof id logical development on the oral hand and of sound,
knowl go-based professionalism on the other. Severe
constraints on psoudoprofessional claims and on the
deliberate or even uninteptional obfuscation of these
distinct modalities.

It should be clear what this goal does not imply. 'It does
not propose the exclusion of.objectively based techniques from the
ideological-socialization model nor of some ideology, say of

from the hospital model. However, these become clearly
subsidiary considerations in each settir" (This is discussed
later in this paper.)

Particularly problematic is the proseng. di.rsogement that
pl cos facilities'on a continuum related to severity of the symptoma-

ow they wish or are able to cope with, or conversely, the
rmalcy expectations they have. In such a schema, the various

fo s of group homes come first (family group home, agency group
home'. group residence)_ followed by the child care_ center, the
childr n's service Center and the residential treatment center. .

(The t rminology is all from Mayer et al., 1976: pp. 51 -54.)' The
Lions by symptoAratology are, however, more apparent than

real. As Mhyer (1976) points out repeatedly,,"group care.fagilities
have a kaleidoscopic variety of-children" (p. 51) . Nor -are the . '-
distinguishing characteiistics reflected in the names by which
'institutions are galled, although-these come somewhat closer to
realkty., The distinction is on socialization-normalization
hospitalization-treAtment.continimm, -which is reflected in a number
of variables. Some of these are:

munity;
1) extent of ongoing interaction,with surrding

2c similarity of quarters lt..opse of normal families;-tk



3) -similarity of roles to those in families;

4) deg4ee of rcnmonetization of staff-child task

5). extent of normalcy expectations;

-6) s)gnificance of peers;

7) proportion of tasks outside of the.-professional realm

(or, more simply, how much the "cared for" are to do for themselves

and others);

C) extent of intuitive (rather than prescribed) staff

behavior; -

9) role of parents as part of socializing experience vs

asapatients; and'

10) attention to whole person-or specific ailment.

When the degree of all these factors is high, the setting

has socialization attributes. When it is low, the setting -is closer

to the hospitalization model.

Goal 2: A set of operationally defined descriptiOns for the
various forms of group care. (These should not include
any child characteristics. -) A factorial analysis of a
substantial number of settings (using data available to
Mayer, et al.2 1976) might be instructive and relatively
inexpensive.

Institutional Spectrum Today

In spite of the-con fusing Institutional scene, it is pos-,
sible to picture this world using the data available. These data

shoW several trends:

1)* There has been an increase in the number and.rate of
children in various forms of foster care. The sharp decline ap-

. parently attributable to the income-maintenance features of the

Social Security Act of 1935 yielded rather quickly to increases due

to other causes. Between 1960 and 1974 about one-child per 1000 was

added to the 3.7 in foster placemen

?There is reason to bel eve the traditional foster family

home fits on one end of this ont'nuum.
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2) There is a decline in\he proportion of children in
traditional institutional care and, in particular, in "dependency-.

type" institutions, i.e., those intended for-children with minor or
no disturbing symptomatology. Simultaneously,-there has been a
rise in the rate in foster homes (an increase of 1.5 children per
1000 in the period 1960-1974).

3) A major expansion has occurred in the newest forth of
group care--the group home--from a 1970 capacity of 4800 (6000in
1972) nationally to 6000 for 30 states (excluding the'two most
populous--New York and California) in 1974.

4) There is now an almost balanced distribution of the
group home capability between public and voluntary jurisdictions
(about 3000 each in 1972), in contrast to the heavy predominance
(4:1) of voluntary over public capacity in the traditional grPuP
care arrangements, and an even heavier predominance of'the public
(5:1) in foster family capacity.

5) Interstate variations in the rates of children in the
various forms of foster care are pronounced. For example, in 1974
Illinois had capacity for about 20,000 children in foster family
care, 5500"in institutions and 348 in group homes--a ratio of about
57:16:1. At the same time, neighboring Kentucky reportedly had
the capacity for 400 children in foster family care, 2250 in
institutions and 112 in group homes--a ratio of about 3,5:20:1.

6) Proprietary (independeFt) facilities are increasingly
important in the group home program.

7) A marked increase (258%) in patient care episodes in
residential treatment centers has.taken place between 1966 and 19714
and is apparently continuing, although firm data are not available.

8) If one large urbanized state gives any national indica-
tions, several further observations are also in order. First, al-
though the lehgth of stay-in foster care declined somewhat between
1969and 1973, the mean stay is still somewhat more than half the
age for the youngest children (ages 1 -9 years) and from a half to

3
Items 1 through 6 are based on various reports of the

National Center for Soqial Statistics 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1974;
Kadushin (1974., p. 401) and Mayer, et al.-(1976).

4
Data from the-U.S. National Institute of Mental Health,

1973.. .
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6
Data from Fanshel an Grundy, 1975.



applicable to The problems for-which institutional care is .uss;:-
assumed remedy may be too early to tell, but we must begin to
define and count more rigorously the several problem and interven-*-
tion phenomena.

Second, throughout the literature on institutional care, .

onegroup of children and their facilities are meticulously
omitted from the definitions and statistics except in one paper
(Gil, 1974). Reference here is to what Mayer (1976) has called
"elitist" institutional care, as represented in the primate schoolswith boarding arrangements. A curs9ry examination of the Porter
Sargent Handbook of Private Schools shows perhaps 1000 gropp care
programs of,various-sizes and for as broad an age range as can be
found' in the 'pariah",(Mayer, 1976),settingi.- Why these .facilities
are not included in the national data on institutional care is .really not clear. Gil suggests that the,basic distinction between
these two systeMs of group care is.ithat the elitist setting is

for success" and the other is. oriented,toFard failure.If this is the case, then Gil. is right in calling attention to this
marked blind spot in foster care. Itsmay well'have important
implications for group care planning

Goal 4: Extension of data collection on group care to include
private boarding school facilities and their'populatidn.

Costs review of the Handbook of Private Sclfools raises the-
possibility of cost comparisons. These elitist group care programs
charged (in 1975) board rates of $3500 to $5000 for an academic
year (i.e., about $5000 to $6500 for a calendar year). Even the
most prosaic institutions, without seriously disturbed children
And without treatment, cost more than that (Mayer, 1977,'p. 218).It would be instructive to know what generates-these cost dif-
ferences. (See Goal 5.)

Then agalb, we don't really know what institutional costs
actually are. Unlike the proprietary (though rarely flagrantly for
profit) private schools, the group care prwams for' deprived,
disturbed and disturbing children need not really have accurate
cost data. Their cost computations may include no more than the
operating budget and exclude such items as plant depreciation, free

7
Available in 'annual editions. The latest used here is

1975.

8
It has been said that the private schools, as contrasted

with the institutions_ whose populations are counted and reported,
deal with "normal" childien:--Does-that mean that all of the others
are not normal?
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goods and volunteered or community supplied services. Furthimore,
since the public and voluntary organizations are exempt from local
and state taxes, their oosts.to the public are even further under-

stated. With the foregoing in mind, it is nevertheless helpful to

look at available cost figures, even though we' cannot guess"the

proportion-of underestimation. (See Ta1le 1.)
J

The table illustrates several points. First, anyone
desirous of citing a particular riUmber as the cost of institutional
care can probably find it reported. All of the figures are from
public (or quasi-public) documentS relatively accessible. Second,
the given figure may not represent what the reader b-elieves it to

represent; neither the ingredients nor the procedures for these
computations are usually stated. Third', in spite of the near-
meaninglessness of most cost numbers, some of the data appear
interesting and probably reliable (for example, Allen et al., 1972;

Bernstein et al., 1975; Reiff, 1973; Cleveland Federation, 1974).
Using these data we come up with 1974 cost figures (for northern,
industrialized states) of $1000 to $1500 monthly costs for popula-

tions requiring considerable professional intervention. Adding a

15% inflation and wages-and-hours regulations supplements, we come
up with $1150 to $1725 as the 1976 monthly -costs,_or $13,800 to
$20,700 a year. This is a pretty penny indeed and, even so, a
conservative estimate compared, for example, with the'IllinIts
reimbursement to Browndale, a proprietary organization, of nearly

$24,000 per child/year.

Goal 5: A review of available cost analysis procedures for
institutional care_(e.g., Wolins, 1962; Hylton, 1964;.

Elkin and Cornick, 1969), with simplification and
operationalization of a single procedure. Production of
the necessary software for computer processing and
simulation of institutional costs for various conditions
of:geography, setting, service, population and mode of

financing.

II. INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENTS AND THEIR CLIENTELES

Setting yves and Children's Attributes

In a logical world run by a benevolent, omnipotent and
omniscient authority, -there would probably be two models of insti-

'tutions containing various degrees of interveion'capability. One

y6uld be based on the theory that development flows from living with

good people. Given their extended impact, the psychosocially
maladapted would becOme adapted. Occasionally, the specialist
would come, like the rural doctor of bygone days, but would deal

only with specific problems, equivalent to setting broken bones

or diagnosing pneumonia. This model may be pictured as a large



TABLE 1

Cost of Institutional Service Per Child Month

Source
Suppliers' Reports)

.Allen at al.
New York City

1
Bernstein at al.
New York City

Reported Cost
Date Per Month
$

1969

Service

maiat. $314-929 Voluntary, broad
soc.serv. 25-382 range population
combined $339-1,311

1975 $2,665

- 1,225

1,203

1,156

maint. 1,302
Medicaid 357
combined 1,659

3,459

Boston Children's Serv-
ice Association

1973
.

.Council for Children 1975 150-750
.(Georgia)

3,270

3,210

2
Cleveland Federation... 1974 951

Lutherag Council in
the .USA

1969 7500

-

Pennsylvania Assn. of 1971 150750
Children's Institutions Median 459

(2p1 r mmt47..--;
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,1"' :dry

General institu-
tion, temporary.
General institu-
tion, long term
Group resAdence,
long term
Group home, long
term
Residential treat-
ment center
(severely dis-
turbed)
Secure detention

R'esidential treat-
meet center

.Church-run chil-
dren's hoMes
Mental hospital
children's ward
Private psychia-
tric fadility

Mean costs for
11 Institutions

Mode (12 out, of
27 institutions)

Report for vari-
ous institutions
(N = 105)
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Cost of Institutiopal Service Per Child Month [continued]

Source Reported Cost
[Suppliers' Reports] Date Per Month

Rhode Island Cquncil of 1972 480-1488
Cons.1Servicee Mean 971

2
Orchard' Place (Iowa) 1972

Service

Report for vari-
ous institutions .

(N 6)

945 Residential treat-
ment center

2
Sunny Hills (California) (7/recent) 1,074

USNIMH

Rief ¶t al. (Vernondale)

','Mayer et al.

1971 930

1,950

1973 under cap. 1,926
capacity 1,519

1976* 700

925

1,200

AFSCAE3 (Pertaining to 1975 $1,590-1,980
Browndale)

Colorado Department of 1975 600- 800
Social Services

Evanston (I1119is)
Children's Home

1974

I

1,125

(Continuedr,
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103
sag"

Residential treat-
ment center

Voluntary RTCs,.
N 57
Public Psychia-
tric Hospital for
Childre3i, N m. 23

A.Grog
phys. handicaps,
operated by JCCA,

(New York. City

Institutions with
out treatment
Institutions with
treatment,
Treatment centers

_ Proprietary--
disturbed children

Found cost Ye-
lated to dis-
turbance

Voluntary--public
contract; type of
child not speci-
fied



Cost of Institutional Service Per Child Month coninuedl

Source . Reported Cost
Suppliers' Reports] Date Par Month Service-

New York-State L974 127-1,336 Rates paid in
six districts

1
Exclusive of Medicaid except as shown. Costs are estimates.

2
Unpublished data.

3,
For detailed references, refer to bibliography.



plateau of varied h behavior. It is high in its expectations
and provider a subs tial range of experiences. Lince all of the
surroundings congas- of more or less normal 14fe, some safeguards
(signposts, fences, occasional walls, etc.) ails needed to protect
the uninitiated. The professional intervention episodes here are
,unique, people-changing experiences taking place against a back-
ground striving for eqdality.

Query (1973) gives this description of an "open
total institution." Patients who had been hospitalized an average.
of 16 years in other psychiatric institutions were admitted to a
special program at St. Wulstan's Hospital in England. Therapy
here went on continuously in the form of normal social interaction
in &healthy community setting: Patientswere called upon to work'
constructively, in the factory operated by the hospital, at jobs'
rangin4 from pipe fitters, to brick and slab makers. They were paid
for such work and encouraged to bank earnings in the nearby oommuni-

. ty. A 1-year followup study of released patients indicated a high
success rate of return' to employment in the outside community.

In the other model, beautiful hospitals would be built.
Staffed with highly skilled specialists, their costs would be high;
therefore space would be allocated by severity of the problem. The most
problem-ridden would.go to the most costly (best equipped) places;
the less troubled to the less costly. The trouble-free would've
totally excluded, for they could neither benefit nor contribute..
This model may be pictured ae a series of adjacent steplike
faces.' All begin at the level of a low plateau. Each step reiluires
a different maintenance ',mei (i.e., a plane where all max be
treated equally) because the initial deficiency in functioning (or\
problem) varies'considerably. Furthermore, what is the unusual ghs
event (professional intervention) in the first model is here the
standard. It is necessary to make up each individual's deficiencies
on each step so that all individuals may operate on the same
maintenance level.

Thormalen (1965) reports on the lowest level of such an
instutition in a study of attendants on three wards of a California
state institution for the retarded. Attendants focused their con-'
tacts with children in the following manner: 37% of time was used
in promoting dependent-making behavior, 51% in neither independent -
nor dependent-making behavior, and only 12% in'promoting indeper.tdent-
making behavior. Children therefore had little opportunity to
practice social skills. They generally were not allowed to
'participate in their own care, and in the few instances where they
were trained to care for other children (e.g., brushing teeth),
they often had their own teeth brushed by the attendants because
that wat "easterand quicker." The study concluded that the
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organisational goal's of the ward were in direct conflict with
promoting independent behavior:

Another example is the surgical ward in a general hospital.
Here also the patients are permitted to exercise little self-careand not allowed to extend help to others. As sipn as they become
"capable" of doing so they are qUickly discharged.

k., Without the universal authoilitty alluded to earlier, fostercare his not arranged itself quite this way. Yet, the assumptions
posited in the socialization model are the essence of foster family
care (and even group. homes and general institutions) and the
hospital model is emulated by the residential treatment centers
and children's hospitals. However, since little research of conse-
quence is admitted to -the oonsciouszsActrum of child welfare
planners, and since each model is a hypothetical gamble and onlyits implementation can provide a test of success or evidence of.failure for some types of children, the planners waffle. And so,every type of child is foundin every type of setting. Or, asShyne (1973) has remarked after reviewing this scene, "the childrencared for in different types of institutions are not all that dif-ferent" (p. 109). Pappenfort et al, (1970) and Bernstein et al.

(..-

(1975) in their data and Mayer et al. (1976) in their afialysis
report 40% to 60% of the'children are located in group care envirop-manta that are not fully suited sep their needs.

,

To be sure, this problem cannot be laid just to insufficientplanning, pooradministrktion or lack of professional courage. Italso lies in the critical shortage of various facilities, theirgenerally poor distribution geographically and the much too limitedawareness of lan6 professional consensus on) the best fit of childand setting. And some 9bservers even believe that this, by-and-
large, is a good arrangement. Hobbs 41975), for example, afterreviewing the incidence, of various problems and the location of
children who may have them, concludes "that our several child
,eartng systems ()with their unique professional,alliances, vocabu-laries, mores, categories and labels, and governmental or private
sponsors) care larg y for the game kinds of children. When extremecases (of mental r dation, emotional disturbance, blindness,
delinquency, etc.") e eliminated, the children . . . and very muchalike . [and] need very much the -same kind of care" (pp. 27-28).
This must mean a, preference for the first of the two Institutional
models cited here. (This point is examined more fullyPlater in thepaper.)

What must be, done? The question, it seems, is whether
Hobbs's statement reflects the reality of institutional care (orthe reality of foster care as a There are contradicting

1
.
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f
data. rirst, about half- of the children aro found it auttAnqui that
practitioners believe appropriate. herhatein et al. ;447'0 ahow that
StA of ttile placements in New Mork City are appropriate. t:oond,
certain categories of children, e.g., eome'age groups or,racial
ethnic groups, have even higher (up to 77%) levels of appropriate
placements. Third, some ludgments are undoubtedly idiosyncratic
and at best influenced 'by prevailing predispositions. For example.
thy New York model is predicated on the aasumpt ion that the general
inatitutions will (should) be closed. This automatically placea
all children. in those settings in an inappropriate rateqory. (See

also Colorado, 1975.)

Earlier studios (e.g., Briar, 1965; Maas and Enqler, 1959)
and more recent reviews (e.g., Bernstein et al., 10751 Pappenfort.
.etal., 1970) tend, however, to support Hobbia's conclusion. If

this is correct, the field may set itself one of three possible
ge413.;. 1) opting for model one-kith special provisioris for the
severe cases; 2) opting fox model two (as is recommended generally
nowfor-example, Bernstein et al., 1975; Mayer et al., 147b, and
others) ; or 3) planned (or neglectful) obf\iscation--an exists today.

Goal 6: A review of available data (and poanibly collection of an
A additional limited amount) to determine authoritatively

whether, and to what degree, it is correct that foster
.

care populations are haphazardly distributed among settings
-of various intensity. A study of the cost and outcome
consequences of such a diptribution, if it is verified..

For the present, anti in the absence of contrary policy, we
must tend in the direction of a two-model system. The less dis-
turbing children should go to open, community placements; the more
disturbing ones, to intensive institutional settings. This is the
main message of "deinstitutionalization"and Che,thrust of such
recommendations as the Bernstein (1975)'rewort. Given that the
alternative tto this. kind of sorting out is the present partly
haphazard placbment mnonpattern," wueh procedure is clearly pre
ferable. However, it has .two specific implications: 1) every
community (as'defibetd) must Have a full array ("spectrum," Mayer
et al., 1976$ of services; and 2) in some manner the proper children
must end up in.the Optimal settings both from the perspectives of
individual needs and of the institutions' needs.

As has been mentioned, the present situation is far from
meeting these requirements. First, there is a genera1 shortage of
facilities, particularly on the two ends of the intensity-of-care
spectrum. There are not enough places in agency - operated boarding
homes, group homes, grdrup residences and residential treatment
centers. (For definitions of these facilities,and of the children
who require them, see Bernstein, 1975, and Sister Mary Paul, 1975.)
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.e has for the inner and surrounding environments of group facilities
are probably pegative, but at best unknown.

This situation to welt Cocumantea tri-HoW-York city. and is probably
prevalent nationally. We queried all participants at the 1476 MLA
Working Conference on Group Cato in Nt;rth America about the
incidence of improper placements at their facilitios. Thu 00timAtos
Of 62 of the reepondents (N 67) indicate that this is a serious
problem.

Second, the present arrangement tondo to discriminate
against disadvantaged groups. In the ludgment of the 1976
conference respondents, minority and low income children .who need
group care are often missed entirely by the system. Also. as
Bernstein (1975) shows. and as was argued in the Wilder v. Sugarman
litigation (see O'Neill, 1974), certain mino4ties ire much more
likely than whites to be in improper settings.

et

Third, the .assumption of speciliza
must wide spectrum of facilities in eve
require either 'a high rate of expenditure

.geographic area where population densities a

requiring as it
unity, will also

taxpayer or a large
low. The first

alternative is indefensible either economically or politically.
The second is problematic because it must restrict the process of

realization and of work with parents, which are assumed require -
me is for returning the chile home.

Fourth is what we may call the collectivist-individualist
ilemma. Collectivists' elieve that institutional populations should

be so composed as to maximize thp benefit for all group members..
This might be done at a disadvantage to some. Individualists
believe that each case should be judged separately and its options
optimiied. Sisterdilary Paul (1975), who prepared the prescriptions
for the New York City'study, takes the second approach. So do most
child welfare professionals today. The implications this approach

Goal 7: A -determination whether the four wervations cited to
the present spectrum-of-services APproach are supported
as hypotheses; if they are, finding remedies to the
problems in order to make the 'spectrum approach .universal;
alternatively, if the obstacles to the spectrum apkoach
are too severe, the devising of an alternat "ve model.

Any illusion that removal of Obstacles to the spectrum of
service is a simple matter is dispelled by studying the Wilier v.
Sugarman case. Here, well intentioned lay citizens and professionals
were found on both sides of the issue.

At the heart of this question, .which the NASW New York City
Chal:;ter generally identifies as discrimination, are two issues:
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the right to equal treatment (as gtaranteed by the 14th-Amendmeht) ;, f

and the rights of individuals to the recognition' and nurturance of
7. their docial-(cultural) identity. The latter concern was the
.primary'reason for development of-sectarin welfare services.
It was recognized aboUt acentaKy.ago by the protagonists in the
fight betwen CharteS'Loring Brace and'thelCatholic Archdioces6of
New York. (S4e-Wolins and Piliavin, 1964.,sp. Vaiious
minority groups demanding social services withtheir own ethnic .

Components speak to this issue. (See-Jenkins 'and Map.ison, 1974;
Billingsley and Giovanoni, 1972.) As the latter havOiritten:
system designed to serve- black' children must have no-t-onlyan
historical perspective and 4 social perspective, but .a black per-
spective: The black child must be the centralfocus of *the

- system' (p. 5).

Why is equality. alone 7insufficient? No dne..ie. suggesting ,.

segregated hospitals, stores or transit' systems, but the very victims
of segregation (blicks, Chicanos, Asians and others) are requesting
something like this'in child welfare. Th-p-Onswer.is clear--social-
ization fora child means acculturation. All child welfare agencies
are thereare a.cculturative.instruments. Eveiy' cultural group wants
to, and in this pluralistic society has the right to, acculturate its
own children.

-

4r,
Goal a: .Developtent of procedures that provide groupcake for all

children who-need it, allowing for equality of opportunity
for care while. respecting the cultural identity of children

.....oknvolved and MI//-- right to be reared in the specific
milieux of -theirWeritage.

Such a goal will require careful use of public funds in the
-deVelopment of local-child ,'welfare policy. - Since the structure of
group care is rather fragile and depends to a large degree on good
will and devOtion, no legal dictates or fiscal sledgehammers are
likely to be effective. As Federal District Court..Judge Johnson -

has-observed, "The most abundantly financed prison or mental health,
system imaginable will fairin its purpose if those responsible for
delivering the personal services fail to act with dedication and
compassion" (1975, p. 346).

Channeling of children into foster care requires comprehen-
sionof and empathy for a complex mosaic. The needs of a specific
child, a child-caring agency. and a concerned community_must.be
weighed. At times they are in conflict, as noted earlier. To niake-

speedy decisions with least error, a centralized forum iiriavoid-
able.' Joint planning and intake bodies develpping in various .

:ocalities should serve as models for study.



G641 9: Encouragement of a limited number of communitywide
models of foster placemeqp (and, in particular, group
care), and evaluation of the effectiveness of the
various models id caring for all who require it, to
reduce drifting of children in limbo and to reduce the
proportion of incorrect placements.

Some major issues in group care

As to group care, it is.possible to isolate some of the
. specifically, institutional aspects of "treatment," and seve 1
others thatthou h crucial to'the group care environment, e to
,PIbe found in "ou. atient"-settings as well. ,First, regarding e
context within which service delivery occurs: Mayer et al. ( 6)'
refer this as the "continuum'of care," which include "at least
seven major pre- and post-placement services and nine ariations.
of placement services (not counting adoptions ri(p 47). The pre-
placement services are intended to prevent placem t or to prepare
the child and family for placement.

Such an impressive array may be present a liberal, well-
,

to -do, metropolitan area and be unattainable in 11.st others. What
is essential is to set priorities, sinc out diem energies may
be-diffused-and service ineffective. Di group care, assessment of
child and family attributes must preced4 placement xid a supportive
familial-social matrix, must follow it if major fai-lare is to be
avoided.

.
.

A second concern is the matter of asseSsment. Although
stigmatizing classification of children is generally decried and-to
be avoided,, the evidence.on the effect of labeling is inconclusive
(Hobbs, 1975, pp. 37-41). What is
absence of description foils indlvi 1 and communal planning. To

twin, however, is that an

quote Kramer (1975, p. 79): "Diagnosis .and classification pose a
dilemma. . ! . They are needed jfotl. planning, administration,
delivery and evaluation (0f),... . human services . . . (but) may
result in an individual's acquiring a label that can, and often does,
,havg a serious effect on his opportunities for education, housing,,
'employment."

A review of-available evidence on assessment (to avoid the
term "classification"). indiCates.that it is- essential and must pe
undertaken. To reduce risks, two procedUial steps appear indicated:
1) multiaxial description, and 2) the labeling of symptoms, but not
of persons. (Ruptured appendixes, violence, delusions'are bad, but
their possessors are merely unfortunate.) These suggestions imply the,
development of a profile for each child in the context of his/her
familial and environmental situation. "The profile should be the

NO
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basis for specification-of treatment opjectives and of time limits
. for accomplishing goals agreed n by all who are party to their
realization" (Hobbs, 1975, p. i5). With two modifications, this
statement embodies the essence of the.next.goal. It would be
'PreEerable to use a neutral term for "treatment"--perhaps "change"
--and to add cost estimates to the limitations on time.

Goal 10: Steps to produce , operationalize and "merchandise" a
multiaxial de riptive schema for children heading
into group care, the dimensions to include physical
well-being and growth; cognitive development;
psych social condition; level of moral judgment;
situational values; manual skills; and intellectual
skills (See Bayduss et al., 1972), and the devising

. of a prOCedure-to match expectation to the level of
the cognate individuals and environments in the
child's world.

The author's inquiry at the 1976 Conference on Group Care as
to the alloc4Ltion of 100 hours of assessment time among nine vari-
ables prodticed the folloviing response pattern from 67 institutional
specialists (mainly directors):

MEAN HOURS (OUT OF 100). DEVOTED TO ASSESSMENT
BY TYPE OF GROUP CARE 'PROGRAM

Attribute Dimension
Residential
Treatment Mixed Group Home

1. Emotional adjustment 19.2 20.2 15.7.

2. Social integration :18.6 19.8 17.2

3. intellectual skills 13.9 11.9 11.2

4. SoCial values. 10.4 11.2 13.2

5. Self-fulfillment 9.4 11.6 413.
(

6. Physical growth-health 8.8 7.2 11.5

7. Abstract reasoning capacity '8.3 _ 7.5 7.0

8. Manualskills 7.3 6.7 6.0

9. morality 3.7 4.9 4.8

O
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Possibly, the distribution-is an "ideal type"--what the,
respondents would hope to do, rather than what is actually done
within the agencies. The 33% to 40%-time shown as given'over to
the psychosocial is probably underestimated, while the allocation
of time to items 7, 8 and 9 is probably overestimated. Nonetheless,
there is a receptivity to this, kind of thinking, ripe for determined
ideological and methodological leadership.

A third concern on assessment is the level of intervention.
Two matters are'of particular significance in foster care and espe-
cially in.group care--symptomatic intervention. and work with parents.
In situations of close proxiidi.ty and considerable sensitivity such
as.foster care, .certain symptoms can be the undoing of effective
work. Enuresis; tics, head-banging or kleptomania, even'when not
particularly troublesome to the "cared- for" or "carers," are
troublesome to others nearby: These others reinforce the symptom
and enlarge on its implications, requiring, in many instances, the
removal of the symptomr-bearei. This alone suggests the importance
of symptomatic intervention.''Yet, there may well be another reason,
even more importantnamely,' that the symptom is the problem and not
a sign of it.

However that may be (and at the moment no resolution of the
matter is probable or essential), two conceptual obstacles generally
stand in the-way of symptomatic intervention: the question of
availability of an effective methodology and the specter of symptom
'substitution.' Concern overeither obstacle does not seem justified.
We have completed:a review of several hundred instances-of short-
term, specifically symptomatic interventions based both on psycho-
dynamic and behavioral models of treatment.' Most are successful to
a consdiderable_degree-and for a 'broad range of symptoms. (It
Should be noted that careful researchers always compare their
findings with the extent 'cod!.spontaneous remission, which is reported
to run between 25% and 60%.) Two.i-ecent and carefully controlled
studies in symptomatic intervention using both methodologies give
an-edge to behavioral therapies (Paul, 1966J Sloane et al., 1975),
This is particularly true in the rmer/study witli regard to symptomg
and in the latter in regard to rovement in work- and social
adjustment.

Symptom substitution? Not a sign. Of the 94 patients
treated over a 4-month period in the Sloane et al. study: "Not a
single [one] whose original problems had substantially improved

. reported new symptoms cropping up. On the contrary, assessors
had the informal impression that when a patient's primary symptoms
improved, he often spontaneously reported improvement of other
minor difficulties" (p. 100). Given this and similar analyses (for
example, Grossberg, 1964; 1111Man and Krasner, 1969; Beech, 1969),
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"....... _ i tr
'.

it seems time the question b laid aside. In spite of the warm
comfort it must have gfven y therapists for years--Why.else
would they hold to it so de y?--this assumption has no empirical;
support, and causes too much pain. It shiesuld beabolished unless
evidence is supplied to the ontrary.

Goal 11: Laying to rest the
and encouraging
with clearly iden

hypothesis ofsymptom substitution
cific, symptomatic intervention
fled change objectives.

Should institutional care include work with parents? This,
more than any other issue, Apses the great dilemmas of institutional
care,- Let us begin with ar0easy affirmation. Working with parefits

. is, obviously, good. Not oily does it make everyone feel good, but
,it seems to affect outcome 4ositively. This is succinctly stated in
a report: "High parental withwas significantly associated wit
the discharge of children from care-. Investment of casework time in
a. family was linked to a hither level of visiting" (Fanshel, 1975,
p. 493). So7impressive are the study's data and their implications.
that Fanshel recommends agency log on this subject be mandated
by state law and carefully 'tored as part of the licensing
function (p. 513).

The return home is
parTnts, but to successful
and intensive work witti fat
Taylor and Alpert (1973),
should be the key particip

elated not only to work with -the
st,placement adaptation. Extensive .

lies is supported by the findings of ,

ho recommend 'that "the family as a unit
ints in decisions about placement, visiting

and discharge planning, ascwell as take part in-working closely with
child care staff." (p. 52)!1 For further support Jf this, position,
see Groeschel (1972).

There appears to b considerable professional support in
this direction_ Our New Ot-leans inquiry produced virtual unanimity
on'the need to involve theg,family in the group care process. Over
80% of the 67 respondents 'onsider this very important.or,essential.
A similar position is reflected in a survey of residential treatment
centers, with 85% indicatliag collateral work with parents as an
available service (USNIMH4. 1974). Recently, group care programs
have required formal treatment contracts in which parents obligate
themselves to participating behaWair (e.g., the Albany Home for
Children; the San Diego Ceinter for Children).

Where, then, is t4e dilemma? It is in the large gap between
intention,andreality.. TIle difficulty is already evident in the
responses to our-inqUiry.i Only 30% report being successfuA or very
successful in obtaining the deCired involvement. Some data may
explain pat of the diffi4ulty. Various studies,' mostly in New
York City, report the following:

&-W

4

3
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a) Negative Or very necYstive attitude
4. by child toward family

b) Geographic mobility of mothers

c) High proportion of familial disrup-
tion and disability at placement

d) -Law proportion of "discharge to
parents" as objective

High proportion of "parent reason'
for placement" (i.e.; placement
not due to attributes of

f) High proportion of parental _

unwillingness to care for Child

70% of cases
(Johnson et al., 1974)

80% changed addreSs
in 5 years (Jenkins
and Norman, 1975)

about 50% (Colorado,
1975);. 68% (Fanshel
and 'Grandy, 1975)

20% (Fanshel and
Grundy, 1975) .

About 53% (Fanshel
and Grundy, 1975

about 35% (Bernstein,'
1975)

Given these data, it is not reasonable to expect a high rate
of family involvement. Hylton 11964) showed only about 1% of cost
in 11 residential treatment centers as allocable to work with the
family. Recent data appear:more encouraging than Hylton's.
Colorado (1975) shows an involvement mate of 47% to 71%, depending_
on type of institution:' Fanshel and Grundy (1975) show "supportive
casework" as provided in 25% to 48%; of the cases, depending on age
of child.and duration' in care. (Other services are also provided,
but in some categories the terms "none," "unknown" and "unreported"
were used for services in 50% of the cases.) Furthermore the
unwillingness and inability to care apparently persist. ,Bernstein
(1975) reports progressively-higher proportions for these'categories
from the first until the 10th year of foster care (Table 10).

In the light of the foregoing, a relatively low return rate
to the familial environment is to be expected. Colorado (1975)
shows 40% to 50% of group care children as returning to parental
homes'. St. Louis (1973) reports'55% of returns in 1972. It is
therefore irresponsible to say that "We need to rewrite our child
protection legislation and our family court legislation and make it
illegal for a parent to be disenfranchised" (Brown, 1974, p. 5). On
the contrary, our actions should emulate those of New York State or,
California, which require periodic court reviews of all children in
foster care and mandate action in each case either to continue in
care, return home or plan for adoption (McKinney's, 1966 updated;
California State Senate' Bill No. 30, 1976).
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Several diffi
tion. First, given
should be done in
may those cases be-se
made? One solution i
tract, but this Might
agency relationships
state. Third, what i
those who remain in f
(whether desigfiated f

air

ult decisions result from. this complex situa -
e desirability of working with parents, what
s where this is not feasible? Second, how
ected early so that alternative plans may be
to insist at the start on a treatment con-

precludb development of constructive parent-:
hat might eventually lead to the_contract
to be done regarding. family -type ties for
ter placement without_parental attachments
r adoption or not)?-

Goal 12: An early placement plan for each child that specifies
the desirable and feasible extent of_parental involve-
ment, foster care settings to be used, and locus of
discharge.

1.ibgoal a: Development of. predictive criterio4 for family

involvement.

Sabgoal b:

Subgoal c:

Subgoal d:

Subgoal e:

Development of licensing requirements' for review
of family involvement.

Gathering time and'opt data to review extent of work

with families.

Factual determination of proportionsof group care
children returning home

Permanent placement settings .for all children not
returning to their families, with the objective of
reaching as rapidly as possible planned, stabilized
situations, not, precluding group living as an
acceptable.alternative. Many of the million runaways
each year in the U.S. [National Youth Alternatives
Project, 1974] are somewhat reminiscent of Makarenko's
experiences in the U.S.S.R., and may well prefer non-
familial arrangements.)

Maintenance' and People-Changing

In group care, or afi-T5TEof foster care, there is a

separation and intermingling of two identifiable purposes.:
maintenance and people-changing (Miller and Pruger, 1975). Many

.would deny that these two purposes are gUparable, and even_more
would deny the defensibility of the former without the latter.
Nevertheless, separating them here.may prove, analytically useful.

Maintenance has as its objective the achievement of equality

among all the cared for in a group program. The ideal is to require
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that!every memiger be-Z;kaised to a particUlar level of setting
utilization (e.g., go to classes, eat in the cafeteria, see the
social worker, care for personal living area, etc.): This equality
expectation will always be. high in the firgt institutional model
mentioned'earlier, and usually substantially lower in the second
model described. Above the maintenance base, both models may
engage in people-chan4ing,activity. However, this occurs only
rarely in certain settings on both.ends of the capability con -tinuum... "Normal" individuals are not selected for changing, and
neither are the severely debilitated or aged: (NO-assumptions are
made about the maintenance' level-. It will be measured by the
adequacy criteria a society demands.)

.

However,. the'question that must be posed applies not to the'extr but to the central regions of the capability distribution,Is it propriate to have no people-changing activities there?
Is."mere" maintenance an acceptable function for any group care
program? I am inclined .to answer_ affirmatively for two.reasons:
1) the high rate of spontaneouS remission for some types. of
problems and the marginal difference (if any) some therapies can
.be-shown-to.producei and 2) the high Incidence of adoledcents, in
particular, who opt..for dXtra-familial

Goal 13: A review, analysis and assessment of the possibility
that "mere" maintenance in a groUp care program may be
justified under certain conditions:

.

Resource Requirements of Group Care

Group care, like any serious program of social melioration-,-
requires its own knowledge base. -The'absence of organized theoreti-
cal work in group care and the lack of clear theoretical formulationwith supportive evidence are serious detriments. It is possible:
for theorists such as the author to address many different issues-.:-- -,
and arrive at diametrically opposed conclusions. The pursuit of A.-
knowledge base must be an objective. In spite of the driVe toward
deinstitutionalization, group care in some form or fOrms will
continue.. Basic questions in the development of a knowledge base
Include many of those aised in-this
meaning and utility of the "powerful'
by Bloom (1964), Bronienbrenner (1974
(1974}, Wolins (1974) and others; 2)
an people7changing-aS expressed- in gro

nvir
, Fe
e

and

for.exampIe:. 1) the
nment" concept suggested
erstein and Krasilowsky,
pecifics of maintenance
area 3) the relative merit

The-papers by Bronfenbrenner, by FeuersteiA and"Krasilowsky,
Wolins may elk- be found in Wolins, 1974.
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of mixed versus. symptomatically and otherwise similar populations
in group facilities; 4) the unique role of staff in residential
care; 5) binary (i.e.,,those separating the Inmates from .stiff
(Goffman, 1961) and continuous structures in institutional settings; :
1) the "Cottage Six syndrome" (my term for the conversion of carets
to the norms of the cared for) 4Polsky, 1962) and its lications
for constructive people-changing. Othe± %ignificant issues can
easily be listed.

:Goal 14: Establishment of a unit with specific conCer in -

group care, which not only promotes research ut acts
toward development of data based theory and a_
application in practice.

One of the major theoretical but alSo practical issues in
group care pertains to the.role of staff. A rarely asked question
should be.addressed first. Who, is a carer?' The carers are in-
creasingly_ defined as those who draw a salary. A careful look at
any intimate environment, be it institution or family, reveals the
inadequacy of such a definition: In every group care setting e

(even against efforts of "staff" to prevent such role diffusion)
all members fill the roles of.carers and cared for. To be sure,
staff are mainly those helping and patients- (inmates, wards, etc.)

are mainly those helped. In a classical asylum (Goffman, 1961)
or a community hospital deliberate attempts are made to produce a
"binary structure." In others (e.g., the therapeutic community
models) the line is obscured by design or neglect.

To return to the two models of group care: in the first, the _
bulk of professional effort is invested- in arranging the milieu; in
the second, most of the effort is in direct treatment of individuals.
The former requires a ladder of competencies composed of all members*
of-the group care community, into which -the cared for and the
professionals both fit. (See Stotland anaKobler, 1965.) The
latter model requires maximally trained and skilled professionals
who by virtue of expertise will impact'on.the'cared for.- (See

Stanton and Schwartz,'1954.) Obviously, the pure type of this
dichotomy.is hard to find, but the distinction is useful in dis-
cussing two issues: a) whether the various categories of personnel
need-be different in institutions than elsewhere in child welfare,
and b) the professionalization of child care staff.

first .model requires an integrated team in which
professienal roles are subordinated to the general theme of the
program. It must overcome the type of diverse perceptions found
by Sternbach and Pincus (1970) and the conflict between the child
care workers and other staff noted by Piliavin (1963) : Furthermore,
the most helpful staff in such a setting are those immersed .in the



,-::dally'activitles of the childrenand committed to the institution:s
goals. These are not usually persons who in the process of profes-
sionalization have "pass[ed]. through the mirror . . . [to create]t. . . the sense of seeing the world in reverse" (Davis, 1968, PP._2$0-251). The-second model requires exactly the kind of trainingand self-perception that Davis has described in regard to the educa-tion of nurses: i.e., a sense of professional detachment..

If thid perceptiol_of the alt ative group care milieux iscorrect, it -gives the answer to both stions., It required aspecially trained and oriented staff in model one and would suggest-.
avoidance of.professionilization of child care staff. The secondmodel requires-high aevels. o profestionalization of everyone,including the_child care staff. Recent exchanges.on.the trainingof child care vibrkeri may become more-understandable against thi-sbackground. Some proponents of the "educateur" status conceptualizefunctioning in model one. The opponents appear to relate to model_two (Barnes and Kelman, 1974; arid the discussants of. Omit- posi-tion.)

Goal 15: Same,as Goal 1.

Community. integration and support appear related,torthese
two models. Gmeiner's SOS is widely accepted in the Austrian towns(Violins, 1974, chapters 11 and 14) and so was 'Father Flanagan's:Boys' Town7in Omaha. Perhaps the best test lies in the readinessof "alumni" to support and visit the-institution.. And this Fats. -_to do with image. Here an opportunity exists. As the "ihsiitutioAis changing its name (to group home) armed location (from suburb tothe neighborhood), and as the emphasis on model one type behaviors
is increased, a new image can be projected-. Thisivust be relatedto'such community issues as licensing and zoning._

The licensing of settings using hospital criteria is nolonger tolerable; there are too many negative implications. SuChdescription of a facility is insufficient. It should include psycho-.social variables. to indicate that an acceptable maintenance levelhas been achieved-for all children in the program.

Goal 16: Deyelopment of model licensing legislation that provides ffor minimally acceptable physical safety and for a humane

10
An excellent review of judicial and planning decisions

in communitylocated group care is to be found.in Lauber withBangs, 1974.
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social environment, the.levels deperi4irlig on the

surrounding'. community.
Ilk It

-i Goal 17: A study of the bapis for fears that lead to exclusionist
zoning, and collecting data on ways to overcome these
fears.

The problem of zoning fok grog care_ facilities is yet
another aspect of ttie classification dilemma discussed earlier.
It is, essential that the, facilities, not become identified with
single-characteristic deficiencies. They should nottbe seen. as

group homes.or institutions for'the retarded, Or'di§turbedor
delinquent, but rather as living quarters for multiltimensional

children. There seems no realistic basi-4 for separating the group

programs discussed here from those labeled "prA.vate schools."

Insisting on their-similarity for zoning purposes should have
positive broader implications..

A brief work and proposal on yet one more aspect' 'of com-

munity support -- funding: _Since group care is increasingly supported

by public funds and a large proportion. of the facilities are volun-

tary nonprofit or, increasingly, proprietary, the issue of financial
support is th9esubject of tiajor attention. The formulae for
funding vary a great deal. Most respondents (63%) in our inquiry

with institutional specialists at the 1976 Conference on Group

Care favored purchaseof-service financing, only a small percentage
favoring a negotiated budget.

Although the purdhase-of-service mode of financing more
'closel.kreflects" program interests than did earlier procedures, it
also surfers from major defects. It is basically Wasteful,

encouraging the application of the most expensive modes of inter-.

vention. It-intrinsically carries no responsibility by requiring

neither accomplishment nor its measurement. -.And it holds no

incentives for innovation.
-1

. A more imaginative manner of support would be based-on
payment for resultsa procedure now upported by only 5% of our -"

respondents. The essence of such a piocedure would be a two-

tiered purchase schedule of 1) humanitarian maintenance and 2)

people-changing. Maintenance would be licensed and carefully super-,

vised to assure conformity with standards.- Rates for maintenance

would be_ based solely on cost: 'It is .important 'to preclude here

any conflict .between fiscal and child welfare concerns.
changing would be a free activity (constrained only by protection

of human subjects considerations) with specific goals along

dimensions agreed upon by the child (or parent), seller and
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'VS

purchaser - of service. Remunerationlwoula be by results, wi th a timefactor negative multipliei (i.e., the faster the results, the
higher thy reward):

Goal 18: Establishment, on an_everimental..basis, of a
percEase-of-serVice and .results procedure based on
the two -tier cbricept, examination of the-licensipt
and superdision steps.thiS tequires and the mode. of
detegminIng resultrpayassits, and evaluation in terms
of costi7 results in children, duration of impact,
and extent of innovation.

Evaluation
0

Evaluation methodology is complex and is best left to othersources. There has been considerable evaluative work.in institu-tional
studies run the gamut of settings, pop- types,

tional programs. Wolin (1974) assembled nine such exampleS..

evaluation methodologleg, control 'of variablei, and objectives
group care programS. (See Reiff, 1973; Groesiilchel, 1972;

,Johnson, 1974;. Taylor and Alpert, 1973; Colorado, 1975.) Agency
personnel feel pressed to eyaluate their programs (Conference'on
Group Care, 1976) and see this pressure as having` desirable conse-
quences. Yet despite all the concern about evaluation, only a small
proportion of group. care programs engage in ongoing evaluation ofeither financing, program quality, outcome or efficiency. And.
even more disturbing, the data available from, past evaluation

.efforts are. not accumulated in a manner. to yield significant impact9n programs

. Lack of a cumulative facility that could use available datato point up program directions is a serious deficiency. One
example: There now is considerable evidence about the utility of
a socializing environment and its relation to populations in groupCare. Yet, the full implications of this evidence have not been
deduced and its impact on group care is, at best, diffuse. Anotherexample: We know the implications of what Pringle (1965) called a-"good friend on the outside" (e.g., a concerned parent, swilling
employer) for those in group care.. Yet, what impact has this hadon licensing? And yet one more example: Looking at the research,
this observer (and others.) notes that the critical variabl0 in
group care are in.the environment rather than in professional
intervention. (See Wolins,.1974, for studies showing positive
environmental impact; Polsky, 1962, for negative impact.) What
have been the practice and research consequences of these evaluativestudies?
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Goal 19: A capacity-in the unit proposed in Goal 14 to a emulate
and analyze evalUative.projeCts arid methodologi , and-

advocate specific 'additional forms,of aluation
-and methods of care on the basissis of 'reliable data.-

III. TIM INST;TUTION AS "VESSELMPORINSTRUMENt", .....

..

=

Approaches to People Charging
The'appillation "a hotel with a clinic" describes some

institutions. That is a reasonably fair description of .a hospital
treating, say, orthopedic cases. To be surer this is an unusual
and extremely expensive hotel, but 'so are some others that have
special putposes. What places them in a single categow istheir
inert, nearly. neutral quality as social environments. There is
little or no attempt to mobilize the entire environment, including 7
the cared for, and aim it at'the problems of the patients. In
short, the setting is a convenience and not an absoldte necessity
in accomplishing its purpose. An example is the current.develop-
ment in regard to childbirth or renal dialysis. Obviously, the-
hospital maternity unit was not, and is not, a necessary instz:iiment

in childbirth nor is the ward in hemodialysis essential. Both are
merely vessels, containers of convenience, and the purposes for
which they are used may be achieved at home.

By contrast, Bloom (1964), in describing a powerful environ-
ment; attributes to it intent and capacity to pressure.:the individ-
ual in a particular direction. 'Polsky (1962), In'Cottage Six, shows
how an environment may be used as an instrument 'and may have so
much power as to counteract all professional intervention. In,fact,

in that instance it even succeeded in corrupting some of the staff.
This phenomdhon is not unfailift- to persons who try to manage
prisons. In short, some'group care systems function as instruments.

1Before_considering the consequences and implications of this
distinction, it is necessary to posit what makes the environments
into "vessels" and "instruments." Vessels are generally the result
of three simple variables: 1) relatively short periods of stay;
2). an impersonal atmosphere; and. 3) use of highly technical (and
speCialized) procedures. The reverse, of these conditions produces
an instrument.

When the target is highly specific and the change may be
achieved rapidly, a vessel is appropriate. However, even the
four-bed sur 1 ward begins to function a little like an instru-
ment, and t 's i much more so in the case of a kidney dialysis
unit. The re di e the target, the larger and less specific the

number of imensions desired change, the larger the' interpersonal
association, the more inevitable the instrumental qualities.
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Among group care professionals these models are understood.The tendency among our respondents (Conference on Group Care, 1946)seemed slightly toward the position of group setting as instrument.However, there was a strong pull in the other direCtion. TheresiAdents seemed to want the benefit ollirth worlds--an impossi-bility by virtue of.the requirements in respective settings.

atlirkis get the place to specify these re4uiremeAts at anylength, but some illtistrations can be provided. An instrumental.group care setting requires, among other attribg4es, the following:a) a unifying theme of an ideological or quasi-iteological_quality;b) built-in, omnipresent models and reinforcing events representingthe desired state; c) socially laudable objectives, with evidenceof achleveMent; d) avoidance of global, pathological designations;e) continuous review of regressive tendencies in the system;f) provision for and encouragement of limited risk taking; g)emphasis-on unit cost reduction. (For details, see Wolins andWozner, 1975.)

Such conditions cannot be achieved in a vessel with aclinic. Particularly problematic are variables a, b, e and g.Ideology is generally considered irrelevant in the vessel-type
setting, and even a burden,by some. Mbdels of the desired stateare discharged as rapidly as possible. Regression is encouraged
by carefully dividing staff-patient functions, and this, in turn,leads to high cost.

.fortunately, the group care settings in the United StatestOday.ale under'pressure to divest themselves of many of theirinstrumental attributes. Two major forces are propelling theprogram in this direction: 1) provisions for the purchase ofservice and the accompanying licensing and standard setting, whichare mainly medical-hospital in nature; and 2) deinstitutionaliza-tion.

A brief discussion bf the former will suffice. The varioushealth insurance programs increasingly cover certain conditionsfound among group tare inhabitants. However, Blue Cross, Champusand similar organizations purchase Service only from institutionsaccredited by the Joint Commission on Hospital Accreditation, whichts likely to ignore or even 'dasapprove of the requirements of aninstrumental model (Reid,,1974).

-Deinstitutionaization

Deinstitutionalization as currently practiced pulls the rugright out-from under the instrumental model. To explain how this
occurs and suggest some remedies, we digress to a proposed
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classification of institutional populations.
11 The four levels'of

functioning are applicable to various attributes of individuals in

care.' An instrumental setting requires that all these levels be
present in'thd proximate experience of every person. Such a ladder

of Capability must therefore stretch over cared for and carers if

it is'to be continuous temporally and spatially. Deinstitution-
alizetipp, unless it is total, removes the most competent cared for
individuals from the groai, care environment and leaves it to those

on the dependency level. Models and reinforcements for increased
competence...re gone. A binary structure is inevitable. In short,

the setting becomes a vessel. Institutions gor retarded, nursing
homes, "back wards" of the old mental hospitals provide ample
evidence for the tyranny of such environments when deprived of their

competent members. This is an inevitable outcome when tbe imbalance
of ability and power is so great and the nonkeciprocal mlelationship
is held together, by rules alone. The 'ost meticulous external
-supervision will not prevent it in impersonal vessel-type environ-

ments.

Goal. 20: A review of tap long-term implications of the vessel
vs. instrument model in group care, and, if the evidence .

warrants, a counteracting of the pressures away from
the instrumental model by changing the purchase-of-
service and licensin provisions now operating.

Goal 21: A review of the cons uences for the settings (and their

most deprived, i.e., residual, residents) of the trend
toward deinstiiutionalization. If the conclusions
presented in this paper are supported, the following
subgoals are in order:

Subgoal a: (Deinstitutlonalization from the bottom. Given the

enormous cost of caring for the most dependevW in
group settings and their great need for-a personal,
affection-motivated environment, it makes sense to

place them in families'(even their own) with heavy
subsidies and external professional help. Data from.

Bernstein (1975, p. 44) show that "lifetime care"
costs $28,500 per person per year and general
institutiorrtemporary care costs $34,060 per person
per year.. An expehditure projection for home care
can_be developed as follows:Payments to family--
$12,000 (tax exempt) per year, $8006,to'resource bank,

11See Table 1.1.
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including medicaLpservices and domestic assijstance/
and $4000 fo administration and supervision. The
remaining $4500-$10,000 will be unspent--a gift to
the taxpayers.

Subgoal b: Institutionalization of only populations on the
nomocracy or other - orientation level (see Table
1.1), with a heavy gradient toward the latter. One
way to achieve that is through the community-

. located group home in which outside forces, e.g.,
neighbors, fiiends, school, tilt the balance upward.
Another way is to place "social agency" children in
the private elitist schools.

These goals will require demonstration projects with careful
evaluation, and a redirection in thinking and financing from the
federal down to the community level. However, they'constitute the
only honest type .of deinstitutionilization, because the hindermost
are brought to the community rather than consigned to the devil.
'Such an approach,is the only one worthy of a society that, through-
its centers for independent living and progressive legislation, has
brought the physically disabled "out of the closets." Now is the
time for ,those with severe psychosocial disabilities to come home
as well.

4.
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TABLE 1.1. Benevolent asylum: inmates and envi nments

Levels of Functioning*

Dependency Nomocracy Other-orientation Exchange

It

Needs

Evaluation

Quasi-physical; Avoidance of

id-oriented the unknown

Instinctive, . Rule-referred

premoral

Social requirement ,Constant,

nourishing

"mother"

Relationship

Danger

Antidote (a higher

level opening)

Approval- Clear conscience

acceptance

Reference group

Rule-following Cue-sending

others; others

authoritarian

'interpreter

Hierarchical Legitimate

authoritarianism subordination

Ideological princi-

pled, rational-,

altruistic

Mature, giving -

getting others

Undifferentiated' 'Individualized

egalitarianism egalitarianism

Tyranny of Pursuit of Faddism;

either member meaningless instability;

Unprincipled others.

or outrageous anarchic populism

rules

Love,, compassion, Respect for per- Equality and

° rules sons; encroach- exchange

went ,of new

situations

.1 5a
(Continued)

Moral duty (with-

drawal in case

of failure)



Benevolent asylum: inmates, and environments [continued]

Levels pf Functioning* ,

Dependency Nomocracy Other-orientation) Exchange

!,

'eer functions Minimal or Modest Massive . Reduced by self -

none
.

reference

ei

societal intrusion Minimal and Caretaker- rked and Very substantial

indirect, guided direct, but except in cases

demands are of withdrawal to

conditional avoid contamina-

tion

*These levels are roughly similar to Kohlberg's (1969) stages of moral character development,

(epeidency being similar to Kohlberg's Stage I, nomocracy to Stages II and III, other-orientation

:o -Stage IV, and exchange to Stages V and VI. However, the emphasis here is not on the attributes

)f!individuals, but on the expectations and opportunities of the environment. (From Wolins, 1474,

.For details, see Chapter 1.)
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Adoption services have undergone radical changes in t
10 years and additional extreme shifts are expected in the nex ado.

What may we expect? Why have the circumstances altered so much? This
paper examinee these questions by looking at changes in the roles of

Ilf

the key actors in the adoption stowthe children, the biological
parents, the intermediarCes (ag cy and independent) and the state
(legrelature, courts and court o icers) .

The first step in understanding why the adoption system has

been so altered is to recognize that, like all social institutions, it
reflects the predominant needs, value, and conflicts of the times. The

history of adoption illustrates this. Ancient societies permitted and
encouraged adoption for political and/or religious Motives. Great
Britain, whose legal system the United States follows, did not encour-
age adoption, because it believed that inheritance should be allowed
only to legitimate blood heirs. Dependent chtdren became wards. ap-
prenticed or indentured (15:107).

Over the years there evolved a different set of child caring
values that perceives the future of a society as inextricably linked
to the well-being of its children. If society is to survive and to
continue to improve, it must have enough well functioning citizens.

One way to produce adequate adults is to provide for appropriate de- .

velopment of children. It is now known that this can be accomplished
only if all children receive nurturance in a stable, continuous set-

ting.

Not all parents are willing and/or able to provide this kind
of continuous nurturance to their children. Biological parenthood
does not automatically confer the desire and skills to care far chil-

dren.

In recognizing this, society has created the process of adop-
tion, which allows for the transfer of the legal rights, responsibil-
ities and privileges of parenting from the biological parents to some-

one else.

Sharp changes have occurred and will continue to occur over
the next 10 years in our perceptions regarding whocan and should
parent; the state's role in terminating rights; which children should
receive adoption services; who should be the intermediary in the
adoption transfer; who should receive the children; who should pay fdr,
the service; and what rights adult adoptees should have (23:20).

There are, however, some principles consistently followed in

present professional adoption practice. 'These are expressed in a
variety of ways in the literature and are best. encapsulated the

Child Welfare League of Amefica's Standards for Adoption Service (7.2).

In paraphrime, they eke:

1 4'3
N
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1) All children regardless of their age, sex, race. physical.
intellectual or emotional status are entitled to continuous nur-
turant environment.

2) 'For most children the biological family _LAbroadest defin-
ition provides the best environment for this nurturance.

3) When a child' s biological family is not willing or able to nurture
his or her, he or she is entitled to timely placement with a family
who will. 0%

4) For most children, adoption provides this family better than
any other type of substitute parenting.

5) Adoption is and will continue over the next 10 years to be the
most cost-effective method of substitute parenting that can be used as
a child welfare service.

6) Adoption is a-means of finding homes for children and not
finding children for families. The emphasis is on the child's needs.

THE CHILDREN
1

This study appropriately looks first at the primary focus of
adoption efforts--the children. Who has been placed for adoption?
Who needs to be placed now for adoption? Who will need to be placed
in the future?

It is here that the first significant obstacle occurs.' There
are no meaningful national and state statistics which will help answer
these questions, define the scope of the problem, predict trends. We
are left trying to surmise the boundaries of the problem by examining
fragmentary reports (23:20) .

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is disadvan-
taged in obtaining this information because reporting by states is
voluntary. The same states do not report year after year and data
sent in are admittedly incomplete.,_A recent Childrens Defense Fund
report concludes:

Even at the request of the State Senate Subcommittee on Children
and.Youth, the Secretary of H.E.W.,.in May 1975, could not es-
timate how many children were adopted in the years 1973-1975
because of incomplete vol reporting. When the reporting.
form was revised in 1974 to clude, among oAer things, data
on the functional condition oY children adopted, a comparison /

of race and ethnic group of the children and adoptive parents
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and whether subsidies.werre used. fewer than 20 states pro-
vided the new items of information (25142).

teen with the deficiencies of the existing data. close examin-
ation' tends to oonfirm some of the observations of practitioners.

The M.E.W. reports for 1968 and 1973 submitted by 10 of the most
populated reporting states (New York. Pennsylvania. Texas, New Jersey,
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina. Indiana, Nisilouri and Virginia) in-
dicate that total adoptions dropped from 10% to 35%, including both
agency and independent adoptions (1,2). A smaller national trend
study by the Child welfare League of America on agency experience dur-
ing this period shows similar findings.' The. most recent study shows a
drop in agency placements of 20% between 1975 and 1976 (31). (Reasons
for this decline are discussed later in the section .on biological par-
ents.)

Ons type of adoption ie showing a strong upward movement in
the face of the decline. A comparison of 1968 and 1973 figures showed
that adoptions by relatives increased 20%. It is likely that this re-
flects the increase in divorces and remarriages with subsequent adop-
tion of aNsirousois children. Since the divorce and remarriage
rates are r 9. the number of stepparent adoptions will continue to
increase. Most adoption agencies have'so far had no involvement in
these outside adoptions, aside from an investigative role assigned by
the courts in some jurisdictions, but practitioners are expressing the
belief that fondly members maynsed counseling in adjusting to new
roles and to now extended family relationships. Several adoption
agencies have begun.to offer services in this type of adopt

As stated, reliable data are not available as to the race, age
and condition of the children placed by agencies. Some surveys show
that the number of black children placed dropped more dramatically than
the number of white children. The 1975 'Opportunity' survey of black
adoptions state's "In each of the last 3 years, the rate of decline
in the placement of black children far outstripped that for white
children" (24:2).

In a'simeographed adoption trend study in 1974, the Child
Welfare League of America reported that two-thirds of all white chil-
dren and one-half of all black children accepted for placement by vol-
untary agAncies they surveyed were less than 3 months old. Data sup-
plied by the public agencies were incomplete, but the children seemed
to be older. It is interesting that 65% of white children and 80% of
black. children were under 5. Eighty percent to 90% of the children
had no'handicaps.



1

A replicated study by MLA in 1975 roachdd substantially the
same findings

At the other end of the age distribution, children 5 years of
age o older number only 8% of the voluntary agency children,
but 7% of the public agency children. More of the white

nonwhite children accepted by both groups of agencies
in the youngest age groups. . . . The predominance of
young healthy, white children among those accepted by

vol Lary agencies is striking in view of the general Le-

Fpressi that such children are not available lot, adoption
throug agencies. However, they must be seen in Os& context
of a drastically reduced number of children available. (31)

It is questionable whether any scientifically valid tnferencen.,
can be drawn from these data. It had been hypothesized that agencies
with fewer babies to place turned to finding families for older, han-
dicapped or minority children. The fragmented data suggest that this
is not being done and that, foz most part, children placed by

.

agencies continue to be '"young, and white." There are no in-
dications of a future shift in the type of arldren placed by the
majority of U.S. adoption Agencies.

In summary, surveys of children accepted and placed by agen-
cies show that there are fewer youngsters, but they continue to be
under S and relatively problem free. They appear to be placed
quickly, by agencies that now handle a lesser volume than in the past.
It seems that existing agencies have the capacity to meet the adoption
needs of this type of child. There are no !actors in the literature
that permit prediction that the number of these young, readily place-
able children will increase in the immediate future.

Aside from some vexing problems regarding putative father's
rights, there does not appear to be any peed fora new rational strt-_
egy for agencies that serve these children. The child welfare system
over the years has built an efficient and effective adoption structure.

Even less information is available on children placed through
. independent (nonagency) and intercountry adoptions. Some of the prob,
4171 inherent in these processes are discussed later.

1 most difficult problems and uncertainties are incurred in
planning for a group of children for whom adoption either was not the
original plan, or was an original plan that was not'carried out.
These are some of the children who now reside in foster care and in-
stitutions. In testimony before the Senate Committee on Human Re-
samosa in spring 1977, the number of children in foster care and in-
stitutions was estimated by H.E.W. to be in ixcess of 350,000. In



their study, Children Without Homes, Knitzer and Allen estimated that
"there_are-from one-half to threeLquarter million children in. out-of-
how W.acement for whom public,. systems- responsible" (25:2)..

*No

Determining how many'of these children are placed outside
their homes and hoy many of them-need-to be placed for-adoption is a
first priority issue for tho'se inyolved in planning. This is an.ex-
traordimarily di,fficult task. H.E.W. estimates of the of"thil-
drenin foster care who need adoption range-from 90,000 to. 120,000 .

(23:22). The rationale-offered.for the.estimates is, that; several early
studies and one recent study suggested that about 25% of children in
fostercare could Or should be placed for adoption (6). EStimated from
agency directors and citizen advocate grOups range from 10% to 33 1/3%
-of. the foster care population.

This lack of accurate ,datzexists in. other areas of child wel-
fare services. First, states and national goyernments'do not collect
enough or coMparable data. Second,goal planning may hat be done rou-
tinely enough for'children'ih care;even a perfect statistical system
cannbt-compensate for a lack of activity. Third, within agencies there
may be at .best a difference opinion on which children would benefit
from adoption and at worst no idea at all of which children other than
infants are suitable candidates. Workers lack meaningful guidelines
and.. skills that would enable them to determine which of the children
who have been long in foster care 'should remain there and not be.
placed for adoption.

Although we cannot with any.precision 'define how many. children
in foster care-need adoption, We'do know that they will probably-be
drawn from those who-have been in care-fox some Studies of fos-
ter-care provide some notions of what the childrep will be like. An
Illinois study found that 66%.of adoptable' foster children in Chicago
were black (13:88) .

In their. New York study, Bernstein et al. foUnd:

While the total number of children in foster tare pas risen,
the numher'of white children in care has declined absolutely-
.7-from .7660 in 1960 to 5916 in 1974--as well as relatively
--from 41.6% to .20.7%. Dueing the simeeriod, the number
of black children in care more than doubled-and, the,number
of Puerto Pican,children just doubled. Itis of interest to
note, however, that the number of PuertO7Rican children in
ifoster care has been. fairly stable since.1971, while the

of black children has continued toirise. (6:2)-
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Bernstein et al.furtiper noted a sharp decline since 1971 in
the niiber of children under 6 years of age and a rise in the
mmiber-12 or over (6:4). It is predicted that 54% of 'ldren in fosp,
ter care in 1985 will be 12 or older. As in the Illinois study, it
also was found that most children were in care not becatLseof problems
of their Own, but because their'parents had.probiems.

The,-ASsociation of American indian .Affairs stated that Indian
children -are disproportionately represented- in -the:foster -care popula-
tions of certain states:

South Dakota has 16 tics as many Indian children as white
or Anglo children in foster care.

In Minnesota the ratio is five Indians in foster care-to one
white child:

Indian children in North Dakota, South Dakota and Nebraska
are placed outside of their homes at more than 20 times the
national average (32:14).

u

Fanthel also noted.*that-chi3.-dren who remain longest in foster
care come more frequently from minority groups and have some physical,
intellectual'or emotional problems (110:149 -169). Children in institu-
tions for the mentally retarded and the seriously emotionally-ilipaired
have, for the most "part not been considered suitable candidates for
adoption. . This attitude has changed someNhat and some agencies are
now placing them._ Deinstitutionalizatictriorograins will have to be ex-

--

panded to include adoption as a potential -"ternative.

' 'In suisiarY., the - likely Candidate for adoption from the present
and future foster care 'population will probably.be'older, 10 to 12 and'.
up, be from a minority group, and may hi've some measure of disability."

.- If the number of children entering and remaining in foster
care can be greatly reduced by pre iveor family reunification

lir
services, and if those now in car r whom placeifent is appropriate_
are placed, then adoption service uld be dramatically curtailed by
thq Mid=1080s.

This goal seems light years away. And it is noted in a later
-dtresilon of agqncy problems that there maybe same question whether
ter -care will continueto decline. --With regards to knowledge of

childrenwho need to be placed for-adoption, there is a-clear and Igt-
mediate need to: collect and analyze moreand better data on children
needing seri.1.43-Clearly define the p9pulation-in foqter care and in-
stitutions or Whom adoption is appropriate; and launch an.intensive
effort for plhcement of all children for. whom adoption is indicated;
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BIOLOGICAL PARENTS AND ADOPTION SERVICES

A major obligation of a child welfare agency is to try. to pre-.
serve a family that comes or is referred for help. .Children should
not be separated from their parents unless this is absolutely neces-
sary. -Any temporary separations should be for the least possible time,
and restoration to the family should be the first goal. Adoption agen-
cies thus have. a moral and ethical obligation to see that preservation
of, or restoration to, the original family is explored (7:2). Some
community' members, agencyboards and tend to- minimize this as a-
part of an adoption value system. Biological parents-and the community
have tended to see the adoption agency as the place one went when the
decision to place.the child has been made or seems the most likely op-
tion. This is no longer true.

For the sake of this discussion, biologicalisParents.have been
separated into two categories: 11 voluntary clients-those who come
to agencies on their own to explore' the alternative of adoption, and
2) involuntary, clients- -those for whoethis plan-is determined without
their consent.

VOLUNTARY CLIENTS

In the late 1960s, the typical client who came to the adoption.
agency seeking counseling was a white unmarried_female Who was preg-
nant. Middle class women tended to gravitate to velUntary agencies;
-poorer women went to public agencies. A few were under 17 years of
age. Most were ashamed of,the pregnancy, as were their families. Most
went 'to maternity homes or "to live with relatives in another town"-to
keep the pregnancy secret. The majority decidel.to free their chil-
drenforadoption. Those women who came to agencies represehted a small
fraction of all unmarried parents in the country. -I .

Today even fewer white or black unmarried pregnant women are
deciding on adoption J14:27). In most agencies the number of unmarried
mothers cominq for consideration of adoption services has declinedOver
the last 3 years.
1-

In the _United States as a whole in la73, the number of,out-of-
wedlock births increased 1% over 1972 to 407,300 (33:4). One out-of-
three of thesemothers was under 17 (30:18). It was not uncommon for
mothers to be 12, 13 or 14. Ten thousand; nine hundred, girls were un-
der 15 years of age, a 10% increase from 1972 (33:4).-

Tocfay''s unmarried mother has more options open to her than
were available .5 to 10 years ago. She may terminate the pregnancy by
legal abortion: She may, and with increasing frequency does, keep her
child.' Some theorize that yetterday's mother who relinquished her
child may also have wanted to keeP 'the child, but faced too many_



obstacles. With a shift in values and a lessening of stigrik,
today's mother faces fewer obstacles.

Little is known about why mothers have kept their children in
increased numbers in the last 4 years. Most known studied-predate
this. Most of the conclusions are speculation or the accumulation of
reasons stated by persons who have worked with unmarried parents.
Most frequently mentioned is that the peers of the mother are more ac-
cepting of her kee ing her child. If her peers have become more tol-
erant, so have r parents d community. In addition, single parent-
hood is more ac eptable. Census Bureau reports an increase in
families headed by women of from f.6 million in 1970 to 7.2 million in
1975 (22:17)4.

Adolescent parenting will become an increasingly serious prob-
lem, with dire consequences, unless more help is given. Babies born
to young adolescents are at great risk of serious nervous system dys-
function, including retardation. Most adolescents are not.intellec-
tually or emotionally prepared to parent properly. This increases the
likelihood that the baby will receive inadequate and perhaps abusive
treatment (30:119).

11
I.

Agencies and foster parents accepting the children of very
young adolescent parents for placement must be willing and able to ac-
cept the high health ris/C factoi.in the child. Workers will have to
increase their knowledge about the effects of drug taking and alcohol
ingestion, and about the disturbed parents and how to, help them.
Adoption agencies will also have to develop linkages with other social
agencies to ensure that the adolescent mother who keeps her child has
appropriate support. Agencies scan expect teen-age pregnancies to

Tincrease.

9Ib

PUTATIVE-FATHERS

Almost-never the focus of interest, much less therecipient of
service, the putative father has been thrust by the Supreme Court, in
Stanley v. Illinois, into the constellation of key persons involved
In an adoption decision. Until recently he was seen only if he ad-
vanced himself as a factor in the situation, although some agencies
had-begun to view him as important" in his own right, with a need for
service.

.P

Agency attorneys and staff members were and are confused.
Did the father have a right to a notice of a hearing? To attend the
hearing? To come forward with a plan of his own? Does this apply to
all fathers or just those who have shown an interest?
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Agencies now generally feel that the putative father must be
notified of the adoption plan. He may_either acknowledge or deny
paternity. If he acknowledges, he may consent to the adoption or
bring-forward his own plan, which must be considered.

ese notification procedures take a great deal ofV.me. Here
there-is head-on collision between conflicting valuesof two profes-
sions, 1 w and social work. Social workers believe that it is in a
baby's or toddler's best interest tb effect a speedy adoption place-
ment and to spare the child as, many moves as possible. Courts believe
a person is entitled to due process regardless of how much time it
takes to satisfy it.

The resolution of this conflict appears to be emerging in
favor of speedier due process. In recommending that courts consider
termination proceedings like'other emergency cases, Goldstein,. Prepd
and Solnit say, "Procedural and substantive decisions should never ex-
ceed the time the child-to-be-placed cm% endure loss, and uncertainty"
(12:42) .

INVOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS

Involuntary termination of parental rights cases may be di-
vided into two types--contested'and uncontested. Uncontested cases
are those in which an agency or individual brings a termination or
guardianship transfer action. where parents have consented, or are in-
capable of consent (those whopare grossly retarded, psychotic or in a
comatc,..34.1 state). The latter cases generally turn on a determination
of Parental fitness based on expert witness testimony. PareAts'iare
not always represented by counsel or a guardian ad litem, whO would
protect their interest. There is growing concern about this lack of
counsel and appointment of aguardian ad litem seems to be gaining
support. This development should emerge over the next several years
as common practice.

Most termination cases are contested and commonly involve
charges against the parent of abuse or neglect, desertion or abandon-
ment, or a combination of these. Although actions may be brought
against parents whose children are residing with them, they are more
frequently brought by agencies on behalf of children in foster oare.

ISSUES IN CONTESTED CASES

Several }fey issues will have to be resolved over the next
decade. The firds4\legal question deals with the right to counsel.
PSrents have been and are being brought to court without legal repre-
sentation,which is then sometimes ordered by the judge. Not infre-
quently parents represent. themselves and are disadvantaged from the
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outset. Agencies should urge the courts, to see that all parents are
adequately represented, both on prini and to protect against later
reversal of rulings.

The second major legal issuehas to do with the vagueness of
the, present termination statutes. Qdestion has been raised as to their

of such conditions as "neglect" or "dlbrivation," which are often the
unconstitutionality. Specific ProbleMs have to do with the definition

basis of charges brought ag st pare-zits. If definitions are too
_vague, the charges are'subjec vely assessed and difficult to,prove.

Parents' right to treatment is likely to become a sharper
issue over the next several years as the number of general right-to-
treatment suits expands; Judges are increasingly reluctant to4Xerm-
inate parental rights in cases where°parents have sought but not re-
ceivedshelp from an agency. Judges are more frequently deferring de-
cisions and ordering agencies to provide the needed help for a stated
time to see if this makes a difference.

What becomes increasingly.cleat is that though the relation-,
ship between biological parents and the agency.fis ally a contract,
the terms are not defined so that each party fully understands them
and agrees to them. In the absence of a written and understood con-
tract, both parties may 'perceive the other's role erroneously. It
also becomes impossible for third pasties (in these cases, the courts)
to sort out who promised to do what to or for.whom,and if there was a
breach of the treatment agreerient.

In a growing number of cases; a serious problem of the foster
care agency is that it cannot demonstrate to the court's satisfaction
that enough time and effort are spent working with the biological
parents of the children-in care. Workers' contact with them tends to
be sporadic, superficial and lacking in direction.

THE ROLE, -OF THE BIe5LOGICAL PARENTS AFTER
TERMINATION CIF RIGHTS

It has been customary for the biological parents to have
little or no contact with the agency and child after legal rights
have been terminated, either voluntarily or involuntarily. This is
no longer true; we should expect a different and continuing role for
parentS.

. First, more-adopted children are seeking biological parents
who are unknown to them. (This is discussed in a separate section,
of the paper.) It means that biological parents s uld know this is

iNa possibility at the time they surrender the child.

.13
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Second, more older children who are being placed for-adoption
with foster parents or others know who and where their biological
parents are. In many cases the parents continue contact-with the
child.

Third, biological parents are or should be asked to keep the
agency informed of any medical history that may lead to developments
after the termination.

Fourth, agencies may be asked to recontact biological parents
to determine if they are willing to take back their child after a rea-.
sonable time, if the agency has been unable to find an adoptive family.
This provision-was recently made law in Great Britain.

THE ADOPTIVE PARENTS

_Social workers who have been in the field of adoption.for the
last 10 years say that the kinds of persons becoming adoptive parents
have changed. Yesterday's adoptive parents, chosen to parent a white
infant or toddler were white, childless and infertile. They came well
recommended by -their clergyman, and had been married for at least 2 -

years with no previous marriage.' They had never committed a crime or
received psychiatric inpatient or outpatient help. They had had a
relatively happy childhood, and h1 extended families who approved of
adoption. They were healthy, heterosexual, gainfully employed and
financially solvent.

A survey of today's adoptive parents would still yield many
who fit this profile, but we would find many others. Many are. fer-
tile, Att choose to adopt. -They may have several other children who
became a part of the family by bli-th or adoption. They and the chil-
dren may be of different races. 'They may-not belong to one of _the ma-
jor religious organizations. Single, divorced or separated applicants
are found acceptable as well as those who may have been previously in-
carcerated, institutionalized or in thekapy. They may have come from
broken homes or have some.physiCal handicap; they may be homosexual.
A few. may not be gainfully. employed; some may be on elfare,-an in-
creasing number may be poor.

Why this-radical change? It reflects trend that began about
7 years ago, and are expected to continue. The firs is the realiza-
tion that the old criteria used to predict how someo would parent
were weak. Indeed, some measures were absolutely useless. Several
studies dispute the workers' assessment capacities. One concluded
after examining caseworkers' perception of adoptive applicants:

This made us wonder whether in the adoption field we have at
times made the error of endowing caseworkers with the task of
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g judgments about parentyotential, when such a magical
capaciA should not be the expectation. New, possibly, should

, the fie,. itself carry-the burden of predictions about capac-
ities t. fill the parental role. (9:187)

-
Secd United States culture is becoming more flexible in its

tolerance f.r varying life styles Divorce,4pd living together out
of wedlock- once considered as deviant as out-of-wedlock pregnancy --
are more ac ptable. So are different sexual life styles. Adults who
had personal problems and sought psychiatric help can be successful
parents, as rehabilitated-criminals. Nurturing capacity is more-
imPortant than bank account, as long as there is enough money for
pAysical needs.

d, adoptive parents individually and in groups have begun
to challenge gency policies and rulings, and the once unquestioned
authority to w thhold a child. Some attribute the rise in militancy
td the activist temper of the late 1960s. Others think it due in part
to the fact that some of the new advocate adoptive parents already had
children or could have more, and did not have the same fear that they.
would not get a child if they complained.

The fourth trend-, and perhaps the most important, was the
realization on the part of.the.agency that there were certain minority,
older and handicapped children for whom they had no homes. Eligibility
requirements became more flexible to meet the severity of the chil-
dren's problems.

The major factor in finding parents is the workers' and admin-
istrative staff's ability to grant the potential to parent to a wider
circle-of persons. If "beauty it in the eye of the beholder," so, is
a model of an acceptable parent.

SPECIAL GROUPS OF ADOPTIVE PARENTS

Growing consideration is being given to particular groups of
parents. Foster parents should, continue to be seen as a primary re-
source for the adoption of waiting children.. A high proportion of
the children with serious problems who have been placed for adoption
were placed with theirfoster-parents. The advantage of the practice
is obvious. The child or children can stay with a known family and
community. Yet foster parent adoptions receive less than enthusias-
tic support from some agency social workers. Some administrators
have feared a "drain-off of precious foster 'fames" if t4is adoption
practice is allowed. Others are concerned that the quality of their
foster homes is lower than that of their adoptive family homes. The
opposition to foster parent adoption often rises with the degree to
which the child is readily adobtable. There is clear and po1vincing
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ev dence that for available children who have roots-in the foster
, adoption by their willing and able foster parents is the most

sirable plan.

Those older children who have roots in their foster home, who

/

could not sustain a move, should remain in long-term foster care.
There may be valid reasons why foster parents or older children do not

wish adoption.. The children may not wish to sever_ties with their
/ biological family. A status that is less than adoption, but more binding

than a verbal or written agreement that the foster parents will keep
the child until his or her maturity, should be considered, such as
transferring legal custody to the foster parents, so that they have

the right to issue legal consents for the child. The agency can also
lessen its supervision of the family if this is appropriate.

Agencies should promote foster parent adopiion--for example,
issuing-a clear poliOyYstatement requiring that foster parents be no-
tified of their rights and the necesSary-process.

Single parenthood is gaining wider .acceptance.. Parenthood
without marriage is.becoming as viable an alt-irnative for the never-

married as it is for their divorced counterpi?ts (22). while meeting
the adults' parenting need, such adoptions providwalway to nest the
needs of certain children as well. Yet many agencies still tam to
single-parent applicants only when no two-parent families 'can be fomnd.

Increasingly, single parents are being used as the placement of choice
.for older childien who are emotionally bruised in such a way that it
is better for them to have one-parent of a particular sex.

Foster care caseloads should be examined to identify thos

"para foster parents" whO are related to the child, but have so ht
money by becoming the child's'roster parents because they were not
within the degree of kindred-required to qualify for. AFDC. In large
cities, these cases may .compose a significant proportion of the.case-

.
loads. Adoption can be used to establish a clear parental role and

at the same time allow the family to qualify for AFDC. Frequentlyf_
It is money, not the need for social services, that is the main rea-
son they are in the foster care caseload.

NEW ROLE FOR ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS

The relationship between agency and adoptive a licants is
changing iremany ways. The worker's role, Once largely investigative,
is now viewed as educative. Applicants.coming to agencies are in-
creasingly assumed to have normal, rather than abnormal, motivations
for adoption, and are considered to possess the potential for.parent-

ing. They'join with the worker in an enabling process.
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This Autual'assessment is moving more and more toward a con-

.

tractualarrangement. The-written application and the home study and
its recommendations are becoming the Actual contract. Here, agency and
parent share their perception of the applicants' strengths and weak-
flosses, as well as a description of the kind of child who would fit in.

:t:home.' The couple's signature on these means that they
ei with the description of their family and the statement of the

role of the agency- "in th'e placement.

In this emerging model relationship, applicants play a greater
part in decision making. First, they must decide whether adoption is
'for them. Then they must decide which child is right for their family.

selection process is moving more into the bands of the applicants.
T4g! agencies let applicants choose children from pictures and descrip-
tions or videotapes. Others turn over the children's case records to
bi ;ead.

Adoptive parents may assume greater risks. They are askedto
take children not yet legAtly free. They must face the fact that some
-adoptions; like marriages, do not work out, and they are being. allowed
to risk another placement. Older foster children have ties to biologi-
j.-:al and foster families, and. adoptive parents are now asked to accept
and help sustain these ties: In effect, most adoptive parents, adopting
an older child are being asked to accept that child's whole extended
family. Ai a result adoptive parents are turning to the agency for
more support and help in dealing with many problems.

Applicants contemplating adopting a child with a mental,
physical or intellectual handicap are often deterred by the lack of
supportive services in their community, such as special classes and
clinics for physical care or psychotherapy. Adoptive parents need a
break from the care of a demanding handicapped child. Respite care
arrangements shoidd be added to the list of services an agency makes,
available.

There are persons among minority groups who would probably
become adoptive parents, but do not receive the opportunity because
they are not informed that they are needed. Once, agencies believed
that black, Hispanic or American Indian people were notnterested or
able to adopt, but experience has pro this untrue. Agencies across
the country have had extraordinary succ s in finding adoptive parents
from these groups. Minozlty applicants are still met too frequently
by workeis who are not from their culture and/or race and,whose knowl-
edge and appreciation of cultures other than their own is limited. An
agency's requirements for appointments during work hours and many
papers fill out show its lack of perception that this is not suited
to minority applicants (25). .
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Wore minority social workers should be hired' there are few
blacks, American Indians and Hispanics on agency staffs: Existing
workers' understanding of other cultures should be expanded through'
training. The agency's hours and procedures should be modified to
achieve maximum service to clients, not convenience to staff.

What is needed is a strong national statement in favor of
finding more adoptive homes of the Child's own race, but not ruling
out placement in an available home of another race.

THE AGENCY AS INITERIKEDIARY

Adoption agenciei in the-U.S. have an impressive history of
serving children well. Althongh most have served infants and toddlers,
agency annual reports show that in eVery decade there were a few that
placed older, minority or handicapped yotngsters. There have always
been innovative practitioners.

The adoption agency developed in the U.S. out of the request
of the courts, which needed guidance and information to help them de-
cide,zhether to grant an.adoption. It was clear that the objective
was-protection from inappropriate pl.kcements. This major role of pro-
tector has continued into. today's practice. Advocacy and aggressive
outreach-for,homes on behalf of waiting
ship arrangement with adoptive parents,
role that should continue to grow over the next

a new pa
f the -age

several years.

Little is known about the characteristics of agencies.
survey by the North American Center on Adoption found about 1700
adoption agencies in the U.S. Nine hundred are public And 800 are
voluntary. The majority of the-yoluntary adoption agencies. are
located east of the Mississippi.

The method and criteria used to license these agencies vary
from state to state. States may emphasize different aspects of an
agency's functioning. Tor example, some require detailed information
on the characteristics and quality of staff; others give this nominal
recognition. In some states, agencies merely fill out forms that are
sent into the state and reviewed (34). The present system does not
assure that licensure guarantees that an agency practices at an
acceptable level. This deters initiation of laws that would abolish
independent adoption, because it cannot be assured that agency mono-
poly would be conferred on acceptable and competent organizations,
or that in some states black marketeers could not apply for and re-
ceive,a license to practice as an agenCy. Furthermore, agencies in
one state, when working with other agencies out of state, cannot
assume competence simply on. the basis of licensure. Guidelines



°should be established regarding licensure standa as well as means
of determining if standards are being met.

STATE OF-PRESENT TECHNOLOGY

What are same of the problems faced by agencies? UnpIaced
children may have serious problemsphysical, emotional and/or
intellectual handicaps. It is hard to predict.whether an older
youngster or a sibling group-and their. new family will "take" to one
another. It is diffitult to find suitable families. The essential-
question is whether an agency's technology and skills are adequate to
prepare and place these waiting children even when families have been
found. It has been clearly demonstrated that the technology exists.
We do know how to do these tasks. Some agencies across the country
are using this knowledge and skill with great success. The problem
lies in the distribution of this new knowledge. Too many agencies do
not have this information. Others aware of the knowledge available
will not accept it, because this means the Abandonment of practices,
values and attitudes they have treasured over the years. They see
little or no value in these new practices. and in many instances pre-
dict dire consequences (8). It may be helpful to examine key areas
Where new technology exists.

FINDING FAMILIES FOR CHILDREN

For the most part, traditionally adoption agencies have never
had to seek adoptive parents for children. Most agencies had an
ample supply of childless applicants when most children plaCed were
white babielreSildren placed were essentially only those for whom
people came asking. Older, handicapped or minority children were not
placed because few applicants came to ask for them.

The rapid decline in the late 1960s in the number of readily
placeable white infants caused, some believed, or at least was accom-
panied by, a rising consciousness on the part of some agency staff
that efforts should be made to place minority, older and handicapped
youngiters.- Those agencies took the first and most mOmentous step in
recruitmentthey turned to mass media.

Newspapers were the first to tell the story of the waiting
child. Ruth Carlton of the Detroit News began in 1968 a column that
showed pictures. and told stories of waiting children. This technique
was markedly successful in finding families. It has now spread
across the country, and similar features akpear in most big city
newspapers. Many agencies object to the practice as "advertising,"
both unprofessional and dangerous to the child. As one executive
director Says: "I don't like it--it's like the ASPCA's dog of the
week."



Showing Children in newspapers soon led to'appearances on
-Tly. Ben Bunter's midday TV program in Los Angeles Shows Children
and has their social worker tell about them. This has been effective .
in recruiting homes for children and in educating the public about
current adoption needs and problems.

The mass media exposure of children has led inevitably to-
their live presentation to adoptive parents. The Los Angeles County
Department of Adoptions has used children available for adoption as
models in a fashion show, whet.- audience was composed in part of pro- .
spective adoptive parents. The agency, like the New Jersey Division
of YoVh and Family Services, has brought together waiting children
and prospective parents at a picnic, where the food and entertainment
were donated by a well known fast-food chain. .

Agepcies now use radio and TV spot announcements as well as
billboards, posters and flyers to find homes for children, but there
has been little effort tb use systematically the enormous wealth of
available knowledge in the area of marketing. A few agencies have
systems to tell them what is. the best technique with what group of
parents. Some studies have described demographic characteristics of
families that adopt handicapped younglters or adopt transracially.
Little, if anything, has been utilized by agencies from census studies
to target neighborhoods as rectultment sites.

The major problem, therefore, is that thektechnology has not
been collected, organized into a cohesive body of knowledge, related
to available data on marketing, and effectively disseminated or
taught to agency staff.

PREPARING CHILDREN
ftt.

Althmilaffh it is obvious that casework with children is an
essential ingredient in child welfare services, it is relatively-new
to adoption. Many adoption workers have worked only with babies and
adults. If their agency had only an adoption program, with no foster
or day care program, workers had little, if any, opportunity to work
with children.

Again, as in finding families for children, this is an area
where the knowledge exists but has to be consolidated and disseminated.
Excellent work in preparing children has.been done by s agencies.
Thei,r experiences indicate that the-worker has to make deep commit-
ment to the child and spend much time with him or Uer the key
figures in his or her life, the foster parents (7). The strategy to
transfer this knowledge lies in-Compi)ton of data, publication and
training.

7



MANAGEKENT CONS I DERaTION

The only way waiting Children can be placed for adoption is if
agencies commit enough adequately trained, well managed workers to the
task. This is not happening in most agencies and will not happen over
the next several years unless radical changes are made.

NosCpublic child welfare agencies have experienced a phenomr.
'pal increase in the number of children under their care C14). TOtal
cases in Mew Jersey, for example, went from 24,000 in 1971 to over-
50,000 in 1975. The jump is attributed largely to protective services
applications that followed broad public information campaigns on child
4b4se. At' the same time, agency _funding was being cut beck or held at
a standstill. Fiscal crises resulted at best in holding the line on
child welfare budgets in most states and counties. Imposition of
ceilings on Title XX funding caused states that were over the ceiling
to cut back on services.

Scrambling to ba]&nce budgets, administrators have imposed a
lob freeze. Staff turnover, a cause of poor service because clients -
suffered a constant change of caseworkers, is now compounded by theeagency .

s inability to replace a departing worker. This results. in
higher caseloads and forces an administrator to make drastic decisions
in the deployment of staff.- The service that demands first call on
worker time is and should be protective services. To be effective,
workers should have relatively small caseloads, so that they might
offer the time needed by the family. Caseworkers are drawn from the
!dater care and adoption supervision caseloads, as well as from foster
care and adoption homefinding. This will continue, and will result in
more serious problems. More child abuse referrals and fewer workers
.may result in foster care being used by the worker rather than home
services. Placement may be an easier way to manage high risk cases.
High caseloads also diminisb Children's opportunity for a timely return
home or placement.in-an adoptive home.

Within both public and voluntary agencies, internecine warfare
goes .on between adoption and foster care units. Foster care workers
feel that the adoption worker is trying to meet adoption quotas.
Adoption workers believe that the foster care worker has failed to make
long-term plans, and is afraidto take risks.

The manpower problems are compounded by other problems equally
serious. There continues to be fragmentation in delivery of child wel-
fare services. Some are delivered by the juvenile justice system, -

others by client welfare agencies, others by separate divisions dealing
with mental health and mental retardation. Frigmented state departments
administer hundreds of autonomous, county-run piograns--with great
diffici-l-, if at all.
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.
Morgerof.child vOlfare with public welfare se 'ices has,

diminishOd the there of-attention and resources. v children. The
idviht of "administratOrs without experiencein c d welfare, and
their -Increasin§ domination, hive a harmful effect on present systems
.(15) .

ob

voluntary agencies have many of the same funding, Manpower and
administrative problems. Most adoption agencies.' revenues come from
1) dOhations;*2)..United Way or ,Community Chest fupding; 3) ,fees for
service. and 4) purc 6-of-service fees from goyerniwiniaragencies.

.

! .

0

Donations fe off sharply is the economy wqrsened. The -

Ohlted May has steadilf been cutting back; their sufpprt of chird'wel-
fAre sgrvicesin.generili and adoption service in particular. There.
is serious philos'ophical question whether an agency!should charge any

".fee to adoptive.parenti who are caring for a child who might otherwise
.contini.xe to be a public charge.- Itig_lbstimated that no more an
25% of all public,agencies use any. form of purchase of a'dopti n
-ice programs, and. few of these' now approach the full cost-of p vid-

ing the service: Thq result of all of this is fiscal failure for
many voluntary-adoptionFervj.ces within a multiservice agency (5; 11;
39):

s clear4however, that the voluntary and public agency
partnership would be.imperative if all the children who need service
were rtbady. rpla6mnent. Adoption could becomp a diminishing service
over-ihe n xt 5 years if children now in foster-care'were placed, and
if we co reduce the instances:sit ~their. fUture counterparts'
into the long-term foster care cycle.

-COST-EFFICIENCY ANOTHER REASQN

It is demonstrable
child welfare services, a
researchers' have documemt
- care as opposed to adoptio
(5; Il; 39).

'1%k

.

PTION

tting

-that of all forms of substitute care in'
ption is the most cost- efficient.' Severe& -
Ithecostlinesd of foster and institutional
using, Ne4 York_City as the basis iOr,study

The cost saving, of adoption -is probably higher thpi their
,projections show. .' Many- believe that adoption is therapeutic: It
helps end the.,. gelliPat.ional "cycle, of poverty and neglect, as well -as.

preventing arotoisocial.a0ting out that the child mi-vht have -developed .

or continued/had he or she not been rezpoved from biological' family._
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SOME SOLUTIONS OR STRATEGJES CONSIDERED
. .

.There are no easy soiutio to the large Problems of resource
shortage, fragmentation of Child elfaie services and dysfunctional

%administrative models. Federal imposition of minimal requirements on
members of staff andmodel'systems of administration barcoves less like-.

ly as movement tends more toward local involvement. (The federal role
is discussed in a later section.)

0

- What' can be done now?' Assuming the status quo, or more self-
determination and less sdoption service by each state, agencies can
make better use of what they have by more intensive and creative use
Of diffe t administrative models and by more and better training.
Thef..foliow are suggested strategies:

and lit control teams. It.i* generally agreed
t agen sho d have A s for establishing a-ease goal for

ach q4 Id n placement, aa.wel as a way to monitor progress in reach-
ing it: A, tracking systqKwi u view. or monitoring unit is not
fully effective. The imonliorin twbuld.rfiquire sUfficient authori-
ty, or be attached to 'a principalswitA 'sufficient authority, to inter-
ne:in situations where case plans 'aie not being-carried out or where':
e wrong case plan has been designated.'.

. Pe ence an or alo tion s cialt teams. The pendulum swings in
social service betweeh tOe.respectiye merits of generalists and spe-.. 4

cialty.workers. Many believe that production is higher in quantity and
quality With specidlty teams of workers. Units should be composed of
volunteers, aides, B.A. and K.S.W. workers, along with the supervisor.
There should, be permaneht-plan units as well as adoption units. The
permanence teams would concentrate on children in placement. Their
task would be to work with biological parents for thelchild's.reiurn
home. If this is not possible,. the task 'would be to free the child --
legally. The Adoption units would be.called into play when the child
is' free: They would recruit and study homes prepare child .and family
for placeMent, place and service -the 'fail:tiny.

.
. The teams would have to be carved.but.of the existing cadre. f

They would be cost-efficient in that children could«be returned home
. -,or moved on to adoption. For the same money, more pergons could be., . .

served: . . .

Recently H.E.W. (Project #QCD; CB,.289) published a study by'
Warren'and 'Ferman of practice:1-n six sstate.s. The'following was one of
their .conclusions: .

The agencies-studied have'followed national ends in that
most have experienced a deckeasein.'humbek o 4lopotive

.

- -
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placements'. However, this mask, a countertrend of a
greater number of adoptive placements of handicapped. .

children. Unfortunately, most agendies are still placing
only a small proportion of these children in their custo-
dy. The critical factor in increasing such placements
seems to be the designation of a special worker to con-
centrate on the placement of special-needs children. -'

This is especially true when the special worker iS,part
of a larger group that is able to provide her with extra
support (38:65).

. Regional models.- Large public and voluntary agencies often-have
branch offices scattered throughout the state. Counties and cities

may have a public agency and several voluntary agencies operating ina
given locality. Consideration should be given,by the state-op4rated
systems to merger or regionalization of services. Defects-of the

present state-supervised and state-administered systems are: 1) dupli-

cation of service; 2)11ack of stIndardization--onebranch may inter-:
pret policy different froth another; 3) provincialism--bratchep tend-to .

look out for their own needs rather than work within the agency as a
whole.. For example, a. branch office may not recruit black families if

it has no black children who need placement, while its next-door branch

office might.have the children; 4)"isolation- -one adoption worker in an
office of other services- feels isolated arid lacks support and-stimula-

tion. Regionalization has proved effective where tried. States using,

regionalized services delivered by' specialist adoption workers have

been convinced that more children are better served.

. Combining public. and voluntary efforts.' Voluntary agencies and .

county public agencies could combine certain -tasks for higher produc-

tivity-at lower costs. For example, more and more agencies are jointly

sponsoring recrnitment-campaigns. Pooling staff and money, theylaunch
mass -media campaigns and share responses. Thid'adilVity could be con-

tinued into orientation of new applicants. Other types of activities
readily,lend themselves to team efforts.

. Legal service. Legal services are costly. MoSt'tmall private agen-

cies doinot,liave a full-time lawyer. Many Ray by the case. It would

be better for_several small agencies to contribute toward employment

of a full-time lawyer to represent all of them. One might draw from

the group of conscientious law school graduates who staff publicAL7.11.,

fenders' offices. This pool could be augmented by law students- -In

addition to being inexpensive, such teams would become especially
skilled in adoption issues and therefore more productive than partr

time legal services.

. Utilization of volunteers. More agencies should use adoptive and

foster_parents as team meMbers, not just as -fund raisers, but as



valley, the Mtion Resource
Exchange is run by adoptive parents, in Texas,.they.recruit/and.screen
applicants, in Kansas,New.Yorie and Michigan, they irovide postplace-
ment.services.. They can double'or triple the service man-hours 4vall-'
able. Agencies must'become less feapfUl of taking risks, and Mutt
let' nonprofessionals assist in what Wave previously been considered
ogy-profess tienal teaks.

-. Systems theory and marketing strategies. These shou1d be utilized
in the recruitment df adOption'familles. Demographic-data on each-
community are available from. the Censui Bureau. Areas iiheie different
kinds of people work and live can be outlined; on city and county maps.
Hispanic, black and suburban neighborhoods are identifiable

There is' also a body of knowledge about marketing strategy.
Social workers using demographic data iindmarketing.strategy found more
homes for more difficult-to-place children-in lets. time and, using fewer
caseworkers than under the previous system.

. Network of special referral agencies. Each state, or at least, each
H.E.W. region, should have one agency dedicated solely tilvt.he.placement
of hard-to-place children-other agencies cannot place. 'eat agency or
unit would concentrate solely on adoption. It would not charge feels
to parents. One of its express functions would be the transfer of its
eXpertise to other agencies through consultation and training.

. Full-cost purchase of adoption services. Earlier it was pointed out
that adoption costs less than any other form of placement service.
Adoption is also a cheaper and better way of providing nurturance for
a child.'. It is economical for an agency that has children it cannot
place to let another adoption agency place them and pay the cost. The
problem, is that most agencies do not have this kind of arrangement,
and-where it does exist, full cost of servic is not paid. All public -1
agencies should have an arrangement for thi purchase of adoption serv-ices. New liTne-item appropriatt(ms are necessary. It is possible
to pay the costs from present foster care mo

. Fully implemented subsidy- programs: er adoption *ilay-programs
can result in sidilar social and Cost benefits, yet many subsidy pro-
grams are designed to keep people fro6:-using them. A major breakthrough
would be for the federal government to underwrite costs, as it does
other social welfare programs, 'and to the child's kedicAid eli-
gibility to continue after the adoption. This would provide incen-
tive to families to take physically-handicapped cHildren. Agencies in
Canada and Great Britain, where no -cost medical' care is available; have
no difficulty in finding families. By not fully And broadly implement-

wing s'ubsidy, U.S. agencies and-the government are being pee wisp and
pound-foolish.
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. Leadership and staf training. It is surpritIn47-in-the face of the

.dreary picture .of age ies and their staff problems and deficiencies
that has been painte that any hard-to-place afildren.halp.been.or are
being placed. )11ut they are, and this is due mainly to the-presence in

rk.... some agencies óf strong leadership and a well trained, experienced and
well supported staff. Theleader and staff.must be committed to adop-..
tion principles and must be willing to share with the faMily the iltsks

involved. There isn't a substantial'body of knowledge and experience
about these placements that'give a sense of security to those involved

in:.them. Regardless of what.is,known, the placement may not work.
The competent leader encourages placements and supports staff while

'-'7"realizing.there-wi be disruptions.. .Fear of failure and an Kw/Ming-.

mess by administra on to view failure as a normal consequence of these
placements combing to prevent agencies from working with hard-to-place
children. .-

Staff development and training curriculums for both foster
care and adoption workers should be developed and implemented with
schobls of social work or colleges offering the B.S.W. degree. Agen-

cies might also combine staff and train them together. This would

save time and money and improve agencies ielationships'as workers get
to know one another.

. Improvements in interstate placements and exchanges. Adoption re-

source exchanges and listing services, excluding thenational, should
change their focus and activities. They exist.only because an agency
cannot place its own children and is looking for.a family somewhere

else. The exchanges' goal should eventually be to go out of business

because agencies will have improved to the point that they are able to

place most of their children themielves. Too few exchanges or listing
services perceive that they should be helping agencies to place chil-'

dren,themselves. Most arevpassive, rather than assertive. Thpy should,

but do not, assume'the'adoption leadership in their communities.

I

Exchangesshould form regional_ groups, like the New England .

Exchange, the Midwest Adoption. Facilitating Service and the Rocky

mountain Exchange. The leadership should come'together at least.aq-
nually in a national conference.

The interstate compact is a way of assuring cooperation be-
tween_states in the movement of a child, but, like many'other-things,
it can be effective only to the extent it is lived vii to. It can deal

with black market placements only if they are reported. 'However,.

there is no way of finding all the persons who just do not report, and
no real sanction if they are found._ The and tie signatory

states' laws or court rules should require the judge at, an "adoption

court hearing to determine whether the requirements of the compact have

imen: met
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Some compact adminiitrators are reported to interpret the com-
pact's provisions literally and to delay placement. The sections of
the obmpact that define the administrator's role should be revised tobe made clearer.

INDEPENDENT. ADOPTIONS

4 Independent adoptions are those in which adoption is planned
and implemented without participation of an organized social agency.
There are four types of independent-adoptions: relative adoptions;
direct placements; intermediary-mot for profitL'inteirmediary7-for-profit.

The largest category of.independent adoptions is that of_vaao-tiveadoption. Most frequently these involve a stepparent who'-adopts
spot:Ape's Child-

- ,

The second category of independent adoptions is that of direct
placement, made -by. the legal parent(s) to -some one known to them.

The third category of independent adoptjoon is that of inter-
mediary placement--not for profit. Thit ray_or' may not involve pay-ment of the mother's expenses. In, such placements, the biological
parent and prospective adoptive parents are usually strangers. Deal-ings between them-are handled by an:intermediary. Such placements are
different from direct placements,inthat the biological and prospective

"adoptive parents are not known to each other and have limited knowledge
of each other during and after the adoptive placement.` This form of
independent adoption is legal in 46 of the 50 states.

The fourth category of independent adoptions is that of black
market adoption, int diary for Rrofit. The intermediary usually
charges what the traff Ill bear.

A practice closely related to-black market adoption is that of.-Ialeifying a birth certificate. In these instances, no adOption pro-
ceeding odburs. The unwed mother is paid to enter the hospital under
the name of the prospective parents. The, newborn baby is then regis-
tered as the lege/ child of the prdspective'parents.

In summary, relative adoptions and direct placements_by parentsdiffer from intermediary placements,. in that the pons adopting are
related or pave been chosep by the legal parentis) and exchanger of
money is pat- involved. Money is alwaysed. in black market adop-
,tionlvapir.may Jae involved in' ally_ intermaiary'placements. The dividing

,between Alking for expenses.and paying for the child tan be thin.
t` is' a reasonabli fee for profesAonel services the mot-tier must

d
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have? What are reasonable costs for her/ At.what point do these ex-
ceed reasonableness and become a bribe to the mother?

THE SCOPE OF INDEPENDENT ADOPTIONS

Here again we are handicapped by the absence of sufficient,

reliable data. No figures are available on black market adoptions,
because data have never bean elicited in any =ports. In addition,
the secrecy that surrounds the activity prohibits any real-grasp of

its extent.

WHY DOES A BLACK MARKET EXIST?

History shows over and over again that the black market_
flourishes whenever there are fewer babies than there are persons who
want to adopt them. From the standpoint of.those who want a child,

there is now an actite shortage og infants. .The present situation has
indeed created a "seller's" market.

Black market ptions also meet the needs of some unmarried
mothers. _Some, particularly the' very young, are afraid to go to social
agenCres,.fearing they may be reported to authorities. Others fear
being connected to a "welfare" program, having to attend a ainic, to
qualify for Medicaid; they prefer being paid for superior hospital

services. Some are financially distressed and see the black market as
a way to ease their poverty. Some feel that "society"'is getting a
bargain, and they consequently are demanding a fee for giving "birth
services."

EXISTING LEGISLATION

Five states have outlawed all independent adoptions, except
for thOse of relatives--Connecticut, Delaware, Minnesota, Michigan and

Massachusetts. Several other states are working toward such legisla-

tion. most states require a social investigation prior to the grant-
ing of an .adoption petition, for the purpose of supplying the court
with information into the'meture of the surrender of the child by the
natural parent(s),.the manner of the placement, and the suitability of
the receiving couple to rear the child. Most of these investigations
take place after the child has been placed--too late to prevent harm-

,
ful placements. - "4

SobieSaktes proScribe intermediaries or limit their role.
specify that. no money may be paid except for legitimate ex-

s, Unfortunately', some do not define.the terms "placement "' and

"intermediary" or stipulate' only that ill expenditures in the adoption
be itemized and Worn te-by affidavit.



states-have-7-Laws-previentirkuth-e-buy-ihg and selling of
human beings, but many of these laws are seriously ineffective. If a
state has strict laws about who shall place and how thislehall be done,
the laws can be circumvented merely by having parents go across stekte-
borders and having the child physically placed in another.,state. _The
laws that goveriv,tho legal)", of the placement are those of the state
in which the placement occurs, except for compact states. Black mar-
ket profiteers tend to o ate in states where children are most
available, and where inter diartes are allowed to function. A way to
avoid any statesimportatio law is _to transport the child "in utero."
Thus the interstate compact can be avoided,.since it applies to
"children."

courts and prosecutors do not vigorously enforce existing.
statutes. I too many cases black market adoptions are not viewed as
crimesi; or at best as victimless 'crimes. Agencies affiliated with the
Child Welfare .League of America have detailed cases in which courts
have referred flagrant violations to the prosecutor's office, but pro-
secutions were not pur Court calendars'are clogged; the demand
for all kinds of investi ation exceeds he resources to complete them.
These seemingly not-so-i portant cases e pushed down the list of
-priorities. To be effective, state la regarding adoption must have.
sanctions strong enough to serve as a deterrent, and violators must be
swiftll, prosecuted.

STRATEGIES

Most citizens think black market' placements should be stopped.
'There is no such agreement on independent adoptions. Most adoption
professionals would like to see all independent adoptions otZered,
although there is no proof they are harmful to children. S profes-
sionals and most adoptive parents and citizen groups think it would be
wrong to give agencies a monopoly. This would reduce the chances of
some couples to become adoptive parents. They believe that agencies
aren't so expemb-they andthat loose licensing permits poor .

agencies to exist. Adoptive applicants fear the monopoly of agencies.
What if they are rejected? The majority of U.S..agencies do_not have
a grievance o appeal route for prospective adoptive parents who are
rbjected. -Th y do not want agencies to have the sole power of with-
holding paw ood 'from them.

Those in favor of outlawing independent adoptiOils believe that
_this 'would resolve the problems of the black market and of amateurs in
practice. Furthermore, they believeothat only middle class to rich...
people can affotd independent adoption-and their monopoly.of the supply
of available children would deny them to the poor. Theme think that -
only agency adoptions offer safeguards to biological parents, children
and adoptive parents. -
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outlaw independent placements with two conditionals 1) improved licens-
ing and regulation of agencies7 And 2). mandated grievance and appeals
processes for applicants.

A middle ground solution would be aimed in two directions:
1) Prohibit by federal law the'interstato and foreign independent'
placement for profit. The law should spell out what'is profit as
opposed to reasonable fees and should contain tough sanctions, perhaps
criminal penalties. 2) Require that all contemplated independent
- placements be investigated prior to placement. This would protect the
chlad from being placed in a poor situation. It might ensure that the
biological parents receive services and have their rights protected.

In addition to any changes in law, the most important action
isthe education of the judiciary on this subject. This might be
achieved through articles in appropriate journals, the issuance of
position papers by the adp4nistrators of courts.to judges, and the
insertion of adoption content in judicial seminars.

INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTIONS

As has been noted, wheziever the demand for babies exceeds
their. availability in agencies, the adoptive applicants' search be-
comes more intense and far-ranging. Applicants not finding children
in this country have sought them in others. In the 1940s and 1950s
European children, the most. desired, were placed here. As European
countzies developed their own capacity to place, fewer children were
pliced outside. In the late 1960s a number of Canadian children were
placed with American couples. Although this flow has decreased, Many
Canadian Indian children still find homes with U.S.: families. Today,
except for relatives and a few children known tothe families, few
children from Europe move to the U.S. The Ralor activity in inter-
country adoption for.the last 15 years has been with Asian and U.S. -
parented children in China,/Gorea, and Vietnam, and more recently
children from South and. Central Amer/ca. Intercountry adoptions rep-
resent a small proportion of the total nurnber of adoptions in the U.S.
In 1974,apre were 4770, an increase of 149% from 1968, when the
figure was 1612 (37).

PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATION 41.

The-ethics of.intercountry adoptions have always been contro-'
versial. Some political opponents view the practice as another example
of the exploitationof the war-torn or underprivileged countries by
U.S. citizens.
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On the other hand, there are grow, and agencies in the U.S.
that exist to expand multisiervice child welfare programs-in under-
privtlegod countries. Many were besie-un4er 16ligious auspices and
are based on the religious'belief that one should minister to the poor.
Adoption is one part of-a largeprogram, and is first attempted in the
child's country._ The opals are to provide local or international re-
soorces to meet children's needs.and to "facilitate the development of
local progr that thildreix! services will continue to be a0ai1-
able in the fut "

The phil - phical issue to be resolved ii under what circular
stances.U.S1.,citizens.ur agencies should be allowed to engage in inter-
country adoption. The Child Welfare League has taken the position
that countries should be helped to develop their own child welfare
services. It is not appropriate only to look for Children...to adopt
and bring here, without a strong commitment to improving the situation
in their homeland (28).

There are also extremely practical problems in implementing an
intercountry adoption program. International adoption procedures are
complex. There are differences among countries as to what constitutes
a legal. termination of parental rights and who are eligible adoptive
parents. U.S: agencies often do not know of trustworthy, licensed
agencies in other countries. Private individuals and citizen groups
are negotiating for placements in foreign countries with little knowl-
edge of the diplomatic consequences. Some state agencies are being
forced,.as a result of citizen lobbying efforts, to study applicants
for foreign adoption while applicants for their own children must wait.

SOLUTIONS TO. THE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

Relief from the problems of complexity, diversity and lack of
knowledge would involve a cpmbination of compilation, codification and
training. The national adoption leadership should collect and dis-
seminate precis of the 'laws of the countries involved. A better reme-
dy might be to-urge the United Nations to establish an lnteznatiamiL
adoption code. Whichever course is chosen, more and better-training
in these areas should be offered practitioners."

The problem of the "unprofessional placement groups" might be
resolved through regulation. But what kind? A major responsible
international agency, Bolt Adoption Programs and several responsible
citizen groups are pressing for this remedy. Consideration' should be,.
given to whether the concept is workable: A major .focus should be
sanctions that could be brought for noncompliance.. The only alterna-
tive to self-regulation is government regulation. This could be
accomplished by.am'ending the Immigration and Naturalization Code to
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be approved by the individual state. An adoption official within the
state would judge the propriety and suitability of the-placement.

The cost of intsroountry adoptions can be handled in several
:rays. Families could be asked to bear all of the costs, or to share
them with the local governments or this go4ernent could pay in Coto.
The decision would be made by each Acme/ government. Questions about
services should be raised in indtanoes where any government chooses to
pay the fun cost of international adoption, if it is not providing
the same services to its own children.

ISSUES SURROUNDING ADULT ADOPTEES SEEKING
INFORMATION AND /OR THEIR BIOLOGICAL PARENTS

A new'problem for adoption practitioners involves the adopted
adult whcir6quests identifying information about his or her biological
parents. The issues posed by this are complex and defy simple solu-
tions. It is a serious problem that must be addressed. There is a
paucity of research and guidelines in this area, and the research that
does exist was carried out with small groups, and with results that
are frequently contradictory.

The first problem is one of assessment. Is the search for
information healthy or pathological? The response among practitioners
is divided: Some view as pathological the need to seek information
about the parents, or to meet the parents. Others see this as a
normal step in the formation of identity by - adopted adults, who seek
to end their "genealogical bewilderment.° As a first step, it is
important for a practitioner to sort out how hi or she feels about
this, because what one des or does not do in these cases will f17 in -1\_

part from this initial determination.

Divisiveness and a lack of unanimity mark the responses to all
questions being discussed on this issue. What is clear, however. is
that more adult adoptees are returning to agencies and asking for

information. Increasingly, requests are made for medical history, the
whereabouts of siblings, the social imaground of biological parents,
and--the final, most sensitive issue -- identifying information about
biological parents; including names and addresses (18:33).

Agencies are confused about their role. mast believe they
should give nonidentifying information and 'do so. But even here there
is controversy. Should one tell all ?., Should social pathology be
'shared ?. Should subjective and sometimes erroneous speculations and
conclusions of former caseworkers be told to adoptees? There is strong
resistance to sharing pathology that does not seem to.have a definite
bearing on the adoptees' development. Should agencies give any

6
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a. rniest issues surround the
giving of identifying information that could lead the adopts. to find
the biological parents. The cultural and historical tradition of U.S.
adoptions has been to cloak the adoption with secrecy and keep confi-
dential the noses of the biological parents. This is done to protect
the adoptive-parents from interference in child rearing from the
natural parents, to protect the child from the stigma of illegitimacy
and/or other pathQlogy, and to ensure that the biological parents may
lead their lives free from the harm that the knowledge of the. child's
birth and placement night cause. Bo %adoptive and biological parents
were assdred this confidentiality.

In all but four states various adoption records are sealed by
the-Court. Laws indicate that the records may be ypened only for good
causer.

Agencies are reacting n a variety of ways. Some hold that
they cannot and will not qi identifying information without court
order. Others say they can qiinkit only with the biological parents'
permission, which they seek. Still others give identifying informa-
tion solely and simply oh the basis of the adoptees° request. Their
rationale is that the adult adoptees' right is paramount to that of
thwadoptive or biological parents'. Little is known about how these
latter two groups feel, since most of the persons speaking out on
this issue come from agencies or adoptee groups.

The complexity of the issues incl
ethics of giving inforMation about sibl
minors. Several major court suits have been
court to resolve these issues.

stions about the
rticularly if they are

iled requesting the

Aldbough there are as yet no universally accepted procedures. .

for past adoptions, several steps are indicatedfor present and future
ones.

1) Both biological and adoptive parents must be informed
about and prepared for the possibility thethe adoptea may search.
for birth parents.

.

.

2)" Agencies should aakebdth adoptive and biolog4a1 parents.

t:

inform them in writing how they would like the agency to handle any
toe request for information.

3) Biological parents should be asked what social information
not having a bearingNon the Child's development they would like to be
revealed to the child and the adoptive family.
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medical history information that might have future si
can be passed on.

ificance, eo it

5) If Siblings are placed in different adoptive families.
each family should advise the whether they would like the other
sibling to know their identityand reabouts.

6) The adoptive child's background should be shared with
adoptive parents, in writing.

7). Agencies at strengthen and extend postadoption services
to both biological and adoptive families, to help them cope with an
adoptee's quest for information.

In addition, research and demonstration projects.should
'gather information on the most efficient and helpful methods for
dealing with this phenomenon, as well as its legal aspects.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL SYS

This paper has mentioned problems in ation caused by con- ,
M eting, vague or newly interpreted laws, as well -as by attorneys,
judges and social workers who are poorly prepared and-unsophisticated
regarding adoption. The following is an elaboration and ry of

these issues.

STATUS OF LAWS

Thif termination and adoption laws across the country vary and
in some cases conflict. -1).AWlinquishment proceedings differ in their
requirements and even in-their effective dates; Bost are' still volun-
tary although there is strong movement to judicial termination.

It is not clear whether one state's guardianship can be transferred
. to 'another. 3) Notification and involvement of putative fathers varies
from place to place. 4) Subsidy laws vary in eligibility and duration.
5) Most states do not have effective means of preventing interstate
bleak market placement.

The number of interstate placements is growing, and more uni-
.forle legislation among states is necessary. Mirrent attempts to
create model termination and subsidy laws may be helpful, but do not
--go far enough. -Whim's needed .is a cgmplete model adoption code that
liduld.provide guidelines'for every aspect of adoption, from freeing a

throdp court.finalization. /
I

The quality of legal representation available to children,
biological parents and adoptive, parents varies widely. It is thought

1 3 .
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that act attorneys haad2in4 adoption-related 0400111 do not le
enough of them to develop the kind of knowledge specialist should
have, particularly with the new =implications. Speciallets are few
because lawyers may prefer lore, varied or challenging cases; it should'
be added that adoption cases do not pay well. Training of lawyers
might be improved in law school;by.seeing that unit of the family
law curriculum addresses.adoption.issises. Practicing lin! institutes
can be offered on these topics. More articles Mould be placed in law'
journals. Agencies and organisations should. pool resources and share
a cadre of attorneys. Agencies should also have these attorneys rep-
retent'adoptive parents in court, or, if this is not possible, pay
legal fees for.an attorney. Legal costs should be included in the
expenses of a child's placement, which should not be borne by adoptive-
perents. .

Social workers should become familiar with laws of evidence
and testimony. Case records should be kept in such a way that they
are.upoful tools should the clients have to come to court. workers
need help to deal with their feeling. about testifying "against" their
client. Evidence should be sifted to remove cultural or racial bias.
Workers and miles can be trained as paralegal assistants and could
substantially reduce the time a Lawyer has to send on a case.

Judges also need orientation and -train Meanwhile, there
.re some pressing issues that ha be resol Perhaps task
forces of lawyers, social workers and 'ychiatri is could meet and
formulate position papers on the following Legume:

1) Due process consideration in notice and hearing of puta-
tive fathers vs. social service considerations of timely placement and
confidentiality.

What constitutes reasonable grounds for termination of
parental .ghts?

3) what is acceptable eyidenc4 of parental =fitness?

4) what are rights of foster parents vs. biological parents?

5) Rights of putatAve fathers vs.-rights of unmarried mothers.

6) Adoptive parents representing themselves in court.

. 7) Different standards of evidence in independent vs. agency
.adoptIbh.

amts.
8) Failure to enforce statues pro%ib (iting intermediary place-



, 10) Role of tbe court-in thecrettiiiiination. of adoption sub ,--

sidles.
r

-

11) LaCk of knowledge of termination and adoption laws in
othercpuntries,

records?
urtorderSpecessary to unseal an agency's.adoption

9

13)- What are the rights of foster parents to...bring actions
for custody?

ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

What should be the role of the fediral government in the wel-
fare field? We can probably trace the debate back to the Federalist
papers or earlier, and can be sure that it willContinue decactes into
the future. The trend from the 1930s and the passage of the Social
s4bitrity Act until recently, was toward increased federal involvement.
,We now see efforts to curtail federal intervention in all areas. Prld

posals for.a block grant to states for al social services, is evidence
that this_is the new direction.
a

Child welfare services have improved only t4tough strong
federal leadership and finanding. The dhildren's13ukeau was in4ru-

-,
mental in that improvement, blit the gains seem to Dave been weakened
by the-fragmentation of responielbility foi children's services through-

. 'put
.-

. .

The 'Oliphant. study on A FDC foster care and en examination of.
revenue sharing indicate that children's services get less of the re-

-sourceS when they have to competemith stronger interest-groups on the
locAl level (26)-.

'Fewer mandated ghildren's services and more local options will
result in weaker programs. Among child welfare services, the lion's'
hare will probably go to day care and child abuse programs. Less. ,

pportioned .to .adoption or return homes for children in foster
-care.
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.stanc
We recommend that the federal government take-a.- ..stronger

.
. .

1) The Children's Bureau should be -

\--

2) the.Children's Bureau leadership 'ial*-P--Wiltuld be augmented.
Consu4.tation and specialist staff should be expanded. -A national

ence Planning Unit" should be created, perhaps with resPonsi-
-bility for planning .and Iormulating:policies.and strategies for re-

.- iurning foster childrdh bode, as well as placing them.in adOptive
homes. Tasks should include research,. data -collection on problems,
and nationwide implementationeof solutions.. Guidelines for practice
and administrative systems should be designed and offered to agencies
and local governments. -Consultation and training should be arranged.
Regional staff-may have to be augmented- The. Children's'Bureau should
be an information center, sharing. information and giving-help on
children's problems and agency services.in a:much broader and deeper
way than is now possible.

. 3) Adoption' should not be considered as it traditionally has
been-a form of substitute family care alongside foster care and insti-
tutionalization. It should be seen as part of a larger constellation
of services employed to provide children with permanence (a continuous,
stablurturant environment). Return to biological parents should
also be a goal. Viewing adoption in this way has: certain benefits.
It makes it clearihat children are the focui of the service; a on
does not mean finding children for families, 'but finding ies for
children% It-emphasizes.to the biological parents that. there is a
range of options available to them, -and that they can be helped to
keep their children if they choose. Such a "permanence" team would
need better linkage to homemakers, day care and other supportive ser-

-vices than now exists. .

-,40 The federal government should sandate and fund "restorationr
or "permanence" services; they should not ;Ala local option. A higher
federal share in funding,should be assigned to these services than to °
foster care or. institutionalization. The match should be on a sliding
scale, with the most successful states receiTalig,a_mere favorable ratio.
Adequate monitoring would be necessary. RestoratiotAnd permanence
services would Prave"cost-effective in the long run.

5) Case-tracking and auditing units should be set/ a man-
dated and federall system:- Drifting and purposele in
services are co y in lives and money.

6) Medicaid-programs should be interlocked with subsidized
adoption to provide medical services in the most cost-effective igay.
Federal financial participation should be available. to states for sub-
sidy programs.



:1

7) Funding and leadeiship should be made available for an
:interlocking system of state, regional and national adoption resource J.
exchanges.

8) Grants-in-aid should be made as seed money, to newly
emerging specialist agencies concentrating on placement of hard-to-
place children and to groups of agencies wishing to regionalize serv-
ices:

9)
A .

oFunding and encouragement should be f feted to Parent.and
en. advocate groups.

10) The federal government should nolfIonger just design model
laws,'no matter what the scope; it should design the model for the
entire system. For example, a modelsubsidy law a small part of a
larger system needed to implement this progradi-model administrative
systems, floc: charts, forms, administrative ahuals, systems for
financing subsidy, and models for staff and community education._

Training. appears at the top of most staff-needs-asse-ssment
lists. All of.chiletwelfare suffers from a lack. of it. Although the
obvibus solution to insufficient staff is more staff, child welfare
workers could do more work more effectively if they were better
trained.. And management needs leadership development courses:. Ideally,
Child welfare institutes could be scattered throughout the U.S. Affiii=
ated with colleges and universities, they could provide professional,
as well as in-service, training. Faculty could be drawn from existing
agency staff. SchoOls could serve- as -centers foe ritiearch ipd as cOm-
pilers of informatiOn from the field. Exchange classes could be
arranged with other, professional schools---law, medicine and busihess:

12) Purchase of adoption seryices_should be advocated.

'Short of a strong, aggressive leadership position that mandates
service, EI:Z.NC's role will be a rather ineffective holding action
against erosion of services. There will be no strong national presence
that speaks to 'the needi of children and "serves the interest of all."

-1661 !-.;
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INTRODUCTION

This paper identifies issues and problems in the provision,
utilization and effectiveness of child wItare services to minority
group children and their families, and analyzesthem in the light
of current literature, unpublished opinions by child welfare
administrators and practitioners, and research reports. The policy
and programimplications of this analysis are set forth, and

Awstrategies and goals for-the future arxr.suggested. Although the
fOcus is on black children and families, the policy implications
may relate equally to children of other minority groups whose social.
circumstances are similar.

The field of child welfare is a specialized field o_ f social
work concerned with "providing social services to children and young
people whose parents are unable to fulfill their child- rearing
responsibilities, and whose communities fail:to provide-the resources
and protection that children and families require." .(Kadushin,
1974, p. 5.) This definition provides the broad perspective for
focus on minority children, placing services to these groups within
the aims, responsibilities and commitments of the field and the
general society.

Concern with the needs of black children is both _timely.and
relevant. Many of the issues and pioblems raised 'in relation to
minority-group children, especially. blacks, parallel those affecting
Children and families in the general population. Thus, the charges
that American child welfareuprograms, rooted in the English Poor
Laws, are less concerned with protecting children than with punish-
ing paientsi that program-organization contributes to family break-
down rather than strengthening family life; and that the society
pays lip service to a commitment to children are manifestations of
the overall state of inadequacy and deficiency in the conception-
and implementation of child welfare services.

Perhaps the most,somprehensive analysis of the condition
of children in American society is the report of the Joint Commis-
sion on Mental Health of Children (1970). The Commission charged
that "this nation, the richest of all world powers, has no unified
national commitment to its-children and youth." The report also
charged that we lack a meaningful investment in children at the
national, community and personal levels, and as a consequence
millions of American children are "ill led, ill housed, and ill
educated.", Among the Commission's most striking findings-is the
need for mental health services ity almost 10 millioh persOnsvider
age 25.
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ushin suggested that child welfare services may be
categorized as supportive (services that help intact families
carry odt their role), supplementary (services that protect the
family and/or guarantee its stability), or substitutive (services
that offer alternative living arrangements for children until
parents are able to resume care or, this is impossible, offer
a permanent nurturing environment hildren). Using this
categorization, one sees increased know -ge, significant instances
of improved services, and a general hei ng:of, consciousness
of the need and value of services at each ese levels. It
is apparent, however, that the predomin tore is one of
deficiencies, gaps'and lukewarm commitment 'the nation's child
welfare arrangements.

If the foregoing describes the preva ing situation fbr
children in general, the situation for bjpac and other minority-
group children is worse.. This is.true beca of their peculiar
status and condition in, society and, ,important , because-of the
prevailing negative attitudes toward them and t it families.
The view that minority -group children receive insufficient,
inadequate and often inappropriate services is widely held both
by minorityand majority -group spokesmen.

Billingsley and Giovannoni (1972) attributed the, social
oonlext'surrounding the lives of blacks to the racist attitudes
that limit or prevent their access to the opportunities of the
society. Focusing on black adolescent girls, Ladner found that

..._ stereotyping and denigration of black women was related to racism.
Poutsaint and Comer (1975), commenting on racism, pointed to the
social conditionsapoverty, unemployment, poor housing, discrimina-
tionunder which black people live as the cause of many of their

-.problems. A child's life chances are to a significant tent
determined before his birth. Poussaint and Comer obsery that

1,.

black women have often carried their babies without benefit of a
balanced'diet and adequate *medical care, and thus their children
run the risk of illness, weakness and mental retardation.

At the root is racism. Almost without exception, this
declaration has been made by black scholars, child welfare
practitioners and men on the street.

The system of child welfare services in this country is
failing black children. It is our thesis that the failure
is a manifest result of racism; that racism has pervaded
the development of the system of services; and that racism
persists in its present operation.
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. 40pacimm manifests itself in the present system of
services in three major ways: 1) the kinds of services
developed are not sufficient to the special situation
of black children; 2) within the system that has
developed, black children are not treated equitably;
and 3).efforts to change the system have been-
incomplete and abortive. (Billingsley and Giovannoni,

. .

1972, p. 3)

The debate over transracial adoption provides a telling
example of the concerns of blacks about racism, highlighting what
blacks perceive as the deficiencies, gaps and inconsistencies in -

the child welfare system, and how these are related to their
condition in society, whether or not one agrees with the view of
many black professionals and laymen (that transracial adoption
posed "a growing threat too:the preservation of the black family"
(New York Times, April 9, 1972)).

Given the goal of the child we are field to -enable families
within a pluralistic society to provi a nurturing_ environment
for children, this discussion will larify the conflict between the
child welfare needs of black and oth minority-group children and
families and the goals of the field, well as the discrepancy
between policy and practici in child lfare programb.

The provision of strategic approaches and resources to
increase the'adequacy of child rearing is seriously lacking in
child welfare programs serving minority populations. The roots
of this deficiency can be found in the philosophy and implementation
of social policies dealing with income maintenance programs: This
philosophy holds,"in essence,_. that limited spending,for-grants td
families will enhance incentive, while meeting full financial need
will destroy it.' Jones (1975) pointed to several pernicious
effeCts of this approach: 1) theAocial worker is reduced to being
a-buffer between the client and Elie larger social system, assisting
the client to. adjust to unsatisfactory living conditions; 2) direct
practice methods are thus limited to emphasis on the client's
"personal" problems, with little'or no attention' to community
lection and social strategy, etc.; 3) unrealistic solutions, such.as
emphasis on jobs when none exist, espetilally for unskilled minority
group persons, are attempted; and 4) programs Ire left with a focus
on family planning. and /or problems considered the result of the
minority person's "deprived" or 'deviant" life style,.

Child welfare programs steilmin4 from such a philosophy are
destined to fail because their premise is faulty. ,Evidence for
this conclusion is found in a report by Fanshel an Grundy (1975),
who surveyed the child welfare program in New York City. The
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report described the-condition of blacks and other minorities in
the child welftre system, and questioned the field's real commitment
to preservation of the natural folly by supporting it. A striking
and relevant finding was that among the nearly 27,000 children in
care in New York, one out of two is black and one out of four is
Puerto Rican. Over BO% of- the children in care in New York are
black or members of other minority groups. That blacks_are dis-
proportionately 'represented in the child welfare system was shown
again in a 1973 national survey by the Boys and Girls Aid Society
of Eugene, Oregon. This study revealed that although black chil-
dren totaled less than 20% of the children adopted in 1973, they
composed 40% of the backlog of children waiting fOr adoption.
(ilkloted in Black Child Development Institute [BMX], Ootober,1974.)
A Iiajor goal of child welfare is assuring and protecting the right
of 'every child to a nurturing environment. The first order of
defense in this conn ion is the restoration of the natural
family. Given Fanshe and Grundy's finding that'the mean number of
years-irrcare for chi en in New York exceeded five years, and
Kadushin's finding that the older children whom he studied spent
an average of three and one-half years in foster care prior to
adoption, and given the evidence that black and other minority
children are overrepresented among these children, the spirit and
goal of restoring the natural family face a serious challenge.
Specifically, one sees serious gap between the goals of setting
specific time limits fo substitute care and .providing effective
review of the progress f the family.

An area in which 4he goals of child wlfare and the needs of
minorities.are at odds is in the development of objective and
feasible criteria by which family dysfunction may be recognized.
The failure to develop these means has been recounted on numerous
p;atforms and_in the literature. (Joint Commission on Children,
1970; Chestang, 1971;_New York Times, 1972; Finley, 12.73; Jones,
197J, 1975; and Silcott, 1975.) The central theme emphasizes the
misrepresentations, misunderstandings and distortions of black
family life and the relationship between these and-the inadequacy
Of child welfare services.. Billingsley (1968) sought to dispel-
some of the myths and distortions about black families by showing
that these families are embedded in an inequitable social system.
Jones (1975) and Silcott (1975) made similar-points. The core issue
is.the removal from -their homes of black and other minority-group
children because of neglect or abuse, when the basic cause of the .

family's dysfunction is-poverty. Social agencies and their agents,
acting on the.presumption that poverty and its attendant conditions
necessarily warrant removal of children, in effect subject these
families to standards more rigorous than those/for families in
general. The collective racism of the society and the individual
racifsm of some practitioners may play a role in thi situation,
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but beyond this we are without objective and-feasible means of
identifying real family dysfunction.

tom. ff
The problem is aggravated by the failure of many agencies

to equip their Staffs with adequate knowledge-about black and other
minority groups, family styles and social organization. When the,
deficiency of. financial resources and the disproportionatenumber
of minority families in the-child welfare system combine with
negative attitudes and the, ignorance of staff regarding these
groups, -the. gOals'of childmelfare as related to minorities
become abstract ideals without the possibility of realization.

CONCEP.TUA.L FRAMEWORK AND ASSU IONS
.:. .

The basic premise of this paper is that-black and other -.minoritygroup-children and their families ...are in nged:Of'the
same range of services required by all children andltamilies in
society. The stattle:9f black children and families in the child
welfare system, hpOever, cannot be discussed apart .#rom.their

)kstatus and condition in the society 1...arge.' Over the last '.
decade, the literature has been.reple with discussion of the
Am pact of the social inequities confronting black and other
-minority children and families. (lenkins and Morrison, 2974.)
This Writer (1972) suggested that the social problems confronting
black people can-be categorized as followdy: social injustice,
societal inconsistency, and personal impotence. These three
conditions, together with a'style of coping and adapting.to their'
negative effects, compose-the essence-of the black experience.
Through an examination of these conditibns, we can sharpen our
understanding of black culture and its importance in planning
child welfare se- for this group. -Much of the current researc
in child devel6 and cultural anthropology suggests that minor-
ity populations, inclb.ing their cultures and personality traits,
are best understood not .- traits or categories, but through a
description of the relatio ships between thee and their social
environments. Approaches.. personality theolv that seek to
understand people by listing of traits are not useful. W. Mischei
(1968) noted the clear findin of- contemporary personality psychol-
ogy that every person responds differently to the 'tame- objective
stimuluS.

/
How then shall we find our way through the. maze of individual

differences to a path that gives consistency to our understanding
of the tlelationships between the minority person's culture and

.

character and his social environment? The writer suggests that we
striverfor_clearer and more precise descriptions of the process by
which the minority person deals with the conditions surrounding
his existence.
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Social injustice refers to the denial of legal rights.
Although in recent years there has been a diminution of the more
flagrant displays of this form of discriminatidn, there remains
ample evidence of its presence. The Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the voting Rights Act of 1965, and myriad affirmative-action programs
suggest that the heritage of segregation and Jim Crow is still a
potent infringement on the legal rights of black people, though
discrimination is expressed in politer Lizirm. Social injustice
further implies lapses in implementing the legal protection
mandated by the Constitution and numerous federal and state codes.

The effect of these lapses is to limit the access
and other minority groups to opportunities for employment
care, education and: in many instances, equal protection
courts. Evidence for these assertions is.seen in a oompa
median incomes of_black and white families. In 1969, 5

of blacks
th-

ore
of C

the

of black.-
families, ed with 17% of white families, had incomes below
the poverty 1. (Profiles of Children, 1970.)' Poverty is a
pernicious c. ition that threatens the physical as well as the
psychol /well -being of blacks. The rate of.matermal deaths .

among blac per 100,000-live births was twice that fox the white
population. Similarly, while the infant mortalityete has been
declining since 1940, blacks are behind here, too, by about 15%.
(Profiles of Children, 1970.) If we assume-the importance of care
by the mother during the first years of life, here again we find a
disparitybetweep black and white children. The proportion of black
mothers in the labor force whose children under age 3'must be cared
for while she works exceeds by nearly 100% the proportion of such
white mothers. Similar diffeiences in the relatiTa status of black
and white families can be found inalmost every area (The Social

t and Economic. Condition of the BladkPopulation in the U.S.
11972)). Significant improvements have been made in the last decade,
but une-021 opportunity and unegicial treatment of blacks in American
society persist.

1

Societal inconsistency refers to the more subtle destructive
forcesin society, denoting the sense of personal rejection of black"
Persons through the manners, moral% and traditions of society, and
expressing the rejectiOn of blacksthrough informal means in
person-to-person. transactions. It is important 'to distillgui
between social injustice and societal inconsistency because 17
though the-former can potentially be redressed in the co , the
latter represents negative attitudes, held by many member of the

-dominant society, not subjectto change by legal intervention..
Negative attitudes are a critical aspect of the black oondition,
because they are experiency blacks as personal assaults orr
self image and self-esteem. onfronted by social injustice, the
black person can retreat to `group s ports and the protection of his
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awareness that he, as an individual, is not singled out for dis-
paragement and denigration. In the case, of societal inconsistency,
'however, the individual must consider alone the implica s of
the aspersions cast on his personal sense of value, wrtttjand
dignity.

A sense of personal impotence is the consequence of exposure
to social injustice and societal inconsistency. It not only
diminishes feelings of-autonomy and self-worth, but generates
feelings of fear, inadequacy and.insecurity in blacks regardless
of social class, although these feelings are behaviorally more
apparent e poor.

Sla ns have had to develop patterns of response tbat-
allow them sh or otherwise cope with the deleterious and
corrosive of these conditions on their dignity as human
beingi. it is these patterns Of response that are the essence of
black culture.

The black person finds emotional solace within the black -
community. Here are the comforts of family, the protections of
supportive institutions such as churches, fraternal organizations
and civil rights groups. Here the black person has an opportunity
to build self-esteem through the exercise of talents and-skills,
to develop a sense of pertonal identity through enduring relation-
ships with family, friends and significant others,-and to struggle
in the company of others who face common barriers to the pursuit
of a better life. .Thes, assets are not to be underestimated in -

their contribution to the sense of competence and efficacy that the
black person gains through functioning-in the black community_ In
another article (in press) this writev'has used the term nurturing
environment to-summarize these criticalinputs. The peculiar posi-.
tion of blacks in American society, however, renders these valuable
inputs palliative rather than antidotal, for the black is not a.
marginal person living fully within one world and on the fringes
of the other. The black is instead a bicultural person required by
circumstance and for survival to dwell in two worlds, the-world of .

black community and the wider society.

A special quality, then, of the blapk experience is the
,imperative to dwell in two cultures. The wider society:houses'and
controls those features of culture necessary for physical survival,
i.e., goods and _services, political power, economic resources and
edutation. Were it hot for this, blacks could conceiirably function
without significant interaction with the wider society. It is
questionable, however, whether this could be achieved, or, if it
could, whether a majority.of,blasks would-find it desirable. But
there is still another reasonthatiiilit4tes against the election
of that course by a significant number of black persons. This
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'reason is 'related to the long.history of blacks in thksiaoun a
history that includes the eradication of their own heritage ugh
'slavery and, some historians say, the evWn more profound denigra on
of blacks during Reconstruction. ACoording to Fogel and Engerman
(19V4), as early as 17110 the majority 'of slaves had been in this
country for five generations. They concluded that because.tof th
proscriptions againit speaking their own languages, adhering to
their old-world traditions, or continuing former patterns f

Illorganization, blacks were forced to adapt to the only cult ey
knew. Herskovits (1958,'p. 120) in his Myth of the Negro Bit,
reached a similar conClupion. It can be said that blacks are
members of their own' society lind members of the wider society at
the same time.

. .%

The eradication or attenuation of the:African heritage does'
, . not -.lately explain .the dUality of black culture. Black partici-

pa on in thelkdominant culture involves the recognition of the
constraints on taktobiack person's pursuit of the wider society's
cultural aims. TRe blackperson is in the peculiar position.df
being a beaker, of a culture under constraint-of circumscribed and
'conditioned participation in it. Thit situation-leads to a split .

in the acculturative process that is reflect:ed in a duality of
response.,,

.111 his nurturing environment, i-e., the black community,.
his needs for dignity, self-esteem,ind worth are met, and he
invests-himselfethotionarky. in its YalUes, traditions,.and otifer
forms of'social commitment. "But:becaute he is aware. of tie limit
on his participation in the'wider world, be makes an indtrumental._
adaptation b.,.it- -one of pragmatisMi cynicism distilust; he
develops a utilitarian} posture In relation ttkits rejection and
`denigration. Black culture -rePresebts- he charlteristic forms
used by blackv.in that adaptive Eiroces

.

gildbt's. 'charge.(1975)-that lack children are subjected
to unnecessary placements th4t4Serve nstitutional interests rather
than falily interestsvJoile' analys s (1975) spggesting that the
need of money.is.-often:the root'of the evil prAceMent of bladk
childrenvand F.a.r4shel and:Grundy's 'survey s ing the spropor-
tionate number:of blacks and other minorities in NewYork CitIO.s

I

childo.ftlfare qystem are-..evidence.in support of the idea
disciepancies 'exist between child welfare goals and child we
practice. These discrepancies are perpetuated by a system of myths

1,11/4 apd-iiisconceptions about _members of this group and their,culture,
stoning from'' failure to understaxi the relationship between they

social conditions under wiridh black people- live and the cultural
'forms that-have, been developed as a means c.coping with those
donditiOns. -this misunderstanding has led to inappropriate and

"--tprejUditial poSeptiOns of black, people as a group. (Billingsley,
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.(wolfgang,'1972, p. 1284J ,

1
"

. This comment concerned the juvenile j%stice system. In other areas
...

of child_ welfare practice, racial stereotypes aria prejudices operate
in ways that are not so well dqcumented, but arelequally harmiul in
their consequences.

1968, pp. 21 -31.) Black children and families in the child welfare
.pirystem are affected by these myths to an inordinate degree. In7
deed, it has been suggested by some-o0gervers (Billingsley and
Giovannoni, 1972; Jones, 1973;_BCDI, 1974;.and Silcott, 1975)
that-these.misconceptions are responsible for the entry into the
system of many bletek. children:and families.. Convincing evidence
that supports this i s. contained in Marvin Wolfgang's
longitudinal study,' alina9mgy in a'Birth Cohort, in which he
commented

As we pursued-analysiN of the available data, we became
increasingly aware of the differential dispositions
based on race. Not all factors tlast enter into decisions
of police officers' are knownor ajkilable to us. . . .

But however we Split and splided the material at hand,
nonwhites regularly received more severe dispositions.

)

r
INF

.Myths'about black families, black child-rearing patterns,
. an black culture are the most, pervasive ones, and have their

gre test impact on child welfare services to this gkoup.6 Large
rs of black:children-grow up in, single-parent families, and

. it has been shown that low income is most pfevalent in famil4 s
headed by females. (Profiles of Children, a970, p. 22; Snapper,

related'gdints: 1)-that-the single- ent family is inherently
1975, pp..8-12.) These observation have been lased to make two

- unfavokabAe to a.child-&-s-developMent, and 2) that the .black family,
in the maihis:iii of

, Department.. . 65.) Al
Aevidencet - these con

sorganization. (U.S. -Government,
ough there is.a large amount of
entions (Billingsley, 1968; Hill,..
organized.blick.family" myth
fare ractice. Some observeks

1975) contend that black
their homes on the assuinp-

on is attributed to cultural
ack consumers and white. providers

umption of pqor parentihg has-not
nomic disadvantage of black families,

comblied with their low status; makes the assumption appear
certain other considerations: black

e foui Mmes more likely to contract
white counterparts (Profiles of Children,
other minority mothers are more likely to

ree times more likely --than their white ..

1971; and S 1971), the-"di
still persistsand.affects.child we
(Finley,' 1973; ;Jades, 4.975;,!And ilco
children -are unnecessarily removed f
tion.of poor parenting. This as
and:valuerdifferences between
of sqgk!Zce. Although the as
been dbdumented, the soci

Ale

plausible. It is buttress
and othec-mirioritY males
tuberculosis-than the
1970, p27),; black.
die, in Eniadbirih--
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counterparts (p. 40); and black and other minority infants are more
likely to die than white babies (p. 47). That minority, status,
compared with the position of whites; is associated with a host of
other disadvantages was summarized by Kadushin as follows:

'Life expectancy is lower; median income is lower; '

lifetime earnings are lower; level of educational
achievement is lower; frequency of accessibility-to
-adequate medical care is lower; accessibility to
higher status jobs is lower; home ownership is
lower; the percentage the group covered by any_of

kind of health- insurance's lower. (1974, p. 67.)

It is this generilly-unfavorable position of black families
in relation to social institutions -- especially those involving'
-economic considerations- -that has led.to a unity among black
leaders in calling for improvement in the ecbnomic status of
black families as the most viable antidote to the myths about
their dysfunctionality. Poverty,-not poor parenting, is at the

of many of'the welfare and other social prIbblems faced
by these groups., Poverty, not paternal absence, is a better
explanation for family disorganization among these grOups. And
again, it is poverty, not cultural deprivation, that limits the
opportUnity of black children and children of other minority groups
to engage 4n activities-that enhance their .future.

The double. jeopardy of racism and poVerty, then, is the
.fund amental problem confronting minority groups, and any meaningful'
-efforts to solve the problem must address.these,factors. Wide
recognition of the role played by racism and poverty in.-the develop-
ment of black family structure., child-rearing patterns and other
cultx541.forms would significantly the common perception
of theie.forms as deviant

The various structures manifest among many black families
(Billingsley identified types) represent attempts to deal with
poverty and, racism.. Families tha t include-relatives and friends,
families headed by females, and 1A7tili7erg whose majbr.source.ok_
income is public welfare do not support the myth of deviancy._
These family structures are mecessary for survival in 'a hostile
environment, and they show the range of adaptive etrat4gies Used-4h,
by black families to cope with their social circumstances.

Similarly, the cotmonty-obolarmed-early independence,of.black--
children, their-capacity for self-care at a tender age, has been
misconstrued as 'evidence of parental neglect. The mothers of black
and other minority children represent the highest proportion of,

. mothers in the labor force. (Profiles of Children, 1970, p. 62.)
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They work to survive. Our point is not to endorse parental absence
from their children; but to reject the assumption of parental
culpability, and place'the blame where it belongs--on tie social .

coAditions under which these EaMilieg live: In this cdnnection it
may be noted that risk fictors'foir all families, whether _mothers
are employed or not, are highly associated with fathers' incomes.
An income under $7000 doubles the chances that mothers will be
employed,-and, since the median income of half of all black
families was below that figure 'in 1964, it is probable that the
proportio of black children whose mothers are working far exceeded
that for white children. (Profiles of Children, 1970, p. 61.)

nVIP
p.

Thus,a disparity between black and white mothers as to their
.availability to their children must be attributed more to necessity
than neglect. Further, if children whose mothers are absent
because of employment learn early to care for themselves, it ls
to their credit. For them not to do so would certainly increase
their hardships.

It shpuld not be concluded that black children are left
to their oion devices in their, mothers' absence. The varieties of
Child care arrangements used by families in general. are :used by
_these families. And more: there is the network of kinship and
other relationships within the community that serves to monitor,,
admonish, discipline and protect children: -The value Of this net-
work is not to be underestimated. The decline in 'its effectiyeness
due to urbanization and other social changep'does not mean that
it has ceased operation. What is called for is an increased
support of this cultural instrument by the child welfare
establishment.

CURRENT NEEDS

- This paper has described the status of black and other.
minority children in some detail* The implication of that status
fs'the need for increased commitment to the needs of minorities
by the federal government. Such, commitment must first be felt,
'then translated into action. How can this-be----done? Although the
child_welfare establishment cannot ".take on".the society, it. can
,assure_that commitment to children, particularly-to minority
.Children, becomes the hallmark of its programs. Minority children
need an advocate the federal level. ,

Their interests involve, among other considerations, support
for-natural families, whatever their Structure. This is important
in the light of what we know about black adaptive patterns and the-
Central place we assign to the family unit. Support for the
natural family is also important to prevent the necessity for -
interVention by 'external sources. Minority families.especially
need help befoke they -are overWhelmed by, poverty's effects.
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Among the supports needed are the ing: -1) provision
of income levels adequate_to meet basic needs in a manner in
keeping with dignity; 2) child care to aid minority mothers at
times of crises (day care services and homemaker services are
much needed but scarcely available); and 3) affirmation of the
role of all mothers, but especially minority mothers. Bronfenbrenner
(1976) obserVed that institutional supports for the maternal role
and functions are woefully lacking in American society. This
problem is heightened for the minority mother.-.Because she is
often poir and must frequently seek public assistance, she is
literally driven from her children by governmental policies, that.

4 require her to find employment. Reversing this situation wotid
entaj.1 developing programs that encourage and facilitate care of

- children by their own parents. Such programs should reduce the
pressure for employment as a condition for financial assistance to
mothers of. children under age 6.

Many.blackan0 other' minority group children inevitably
require child welfare services because of the social impingements of
their lives (although some of these families, Nike all families,
are unable or -unwilling to care for their children). The aim of
the child welfare field to return children to their natural families
is tar from aohielipment, especially for black and other minority
group children. A major need is to develop programs that take
seriously the goal of returning children. This will require support
at the national level--support reflected in:policies the encourage
family autonomy and specify conditions under which it necessary
to remove a child. Wald and Burt (in press)- would lim t coercive
intervention to specific conditions and reqUireagenci s to show
what actions had been taken to relieve the situation: Removal
would be a last resort, and permanency for the.placed child either
through return to his own family or termination of parental-rights
would be the goal.

The history of adoption for black childrah'has not been
encouraging, and the needs of minority children and families are
pressing. lia719,>4gencies have resisted the changes necessary if
significant numbers of black children are to.be placed in adoptive
homes. In this field the problems in status, standards and staff
as they pertain to black children find their mds_t flagrant,-expres-

, sion. In some periods of history the black child haS been excluded,
defined as unplaceable, or viewed as hard-to-p1Sce. Currently

- there are efts at reform, but they are far from adequate.
-(Billingsley and Giovannoni, 1972, pp. 141-209.f- Today's itical
needs, identified aver 30 years ago, are fbr adoption proq s and
-standards sensitive to the black culture. Such programs would take
into account black attitudes toward adoption and-black perceptions
of agencies, and would operate from standards that-ire realistic
in terms of the black-, subculture.
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During recent yelars ,when traditional agencies began to seek
reforms in'their adoption grams, transracial adoption was intro-
duced to increase placemen opportunities for. block children. Two
outcomes of the ensuing de to point to current needs. The first
wa's a decline intransracial placements as a result of the opposition.,of black professionals and organizations. The second was a rash of
studies that sought to determine whether transracial adoption had .

the consequences black opponents predicted.

The Grow-Shapiro study, done under the auspices of the Child
elfare League of America, is the best.known. Since the children
studiedwere still in their early school years, this report was.not
able to give a "definitive answer to the question whether white
adoptive parents can deal successfully with the problem of racial
idehtity." (1974,p. 234.) The CWIA has also concluded that
"recruitment of nonwhite homes has a long.way. to go to match or
exceed the number of nonwhite children accepted." (Grow-Shapiro,
1974, p. 235.) Given both the unsettled question of whether trans-
racial adoption is negative in its ultimate consequences for chil-
dren, and the difficulty of getting the system-to recruit black
families to match the needs for homes, further study and experi-
mentation are needed. Longitudinal studies to determine the long-
range impact of transracial adoption-on identity formation are
called for. Support is needed for recruitment projects that set

-requirements realistic in terniS of the black experience (i.e.,
Setting flexible age requirements, abandoning sterility requirements,
dropping the ilan.on employment of wives, basing placement on adequacy
of living conditions, not on quality of neighborhoods; making fees
'flexible, and so forth).

Inservice ining programs with content specifically related
to the historical-end cultural backgrounds of blaoks and other
norities are needed, Staff at all levels, from administration
paraprofessionals, should be involved. The training should

integrate altories of human behavior with concepts derived from
p actice experience with minority groups.

Since liege numbers of child. we1fiPe personnel enter the
ithout professional education, training in basic social -work
s is essential, including case management, -child and adoles

cent development, and decision making in foster care aneadyptions
to increase knowledge and skill in work with all children and ,

.families.

The foregoing recommendations apply equallx to the voluntary
sector and the public sector; although currently most of the chil-
.dren it the child welfare systellOare cared for ublic agencies:The increase in puldhase-of-care arrangements; ver, makes it

: a
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togant,tha
t voluntary agencies review their pro4rogms..Policiei-andpractices is these relate to minorities, especially in the large

cities-

/
The structure of traditional agency programs often hinders

access to services by many.members of minority groups. Historically, .

these
agencies have been located at-great distances from the.ieigh-----

bothoods in which minorities live, although theie haste been-samechanges
recently. What Billingsley and Giovannoni have callW

oprofessionaliem. is another obstacle to minority populations in
using voluntary agencies. Focused on formal, office. -based prat- 3.' '

tices'these ageilcies are viewed as inhospitable by many minority
Pers°117:1!h° are more comfortable with relaxed, informal interaction.
Flexibility

.t,-n office hours,\administrative procedures, and require-
ti tents fors.eligibility is called for.!--

To , %.
remedy some of these problems, many public and voluntary

agencies have opened branchesor'begun projects that target blackand other
114 4nority communities. Some of these efforts have been .

notably effective; most, however;have been hampered by inadequate
financing, inadequate and/or inappropriate staffing, and constraints
imposed

For example.
goVernmental and other nona gency administrative bo:ne;111

some projects are funded for only 1 or 2 Years, must
oe terminated .4 when funding runs alit, even when the Project is
effcctive. The result is to heighten the distrust; suspicion -

and hostility, felt by the groups served toward eir transient
oenefectPrs.

Confidence, trust and respect -- essential to meaningful
working'relationships with any group, but especially minority
groups_

-are enhanced when members'of the racial or ethnic group
;re represented on the staff. In the past, and to some extent .

tddsy;- discrimat.OrY-Eiring 'practices have excluded members of
minority The relatively few professionally trained persons

minor i+... -
4-Y groups have elected to work in community-oriented

program. s- tf public and voluntary. direct service agencies are to
attract minority staff, they will have to demonitrate the

minority der
inancial aid

their interest
ibr°ugh 9'gressire recruitment efforts and f

sons for professional education.

CURRENT APPROACHES TO MEETING NEEDS

Currelit approaches to meeting needs can be categorized as
t.radi Orlati . .agency-initiated Programs, programs developed by
specific allflority, groups, and programs jointly organized by
traditional agencies and representatives of specific minority
populations. These efforts havemetwith varying success.
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During the 196bs'there was a proliferation of programs by
traditional agencies with the stated purpose of serving minority
children and faulliike. These were of to types: foster home
recruitmentprojette, and adoption 'programs that emphasized finding
Homes for older Some of these programs showed what
could be achieved when resources and commitment were combined.

Useof the radio., televisions newspapers, and billboards to
stimulate interest in foster care and adoption was highly success-ful in some instances. Flexibility in eligibility requirements,
especially in reducing or waiving of fees for adoption; acceptanceof the single parent or older couples as adoptive applicants;,
encouragement of leadership and input of minority staff--all
produced same gains. Too few agencies, however, adopted thesepractices. Some black social workers have reported that agencies
resist making such changes. (NABSW, 1972; Jones, 1973; Silcott,1975.).

) The sate late agency has been another strategy used by
traditional agenCies, as illustrated by the Los Angeles County
Department of Adoption and the Spence-Chapin Adoption ServiCe.
Although there'has been significant progress as a result of-these
efforts to locate in the black community with a predominantly black
staff, gains have been lessened by conflict with the parent agency
over-policies and program emphasis. (Billingsley and Giovannoni,
1972, pp. 113-148.)

-
A project initiated by Child and Family Services of Chicago

represents a different approach to the satellite agency. This
agency provides homemaker service as a means of prirenting chil-
dren's entry into the child welfare system. The parent agency's
conception of the needs of the black community it served was
vastly altered in the course of explorationS with the community
prior to beginning the service. The agency had .thought that

`4 service to intact flies and to the elderly was a logical focus,
but quickly learned-Oat-this community also desired services to
the young ynmarried mother who wanted to return to high school.
This project continues to function under the writer's leadership,
supervised by a board made up of community residents and staffed
with personnel-largely from the community served. It is noteworthy
that this type of involvement of the local community has resulted
in the community board's active participation in fund raising fo
its-program and for the agency at large. The members of such 6projects should be increased, since they not only prevent remova
of children from their homes, but involve the community in a mean-
ingful way.
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411 Programs organised and developed by black professional and
Jay persons are still another form that current efforts to meet the
needs of minorities have taken. Tilese programs stress advocacy on
behal of it clients by intervening for them to assure that
traditional agencies provide mandated services. Intervention by
these p arms on behalf of families and children with public
assistan e agencies, j le courts, housing authorities; etc.,
provide, a much neededusoiction.

In many instances agencie's developed and controlled by
blacks have served an interpretative and/or pilot function in rela-
'tion to traditional agencies. In these roles, the minority-sponsored
agency seeks to have its own procedures adopted by traditional
agencies.

Some priograms have been jointly organized by traditional
agencies and representatives of minority populations. These
programs usual1y4Ore initiated by minority staff working in tradi-
tional agencies. zThe Homes for Black Children in Detroit .(which

. .has become black controlled) and the Black Adoption Project in- .

Kansas City, Kansas, exemplify this approach.

CURRENT AND FUTURE UNMET NEEDS

Sinte traditional agencies serve a variety of constituencies,
it is understandable they have been reluctant to allocate a signifi-
cant-portion of their resources to black and other ,minority groups.
If.they are to address the problems outlined in this paper, it will
be necessary for both federil and state agencies to make funds
available for this purpose.

The persistence of insensitivity and, in some cases,
negative attitudes on the part of staff in traditional agencies
also accounts for the lack of focus on the service needs of
minorities. In addition, some traditional agencies have used the
emergence of programs organized by black and other minority groups
as a reason to decrease services to minorities. It shouar be recog-
nized that-programs organized by minority groups were not intended
to replace services provided by traditional agencies. This is true
if only-because minority organized programs are insufficiently
funded for such a grand-undertaking.

There is a continuing need for traditional agencies to
44luate their" organizational style in the light of the experience
of blacks and other minorities in American society. and the cultural

lilt
forms that developed out of that exper . Some traditional
Agencies Wave attempted to serve minors, oups h4- transferring
their old procedures to a new community. ;This approach -is not
generally effective.
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notRecruitment and training of mi ity staff is a Pressing/-
no , and is likely to continue tO be so, given the currant economic
si uation. Cutbacks in fUnding for training of social workers have
aff cted all social work personnel, but especially minority person.-
nit ..' ,

Reduction of caseloads, especially in public`agencies, must
be effected if staff are td have time to focus on the needs of
minority children and families. It is not unreasonable to expect

eat service caseloads to be limited to 30 cases per worker.
larger caseloads, many children go without contact with their

ricer for long periods, and families are deprived of the
ehabilitative activities of the worker. Again', financing-is

a central issue.

Inservice training on a regular, systematic and'subetantive
basis is a primary need. Such training should-deal with practice
principles as these relate to work with minorities. ,Competent
training personnel should be retained on a consultative basis and,
where possible, cooperative training ventures with universities
should be. developed. The training should be required to include
content specific to cultures of the minority groups served.

ISSUES RELATING TO PROGRAMS AND NEEDS

A,entral policy issue relates to maintaining children in
their own home versus intervention through placement. In serving
minorities, there is a necessity for a commitment to maintaining
children in their own homes as a meaningful-social policy. The
finqnding of services to families and children'in .their own homes
shofild receive equal attention to the financing of placement
services. This will require that placement be viewed as a last
resort..

To ensure effective efforts to maintain ch' dren in their
own homes, case review must be mandated as ublic licy. In
addition, accountability of public and vol Wiry encies through
a national administrative body should be r uired. State plans
should be r 'red to guarantee adherence to the'po4Cy of main-
taining chip en in their own homes whekiever it .s possible.. Case
review and taff training in mindriiy cultural patterns should be a
condition for receipt of federal frOds: Federally funded *service
training programs and kessionalischocas should be required to
include inther tional Programs content relative to minorities.

Since minority and ethnic populations make up a significant
proportion of consumers-of-child welfare services, programs targeting
these groups should become a major focus of public and voluntary
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agencies. If such programs are to be effective, however, account-
ability

-ip
through.goal riented programs (as opposed to the more

traditional rehabilit ion approach) has important implications
for minorities. Requirements such as those in Title XX relative
to establishment of objectives.are promising, but these pr duxes
should be refined. One aim prevision in current goal-se ing
tactics should be to reduce theipaperwork required of chi d welfare
staff, so .that it will not detract from service to c/ien s

Special projects developed by minorities that show promise
of achieving objectives should be encouraged. Priority attention
should be given to developing imaginative !outer home and adoptive
home recruitment programs and techniques for working with natural

parents.

Organizational issues center on the redirection and augmen-
tation of services to help families before and after placement.
TOensure that such help is readily available to families who
need it, three criteria are essential in programs targeting
minority communities: proximity, relevance and community participa-
'tion. Proximity_is important for the obvious reason that services i

located in one's own community are more readily available. In
addition, minority and ethnic communities are likely to perceive
Services located within their own communities as more specific to
their needs. Relevance speaks to policies and structures that fit
the minority experience; prograOhehould be organized in a fledeible,

informal and dignified fashion,'and the services offered should
relate to needs as defined by the consumer. Community participatioii
hasto do with local authority and control. Itcls especially
important that insights contributed by members df minority groups
be utilized to the fullest.

Program evaluation and rftsearch in areas in which our
knowledge is limited arp important in any child welfare program.
In relation to minorities,.there is a need tocoppile and analyze' e:

literature on specific service strategies. is is particularly
pertinent because there has been an increailkg number-of proposals
for intervention strategies, some of which have dubious foundations.,
For example, -in the field f early childhood educatiOrand develop-
ment Considerable energy 'i being-directed toward raising the IQ of
'minority children. Althoug this is important, the socill and
emotional Iroirth of tbeAe childre is of equal importance. In this'_

Connection, there is a need for litative studies of the function
and meaning of cultural practices ng the various minority groups,
since many'hypothesesAnd intervention strategies have been deve.foped -
without solid grounding in the meaning of these cultural forms. -

Finally, research into the effectiveness of service strategies that-

have emerged over thelast decade is necessary. -
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RECOMMENDED STRATEGY AND 74P P ROAC H

A central cone n of members of minority groups is theirlack of opportunity to influence policy at its most basic level,
the level of policy formulation, as contrasted with programdevelopment and implementation. The recommendations offered herefall into two categories: 1) those pertaining to actions thatshould be taken at the policy formulation stage, and 2) those
pertaining to actions that 164dress program reform and programimplementation.

On the policy formulation level:

\k- High priority should be given to legislation pro iding anadequate income vel for all children and families. stingproposals ?or f ily allowances and children's allowances areillustrative of he kind of mechanism through which this might beachieved.

Greater coordination and integration among the, various_systems serving children and families must be achieved. Incomemaintenance, health and mental health, education and other suchprog4ams should be organized in a fashion to insure that the peedof families and children are not subordinated tobureaucratib
interests.,-abkeed should be the prime criterion.for availability.of service. The present fragmentation of these services inevitablyleads to stopgap measures, rather than comprehensive strategiesfor intervention.

.410

- Child welfare services should give focused and relevantattention to the needs of minority children.

In keeping with the analysis offered in, this paper that
.blacks (and probably Other minorities as well) live in two worlds,i.e.,: a nurturing and a sustaining environment, the' value and thefunction of the nurturing environment should be reflected in childwelfare policies. Thus; child welfare programs should strive firs,t strengthen and enhance life within this Immediate cpntextthrouc ractions'such as those recommended in this paper.

Although the-formulation of basic policies such as thoserecommended here is integral to the delivery'of child welfareservices to minority groups, the goal of program organitation andstructure should be to increase the utilization and the effective-
ness of services to minority grbup children. and families . Measuresmust be taken at the program level to ensure that their race orethnicity is not the major cause of stress. The recommendationsthat follow are intended,to enhance the quality of their lives

"
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within their nurturing envirlmment and to protect them when they
must leave it.

Child *are staff should be required to mike every
e ffort to maintain children in their own homes. Voluntary agencies
holding contracts with state and other local units should be held

to the same requirement.

Conditions under which children are to be removed from

their homes should be specified. Agencies should be required to
show that the need for removal has been established.

In funding child welfa*re procirams, equal attention should
be given to maintaining children in their own homes as is given to

iv
substitute care. Thi proposal should not detract from the develop-

ment of specialized a ices for children in care. It aims to
ensure that where pos ble the nurturing environment will be
maintained.

4 , '

.

-Program policies should protect minority children and
families from the deleterious effects of racism as it is reflected

in social agency structure, administrative procedures; eta ing

patterns and the attitudes and behavior pf some staff members.

The recommendations theft follow could result in improved services
to alr.families and children who are currently served, but their
implicptions are especially pertinentto minorities.

.
--The-granting'of federal mon s should be contingent upqp

Ilimestate apd local units meeting requi nts that programs be

. _proximal to theiinority community, be ielevant to needs defined
by the minority group, and have a viable mechanismsfo minority
'input into thedevelopment of objectives and_proceburks!0 Minority

. input into the policy-making arm ofbthe state or-local adminis-
trative body should also be required.

- To ensure that minority gimp interests are,proiecteS
within agencies, adequate representation by members ok such groups

on policy-making boards should be required as a condition for
receipt of federal /funds and state contracts for service.

Ongoing review of the foregoing standards and goals should
be conducted internally by the state of other local unit.

Case review at all" levels, aimed at protecting the rights of
minority chi dren to competent care in stibstAdtute. nurturing environ

meets, sho be-required. Case review teams composed-of irster

disciplinary units, including nonagency minority allunteers,.

Should be established.
.
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Priority attention,should'be gin to obtaining substitute
care within their nurturing environmen for black and other
minority group children.

The use of interstate adoption and subsidised adoption asmeans of obtaining homes for minority children within their
nurturing environments should be established as a priority.

Legal representation for children and families in judicialand qua -judicial proceedings should be guaranteed, in part toprotect rity group children from subjective actions by courtsand pr fee ional workers.

The level of payments to foster parents for long-term and
specialeized fOster care should be increased. Because long-term
foster care is necessary for some children, specific criteria
should be established for determining which children require suchcare.

PrTo increase the number of minority staff, stipends for
special. training -in schools of social Work should be expanded.

Develop a syllabus for iAervice training relative to
minority groups. The syllabus should specify general principlesfor all ethnic groups and outline content specific to particular
groups. It should be distributed to public and voluntary child
welfare agencies at national, state and_loUal levels.

Research projects to enhance undersZandin4 of_the culturalstyles of minority groups should be,funded.

- 'Machinery should be developed to assure a sound financial
base to minority.-group-inittated-programs that show promise of
achieving specific goals.

Schools -of social work at both the graduate and iindergraduate
levels and social agencies should be .encouraged touse Title 'XX
funds to develop models of-comprehensive child welfare services.

CONCLUSION'

The recommendations offeral in this pcseer flow from an
analysis that suggests that the child welfare problems of black and
other minority-group children and families stem fro& their condition
irsociety, a condition characterrised by social injustice, dis-

-akiminatory practices and the inabilityof.members of these groups
to influence the social systems, including child welfare, that
impinge on their lrves. _Fundamentally, the needs and problems of
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minority-group children, as these concern child welfare, parallel
those of all children and families in society. Minority status,
however, heightens'the needs and, in .large measure, gives ride to
manyof the unique social problems` faced by these groups. There-
fore the propo is for improvement focus on theie groups. How-

ever, not until t) e twin barriers of poverty and racism are removed
will any of the efforts outlined \here deal effectively with the
pkoblems they address. For basic effectiveness, the active support
of the federal government and public and private advocacy groups
is crucial. Through solution of minority-group child welfare
problems, not only will the lives of lthese children and families ._

be improved, but the quality of life for all members of society
will be enhanced.
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OVERVIEW

During the last 15 years,, increasing attention has been paid
to adolescent pregnancy and parenthood. After decades of neglect,
one might wonder why. There have always been youthful pregnancies.
What is different today? Our perspective on the problem? The
societal context in,which such-pregnancies occur? The sheer
numbers?

From 1966-to 19 5, the birth rate for all women in the
United States declined. All childbearing age groups contributed
to the trend with noticeable exception of younger teenagers.
During that time, birth rates'to girls under age 18 actually in-
creased.

From 1970-1975 a trend toward reduction of birth rates to
16- and 17-year-olds emerged. Rates for the youngest girls (those
under age 16 and at greatest risk for a host of poor outcomes), how-
ever, continued to climb.2 Based on current trends, projections of
age-specific fertility rates to 1980 (including a drop in the
numbers of teenage girls and reflecting a rise in the proportion of
pregnancies in the younger group) show that births to 16- and 17-
year -olds are expected to be 187,000 annually (less than in 1975,
when there were 194,000). Births to those under 16 are expected to
total 45,000 annually (about the same as in 1973, when there were
46,000).

In 1975, although almost all births to those under 16 were
first births, 11% of the births to 16- and 17-year-olds were second
or later births. Twenty-nine percent of the birthS to 18- and 19-
year -olds were second or later births. Studies show that if girls

Are under 16 when they have their first babies, 60% will have
another baby while still of school age, that is, under 18.3

Gairrently,
18 will give birth
Over 85% will keep

more than one of every 10 girls under the age'of
to a baby--roughly 240,000'girls each year.
the babies and become young parents.

At one time in'our history, young people went to work at
\arly ages. They learned a trade and often married young. Basic
laws designed to protect young people in our society have now made it
virtually impossible to learn.a trade at an early age. Further,
there is little satisfying employment,for unskilled, untrained
labor. If a young person does become self-supporting, it is likely
to be in a low-paying, dead-end job.

Traditionally, those who married young were absorbed into
larger family units. Help was needed in the home, on the farm, in
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the family business. New additions to the family--both women and
children--were useful. However, women were not expected.or en-
couraged to have careers other than marriage and childbearing and
childbearing.

In a radically changing society, attitudes and practices
about when people can become self-supporting, marry and rear chil-
dren have been altered. But more than the societal context has
changed. Our perspectives are different, too. Women's.liberation,
for example, has made us aware of the inequity when a pregnant
school-age girl is forced to leave school., though the young father
is not. Liberationists point out tilat, as probable or actual heads
of households, such young women need their education more than ever.

Concern about population growth has also influenced our
thinking. Technological advances in birth control have made us
believe that we can prevent young unwanted pregnancies, rather than
merely haranguing against them or punishing the offenders. The
sexual revolution has allowed more open talk about sexuality, facing
up to the fact that many young persons (like many older persons) _

experience intercourse outside marriage. Preparation for responsible
sexual activity, preparation for parenthood, now seem much more
acceptable and important concepts.

Beginning in the 1950s and continuing into the 1960s, the
civil rights movement impressed on public consciousness the inequities
of society with respect to various racial groups. One concern was
that of the poor pregnancy outcomes associated with lack of basic
health education, nutrition and sound health care services among the
poor. Since the younger the pregnant girl, the great /the health .

risk, and .since the greatest proiportion of those giving birth under
16'were members of minority groupi,.it became apparent that priority
for service had to be-assined to adolescent pregnant girls, particu-
larly those from low-income homes. This development exposed .the
discrimination that allowed the girls from middle-,and upper-class
homes to afford abortions or go .to maternity homes where they'
received excellent health care, continuing education anct-counseling
services, while girls from poOr homes and/or minority groups lived
at home with no services. Agencies that gave service only to middle-
class girls or those poor whites most likely to place their babies,
while making no_effort to develop adoptive tibmei for babies of
minority group girls, also came under scrutiny.

As significant as these attitudinal changeS have been, how-
ever, new analysis of data on negative outcomes associated with
adolescent pregnancy may have had even greater impact. For example,
among the general population there was awareness of and concern over
growing divorce rates and their effect on families. Young people,
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it was found, were three or four times more likely to divorce than
those in older age groups. More than half of those who marry under
age 18 divorce within 5 years.5

Public outrage was being expressed at the increasing welfare
burden. A disproportionate number of those on welfare were found to
have had their first child while of school age.6 Further, in the
public's mind welfare was primarily connected (although'erroneously)
with out-of-wediock status; it was known that many of those giving
bkrth at'a young age were unmarried.

The high proportion of school dropouts was of particular
concern to educators.11 Among girls, pregnancy was the major known
cause of dropout. Lack of appropriate education and training was
associated with unemployment, underemployment and welfare dependency.

Rea 4h professionals were alarmed because, although the
United State§ is the richest nation on earth, its infant mortality
rate was higher than that of a score of other nations. The young
age of many of those giving birth in this country contributed sub-
stantially to that rate.? Health professionals were also concerned
beCause rates of attempted suicide were higher among young mothers
than among other young women.8

/ 4,
This kind of information led the public and the pr9festtonal

community to take a new.look at the school-age population of young
mothers. Several implortant conceptual changes occurred about the
same time, further intluencing efforts to ameliorate'the problem.

:hanging Concepts and Their Impact

The first and perhaps most far-reaching conceptual change
concerned the thinking centered on the unwed mother. The new
morality and women's liberation did much to set a climate for this
change. Birth control and liberalization of abortion laws provided
more alternatives regarding childbirth than previously existed.
Women who bore a baby out of wedlock were more likely to be those
who wanted to keep the infant. As a result, groups ghat provided
services for unwed mothers (such as maternity homes and adoption
agencies), and that had served to keep public-attention focused on
.illegitimacy as a primary issue, lost power and influence. Many
maternity homes closed their doors during the 1960s. Others changed
the focus of their service. The National Counoil on Illegitimacy
went out of existence.

There were other indications of change, such as-certification
of single-parent homes as suitable for placement of children. This
gave official recognition to the capacity of individuals to parent
outkide traditional marital structures.
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Concern over addioscont matters tatib-fielped-brifek-down
thinking that the out-of-ibedlock status was the primary risk and
concern. Indeed, within the adolescent group there were almost
enough negative associations with marriage to Indicate the reverse.
For example, it was found that pregnant girls-who married were more
likely to drop out of school than those who did not marry.9 Thus,
marriage was negatively associated with school completion. Since
many marriages were short term, failure to complete school could
seriously affect the adequacy of young mothets as parents, heads of
households, and breadwinners.

In terms of health, it did not matter whether the .14-year-
old, for example, was married. A marriage license did not assure a
healthy baby. Since those married were especially likely to have
additional children rapidly, and as the repeated pregnancies meant
even greater health risks to mother and child," marriagi could
again be viewed negatively.

with respect to welfare, initially marriage may have provided
'a departure from the pattern of welfare dependency. However, the
separation and divorce rates soon nullified this. Finally, because
of their high birth rate, young women were more likely to be handi-
capped when marriages dissolved.

This change from the focus on illegitimacy had a fat- reaching
impact, on the services offered to school-age pregnant girls. It

meant that the entire adolescent childbearing population (not just'
girls who were unwed) had to be viewed in terms of risks and service
needs. The numbers to be served more than doubled--only 40% gave
birth out of wedlock; fully 60% were married by the time the child
wa,s born. Once the concept of illegitimacy no longer obscured the
data, it was apparent that early childbearing was not unusual. As
has been mentioned, more than one of every 10 girls in the United
States gives birth to a baby while still of school age (that is,
under 18) .11

Another conceptual change concerned inclusion of-the father
as a significant person in adolescent childbearing and childrearing.
Concern over the father had been minimal, mostly tied to the ille-
gitimacy aspect. He was viewed in terms of potential for legiti-
mating the birth or supporting the child in or out of wedlock. How-
ever, as mentioned earlier, many young women had rapid, repeated
pregnancies at risk. Often the second pregnancy was by the same
father, in or out of wedlock.12 It appeared that if poor pregnancy
outcomes were to be prevented, more consideration would have to be
given to the father's role. Also, the proportion of young people
who divorced meant more attentionimust be paid to the father's
needs if family stability was to be achieved.
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tn-Crrivat in-fathers--wast- furtheriad---i-n-other--warys--. Court-
decisions such as Stanley v. Illinois began extending fathers'
rights in relation to children born out of wedlock. The number of
single-parent families headed by men rose, in part because of in-
creasing awards of custody of children to divorcing fathers.

Finally, recognition of the impact of the early years on a-
child's total growth and development led many adults to expreis more
concern about the child of the adolescent. Possible stresses in
young family lifeconflicts'betwesn parents and grandparents, dis-
harmony between mother and father -- increased the likelihood of child
abuse or neglect. A major factor was the inability of young mothers
to complete their educations without adequate day care supports.
The child's needi, heretofore mostly ignored, had to receive more
attention. A 1971 survey of group infant care programs indicated
that more such programs had been developed to meet the needs of
young parents than any other single categorir.13

The sum of these conceptual changes signified a movement
away from the out-of-wedlock stereotyping of needs to a more general
regard for young patents--both male and female- -and concern for
their infants. Thiresult has been development of different services
to meet differently perceived needs; We are moving toward viewing
young parents and the child as'a family, and this will radically
alter our perception of what must be done.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND ASSUMPTIONS

The Tri-Generational Conflict

One difficulty in viewing the young parent family as a family
has been that most young people do not limp independently. Few are
financially able to.do so: Moreover, legally they are still minors.

. Most young people conceive while still living with their
parents. During pregnancy, some move elsewhere, but even then few
live on their own resoUsces. FolloWIng pregnancy, an additional
number may move out of their parents' homes. As marriage,- high
school graduation or other evepts occur, even more young parents
will strike out on their own:14 But generally the pattern is for
the majority of young parent families V> live in Zhei parents' homes
for several years. This can be true of married couples as well as
of single parents. Without assistance of their families, many young
parents would be a]most helpless.

Just as their_baby needs care while struggling to master.
Skills leading to greater independence, so young pareAts-need sup-
port while trying to distance themselves from their families. Young
parents desire. and need to be independent, but usually lack the
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parents will be able to go sway to an educational institution of
Choir choice. OILTSCIP -thatswan& either saparatinw-frow-th-wir 0141d
or living family-style as an undergraduate. At best, further educa-
tion is likely to be limited to institutions within commuting
distance either of their own or their parents' homes. In cases,
long-term child care arrangements must be made, and the cots borne.
Against the competition of 7St of all youth 'graduating from high
school and over half going on to furth1te4ucation or training,
however, dropping out at any point can negatively affect the life
sot of young parents.15

Young parents may be limited as to participation in extra-
curricular activities. Schools have often opposed young parents'
engaging in such activities. And unfortunately, court decisions
have tended to support the right of school systems to exclude
married couples from extracurricular activities. Some young people
find their parenting duties restrictive as well. However, extra-
curricular . activities further relatioriships with peers and provide
opportunities to develop new'skills. Decision making can be
enhanced through them. Many young min count on excellence in
athletics to win college scholarships, and some young women also
seek excellence in sports, or use achievements in outside activities
to gain acceptance into' schools or programs of their choice.

Often young parents begin working befor6 being adeqUately
trained and prepared. The results can be discouraging, and negative
attitudes toward work may result. One consequence is that vaing
parents may never develop meaningful career goals. The 3obTilr
young parents are most often short term and low paying., Choices
of jobs may be limited by parenting tasks. Particulagly for young
women who aa4 heads of families, jobs with long houri or required
overtime, jobs with travel, even jobs with long commuting times, are
impossible to manage. Relocation fos a job is often difficult be-
cause of day care or other restrictions. Young parents' life
careers all too ofteh show the effects of premature entry intothe
labor force.

Those who begin childbearing early tend to have more children
than those who begin later. In par'ticular, young people tend to
have children in.rap.id succession. This further drains the young
family's stability, resources, and physical and emotional health.
Those young parents who limit their family size are likely to find
their children grown and gone before they themselves are 40. Both
pareilts (particularly the woman, if she stayed home with her chil-
dren) will have much of their life to fill in ways other than caring
for a family. For young parents who postpone further childbearing,
it may mean beginning a second family much later, and qpntinuity of
childbearing, as it occurs in(most homes, is disrupted.
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Incomplete education, premature entry into the Job market,
early, rapid cn44 telitAtiVe of nArmile4 WpcattAelti00 Lu
dovolop'socially--all can load to frustration in carer; in life
situations. in satisfaction concerning self. All too often parents
in their 20*. particularly the mothers, end up trustratod, wishing
for a life that Might have boon.

In view of the foregoing. we must begin to think of early
parenting as a life sot that tarth young people on a course earlier
than others, and whose influolie will be lifelong. Although that
influence is not necessarily nlgativo. the patterns sot for young
parents is likely to involve more risks and difficulties than face
those who begin childbearing in their mid-20s or laterJ In particu-
lar, we must stop focusing on pregnancy and ChildbeWring as the only
crises for young parents, and instead also examine and deal
programmatically with the crises in relation to family formation.
family continuation. family dissolution and f reformation.

For the young parent family, many of crises--severe
marital stress, divorce, additional childbearing, educational dropping
out, inadequate training and employment- -occur within'the first 4
or 5 years, coinciding withthe preschool years of Oho child. Until
now, ogramming has focused on pregnancy and childbirth., Only
mini 1 att4Mpts have been made to provide service, even for the
firs year of the child's life.

The contentiin'advanced here is that planning fpr and with
the young parent family is best mad for a much longer period. This
is mandatory if the parent is younger than 16 at childbirth. Girls
under age 16_ (those of compulsory school. age) halm been found _to be
at greatest risk of poor utcomes. They tend to have more pre-
maturely born, low-birth ight babies. They are less likely to
fit:pith. school. They ar more likely to have rapid, repeated
pregnancies.

lb

THE FOUR FAMILY CRISES: _FOMATION, -CONTINUATION,
DISSOLUTION, vanNo muvr ION . r.

Ri?Wks in Family Formation

For a high proportion of-young people, family formation
domes about because of pregnancy. These pregnancies are most often
unplanned, many at least initially unwanted, and the majority,
probably inappropriate at the time in the young person's life. Most
young parents are biologically, socially, psychologically, educa-
tionally and financially unprepared for parenthood. Thus, forming
families at a young age means that both parents and children are
likely to be at risk.
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Young mothers are likely to have 'more complications in both
pregnancy and delivery, and the infants are lesS likely to be
healthy at birth. 'Thus, the risk of poor health is. one o4 the
major concerns of early childbearing.4 The complications mentioned
most frequently in recent literature'M teenage pregnancy are:;
premature labor; aow.birth weight, increased neonatal mortality,
-iron-deficiency'anemia; toxemia, prolbnged,labbr, fetopelvic
proportion, vaginal infection,, and vaginallacerations-16 Repeated

.. pregnancies constitute an even greater risk. Klerman and Jekel
found in a..ollowup study of young mothers' that subsequent infants
had disturbingly' high rates of.pi -turiry and perinatal mortality:
Fewer healthy infants were produce subsequent deliveries than
in first 'deliveries, even though the mo hers were older.17

. For almos t" 60% of.the Youngpeople, birth (although most
likely not conception) takes 'place in wedlock- Particularly for
-those whose marriage was theresult of a pregnancy rathet than the
reve = -a family is formed uriaerstiess. Young marriages tend to

g unstable, and whdn they are ccmplicated by childbeezlIfig,
prognosis is for a diffiCult time.the

Many of the pregnancies are initially unwanted. The drastic
alteration of life style required in taking on p enting responsi-
bility makes it difficult to set aside such feeli g completely,
particularly for the mother if relations with. the .-.57's father
deteriorate or become.eMbkttered. However, in the case of young
parents, wantedness does not'assUre positive family'formation.
Asked why they became pregnghwany young mothers indicate that
the pregnancies were a means of achieving something else - -to get
married;- to get out of their parents' home, to achieve adult:status,
to "haversomething of my own.". Few say love of children was the
1.:asic reason for becoming pregnant:

Young Parent Families--AtRisk for Continuation

,Young parent families have a difficult time surviving. The
lack of economic viability influences almost,..every aspect' of their
lives. Often unable to afford'independent housing, they must find
_space with relatives.. Both for m ied and unmarried Eiarents, this
may be stressful. On their own, li ing accommodations are likely-
to be poore -Many .young parents have to struggle to meet basic needs
foi food- and clothing. Lack of. consigner awareness may mean that
what money they'do have does not fill all the needd it could.-

to procure health care, to continue education, to pay f-oar----
'day care, to participate in recreation, is often nonexistent or'
marginal.
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Parepts of young parents may use. the young people's economic,
helplessness as a means to control laeharlor. Young single mothers
may be dependent for support on the whims of unmarried partners.
The older the child becomes, the more the young mother may find
that resources or support from family and father decrease. Welfare
dependency,l'artial or full, is: the fate of may young families-18

Even when economics are not'a prob lem, young families often
find themselves in trouble. The social isolation of young parents,
particularly young married couples, is difficult for them. Young
couples find themselves growing in different directions. Con-
flictual situations continually arise. Frustration over' alteration
or postponement of'lifegoals adds to the stress.

Unhappiness in the job situ ation may compound problems of
young parents. As already mentioned, jobs available to unskilled,
untrained young geople are not likely to be meanlOgful. The young
male,: particularly if he is black mid uneducated,.-- may.have little or
no success in finding satisfactory employment.

.Young women, like young. men, may leave.jobs that are boring
and contribute little to their economic situatiOri.lerman and
Jekel,i9 in their followup study ofyoungvothersand Price,20. in
his work with'fatherS, found that if the financial"Xewards were
not sufficient, young parents soon left jobs. Laclo adequate day
care or money to pay. for it:may also force young .nts to remain'
at home rather than-complete educations, train fpr jobs or undertake.
employment. .

Depression. most often.occiirs in those who feel hopeless,
trapped and powerless. Recent studies'show that those most likely
to be depressed 'Are young women with children. Working in a poorly
paid job that-promises.litile or no advancement adds; to that trapped
feeling. Rates of, attempted suicide arejligh.21 The growth in the
numbers of young women who are depress%d may be related to the
phenomenal increase in households headed by women alone. in.some
eastern-cities, the rate of increase is as high as 25% a_year.
Further, if the median income for diVorced'or separated women was
$10,000-before the husband left, it will be $4000 after he is gone.
Half of all divorced mothers do not receive child support, and 3
million in the -United States falf.below the poverty guidelines.?2-

'The day -to -day demands of childrearing-' -the consistency and
patience required of parents- -are difficult for young.parents. Lack
of adequate relief from child care can cause further strains.
Young-mothers and ,fathers may find that thd children interfere with
their own needs.

. .
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Very young,paz:ents'find it difficult cto relate to older,
mgre secure parents,even thoUgh the ge of'their children is the
same.. this increases lings of in equacy and isolation. Since
factOrs related to c abuse and neglect include frustration in
employment, poverty, r.self-image, interfamilial'stress, and
lack of meaningful social outlet young people are also at risk
of becoming abusive or neglectf parents.

Young mothers living with their own parents_or the parents -

of the baby's father often ha47e conflicts with their elders over the
child's.care. Some yOung parents may choose, at least temporarily,
to'abdicate childrearpg responsibility to the grandparents.'

Young parents are likely to have low self-esteem, and, the
.experiences of family format5.6h.and early family life often do little
to change that. There is dangerrthat as their family life continues,
disappointment and frustrations will 'be passed along to their
children. Indeed, recent data indicate that youthful age at first
birth is closely c ?rrelated with child abuse-and neglect.23

Nevertheless -, young mothers and fathers do have strengths.
They have a spontaneity, naturalness. and flexibility that can stand
them in good stead in their parenting. They have the abundance'of
energy required of all parents. Most importantly, they have the
ability to grow and learn. The pressuresof young parent family
life may necessitate their using all these abilities, and others as
well.. However, expecting them to do this in hostile environments or
Aith-littie or no societal support is unrealistic.

-A,

Risks in Family Dissolution

More than one'of two marriages among those of school age
end in divorce within 5 years. Studies show that those children
most affected in functioning by divorces are-preschoolers (as

.)6pposed to older children and adolescents). Obviously, early break-
/down of young parent families can be damaging for'both parent and
child.

mince young marriages are often based on tenuous relatildp-
ships, there may be little communication between parents to car y
over to the postdivorde period. The young'father may feel no strong
obligation to provide long-term assistance for the mother or the
child. Also, the child's need tohave free access to both parents
may be defeated by a lack of relationship between parents. Child
functioning pos-Edivorce is thought to be related directly to the
degree and-length of anger and hostility built up before the divorce.
"Having to get married" may make young marriages stressful from the
start.



Even in young marriages that survive, temporary' separation

is common. The marriages are often stormy, -and the critical early
years of the child's life may be spent in an unhappy environment.
Parents may, be unable to focus on the needs Of children when they
find it diffi,cult to meet their own needs.

The dissojrution of a family can also come about when a single
.parent stops living with the baby's grandparents. Although this may
occur in a healthy way, the tensions and conflicts of mu/tigenera-
tional life often force-the families apart. For. the child this can

be almost. as traumatic as a marital split, since the grandparents
may be deeply meaningful figures in the child's life. Further,
the single parent and child may move into a less desirable situation
that will worsen because of lack of support,

Family dissolution also occurs when unmarried parents who
'lave had a fairly close relationship find other partners. Interest
in'the child and his needs may change, as can the good will between
the couple. Support for the child may fall off, and the child's
sense of identity with two parents may be threatened.

Finally, a parent .may temporarily or permanently decide to

give up a child after finding she cannot manage parenthood. This

may be formally, through placement in a foster home or an adoption
agency, or informally, by leaving the child with relatives as sub-
stitute parents.

Risks in Family Reforma.Cion

Whenever the nature of a family changes, its various members
have adjustmerlts to make. Not only must the more intimate relation-
ships with the new family members 'bre adjusted to, but changed a-
tionships with the old famil

:
y.members must be handled. Such chap es

are often accompanied by moves in location,'and a physical adjus ent

is required as well.

Children sometimes resent the new father or mother or news

siblings. Children sometimes are left behind temporarily with rela-
tives while the new family forms, further complicating the child's

feelings. A parent who has had sole responsibility for a child may
resent the interference of a new decision maker, or may make such v

an effort to include the latter that the child feels abandoned.

Not all choices about family reformation are positive Males

may temporarily come and go in the lives of young single mothers.
Out of frustration or desperation, a young mother may marry_ to pro-

vide a father and home for her child even though that is not a
decision appropriate for herself, Such marriages, of course, carry

-4*risks for parents and children. r The separation of young parents may
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essitate a mother's moving back home to-her paren ts of14.ving
wi s in similar situations. As the young family reforms,
,greater stability 'is not. necessarily achireed. The.new family forM

. may soon yield to something else. For the child, this state of flux .

can be extremely, unsettling.

CURRENT NM:IDS- -AND APPROACHES TO MEET THEM

Prevention of Adolescent Pregnancy

Research shows that young parents are negatively represented
in statistics on school dropouts, unemployment, underemployment,
welfare dependency-, divorce statistics, rates of attempted suicide,
health complications during pregnancy and delivery,' bearing children
of low birth weight, and infant mortality rates.

The most important contribution to be -made- in the field of
early parenting is the prevention of pregnancy in adolescence. That
birth rates have been and are declining for every age group except
the yOungest.(and least prepared for the tasks of parenting)
emphasizes this point. That an ever-increasing percentage of.the
total number of live births occur among.teenagers (now 20% but
expected to exceed that in 1980) indicates' the seriousness of the
task. If present trends continue, a grbwing proportion of the chil-
dren and yoilth in the country will be products of young parent
family homes.

What must be done to prevent adolescent pregnancy? It is
clear that old methods of prevention--secrecy about sex, limitation
of opportunity, societal disapproval, exhortations to "be good" or
to "do right," threat of punishments--are no longer effective (if
they ever were). What is needed are new'assessments about what
makes young individuals decide to prevent pregnancy, what makes
society want to help prevent pregnancy, and what is the most useful
way. to deliver services to help. individuals carry out their decisions.

One of the first steps necessary is to change the expecta--
tions of young-women. Society's view of the roles of women is still
far too constricted. As long as most of what young women hear, read
and see suggests that the'most meaningful role for a woman is that of
- mother and housewife, many girls will wish to reach that status as
soon as possible. The decline of the mean age of menarche (onset
of menstruatioh)} to approximately 121/2 years has made early pregnancy
possible,24

Groups and individuals who advocate equalization of oppor-
tunity, changing of laws, and efimihatitis of discrimination against
women should be supported: Efforts must be made.to'educate the lay
public and professionals as to the importance of raising expectations
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of young women. The media must be influenced to use their enormous
power in this direction. The view that not everyone should marry
or become a parent must be made more acceptable to men and women
generally.

However, it is not enough to change the expectations of
women. The role of youth must be made more meaningful for both
young men and young women. They must have adequate options to make
their adolescence richer, fuller and more meaningful. Rising
juvenile crime rates, venereal disease rates of epidemic proportions
among the young, an increase in the number'of young alcoholics, the
continuing -drug problem among teenagers, the ongoing runaway
problemall indicate that the needs of youth are-not being met.
Currently the rung are viewed as a problem - -a negative element in
society--not useful, riot welcome, tolerated, handled, dealt with.
We must-integrate their learning with real life situations, so that
understanding comes through positive participat*On, not detached
observation. In particular, we must provide opportunities for, paid

. employment that cari increase-knowledge, skills and abilities at
earlier ages as part of education. -

C

Next, society must give young people a feeling of comfort-
ableness with their bodies, an understanding of their physical
functioning and a sense of control over their physical selves. Most
people's concept of sexuality is limited to genital sex. Sex
education should place sexuality in the `context of hUman relation-
ships. Social personal relationships are vital to young people. We
must talk more openly with themAabout,relationships and the
responsibilities involved:

To accomplish this, many-adults may have to come to terms
with their own sexual concerns and miisconCeptions. They must learn
to avoid what has been described as the destructivedichotdmy be-
tween "fascinating, diity,-forbidden, mysterious sex" and "anti-
septic, intellectual, pallid, OK sex."25 Children. are sexual beings.
Adults must be helped to recognize this, and to beCome more aware
that sexual experimentation occurs during childhood and adolescence.

'A recent study showed that, when asked what time of the month
they were most likely to become, pregnant, 98% of.the teenage girls
responded that they knew, Yet only about-half gave the correct
answer. Young-people often assume they know facts when they do not.
If they act on such incorrect .info-i-mation, there can be serious
consequences.

School systems, health organizations, and agencies serving
youth must take a much more responsible role in providing education
and information regarding human sexuality. At present, teen health
clinics and birth control clinics sensitized to the needs of teens
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are doing the most effective job in this area. However,, not enough
youth are involved in these settings. Schools in particular must
begin to take a more active role. Increasingly complex knowledge
and information are required to satisfy young people's questioning
and concern. There ?ore, efforts of parents in this area must be
augmented by those of persons trained in the field. To igno're this
is to act irresponsibly, particularly since venereal disease is of
epidemic proportions among the young and pregnancy rates are
startlingly high. By age*19, 63% o' the young women in the United
States are sexually activre".. Almost half of those who are unmarried
are havi \ g intercourse.26 :

The giving of informatiori to the-young is no panacea.
Parental prohibitions and societal taboos against adolescent sexual
experiences makeit diffidult for a young person to take responsi-
bility for sexual activity. As one adolescent.said; "If I use birth
control, I'm a'bed girl. However, if I don't and get pregnant, I'm
a good girl who got caught." _

a -
Public support for use of birth control should be given -to.._

the young, much is-given to adults. They should have free and.
easy access to the means of birth control. Continued support fpr
its use must be provided' by. those experiendFd in working with young .

people and knowledgeable about birth Control and adolescent sexuality.
Birth control must be takeriout.of the realm of morality and put in
the spectrum of health care. Health clinics open one afternoon a
week in schools, for example, could respond,to a wide variety of

A
oncerns young people have about their phydlcal selves.' Birth
n'trol thfotmation and services could be made available on site.
ch aService has been'operating in Mechanic Arts High School at

St. Paul, Minnesota. The clinic offers V.D. testing, prenatal care,
and family planning counseling. Birth control devices are not dis-
tributed at the school. but can be obtained at a nearby hospital.

As a backup in contraceptive failure, abortion must be made
available to young women. The current rush toward abortion has had
some unfortunate consequences. Many young women lack the understand-
ing that in pregnancy one either carries the baby to term or aborts
it, but that in eithercase it's a lifetime commitment. More. .'

thoughtful.counseling will pkrent some young women from making,
decisions they will regret throughout their lives.

In general, the reaction of women after an abortion is one
of

relief: "It's all'over with." Most women go on from there, and
deal with the experience'and loss. For many young woMen, the abor'
tion hasa positive effect. For the first time in their lives they
haire exhibited control over their, own fate. It strengthens their
approach on the future. However, other women fall apart after
abortion. This highlights the need for better preabortion and
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posta&ortion counseling. Most often these women transfer anger or
guilt to the place where they had the abortion or to a particular

person at that place. Therefore, they need a new setting to explore
their feelings-and obtain help: Projects such as Coping With
Overall Pregnancy Experience, in Boston, provide opportunities for

women with problems in relation to pregnancies to discuss them in
groups and with counselors.

of sufficient settings'where abortions are per-
fo makes it difficult to establish needed follow- through networks

an, services. It is estimated thatas many as a third of American

men who want abortions are unable to get them. Mostly these women

e the poor, Vi young, and those living outside biggest cities.
Women still travel out of their.community or state to obtain abor-

tions. Abortion services should,be expanded so that all Who want
and can benefit. from them can have access to them. With this expan-
sion should -go an expansion of the variety,and_types of preabortion,

and postabortion.counseling service.
A _

Finally,' schools must offer realistic preparation-for-
marriage courses, so that yoUng"people.are better able to assess

their readiness for.marriage. The requirements and possible conse-

quences of marital life.should be explored. Mandatory counseling for

young people who wish to get married (now in effect in California)'
may-help prevent inappropriate marriages, with their-concomitant

-early pregnancies.

As is being done in 'Eduction for Parenthood programs in the

' public schools now, young people must be given a better understanding
of what it means to be a parent. This includes the needs of chil-

dren, and how their demands. affect'adult responsibilities. Current-

parenthood programs are geared toward future parenting. However,

one consequence of such courses may be that youths running the
risks of pregnancy or those who are pregnant will make better choices

about parenting.

Thus a variety of services -= changed goals for women support ed

by real.opportunities in Society; more-meaningful alternative expe-

riences for both boys includ.n4 positive paid employment;
knowledge of and control over bodily elv ; specific education and

'Counseling about sexuality; birth-co rol ervices coupled with

abortiOh ai.a. backup; and education arriage and parenting-r

'are all needed. to bring about a_reduct in the number of adoles---

cent pregnancies.
-

"In sum, specifilicAbals of preventive, efforts should be:

1) development- amdng.youth ok knowledge of and ooptrol over sexual
selves;.2) prevention of inappropriate or premature marriage; and . .

3) prevention of pregnancy in adolescence.
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Comprehensive Services During Pregnancy and Immediately
Postpartum

When an adolescent -

terminate the pregnancy, a
be delivered'to both the yo

becomes pregnant and chooses not to
full range of comprehensive, services must
ung mother and young father:

4
Gro: Counseling
Family Counseling v

Psychcilogical Tesbing
Psychiatric Treatment
Legal Counseling
Legal Services
Leisure Time ACtivities
Consuler. Education
Financial Assistance
Living Facility During.

. Prpgnancy
Child Care and Child Develop-

ment Instruction
Care of the Infant
Adoption Counseling
Adoption Services. -

Educational Counkeling
Accredited Zducatian
Vocational Counseling
Vocational Training :
Vocational Placement
Abortion Counseling
Abortion Servides _-

Health Educatiqp and
-Counseling

Prenatal Care
Postpartum Care
Pediatric Care.
Birth Control Counseling
Birth Control Services
Marriage Counseling

.

Continued Casework

Over the last decade or so, some communities in the United
States have established comprehensive service 'programs to meet the
needs of school -age pregnant girls living at home. These programs
minimally provide health, education and social services for pregnant
girls. Services are delivered through centralized coordination and
control.

many more communities (over 300) have
- setup multiservice

programsto assist such young women. These pXograms May offer the.
same range of services as comprehensive service programs do, but
such services are'not-generally under the control of one group or
agency. -However, they may be coordinated through one source. This
has been a remarkable achievement. Almost-every major city in thedated Stae=whas such a program. These programs have assured.
that large n is of pregnant girls receive continuing education
during pregnan y, prenatal care, and counseling, among other services.
'In general, th short -term results of such programs haVe been
positive:- oved health,

1 continuation-of education during preg-
nancy, and. turn to school following childbirth, Atong others. .

..,
a high proportion of communities still'use an uncoor-

dinaed services approach for pregnant girls. And far too many do
.little r nothing at all to meet the needs of this population:
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Those communities that havp comprehensive-service programs
-usually provide the best all-around care of the young patients. The
comprehensive programs-tend to have age-appropriate services. They
ate the least likely to leave needs unmet. Such programs, however,
generally do not serve all pregnant girls in the community. Further,
because of their, cost, not all communities have been willing to'sup-

port their development.

Many of the multiserviceprograllts that have been developed--
especially in those communities with quality services and a variety
of resources--are also able to meet the needs ofyoung mothers fairly-
well. Often they serve large nuMbers of girls. Some communities
have a variety of programs to oover the population, of pregnant girls.,
Lack of .citywide coordination of services, however, means that many
girls still "fall between the service cracks," anthe uneven quality
of services from program to program can mean that girls, even though. -

served, may not be served well.
\s -

-A major problem exists in cocrimunitie where the approach is
still used on single-service delivlty. Any'doordination of
services is foPindividuals, rather than for groups of young:women.
With the multiplicity of needs such young women haueja variety of
services is needed. Moreover, without grouping; it 1s difficult to
develop new services .or alteLr Old ones. Most communities-do_not
have the personnel to serve individuals comprehensively.

. .

Least adequate are communities that leave itXo,young_mothers-
to qualify for or seek out resources for help. Such.action
generally beyond the ability of the schoolgirl. Where communities
have...few resources, of course, problems are compounded regardless of
effort.

Since many special programs for pregnant girls have had a
school focus, the current tendency to abolish specialized settings .

and permit girls to remain in regular school threatens' the existence
of multiservice networks. Emphasis should be placed on developing_.
successful models fok integrating-cOmprehensive services with
programs in regular schools. 'Options and alternatives for young
people-(including educational ones) should be programmed into serv-
ices.

_

Even in communities with well developed service programs,
not all girls are served during pregnancy. Emphasis on school age,
as'mentiOned earlier, has led to using the school system as the
catchment agency for a high proportion 'of the multiservice and

.

comprehensive service programs. Yet there are many pregnant girls
who either previOusly dropped out of school or do so upon discovery

of pregnancy. Data on .the number of school-age girls giving birth ,

b
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in any given community and tho-se served in the special programs
revearthat mamrgirls are not receiving-needed attention. Many
times, these are mothers who have little or no iiterestin completing
education. *Iris with one child aZready may have left school.
Magoliedgirls often drop out. The fact remains that such mothers
are at especially high risk of incomplete edUcation and training,

.

lack of'skills to support themselves, rapid, repea,ted pregnancy,
and sew forth. Few efforts arebeing made to meet the needs of this
copulation. 'Other catchment systems must 1,4 developed to complement
the educational one. Existing welfare and health models for service

.must get greater publicity. Social service institutions in general
must play a greater role.in.bringing. the community together for
service provision. .

Af
.

Service programs are often of unequal quality. Somerprograms
must add to or upgrade services to make them effective. Often the
special programs give only lip service to provision of, or assured
access to, needed services other than the ones in which the anchor
agency for the program specialillbs. For example, although a school-
based program may maintain that girls receive health care as a
prograM component, this may be based on a physician's statement
required forentry into the program. No attempt may be made to check
on the quality of care or even continued attendance for health care.

I

Organizationally, programs have had varied auspices and
sponsorship. Continued federal, state and local funds from various
sources, earmarked for young families, are needed to support this

- rich variety._ Such flexibility utilizes strengths of community. ,

--v
agencies and keeps the road open cpr innovation.' Further, there
has asyetobeen no clear demonstration that one method of providing
the services to another. In their study comparing two_
special service programs for pregnant girls, 7.1erman and Jekel
found that the varianceNin sponsors, setting and focus did not
-create a significant-difference in outcomes for the girls enrolled.-

. -

-Lastly, fathers still receive far too little attention -during
the pregnancy period. Yet they need the same kinds of information'
and service the young mothers are receiving. Some communities have
developed outreach programs for youthful fathers. During a demon-
stration program in Atlanta in which girls _attending regular school
received comprehensive services, a young male worked with fathers.
He was able to open up job opportunities at local financial institu-
tions for many young men.28 Programs and services aimed at helping

athe young father -should be expanded. 4

Goals of 'comprehensive services efforts during pregnancy
should be:
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Continuation of or lao.rot eallIon, or training programs
appropriate to life olfmor ood t goals of both mother and
fathek.

; Delivery of health .0.rt 1)Ni vo esktitpe outcome of pregnancy
'for mother and.bahy.

Resolution of problem ef t billrsled-to or"Deenli caused.
by the pregnancy.:

Development of a lire Of tp
k, loo

the°. 1d father, regardless of
how short term or

Comprehensive ServiCia0 yo011 parent Families

Following the pir4Pc And,00ptinuing on through
the preschool years of th64mj.114 yo gent families should
'receive a full range of ' ice This is especially
crucial if the young znotheo0 Est 16.0,:t the time of the child's
bit following litre %;;iCes mould be considered for
young parent families; .

r

Educational Counslin,4
Atcredited Education
Vocational Counseling
Vocational Trainih4,
Vocational Placement
Abortion Counsel
Abortion Services
Adoption Counselih4
Adoption Services
Health Education anal

Counseling
Interconceptional cax.0
Pediatric Care
Birth Control Couroely
Birth contro). Service5
Marriage Counseling'

Zuorte Counbeling
antirlosId casework

Counseling
mil Counseling
:!Vchlatric Tteatment
;11,chologicaZ Testing'

al counseling
gal serViCe3

"1Ahcial Assistance
,!llsumer Education
7tture Time Activities
Living facility After

en- Childbirth
-41.1d Development and

Child Care'Instruction
ire of .Child

Currently most of or multiservice programs
for young families tst..04n0-!' ktsauTces 6 Week pbstpartum. Because of

ft t k-vs apt
their school orientation, Ackly Contiptle.through the school
year.. Although some have 7tpq/". that lapeled followup, often

heck
they are no more than 0 a.r.,400tc 1-c on what happened tothe

a k
young mother.' Fql_low..r,ht.Or. sTi6one all, is generally carried
out with the same sintxle-.epl_ItZL4ierlion triat previously
characterized. services fo

'16
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It is unrealiiiic to expect brief social interventions
such as the comprehensive service priograas for school-age pregnant.
girls to have a long-term effect, particUlaily when the,effects of
early pregnancy are so lasting. Although lengths of enrollment-
vary, most programs serve girls from the beginning bi_the second
.trislaster of pregnancyS; 6' weekspostpartum7-no,moi-e than 7 or 8
hontbs.. The two.most-thorough studies of codprehenSive service-..
programs for school-age pregnant girls.e41ablish that gains are
often short term.29 Thus, the cloier thi girl is to-meeeing progTak&wan: when entering-the progral (high school graduation, for
example), the more .ikely she is to fulfill program expectations.
;However, most desired outcomes (economic independence or postpone-
ment of further pregnancies at risk,. for example) `cannot be
accomplished except over time. Pew would recommend trying to make
a 14-year-old gfrl immediately self-supporting. Therefore, addi-
tional support spat be built all .along-the road :toward the goals
at the appropriate time in the lives of young parents.

Many young parents have said, "I really didn't have any
problems until the baby came." Family responsibilities do not mesh
well with adolescent tasks. Although we can help adolescents with
some short-cuts, for the most part those tasks must be completed.
This is.further reason to build in Continuing support for adoles-
cent parents.

There are few, if any, comprehensive program models in this
area. The Continuation School in Pasadena, California, and the
Interconceptional Care Project,in Atlanta are examples' of longer-
term special service projects. Given the validity of following the
young parent at least for the preschool years of the index child,
it is obvious that- although the ,school system can be the anchor
agency for some programs, it cannot. be so for others. Thus, new
models -of program services must be developed.

A differentiation in needs will also help shaperprograms.
Young mothers who are poor, are very young, or are from'nonsup-
portive or multiproblem families will require a greater range of
services and more intensive programming than others. Among services
needed, day care for infants is important. Since it is known that
young parents-to-be do not absorb much about child care and child
.0evelopment during.pregnancy (for many girls the baby is not a
.reality until'it is born), continuing education in this area is
also essential.

More attention must be paid to the father and his needs
during this period P blems of family stability and independence
may fall heavily o his ulders, particularly in a two-parent
family: Assistan e in care- development may prove one of the most
useful services to provide.
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Young women who choose to stay at home and mother thei*.
children should be-encouraged to think of education as a lifelOng
process, bolding the opportunity for more than one career. Raising
life 'eppectations and improving self-esteem of young mothers
durinethe period of.child care at home is essentidl.

4
Keeping inappropriately married young people together should

not become a 'program Teal. A good divorce is better than a bad mar-
ripge. Since- abouiquat of the couples will divorce, divorce
ookinseling and preparation for family dissolution must be an integral
part of services; Child functioning can -be positilrely affected by
careful attention to this kind of help. Further, since the pgst-
divorce .adjustment and happiness of the mother are said to halfe the

greatest effect on a child's adjustment and progFess, specialjatten-
tion should be given to the needs'ot divorcing young mothers iho
retain custody of the children.

Prevention of rapid, repeated pregnancies must be park of

any program-effort. It dust be recognized that young parenttotth
married and unmarried, may want to have additional children, ,

as soon as this is manageable. Therefore, more than just biXth
control is needed -- family planning in the true context is reciaired:

In addition, steps to assure a necessary interval between births
and improvement of the nutritional state of young mothers before .

their next baby are vital.

A primary institution that has not been helped to support
young parents is that of the young parents' families. Often! the

families have major responsibility for young parent families. Al-
though the financial burden may'fall hardest on poor families, the
emotional drain hits all families. Families that are already dis-
organized may collapse under the test. Support in a variety of ways
must be given to families of young parent families. When older
parent families fail', services for the young parent families must
be developed elsewhere to compensate.

Specific goals of comprehensive service programs for young
parent families should be:

Good 'family health--for father, mother; child.

Completion of education or training that leads to ability to
b;alome meaningfully-self-supporting. Positive entryinto the job.
m,rket where appropriate.

- Family planning that includes preparation for subsequent he'lthy
pregnancy and postponement of further inappropriate or unwanted

Epegnancies.
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Development of social/emotional maturity, which includes ability
for competent parenting,,meaningful adult relationships, improved
self-esteem, and upgraded life expectations.,

- Development and implementation of a life plan.

-.Positive shifts in -family structure and living arrangements
leading to greater stability.

. It should be noted in relation to the last goal that the
child of adolescent parents needs stability more than any other
family member. Young parents are more likely to need some fluidity
in their lives to work out the best possible situation for them
selves. This will undoubtedly mean various changes for them during
this period.

.

CURj.tENT AND FUTURE UNMET NEEDS

Although the most meaningful and important intervention
str*tegy would be the prevention of adolescent pregnancy, no com-
prehensive point of view, let alone comprehensive planning or serv-
ices with respect to such a strategy, yet exists. A variety of
efforts already mentioned--changed goals for women, supported by
real opportunities in society; more meaningful alternative expe-
riences for both boys and girls; knowledge of and control over
,bodily selves; education and counseling about sexuality, birth
control services coupled with abortion, and education aboutr,mar-
riage and parenting.--in combination, would comprise such a strategy.

Currently there are not enough comprehensive service or
multiservice programsto meet the needs of all the school-age
pregnant girls andprospective lathers. NOX' do they all offer the
range-of services needed. Therefore, improvement in the breadth and
quality of these programs is urged. Replication, expansion or
redesign of such services is required to cover. all young women and
men:who.need them. _Given the mixed attitudes toward pregnant girls
and young,parents, attitudinal change is essential for effectively,
implementing such services.

The main unmet needs of young parent failieS, as noted,
°clear after the birth of_the baby. Efforts must be made tordevelop
models of service that can meet the needs of such families,for a
number of years. In particular, models that can deal effectively
with'family continuation and family dissolution must be developed.
These models should .focus .on the preschoca-years of the index child
when, for a high-proportion of young parent families, the greatest
risks occur.

IN*
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V 4

Specific Policy Recommendations

By 1980 bring adolescent birth rates at least into line

with those of other age groups. By 1985 substantially lower birth

rates to adolescerks, with major reductions in the under-16 group.

By 1980increase overage of specialized pregnancy serv-

ices to all girls under 18. Fewer than half are currently under.

coverage.

By 1980 develop speciffc models of service intervention

for young parent families during the preschool years of the index

child, and begin disseminating information about the most effective

approaches. By 1985 extend such services to all young families at

Assuming that efforts are made at prevention on a fairly
0/

broad scale and that they are effective,,the provision of services

for pregnant girls and young parent families will not be so diffi-

cult as it appears. The numbers to be served would be greatly

reduced,, especially at the point full services for all young

families are projected.

STRATEGY FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

Who Must Be Involved
4

.

:Solutions to the problems of early parenting involve all

segments Of society. Without attitudinal change on the part of the

lay public, some of the needed changes cannot come about. .Efforts

by organizations such as thei,Child Welfare League through the el)

Consortium on Early Child Bearing andlChild Rearing, the Nation

Alliance Concerned With School-Age Parents, the National Foundation/

March of Dimes, and member agencies'of groups such as the Florence

tCrittenton Division of the Child Welfare League have done. muchvt'

change both publis and professional attitudes with respect to pr g-

nant girls, in pliErticular the need for continuing education and

early, prenatal care.. However, resistance to and apathy about

federal legislation separately proposed by Senators Kennedy and.

Bayh in 1975 show thaf.much has yet,to be done-

.

Agreat deal ofd public education is needed to deal with

pregnancy prevention and to gain support for long-term comprehensive

services eff9rts on. behalf of young families. The Planned Parenti-

hood Federation of America has been active, in talk& preveAtion area,

but is more or less tied to issues, regarding birth control and

abo4tion. Even the new Teen-Age Pregnancy Initiatives proposed by

HEW in 1977; although step in the right direction, are unlikely
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to have widespread impact unless public support for investment bf
community dollars also emerges. Broader efforts are needed to
reduce adolescent pregnancy.

No true advocate for long-term services for young fimilies
has yet appeared. Therefore continued federal involvement in
public education and assistance to organizations advocating change
regarding early childbearing and childrearing is important. The
professional community also must become more informed and involved.
Policy makers, program planners, and program' directors must be
oriented in particular to the need for continuing intervention
efforts. Complementary efforts by federal, state and local govern-
ments, along with professional groups and organizations, are essen-
tial for this educational task.

What Needs to Be Done

Adolescent childbearing and childrearing is a national
problem that must ultimately be resolved on a community level.
Communities must be given impetus toward and support for develop-
ment of preventive.efforts, pregnancy services, and comprehensive
programming for young parent families.. Federal and state backing
for community programming must be available in a variety of ways.

At the federal level,-legislation must mandate'that a
federal agency take 'specific responsibility for problems of early
childbearing and childrearing. Funding must be granted for this
purpose. However, the Federal Inter-Agency Task Force approach to
the problem should also be revived. Federal cooperation and coor-
dination are necessary to assure a wide range of appropriate re-
search. In particular, research on problems of pregnancy prevention
and long-term services to young parent families must be carried out,
and the f_ indings must be disseminated. Guidelines for use of
existing agency funds should be revised to include young parents.
Priority'for service should be given to young parents. Where
discrimination against young parents takes place locally, restric-
tions on the use of federal _funds may be necessary.

State governments have a vital role to play. They must
coordinate their resources tixfocus on adolescent parenting. Some
states have developed plans to employ a permanent coordinator of the
various departments and agencies, to oversee planning in the yOung
parent field. This model should be evaluated andrrif effective,
adopted widely.'

States must assess what roadblocks to service exist and
what additional kindt of programming are needed to build appropriate
service networks. In some cases, legislation may be required.

a
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I
Some states'have already made it illegal to deny education to pregnant

girls and young parents. Many also have laws enabling minors on their

own to consent to health care.

Communities especially need to eliminate existing-overlapping

and duplication of services, andAto provide service for previously

unserved populations. State and federal-resources should be made

available for comprehensive community planning. Models for multi-

service programs for pregnant girls are diverse and.available for
appropriate adaptation by communi ties .

Models for long-term service to young families are not yet

available. Their development can be speeded by using the expe-

riences of existing programs for pregnant girls that provide cam-

yonents of service on a longer-term basis. However, the thrust

toward serving young families postpartum can no longer be label

follow-through. New models such as a work-centered approach, a day

care/child care centered approach, or development of peer group

support among young parents along the lines of self-help voluntary

organizations, must be explored.

Growth and spread of long-iange services for young families

can probably be accomplished more rapidly than proliferation of

services for pregnant girls was achieved because. experts interested

in young parents have already been identified and concern about

young families has already been built up. Comprehensive prevention

models will undoubtedly be the most difficult to develop and

proliferate. This will be especially true if there is a renewal

of more stringent moral attitudes toward sexual bjhavior.

Overall, those attempting to solve the problems of early

parenting must be aware that the task cannot be done outside the

context of poverty and racism.. A disproportionate number of those

giving birth at-young ages are members of minority groups. Often

they are members of poverty groups as well., Approximately half of

-those giving birth under 16 are members of minority groups. They

are at greatest risk socially, educationally and medically, and

currently are those least likely to receive services.

At issue, of course, is also the quality of services available

to the poor. It does little good, for example, to focus on high

'school completion for young mothers if, when they finish, they are

unable to read and write. Continuing attempts must therefore be

made to solve some of this nation's most persistent social and

economic problems. Without such action,' it is unlikely that efforts

on behalf of young 'parents can be effective.
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Finally, one most be constantly aware of the knowledge gap.
We do not know whether there would be a better return for money
invested if greater efforts were made to improve the lot of young
fathers, even if it meant reducing services to young mothers. We
do not know precisely what the effects of adolescent parenting are
on the children. We do not know if long-term services on, behalf of
young parents would help accomplish society's larger goals for all
families. We do not know what works best in preventing adqledtent
pregnancies. Therefore, more research is needed to improvesunler7
standing of early parenting and ways to eliminate or amelioratelk
the negative effects.

Impediments to Comprehensive Planning

Resistance is likely by those whose theoretical base and
framework for thinking still rest on thb illegitimacy theory. Those
still more concerned abOdt how women "got that way" (out of ied-
lock, separated, divorced,. widowed) than about meeting needs are
likely to resist change. They are likely to be those for whom mar-
riage is still the answer to a woman' problems, those not in
sympathy with the women's struggle for equality.

whois also likely by thos who believe preventive
services will encourage sexual activity. n this category are those
who view any services to pregnant addlescent s "rewarding sin."

Resistance may also come from those who think that children
are chattels, and that parental rights should take precedence. This
issue has arisen over and over again in decisions about providing,
without parental Consent, treatment for venereal disease, birth
control and abortion. In general, such persons are likely to con;-
sider efforts at prevention, particularly, an infiingement on
parental rights.

Resistance will also come frOm those whose budget-balancing
slices first at human services programs. Therefore, the cost
benefits of programs aimed at early childbearing and childrearing
must be documented.

Alternative Futures and Their Strategies

It may well be that revolutionary new birth control methods _

--the once -a -year shot in the arm, for example--will become available
In 5 or 10 years. Although this would be no panacea, for many young
people there would be less decision m4king and less risk were such
methods available to there. If birth control became as practical
ind acceptable as other immunizations, the problem of plegnancy in
adolescence would fade from public concern.
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Although unlikely, the possibility must be considered that
abortion opponents within the next few years may force through a

constitutional amendment restricting abortion. In such case, the

increase in babies born to young parents would be significant. The

result would be an additional drain on resources and on the economy.

Although adoption might increase, more young parents would keep

babies they did not want, or did want but would have difficulty

caring for. Maternal mortality and morbidity from illegal abortions

would undoubtedly rise again. Plans for more comprehensive service

programs would have to be made.

Further reduction in human services, as states and cities

face increasing financial problems, could mean further cutbacks in

services to young parents. More efforts would have to be directed at

helping communities use existid4 services (even if inappropriate) for

young parents in the absence of an ability to develop specialized

services for them. Young individuals would have to be more adequately

prepared to care for themselves. An even greater emphasis would have

to be placed on prevention.

CONCLUSION

In another time or 'place, young parent families might not have

posed the dile mma for policy makers that they now do. But society is

altering rapid . e in the midst of vast social changes with un-

known consequences. F *ly forms, individual commitments, social'

group patterns and styles seem to be going in strange directions.

Within our pluralistic society, we respect and appreciate

what diversity can offer. Although we want to reduce youthful
childbearing, the intent should not be to eradiCate it. -There may

be advantages that only time will reveal. It may be that in the

future, since young peopls Are not immediately needed in the work

force, freedom frod childrearing/child care at the end of life,

rather than at the beginning, will be the better choice. This. would

leave individuals free at the height of their productivity, say from

35 on, to concentra on completion of career. Early childbearing

can and does work out well for many young people.

What we can now usefully try to accomplish is to assure that

at whatever time of life people begin parentin supports are there

to help them undertake it successfully. More n'' before early

parenting begins, we must assure that young know what they

are undertaking, so that it becomes a knowledgeable choice.

Ultimately what is wanted for young parents is what is wanted

for other youth and, indeed, for all people--to be optimistic about

the future, about their own life chances, and about the future of

their children.
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In areel sense, human services are personnel, so pivotal
are the quantity and quality of personnel to the service product.
Personnel issues are also particularly troublesome because of the
chronic imbalances between supply and demand, competing sets of
interests, and the primitive state of knowledge of human interven-
tion in relation to the complexity of the subject matter. These
issues are derivatives of other questions concerning the functions,
technology, organization and social context of the child welfare
field. Thus it is necessaryto address these latter issues in
order to establish a framework for consideration.of personnel
problems.

This paper examines the functions of the child welfare
field,: how these are translated into basic tasks; the allocation
and organization of work of child welfare service delivery systems;
the logistics of recruitment and retention of personnel; and the
implications for education and training.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: THE SOCIAL SYSTEM

Social system analysis is well suited to the study of a
complex subject such as child welfare services, since this framew9 k
allows us to view the interrelationships among several variables.'
For purposes of this paper, a social system is defined as the inter-
action of a set of elements over time, around a common focus. 'Thus,
a systin is viewed as more than simply a set of patterned relation-
ships. The introduction of the time factor directs attention to
important attributes of the kind of system being studied: the
development of reciprocal expectations among-parts of the system;.
external expectations regarding the behavior of the total system
and its parts; and the fact that the system learns from feedback,
so that present and future relationships are influenced by past
experience. The system has a common focus but not necessarily a'
common set of goals; there are conflicting as well as consensual
expectations. Some definitions of social systems suggest that hey
are the result of deliberate planning to achieve explicit ends,
but such a definition would rule out informal systems that evolve
without conscious intent.

This paper deals with one .component of otal child
welfare system, the personnel subsystem. This turn can be
broken down into a number of subcomponents :. th tilization sub-.
system (how work is organized and allocated), the logistical sub-
system (the flow of personnel into and out of child welfare) and
the educational subsystem (means by which personnel are prepared for
work roles).
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BASIC FUNCTIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF CHILD WELFARE

To understand how child welfare work is carried out, it is NJ
necessary to clakify what that work is. Historically, organized
child welfare eise had two major foci: physical protection and
socialization. Control over the so alization of children has
been a major issue in child welfare. It lay at the base of both
the widespread sectarian sponsorship of children's services in
this country and the sometimes bittgr battles among religious
groups over child welfarii policies. Recent arguments regarding
transracial adoption have echoed those heard previously in sectar-
ian controversies of a similar nature. 6

But the primary function of child welfare has been the
preparation of children to participate in the industrial society,
either as members of the work force or as parents who would prepare
their own children for such roles. The great emphisis on inculca-
tion of the work ethic, together with the lack of donsistent efforts
by child welfare agencies to prevent exploitation of child labor by
industry, has made clear the priorities as between the functions of
socialization and physical protection. Beyond work-force prepara-
tion per se, there is the more general aim of developing citizens
whore law abiding and generally.support the prevailing social
order.

An underlying premise in child welfare has been that the
family, as the7basicOchildrearing unit, is the key factor in child
socialization.. There are historical factors involved in this, as
well as the fact that other professional disciplines (e.g.,
education and medicine) and related institutions have been vested
with responsibility for other aspects of child development.

Another basic premise has been that, insofar as the family
failed to perform its childrearing functions satisfactorily, the
major problit lay within the family members themselves and their
interaction. This in turn has led to a prevailing "rescue"
orientation, in child welfare, in which a general objective was to
emancipate children from the negitive influences of their native
environment.

UTILIZATION OF CHILD WELFARE PERSONNEL

As one considers how the work of the child welfare field
is organized and allocated among different` kinds of personnel,
prevailing patterns and conventional wisdom regarding the division
of labor must be set aside in order to consider alternative ar-
rangements. The child welfare mission has been-described as sup-
porting or providing the socialization and physical protection of
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children, especially when the natural family is not fulfilling
those functions. This mission can be translated into five basic
tasks: decision making: acquisition and mobilization of resource',
intervention to influence behavior and attitudes of children and
other family members; carp of children; and integration of work.

Decision Making

Decisions in child welfare can have life-determining conse-
quehces for children, placing groat responsibility on child welfare
personnel - -a burden for which the available knowledge lase is not
commensugate with the complexity of the matter. Not only do the
majority of chtLd welfare workers lack special training for
decision mak4ng; but the predominant professional discipline,
social work, has chronically lacked well diveloped conceptual
tools and'precise terminology.

Perhaps no decision is more crucial than. Whether a child
Should remain with his/her parents or be removed from home. Many
such judgments are made after limited contact with 'the principals
and on the basis of amorphous cr4teria on which experienced profes-
sionals have tended to disagree.

Phillips et al. foun"Itd that of 64 placement decisions
involving contact with naturtb mothers, 39% were Made after one
contact and 62.5% after two, even though qe mother's functioning
is the major factor in placement decisions. Of at .east equal
concern is the kind of informationon which such decisions are
based. Phillips, Haring and Sfiyne found a high rite of disagreement
among highly experienced practitioners who' acted as judges in
assessing family and child functioning. In one instance, out of
six practitioners, all of whom-had more than 10 years' experience,
at least two disagreed wqh the majority 45% of the time on whether
placement was indicated. In apother.instance, members of a panel
of three disagreed with oncanothe4 more than ball_thes time on key
factors.in the cases before them."'"

The assessments of mothers in such cases tended to be highly
subjective: "showing little concern for .children, not setting
limits, not being warm and affectionate, and appearing withdrawn
and depressed." Jwegmental factors that entered into the assess-
ments included "degree of recognition of own part in the problem
. . desire for change . . . degree of ability to verbalize . . .

ability to manage monu . . . warmth and affection . . . super-
vision and guidance."

This is not simply a problem of individual workers' judg-
ments, but is reflected in instructional materials put out under
the imprimatur of the Child Welfare League of America. For example,
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one guide to workers included the following,

Child appears to have little capacity for change. . .

[Parent) shows little concern for child . . . is not
warm and affectionate with child . . . places excessive
responsibility on child . . . ability to verbalise
foilings . .it agreement with worker's proposed plan
for service."'

(

On such grounds are major decisions made -- decisions that
can determine child's future. Hexer wrote, "Placement decisions
are more than a little subject to the constraints of our limitqf
knowledge, our value preferences and our professional biases.'
The same problem occurs in selection of foster homes and adoptive
parents. 17 In addition, decision making is shaped by a service
enterprise and a professional culture dominated by middle class,
majority assumptions sqlg a tendency to read pathology into behavior
that does not conform."'

Despite the frequently expressed concern about the negative
effects of removal of children from their own homes, the field has
been. slow to move away from its historic rescue mission of placement
away from natural parents. -Fanshol, in a major followup study of
624 children in foster cue, found that over a third were still in
placement after 5 years. The likelihood of a child's returning
home after that time is slight indeed. And within the substitute
care system, particularly in foster family cars, children often
have several placements. 0 Aside from the basic instability.of
such arrangements, foster parents cannot offer. permanent belonging
to foster children.

The potentially devastating consequences of all this have
long bee9

I
recognized, but the situation has not as yet been greatly

altered. Currently there is emphasis on moving older and handi-
capped children into adoptive homes, but many difficulties are
encountered in freeing them for adoption and increasing the supply

,of adoptive homes. For some children, placement in agency-owned
-"group homes offers a stable environment, but not permanent parents.

Especially as decision making concerns the possible removal
of children from their natural environment, greater care and
restraint should be exercised. However, the alternative to child
removal is not simply "hands off." Even if children were not
objectively endangered, society would demand intervention when its
values and norms-were violated. Thus, the question is what kind
of intervention? The answer is based upon the underlying assump-
tions regarding human funceion4ng. A basic weakness in decision
making in child welfare currently is its general' orientation toward

sa,
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C
peibhological and emotional malfunctioning. It is propoodd that
this flies iA the face of muoikkthat is known about low status
family life. which we use as a model because most families involved
with the child welfiere,system are low encash,.

Alternative Assumptions Regarding the Cfaild's Home
Kiiviippment

family can be looked upon as a social system in inter-
action

tier

-systems in its environment. The-family system
relies for iexistence on resources it obtaia from its environ-
action em

sent: Thus therateres of interaction, the exchanges that take
place with the environment, and the family's ability to predict
them become crucial. In pursuing its interests, the family system
learns to accommodate to its environment to maximise its advantages
and minimise threats.

Internally, there is a differentiation of roles taken by
family members: these have personal significance or the suers
as well as for the maintenance of the family system. itself. And
the balance of interaction among family members is important to
family stability. The entry of a new ,member (bfrth of a ohild) or
departure of an older member (desertion or death) disrupts the
system, which then has to adapt to the new situation, adjust role,
relationships,'etc. Thus family members have a stake not only in
their own well-being, but in the continuance of the family itself.

A substantial ,body of theory and empirical research on
families supports the view that the family, like other social sys-
tems, is used by its members to fulfill their purposes, which by
and large are rationally-related to their values and interests.
For example, variations in the degree of interaction with other
members of the extended kin network are directly related to geo-
graphical proximity and availability of alternative sources of
support, rather than to a "culture of kinship" that is passed from
generation to generation. 23

Likewise, class-related differences
in involvement with the immediate neighborhood, as opposed to
a more *stolid social world, are functionally related to meeting
vital needs.

Using the system framework, one can identify the major
external sources of support for the lower status family.

1) The large systems that provide basic economic and
other essential life supports. These may include employers, the
welfare system, health care institutions, law enforcement, housing
and transportation systems.
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7 . 2) Intermediate institutions that may help link the
-family with thp large systems; provide4essential-supports,
especial in emergencies, and shield the family from threats
from the larger systems.- These intermediaries.are generally
indigenous to the community of the fly. Examples arechurches
and neighborhood social cXubs.

'3) . The webof informal relationships kin and nonkin, that
provides th social supporti and sanctions against kinds of
behavior.. Such social networks are especially' significant in
the lives of the poor, particularly /gmen, and, among women,'
particularly those without husbands. Child reapIng is one area
in which the informal network flays a major part. Moreover,,the
current sociil milieu his been found to a more salient factor
in the life style of low income moth than their upbringing,
belying. the significance of the s75-calle50' "culture of poverty"
passed on from generation to generation.

-,ramilies relate to these elements in their environment in
-,differthrt ways. Relationships-With large bureaucratic systems are
Marked by .alienation and social.distanbe and are generally negative.
This orintation carries over to official representatives of such
systems. Involvement with intermediate institutions is uneven,
with the degrse of interaction 'roughly commensurate with the irree
of family "stability-" and orientation .td middle class values.
As families are less able to dePend.on.these more formalized
system's, they turn to the informal social networks around them.

Obviously individual psychoRathology as an *element in child
and family fungti ning cannot beruled-out-,-qut it'should have -less
prominenc'd than I currently seems to have in the assessment of
6hildrenrs nee and problems. On the basis of.the propoised
,alternative framework, one is led to'a greater emphasis on recogni-
tion-of the child's natural environment ap'a basic Asource. This
suggests both a different orientation to debision making and, as
is. discussed later, a different emphasis in-direct intervention
than currently prevails. in the child welfare kield. Both-changes
-wou.la have major implications for personnel utiliZation.'

Resource. Mobilization

Mobilization.of.resoUrces in. a client's'behalf:---that
-

..provigionfor'needs such as income, health care -and housing-741as
had varying emphases.' In one sense, it has been relegated.toi.
humble. status among most;soCial work profesSionAIV. This view
goes back to the time when charity gave-way to. the moNe glamorous
pychosocial focus in family and childrents services.f But much
child-welfare staff time now goes into such mundane activities as
arranging doctors',.appointMentsdiS'clissing income and sppooi

r
'
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problems with fdster and natural parents,'etc. And researchers have
found that concrete realities of daily living play a mai-or role n
whether Children are able to remain with their natural parents. 3i
It. is a kind of activity that ordinarily does not require advanced
professional training. In the last decade, resource mobilization
has taken-on a somewhat different image as it has become, associated'
with ild advocacy, that is, action in behalf of.chil-
dien. There has been a tendency in the gast for. Child welfare
agencies to see their major role in resource mobilization as'being.
played after the child 'was removed from hcime.. This is self -
defeating, since j.n many instances a child's removal cipld, be:
prevented by adequate income, housing and health care.

Direct Intervention With Family Members

Intervention,to affect the behavior and attitudes of family
members has been a major focus of childjelfare practice thebry,
-Whose primary model is social casework.'' This' is -defined here as
intervention that: a) is aimed at achieving defined rehabilitative
goals; b) is based on a diagnostic assessment.th.at in turn is,
based on systematic concepts- of.hiuncin behavioriend c) utilizes
the one-to-one relationship, as -the major. tool. This model-..,is

used for direct intervention not only with clients, but with
foster parents, homemakers, and other& in ancillary helping roles. 37.

The official standards-of the Child Welfare League of America for"-
protective services call for awider rangef-of interventive skills--
including "skills in consultation, in work .with other professionals,
in group leadership,.in,:iuperg a.te.ai operation, and in

. * ework with community groupS."").°' But t eikasis in the field -

generally, and more particularly in professional education for
child welfare, is still on casework-

'The apparent lack of success of casework intervention in
altering clignt behavior has been the.subject bf mach study and
discuision. Experimentation with intensive-services to natural
'Parents has yielded mixed results, :.45®e 'recent research,

/involving intensive casework by s 1 staff, his. yielded.more
promising, results, bothin terms o mairiening children at home
and'getting them back once in placement. 4O applica-
tion of such experimental conditions Would be feasible or productive
has not been widely tested. -In general, traditional casework
aPprrIChes in the human services have been:under severe-attack.
Soci 1 workers are currently experimenting-with-alternatives,
though these newer approaches have not significantly pene-trated
the agencies that provide most ch114 welfare services.

In recent years sociobehavioral techniquei of intervention.
have been espoused as more effective than traditional casework .
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approaches.
42

Their use with families of childre3in foster care
has been described in the sodial work literature, - Although it
may-be early fora full assessment of the-potential of these tech-
niques, proponents cite systematic, empirical evidence that is

.

more 4hvincing than what the traditionalists have-been able to
shOw: In particular, focusing with clients' on specific probleris
and outcomes for which progress can be measured in tangible terms
has much to be said for it.45

There are major unresolved issues - regarding these tech
niques. The object of change is the behavior of the individual or
group experiencing the problem, so environmental problems tend to'
be neglected. Another issue is that-of control over the process.
To the extent that the client has the option to participate or not,
sociobehavioral intervention c'an be emancipating. But, aside from
the great popularity of behavior modification in prisons and other
coercive settings, most perdons who become involved vilth child
welfare agencies--eSpecially 3n the. public sector --are under
external coercion to a significant degree. Ironically, then,
the-greater the effectiveness of the interventive means, the
greater the threat to individual freedom.

Of a quite different order'is a range of interventive-models
`that hive emerged in'recent )f9ars under -names such as "structural,':
"developmental" or "system." The common elements among these are
1) an advocacy orientation in which the worker treats the vital
interests -of the client as paramount, even in relation to the.vital
interests of the human service' system itself; 2) a conception of
human problems as generated primarily by'environmental conditions,
so that attention is focused on the in 'vidual, his/her environment
and the Interaction between them;.' and 3) a wide diversity of.inter-
venion.roles keyed to the needs of the particular moment. Therd
has been'too little experience with these models to allow a reaso*-
able- assessment of their potential. But in view of the previous
observations about low status family life, they appear to hold much
promise.

-4r

'.'Society's concern with child socialization goes back
centuries. But it is -in' the past 100 years that-this-concern hag
been expressed primarily througWrofessional bureaudracies, edging
out the "indigenous voluntee'r." It is not proposed here that we
tryto reverse this process, t4at is, dismantle the professional

1L. bureaucracies and go back to volunteer efforts. Instead, we should-v
capitalize on the natural supports and constraints that exist in
the family's environment and on which the family is dependent for
survival. As it is now, the child welfare system tends to compete
with this environment, instead of utilizing it.
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The social milieu does not necessarily or automatically play
a constructive role, as witness the.many instances of family isola.
tion and Child abuse and neglect that occur. The uncertainties of
life in low come areas can make relationships transitory and
superficial. And the more "respectable"_(and more stable)
residents of a neighborhood may reject the less respectiFfe:5a- 13trt-----
there are significant strengths-in ghetto life that have been
ignored by some social agencies and social scientists in the past.*
Such cominunities show remarkab e flgenuity in coping with massive
enviroffental pressures and of ing mutual aid in times of emer-
gency.

Yet there are two questions regarding the potential viabil-
. .ity of the social milieu as a support system. One concerns the
transitory nature of many social relationships in the ghetto; the
other concerns the social values of ghetto life in relation to the
socializing mission of the child welfare field.

The importance of stable and enLuring.reiationships in a
child's life is clear. 52 Although pair relationships in the ghetto
may be transitory, the social network as a whole goes on, with a
great deal of interdependence among its members. As against this
network,built of spontaneous and mutual ties and bound together
by survival needs, the child welfale system can offer a child an
uncertain and shifting future, without true belonging,- among
people with whom he or she mai7lave little in

This raises the question of the values and norms of the
lower class community. D6 work habits, sexualpatterns and criminal
activity that may 'make -sense" in the short run to persons t9pying
to cope with ghetto life simply lock them permandhtly into life at
the bottom? One must distinguish betwe&I'llilue preference and day-
to-day behavior. There is substantial evidence tht behavior in
the ghetto is an attempt to cope, and that the poor-gstually share
many middle class value preferences and aspirations. Then again,
there is increasing awareness of the extent to which'middle class
Americans indulgein the kinds of "deviant" behavior that folklore
identifies*with the poor. -But-assuming that the 'child welfare. field
wants to inculcate a different set of values, a potentially effec-
tive vehicle for doing this--and a crucial factor in any event--is
the social AttworX on which the family is dependent for many'dally
needs.

Strengthening the Natural Support System

Granting that the social network does not automatically
become=an effective support system, what kindsof intervention are
needed to bring this about? The fore5oirp discussion. suggests
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that-it is necessary to reverse the prevailing order" of priorities
among social work skills, elevating to a central position sOlpe.
that have been viewed as ancillary in the past. These inclgite
social:gioup work, particularly that associated with infommia."
education in-a community setting; grassroots organizing; tit:
kind of resource mobilization alluded to earlier; and the ;;i!ray,,of

-intuitive-knowledge and skills associated with the indigenous
paraprofessional.

Settlement house--community center activities. assoc.i.siked-

with group-level intervention in a community setting haVe a *eng
history in social welfare and the social work profeidiOn, bit they
have tended to dwell ig4the shadow of the more-presticiious4asework
in a clinical context. To date, group work in child welfare has
been mainly with strangers brought together around.a specif*64.'.

focus. Not only is this kind of group experience temporarV, with
carryover relying on what members have internalized, but the focus
is more on persoggl functioning and feelings than on common environ-
mental problems.

0.

One problem for the professional engaging in such interven-
tive activity with low income populations is the social distance
barrier imposed by social class differences; bureaucratic struc-
ture and professionalism. A necessary, ingredient, then, is a .

person who Can bridge theigap and be accepted-by community resi-
dents. Such a persbn is the indigenous paraprofessional. Such
workers no only have an easier time in crossing the social distance
barrier, " but bring intuitive knowledge.and skill out of their
life experience that are not shared by middle class professionals.
Indigenous

5d
workers can serve.as role models for other community

residents.. And they have the warmth, spgRtaneity and dedication
too often lacking in professional workers.

Ayre described a family service agency project in which
indigenous workers

dO
were used-in a wide range of roles in low income

areas of Chicago. The workers, already well known in their com-
munities, came to be identified by residents.as resources for .

many needs.. Their roles included those of outreach and referral
specialist, good neighbor, bridge builder between families and the
agency, advocate, community organizer, counselor (primarily direct
advice on concrgte problems, but also on attitudes and behavior),.
and role model. ' Most of the literature regarding this sort of
involvement of paraprofessionals has been drawn from urban agencies.
But this iknd of work activity is at least as relevant in nonurban
settings. 6

C-1

For indigenous.workers to be most useful they must be given
he kind of breadth of responsibility described. by Ayre and maximum

J.
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flexibility in meeting it. Obviously, there cannot be intensive
training for special expertise in all of these various roles.
Rather, indigenous workers must rely to a large extent on their
own life experience and intuitiom. The training needs of

.

indigenous workers are discussed later.

There are risks in simply "unleashing" indigenous para-
professionals to carry out service goals in a free-ranging manner.
What is to guarantee that they will not undermine these goals,
rather than promote them? Aside from training, there has to be a
way of integrating the indigenous role into the total operation-
without squelching the creativity and spontaneity that are key
assets. One means o doing that, the service delivery team, is
discussed-later in this paper.

Care of Children
For children at risk of placement, where e home environ-

ment is the primary concern, the natural supportin network may
offer a valuable resource. An individual in thechi d's natural
milieu, whether or not a relatiOe, may be enlisted to provide
direct care on a temporary or more sustaining basis. This minimizes
the shock of relocation for the child and allows continued contact
with the natural family. Conceivably, a supportive group of house-
holds might jointly care for a child when the parent is unable to
do so. The agency and its personnel_ might help initiate the
arrangement, assess the plan that is worked out and proyide support
in the form of money, concrete services and consultation. For this
kind of arrangement to become a significant aspect of child wel-
fare, agencies and their professionals may have to change their
conception of an adequate home environment. It may be necessary
to balance the advantages of minimal disruption to the child's life
against traditional standards of adequacy.

-Where a child's oUrn behavior is the primary problem and a
special environment is needed, agency-employed personnel, whether
foster parents or institutional child care staff, come into play.
The role of foster parents has been ambiguous, but there is a
growing trend to view them and to train them as indigenous personnel
who are expected to carry out the purposes of the agency program.

Institutional child care personnel are more readily viewed
*as paraprofessional staff, since they are based in the agency
facility. Everything that has been said of paraprofessionals
.applies to them. To the extent possible, they should be indigenous
to the home milieu of the majority of children in their care.
Workers in facilities for children with serious'emotional dis-
turbances and other special problems must have additional expertiSe.
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The training needs of Aoster parents and other child care personnel

are discussed in the section on educational issues.

Integration of Work
Work integration includes both the coordination_of work-

-

roles and overall direction of activity to achieve stated service

goals. It iscaccomplished partly through structural arrangements
and partly 'through adminiAprative activity.

The obvious benefits of specialization of work roles and
their combination in large, complex organizations have been
achieved at a price. Particularly in the h4man services,' which
respond to a wider and changing array of personal-and group needs,
bureaucratic organizationi set up barriers of impersonality,
fragmentation and regimentation. Not. only does bureaucratization
lessen the responsiveness to client needs - it has adverse effects

on' workers and their interrelationships.6-1

One negative effect of organizing workers into functionally
specialized units is that the burden of coordination is pushed

upward in the hierarchy. 64 Since each unit has responsibility, for

only part of the organizational missi.on, it tends to become pre-
occupied with its segment of th. opekation to the exclusion of
others, to relate to clients in an artificially delimited manner
and to develop special relationships with certain external constit-

uencies.65

These problems are readily apparent in large child-welfare-

agencies, where separate divisions are responsible for intake,

protective services, home finding, boarding hom
placement, institutional placement, etc., often
munication with each other. The same family ma

care, adoptive
th little cam-
have to deal

simultaneously with two or more such divigions. It is not neces-1

sarily the fact of having to relate to different workers that k

creates problems for clients. Low income individuals, for
example, relate to many others, often having to respond to
subtle differences in expectations.. Problems come when the
differentiation is based on organi tional convenience rather
than client needs, and the workers have little awareness of what

other workers are doing.
N

One way to reduce the negative effects of bureaucratization
has'been through deliberate de-specialization of workers' roles

and creation of a human service generalist, who has a diversity of
skills for dealing with the full range of problems and functions.
The intent is that workers be maximally responsive to the total

needs of clients. This role conception should also reduce the
burden of cooidination .at the top of the hierarchy, since
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integration of functions takes place primarily within workers.
Likewise, more decision making can be relegated to line staff.
The most obvious limitation of this model is the need for each
generalist to encompass a vast range of skills and knowledge,
creating a tendency to:be "spread thin." So there may be a
dilution of expertise as the price of the breadth.

An indirect-consequence of both the specialist and the
generalist models is that workers within a unit are engaged in
essentially parallel sorts of activity. Division.of,work within
the unit must to some extent pe-arbitrary, based either on an equal
division of workload, geographical assignment or judgments of
senior personnel. Since the responsibilities are parallel, there
is no inherent interdependence among coworkers. Thus a potential
source of cohesion ifithinthe unit is missing.

One means of dealing with these problems of work Integra-.

tion has been the team model of service delivery.66 In this ar-
rangement a number of specialists collaborate in the same work unit.
Integration of effort is at the unit level, rather than within the
individual worker or at higher organizational levels. This model
has the advantage of allowing, specialization without fragmentation.
The burden of integration is dispersed throughout the system, and
internal cohesion within work units is fostered through'inter-
dependence of workers. There is now sufficient experience in child
welfare and other fields to show that use of teams is a feasible
and useful approach.67 This development should be encouraged. It
has important implications for the other personnel issues.

The five basic tasks in child welfare-- decision making,
resource-mobilization, direct intervention, child care and work
integrationcan be encompass4d in the team. The specific division
of labor among team members can be determined on the basis of the
requirements of the particular situation. The team can also help
in dealing with the previously mentioned problem of integrating the
roles of the professional and'paraprofessional. Indigenous workers
have trouble moving, beyond the, specifics of the immediate situation.
The close identification of many paraprofessionals with the client
community--a tremendous advantage in reaching community residents--
may limit their perspective regarding the overall child welfare
function. On the other hand, the professional's perceptions of the
impact of policies and programs on the client population may also
be limited. So the professional and paraprofessional workers can
be complementaryr-Within the team, their interdependence can be
used creatively to maximize the effectiveness of both."

For this to happen, the team requires effective leadership.
A frequent problem in the use of paraprofessionals is resistance
on the partof professional workers.69 Such resistance and conflict



are most likely to be dealt with successfully when the respective
groups are required to collaborate in a joint operation. The
e ence of the family service project described by Ayre suggests
that this, can occur.70 The alternative is to segregate profession
als d paraprofessionals, depriving each of the enrichment from
the other and allowing negative sentiments to be
informally in both camps.

/ The team, then, is a major tool for organizing work effec-
tively. It allows flexibility in assigning specific tasks to dif-

,
*ent actors. For example the mobilization of resources can be
handled by a specialist trained for that function, who does not
have to be expert in understanding the 'dynamics of family function-
ing and interaction with the social network because there are
other team members who supply this expertie. Each member can
have a special contribution, yet the consumer does not get "lost"

/

/ among the specialties. By the. same token, the consumer is not
/ subject to the control of a single worker.
/

_

/

The use, of teams frees us from some of the conventional
notions about work roles in child welfare. It will be noted, for

/ instance,_that there has been little discussion of adoption work
per se. Traditionally, adoption has been looked upon as requiring
especially highly. trained staff. In part this is related to the
monumental decisions affecting a child's entire future; but it may
also be related to the fact that adoption workers are often involved
with middle class, relatively sophisticated individuals as adoptive
parents. The view here is that any decision that involves-removal
of a child from his or her natural environment is monumental.
Because, of the permanence 9f most such separations, they are
equally risk-laden,whether or not adoption is involved. In fact,

one might make a case for the greater responsibility involved in
placing a child in the drifting and uncertain world of long-term
foster care, which today means most foster care.

The use of teams requires reorientation and new skills at
both the supervisory and administrative levels. Accountability for

ro
specific case situations, including both individu and family prob-

.;lems and peer-group and neighborhood-level pces s, rests with the
team instead-of the individual worker. Since it is the team that
carries the caseload, the task of assigning work in away that best
uses staff skills and is equitable is more challenging. 11staff

the most important task of the team leader is molding
the. individual meMbers'into an effective working group. Just as

.
group-level interventive skills become more important in the pro-
posed directlservice model, the group process within the team
-bedoMes paramount. Everything that has been said about the impor-
tance of the web of informal relationships for family functioning
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) is also applicalle to the-web of work relationships of the individ-
ual team member and to the effectiveness of the team as a whole.72

At upper administrative levels the team concept likewise -

requires reorientation. The point has been made that team organiza-
tign can reduce the burden on the upper echelons to integrate and
coordinate the work of the organization. By the same token, admin-
istrators,must allow maximum latitude to teams in the way they carry.
out their responsibilities.

The traditional bureaucratic structure tends to induce a
process orientation rather than an outcome orientation. The divi-
sion of labor into discrete segments in.the'organization, the
extrinsic reward system and the lack of personal investment in the
total operation foster displacement of attention from organizational
ends to organizational means.73 This tendency is intensified in
human service bureaucracies because of the difficulty in measuring
outcomes. -74 The team structure has the potential for chInging this.
Since responsibility for total service to-a given client popula-
tion rests with the team, the team can be held accountable for

-

results but not necessarily for the way to achieve those results.

An indirect benefit of the team model is the potential for
a working environment that is more humanizing than the bureaucratic
and fosters professional growth of all personnel.75 Thus, these
changes have major implications for the socialization of personnel.

THE SUPPLY-DEMAND CYCLE: THE LOGISTICAL SUBSYSTEM.

Four basic elements are involved in the flow of personnel
into the child welfare system: the demand for personnel, the pool of
potential recruits, the training facilities to prepare the person-
nel, and the financial resources to attract and retain personnel
and support training programs. In theory, changes in the need for
child welfare services (demand) should trigger changes in the flow
of funds, which in turn determines the ability of the system to
recruit and train personnel. Variations in the size and character
of the pool of potential recruit* should affect the amount of
financial resources needed to recruit and train them.

Each component of the supply-demand cycle is affected by
external factors. For example, the number of children of certain
ages, the degree of family disorganization and other social phenom-
ena affect the level of need for services. Policy changes and more
generally the political climate influence the flow of funds. Pro-
fessional licensure, unionization and competition from other occupa-
tions affeqt the. availability and eligibility of recruits. And
changes in educational policies and practices have an impact on4the
capacity of institutions to train child welfare personnel:
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Although the definition of.need for child welfare service
has always been amorphous, need has tended to be thought of histor-
ically as residual, aimed at children in most dire circumstances.

A much more expansive concept of need was suggested in the 1962
Amendments to the Social Security Act. Among the Acts purposes
were:

to prevent and solve problems that result in the neglect,
abuse and delinquency of children;

to promote the foelfare of the children of working mothers;

to strengthen the o provide adequate care for
children away fr their homes.76

Given the v t increase in employment of mothers and the
steadily rising per entage- of broken marriages in recent years,77
this language could easily encompass the majority of American
children, for !holm prevention of problems that may result in
neglect, dependency or abuse could be relevant, to say nothing of
the strengthening of the home. Although clearly the intent of
these and other provisions is not nearly so sweeping, the scope

of many child welfare programs and thus the populations "in need"

go well beyond the traditional,"residual"
Ainition

of need.

mivThus, "need" in child welfare is subject /111:5initions.

The actual demand for child welfare services is different
from this broad and general concept of need. Of all children who
could be defined as needing services, according to this concept,
only a percentage are actually referred for service and enter the
child welfare system.. This percentage varies, depending on the

availability of resources, public-awareness of child-related prob- .

lems and the general political and social climate. It is possible,
therefore, that during a period in which the number of children in
problematical circumstances remained relatively constant, the

effective demand for child welfare services might rise or fall,

based on "supply" factors.

-1

Analysis of Trends in Child Welfare

In this section, the interrelationships among the four

elements previously cited--demand, personnel, educational facilities

and financial resources--are considered. If there is a causal

relationship between two setsof factors, we can expect to find a
statistical association between them over time.. Although such an

association does not prove a causal relationship (both factors may

be caused by still a third, unknown, factor), it at least-allows

for the possibility.
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Are trends in utilization of child welfare services more
closely associated with 1) the number,of children at risk, as
reflected in total child population and cases of neglect and
dependency, or 2) changes in internal factors, such as child
welfare personnel and funding? Depending on which of these sets
of associations is stronger, there is prime facie evidence for
asserting that one.or the other set of factors is more strategic
in influencing service utilization.

This issue,is important in considering the "manpower crisis"
discussed in recent years,' in that personnel shortages--that is,
gaps between the number of children identified as needing.servi es
and the personnel available to suppef them--may be an indir
,function of changes in the supply of personnel or of redefii.tions
of service needs. For example, a 1970 commission report predicted
continued personnel shortages, since services should be expanded to
include child advocacy as well as comprehensive services from
birth to age 24.78 Yet by and large the discussions of-manpower
issues in the professional literature have operated on the assump-
tion that one could "close the gap" by means of expanded recruit-
ment and training or by more efficient use of existing resources-79

Ginzberg suggested that public health personnel shortages
were in part a result of the creation Qf positions, by increasing
funding, at a faster rate than workers could be trained to fill
them.8u In social work, the literature has stressed the lack of
professionally trained (generally at the graduate level) personnel,
rather thin the number of persons per se., further constraining the
possibility of filling vacancies.81 The astronomical figures
cited insome reports, presumably intended to galvanize persons
into action, may in fact lessen action by giving the entire dis-

2cussion a note of unreality. 8

We are hampered in our analysis by a lack of data that are
consistent over the years. The only annual statistics the writer
has been able to locate on professional child welfare workers, for
instance, are for public agencies. Yet a significant number of
professionals are employed in the voluntary sector.

Table 1 shows the changes in full-time professional staff
in public child welfare agencies from 1946 until 1969, the last
year that separate data were kept for child welfare programs. To
be noted are the rapid increases that occurred in the immediate gap

postwar period and again in the mid-1960s. This latter trend
slowed and was then followed by a sharp decline at the end of the
decade. Since personnel funds continued to, rise in 1969, the Most
likely explanation for the drop in workers is that personnel were
being diverted to other responsibilities.
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TABLE 1. Number and Percentage Chinge in Full-Time
Professional Personnel in State and Local Child Welfare
Programs,- 1946-1969

Year Number

1946 2,891
1947 3,235
1948 3,629
1949 3,836
1950 4,146
1951 4,465
1952 4,866
1953 4,937
1954 5,149
1955 5,350
1956 5,628
1957 6,133
1958 6,465
1959 6,854.
1960 .7,556

1961 8,149
1962 8,724
1963 9,348
1964 10,379
1965 11,400
1966 13,000
1967 14,047
1968 15,100
1969 12,500

% Change

+12
+12
+ 6
+ 8
+ 8
+ 9
+ 1
+ 4
+ 4
+ 5
+ 9
+ 5

+10
+ 8
+ 7
+ 7
+11
410
+14
+ 8
+ 7
-rd

Sources: 1946-1954, Personnel in Public Child welfare
Programs (U.S. Children's Bureau, annual); 1955, estimate based on
extrapolation; 1956, Staff j.n Public Child Welfare Programs 1956,
With Trend Data 1946-1956 (U.S. Children's Bureau, annual); 1968 -
1969, Child Welfare Statistics (National Center foi Social
Statistics, annual).
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Concern about a manpower Shortage in the early 1960s was a
major argument in favor of seeking to increase child welfare staff.
One assumption was that more personnel would reduce the number of
vacant positions. Instead, at Table 2 shows, the vacancy rate
increased as the number of. personnel increaseds'that is, positions
were ling created faster than they couldbe filled.

TABLE 2. Vacant Positions as a Percentage of-All Full-
Time Professional Positions in Public Child Welfare
Programs, 1957-1967

Year % Year

.
./957 9 1962 8
1958 9 1963 8
1959 8 1964 9
1960 9 .1965 10
1961 8 .. 1966 13

...., 1967 12

One explanation for growing vacancies maid increasin
sonnel is that more positions were being created with the he p of
expanded funding. Another.lies in caseload size, the number of
clients being served by a worker. Average caseload size, as re-'
flected in the ratio between children being served and the case-
workers serving them, declined during the 1960s in public child
welfare. Between 1962 and 1968, the ratio declined from '65-1 to
59-1. (The sharp reductiobin personnel in 1969 was reflected in
a reversal of this trend.) The 1962 Amendments to the Social
Security Act were intended among other things to reduce caseload
size.B4 In addition, caseload size has traditionally been a major
Concern -of social work professionals and unions of social service
personnel, and these groups were becoming more assertive during
the 1960s. Thus, part of the increase in child welfare personnel
was being absorbed by reductions in caseload size, in response to
legislative initiatives and pressure from professional constituencies.

r-

Factors Influencing the Equation

The growth in public child welfare personnel shown in Table
3 has been paralleled by similar trends in other faptors since the
late 1940s'and early 1950s. But there have been noticeable varia-
tions in the rates of increase and decrease.
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TABZ..E ..".41Sortstat.ed Tre s in public Child- Welfare and
'Relater Factors L.1.952- 969

Year
lo

1952
1953

.. /954
52.0
53.7.

.
98* 279

'loa , 289

4866-
4937
.5149.

113.0
121.0
126.0

7.1
7.4

- 7.p

- s '55.6 106 :296 5350 .135;-40 6..9

al956 57.4 105 '305 5628 "6.9

1957 S9.3 114 331 -6133 .159.5

1958- 61.2 124 344 6465 . 176.1
.7.9
'9.5

1959 63.0 128 362 6854 ,185.6 A1.9
1960. 64.5. . 131 .383 211.1 13.0

1961 65.8 .140 404 8149 224.1 13.7

.1962- 67.1 142 423 8724 17.8

1963 68.4 t46 9348 267.8 26.1

1964* 69.7 '150 448 10379 31'3.0 28.8

1965 69.7 ' 157 . 532 11400 352.0 34.2.

1-066 69.9 r 161 lk 574 13000 396.2 39.7

1967.- 69 -. 154 71v 608 1404 452.7 45.7

.1968 69.9 141 .- 656. 1.5105 499.7 46.9

1969 69.8 127 694 12500 563.1 46.9

A- -Child population, 0-17 yearp:(T1
B--Neglect and dependency. casesin
C--Children receiving public-child
D--Pull-time professional eMpl e
E--Public child welfare expendit
F-- Federal child welfare expenditures -($.
G--Expenditurei'for publib child welfare-periOnnel ($..-104.111ons)-.

ons)
nile courts (1000)

services (1000)
an public child welfare
1$ millions)

p G.

25.2
.

"?7.,-..

26.9
34.7
38.6
43.4
48.

64.
71.5
82.5
93.5
108.6
128.3
145.0
148.8

.
0.

-0=-

Sourcallk See nate -for Table 1. .InformatiOn Op expenditures,
1952 -1956, Financinq Public Child Welfare .Services, 1956, With

Selected Trend.D (Washington: U.S.. children"s Bureau, 1057)i

'VIIIpersonnel expe s, 1952=1953based on extrmoolation; persOnnel
expenditures, a95 ,1165, Selected Child Welfare Experdi-turesx;r1F

;State and Local Public Welfare AOencies,A1954-1955 (Washington - U:S.
Children's' Bureau, 1950.- ---"1 , .:. ..._

.
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CHART 1. Trends in Public Chi elfare. and Related
A

V .Factors 1952-1969
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Children
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services
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personnel

Child welfare
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As seen ifi Chart 1, covering the period 1952-1969, changes-
in the number of children receiving public child welfare services
closely parallel the trend in public expenditures for child welfare,
and, with the exception of the year 1969, die trend in full-tiine

professional personnel. The number of children in these programs.
was relatively insensitive to external factors such as child popu-
lation and neglect and dependency cases in court. The decline .in
neglect and dependency, cases and the leveling off of child popula-
tion were .not reflected in the number of children in the public
child welfare programs.

' The trends show a high degree of interaction among the key .'

factors in, the supply - demand equation, money, manpower and

clientele. This can be seen in the statistical correlations among
factors. (If two factors are-perfectly correlated, tJe correlation
coefficient is 1. If there is no relationship, the coefficient is
0.) 'Table 4 presents the correlations of different factors witli

-
the three key components`.

Despite the high correlatiOns for all factors, one notes a
'difference between the factors "internal" to the child welfare .

.prOgrams. and those that are "external," i.e., child population and

neglect and dependency cases. The re/ationship with the latter was
weaker. Because of.. the high coefficients, a function of the time
dimension, a. separate analysis was carried out using rates of change

instead of actual totals. Table 5 presents the correlation coef-
,

fickents for percentage change7.

The use of "rates of change, instead or actual totals dis-
c loses distinctions among the three key variables. -Although changes
in children served and total experlditures show a generally inverse
relationship to. the. external factors (i.e., a greater change in one.'

is'associated with a smaller change in the otherifigvres for child
'welfare personnel present a different picture. Rates of change in
personnel are highly associated with rates of change in neglect and
dependency rases-.

What can we from these findings? It seems clear that
the'number4of children entering public child welfare services is
influenced primarily by"-funds eXpended for thepe services, rather

than objective factors such as the size of the child population.
Although theoretically one could hold t:hat the relationship worked
-the other way - -that is, an increase in the number of.children would,

bring about greater expenditures--the lag in timing-and the nature
of decisions on spending make that unlikely. ..4ather, as the-program

-expands more children are brought



TABLE 4, Correlation Coefficients'fOr Public Child
Welfare and Related: Trends, 1952-1969:

-Factor Coefficient of Correlation With

Children, Personnel
b

Expendituresc

popula'tion,
0-17 years

Neglect, dependency
casesd

. 86

. 82 .87

Childrena = -__ .98
.

.

:99
f. .--

.Personnelb .98 _....- .96

EXpendituresc .99 . .96
.%.-;

Federal fundse .99 .98 .98

Personnel expend.
e

.99 .97 .99

a
Children receiving services in state and local public

child welfare programs.

bFull-time professional employees in state and local
public gild welfare programs.

dotal--expenditures for state and 1 al public child
welfare programrs. .

dChild neglect and depenaencycase juvenile
e
Includeofin. total expenditures.

f
more than .996.



TABLE 5. Correlation
in Public ChildrKelfa

Factor

of Coefficients for Rates of clipsuge
and elated Statisticsc l95 X969'

Coefficient of Correlation. With . .

thildren Personnel Expenditures

4
"irrerklpopulaticim,

0-t17 years -.29 -;26:

Neglect,' dependency .

cases .06 .55 -.11

Children,_ =1,=111 .36 .68'

-Personnel .36 .21

Expenditures .68 .21 MO .M. UM,

Federal funds .48 .34 .22-

Personnel expend. .30 .38 .43

The part of the equation that is less clear is personnel.

A possible explanation for the strong, association between changes in

this statistic and changes in number of neglect and dependency cases

is that, with more sbaff available, action is taken in more situa-

tions of potentialneglect and dependency that-might otherwise be

ignored by the authorities. 'This is consistent with the notion

that increases iii child welfare caseloads represent a greater
penetration of a population at risk by services, rather than an

increase ,in the risk population 'itself.

The foregoing analysis indicates strongly that the size of

the child, welfare caseload cannot be predicted with any accuracy

On the basis of population projections, which are themselves

ambiguous. Furthermore, little support is given to the, hope of

"cloying ,

the gar)" between needs and resources by expanding the'

persohnel resources. As the resources increase, apparently, the.

caseload is likely to increase also.
1.
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eConaequenaes_of_Statfi,ng--Rati
Aegardless,:*the oeusal relationships among the key factors,

does an increase in ersonnef have a positive effect on service to
clients? Conversely, are staff shortages harmful? In one respect,
the unprecedented expansion of child welfare personnel resources
during_ the 1960mOleemed to pay off. During the decade ',greater
percentage of children served by public child welfare were in
their own or relatives' homes than in substitute arrangements. On
the surface, there appeared to be more preventive &rk going on.

Between 1959 and 1969 thet:percentage of public-child welfare'
clients (children) served in their own or relatives' homes rose
from 39.5% to 49.2%.85 But on closer; examination these figures

.

appear to be a function of additional children being brought into
the system, rather than a diversion-from substitute care. The :-.

_number of-children-in substitute care- (foster homes and institu-
''tlams) rose during that period--in absolute terms, relative to
the total child population. and relative to the number of neglect
And dependency cases in court.86 .,.

.'Gruber linked the problem of children In 'limbo in foster
care to staff shortages. He found that aboat 1700 children in the
Massachusetts Department of Family and Chird.Services had no
assigned caseworker. And he discovered a strong 'relationship be-
tween the length of time a child hadlbeen in.foster care and whether
there was a worker assigned to the case. Nearly one child in five
in the covered caseloads had been in foster care for'less than a
year, while more ,than nine out4 of 10-of the children'infuncovered
caseloads had been in foster care for a year or more.8 The dif-
ferences between covered and'uncoveredscaseloads were limited to
children whb had been under care for up to 2 years; in other words,
after a. child had been fo ter homes for 2 years, it made no

-14e1g:difference whether or not child had. an assigned caseworker in., -

. terms of, remaining in foster care.88 The expectation that-a child
might be adopted was also significantly related to whether the case
was covered or uncovered.89

1

A possible source of bias in-Gruber's study was the fact
that many supervisors "periodically -judge which cases are in need
of service and which-seem to_be custodial in nature. "" Thus,
rather than the thild's prospects being affedted-he presence
of .an assigned worker*, the supervidoes assessmentr6f those proem-
pects influenced the decision to assign or"notassign a worker.

S
.-_,Orfien chiOdrefi are carriedon.the books with no assigned

worXet,' and staff gctivity is reduced.to emergency coverage'by
strangers, it is easy.to see how childtem_and their families-become

f .0
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lost in the system. Unless natural parents
is no contact, and.with.the exception of the
the child essentially ceases to exist as far
corned.

initiate contact
bdokkeeping department.
as the system is con-

re

The converse' is not necessarily true., Despite the positive
results-of special intensive service projects cited previously,
moving toward smaller caseloads generaIlly in the field'will not
automatically make major inroads, on the problem. of children in
limbo.91 Even if caseload reduction had this .effect, it is 'hob

certain that increased resources would ,be translated into smaller
caseloads overall: As has been shown previously, expansion of
resources has also been associated with an expansion in the number
of consumers. Further compounding the problem is the general un-
willingness, currently and in the foreseeable future, of government
to invest.its 'resources in professiofial casework services in child
welfare on the scale it did in the 1960s.

Recruitment of Personnel

With 61e cutbacks in human service
referred to.as a "manpower crisis has
With more, applicants than can be absorbed by

ending, t used to be
an , -loyment crisis.

service systems in
many fields, the problem of personnel selection and recruitment
shifted from one of quantity to one of quality.

The model of practice proposed in the previous section
Calls for a variety of talents that need not reside in the same
individual. This requires a break with past thinking about person-
nel.. The traditional casework model of practice called for recruit-
mentof line workers, all of whom had the potential for making
crucial decisions, knowing available resources and forming effective
helping. relationships. The relationships had to be empathic yet
disciplined.92 Since supervisors have usually been recruited, from
among line workers, and middle level administrators have come_from
supervisory ranks, these norms have applied to recruitment of all
professional social work staff.

Given the diversity of functions proposed and the support
of the service delivery team,- it is possible.to consider different
kindS of strength more flexibly. For this there are few gtide-
lines. For instance, there is not a good profile of "the4ecision
maker." But it can be said that, in addition to being eispathict

and disciplined, those charged,with major decisions regarding case

iir
inte ntion (team leaders) must have the capacity to define options
in. ar and preciSe?t and move themselves and'others to the *
poin- of making a.choiern the face of_SUbstantial risk. The

i.
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far-workers-to a t-tn-thIS way-hai-been
cited as a reason many children flounder in limbo for interminable
periods.93

The decision maker does not have to have a special flair for
direct intervention with cliyit fhmily members, since this function
can be allocatedto different persons in the team. Likewise, the
resource mobilization specialist may have little direct contact withthe client. For this task, a knowledge of community resources and
a high degree of assertiveness are indicated. The resource
mobilizer might be a volunteer, a worker drawn, from clerical per-sonnel or a low income persoq trained for -the position.

The proposed model suggests that qualities associated with
group - level in and work in the open community are
particularly use ul for direct interventive activity. What is
suggested is aLcombination of professional interveners trained to
carry out a reuige of tasks in a community context, together with
certain kinds of indigenous. paraprofessionals. We can infer a
set of qualities desirable for paraprofessionals. They should be
outgoing,, warm and spontaneous. Since one of their functions is
role modeling, they should .have had some success in coping with
their personal problems. To provide a. bridge to the clientele andits social network, they should have a positive orientation toward
these target systems.94

".he writer has made a distinction elsewhere between two sets
of paraprofessional roles--the technician and the helper.95 The
techriician is essentially an extension of the regular personnel
force within the organization (e.g., resource specialist or clerical
worker). The helper moves out into the community and is involved
directly with clients. It is in the latter role that the indigenous
community resident has a special contribution to make.

Kramer hes'identified three types of indigenous paraprofes-
sional workers: hornet:Owners, strivers and activists-96 :the home-
towners are older persons, .Mainly women, oriented to providing

.

direct services to individuals and families. Strivers axe upwardly
mobile and likely to live outside of the target community.
.Activists are the youngest of the three-groups. They are highly
invested in the target community, but are impatient with direct
services and least sympathetic to the agency. Kramer acknowledged
that there are many mixed types.97 The qualities most relevant
to" the community role proposed here be a combination of those
of the hometowner and the activist. -

.Recruitment and selection of professional staff are two-way
-processes. Although the job market is tight, me still must be
Concerned about the factors involved in career choice. OCcupational
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Llityand_itacounterpart, turnover, are costly in t.rma of ,
service continuity and training investment, sopotential career
satisfaction is important.

Persons attracted to human service work tend to be female,
of urban origin, lower middle to middle class,_ upwardly mobile,

ongly interested in social service and social interaction. -They,
have been'found on the average to be of less than highest intel-
lectual and academic ability. Typically the recruit to human
service work has considered or tried a different field first."

the rate of turnover ln social welfare is about double the -
normally "acceptable" 10% to 15% per year. Loss of personnel is
-costly; the cost of training a new worker was estimated at $5000 a
number of years ago. Children are highly vulnerable to disruptions
of service caused by staff losses.99 Especially serious is the
fact thatthe workers of highest intellectual capacity are among
those moil likely to-leave. 100

.16114%.-

A study of worker mobility in child welfare Agencies in New
York City found the greatest mobility among whites, young workers,
those in voluntary agencies and those who had the least stated
commitment to the field.'" This study found an apparent relation-
ship between wo4kers' perception of client hostility and their
tendency to leave the field--all the more interesting because it
was not acknowledged as a reason for leaving. The further a worker
had moved away from the original child welfare position, the more
likely the worker was to view clients as "hostile, withdrawn, unable
to acknowledge their problems, not wanting to be helped." But noti02
a single respondent gave client attitudes as a reason for 14aving. .

In a field not noted for high material or prestige rewards,
the:feeling of being rejected by clients may constitute a decisive
loss of job satisfaction. Although the use of professionals and
indigenous paraprofessionals in teams has been.recommended for
other reasons, this approach might also help staff morale and
retention of professional staff in a significant way by providing
a bridge and a buffer between workers: and a clientele they feel
alienated f.

-By and large, indigenous paraprofessionals are upwardly
mobile, and an opportunity for:Career advancement is Important to
their recruitment and, particularly, their retention.103 Notwith-
standing Kramer's rmindei that such ambitions are not uniform among
indigenous personnel, 104 it is clear that arieffective work force
cannot be created on the basis of deadend jobs.
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Alarriers to the now ol_Parsonnei

....In recent years a growing factor 'in-the human services has
been the organisation of, the -work force around common interests.
Movements to obtain profialtional Xicensure and unionize workers
have made substantial headWay.106 These developments may enhance
the quality of work by limiting entry into the work force to
qualified persons,,,by prc4octing workers from arbitrary adminis-

'/ trative decisions; and by supporting.staff morale and a sense of
`job security. They may also prevent the expansion or contraction
t4 the work force or exclude needed persons lacking- certain
credentials, _Overall they tend to maintain existing patterns of
work and existing porsonnet1.1°6- A third element, civil service
regulations, has essentially the same effects.

CUrrently there is-a major drive by professional social
workers to obtain passage of state licensing lame. As. of December
1975 there were social work licensing laws in 10 states and Puerto
Rico and registration laws in eight other states. Bills have been
introduced in the legislatures of a majority of other states.107

Since licensing laws coxtrol the right to practice as well
as to use a title, the definition of practice in licensing laws
becomes crucial; these laws can determine what activities can-be
engaged in by nonlicensed workers. Since licensing Taws also carry
requirements for professional education,.the implications.for the
use of indigenous paraprofessionals are obvioUs.

The definitions of practice in social work licensing laws
are general and vague, with more attention paid to specifying levels
of educational attainment than activitjes engaged in. 108.

Such definitions can be interpreted so broadly as to exclude
indigenous workers from many activities for which they seem espe-
cially suited. Although opportunities for educational advancement
-and career ladders are desirable for paraprofessionals, restricting
the work force to persons with acme credentlalS could deprive
the child welfare system of key personnel resources. Proponents
of this kind of legislation assert that the language does not pre-
Clude'use of paraprofessionals. -But in a tight job market, the
temptation will be to use such laws in precisely this way.

Civil service regulations, like professional licensing provi-
sions, are presented in terms of protecting standards of excellence
and thus the interests of the consuming public. They have sometime&
served to protect citizens against flagrant patronage. But they
also serve the self-interest of those already in the system and
'restrict entry of uncredentialed personnel resources that may offer
an important contribution.
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The answer is not to oppose all licensing and civil service

laws, but to strive for policies that assure service systeM really

responsive to the needs of clientele. A specific step to enhance

the responsiveness of both professional licensing systems and civil

service' systems is the meaningful involvement of the client popula-

tions in the formulation,' review and administration of these

systems.

Unlike professional communiV.es., unions have traditionally

had great flexibility to relate their demands to bread -and=- butter

issues, keyed to levels of company profits. -But human. service

unions, like professional bodies, base their 4aims on'public
interest and quality of services.109 The constituency of workers
tries to convince policy makers and taxpayers of the social value

of the services.

But, .given the nebulous nature of "need" and the lack of

tangible evidence of success, professional bodies-and unions alike

have difficulty making their case. As a result, the dialogue between

workers and management is cast in moral terms, even though major,
material interests are at stake on both sides. Matters of .self-

interest become generalized into matters of principle, making it

especially difficult to introduce changes in personnel and

practices.

Unions are less likely to shut off the advancement of Para-

' professionals than are professional bodies, because, unlike the

latter, they can view uncredentialed new personnel as potential,

members. But Gartners prediction that indigenous paraprofessionals
will be accepted and that the career ladder concept in higher educa-

tion is here'to stay must be reassessed in the light of sharp

reductions in support of educational programs and the social

climate generally. 110

This is not to deny that workers in the human services have

a right to organize in their own - interest. They should not have to

-bear the burdens of a niggardly society )-11 _What is required is

great imaginativeness in responding to their concerns while

- -creating new opportunities for indigenous paraprofesdionals.

Reading the Future!
:IP

The most interesting question --What will-be the supply of

and demand for child welfare personnel in the future ? --ins al go the

leAst answerable. Since past patterns of. demand have followed

neither child population trends nor incidence of court cases, these

are of little use in making projections.
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Projections for the number of children under 5 years of age
.1A6-;11-sdiliTrer-2-3.-4-Aillion.112 So this age

group could be 400,000 smaller or 6.2 million larger than it was in
1970. The estimates for 1985 are between 26.6 million and 30.3
million.'" Thus an increase in young children is anticipated in
the next decade, a function of the increased numbers-of women
entering the child-bearing age group. -Yet the declining fertility
rat, makes it hard to predict the size of child population.114

Nth

Our analYsisAf trends in child welfare suggests that
projected number of chile:Ikon is poor predictor of child welfare
personnel dimand because of the great elasticity of this demand.
Rather, expansions or contradictions in child welfare funding and
services, resulting from policy shifts at the national level, are
expectidp to be the major determinant of the number of children
entering the system. The potential recruits to the system will
remain high, because of the large number of persons seeking careers.
So money may well be the controlling factor.

Aside from the general political climate, the availability
of funds will depend on how well the child welfare field convinces
the policy makers and the pUblic that it has something worth funding.

EDUCATIONAL ISSUES

The low income family has been described as an adaptive sys-
tem most strongly influenced by the milieu in h it* pursues its
goals.and on which it depends for survival. ame can be said
of child welfare staff. They, too, constitu adaptive system
mast strongly influenced by its working environment, on which the
members are dependent for (career) survival. And educational
programs that ignore this are doomed to failure. Empi4cal research
on social workers' orientation and behavior confirms this view:115

So a major factor in the development of desired performance-
by child welfare staff is'the work environment itself. The effects.
of a team model of -work organizition were discussed-previously.
But this is not to say that educational programs, inside-and outside
of the service delivery system, are unimportant.. Graduate schools
of social work, as the major seams of formal prbfessional sociakiza-
tion of child welfare workers, have 'had a profound impact on the
field. This is so,-even though the majority of child welfare per-
sonnel have not had this educational experience.116

. Professional Education in Social Work

Nearly as strong as the belief that social work education is
necessary for professional child welfare work is the belief that
full professional education xeguires a master of social work degree.
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This belief continues in the face of repeated studns finding no
significant differences-An theAmmfAmmance-of-workers with the
M.S.W. and those without, when they are in similar positionsr117

. The progressive development of undetgraduate social work
education and, in 1970, the designation of the bachelor of social
'Mork as the first professional degree have complicated the picture.
In reversal of the usual tendency to 'raise entry-level standards.
for professions, social work thus broadened its definition of
!"professional." But the claim to exclusive control over a sector
of knowledge is even weaker. Many associate of arts programs, not
under the control of the Council on Social Mork Education, have
content that overlaps 'substantially with that of bachelor's degree
and even, to 'sale extent, master's degree prCgrams.118

There has been a tendency to define levels of competence by
academic credentials whose intrinsic meaning is unclear. This lack
of exclusive jurisdiction over a sector of knowledge and expertise
has been impeding social work's efforts to establish exclusive
jurisdiction over a sector of work, via licensing. Another factor
is that control by professionals has not been an urgent-issue in
the social welfare field because of bureaucratic ntrol over

*iFpractices in an employee profession.119 Of late th lack of clarity
about the distinctions between-educational levels has-become a more
pressing issue, as undergraduate social work educators haire chal-
lenged the dominant position of the. master of social work degree.12°

v

A school of social work can be viewed as a social system that
is affected primarily by two other systems: the organized social
services and the university. Traditionally, the influence of the
academic setting was-more one of form than content. There were
graduate degrees and graduate-theses, but these usually bore little
resemblance to the kind of work that went on in other departments
of the university. 121 The overriding influence in the content of
social work education was the social service system itself. Most
of the student's time was, spent in the field practicumworking
in an agency, according to agency practice' norms, under an agency-
employed supervisor. Practice courses, taught by facultyimembers
whose major experience had been in social agencies and not in higher
academic work, drew heavily from case material from the same
agencies.122

A new force in social work education i the last decade has
been the federal government, which has provid funds for students
andfor faculty resources. This made social work schools less
directly dependent on social agencies and their staff for teaching.
Simultaneously,.the rapid development of doctoral educationalso
supported by federal fundsbrought social and behavioral science
content directly into social work schools. These new developments
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undermined the traditional relationships between social work
practice and education-. .During the 1960s, theisekohanges become
complicated by urban unrest, student restiveness and general
leftward movement politIcally.123

Though these two movements - -the agademic infusion and the
political upheaval -- occurred simultaneously and *were mutually rein-
forcing at points, they are. distinct. More recently, the conflicts
between academic standards and affirmative action have sharpened
the differences.124

The academic revolution in social work education has the'
potential of serving the interests of the system that historically
has dominated social work education contents the social services.
especially when accountability and scientific evaluation of
servicps are paramount, disciplines that can hold out the hope of
solid empirical proof are much in demand. Sociobehavioral inter-
ventions,- discussed previously, likewise may have particular appeal
to agencies pressed to demonstrate tangible result*.

Currently theme is much concern in the field regarding the
relevance of social work education to practice.125 Obviously, if
social work schools fail to provide their graduates with the tools
of the trade, they have little reason to exist. But at least some
of the concern appears to be a wish to reassert the emphasis on
traditional practice principles, particularly in clinical practice.
As the child welfare field assesses this issue, it must be clear
as to the kinds of expertise needed. This paper has sketched out
tasks that can more effectively accomplish the child welfare mission.
The specific qualities associated with each set of tasks and educa-
tional implication* are discussed further on in this section.

F lly, in relation to professional education, it should
be noted Eh t a community of scholars is also a community of inter-

. *sta.' The p fessional education system, like other systems,
generates its vital concerns. At points these may run counter
to the specific needs and conoerns-of the child welfare field. The
implication is not that the field should seek to contro) the -educa-
tions& system for its own needs. That could only encourage the kind
of ingrown mentality,that.has limited social work practice in the
past. The great advantage of a university -based professional
education system is the infusion of ideas and knowledge from a wide
range of fields.

_.The child welfare field has to be clear about its needs and
'..articulate these to the professional education system, rather than
simply accept or reject .out of hand the insights inthe educational
arena. The interaction of the service.commuhity and the academic
community is n essary to 'the vitality of
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Alternative Forms of 161Cation

University-based professional education is. expensive, in.
terms-of both human:and financial reSources. It is also leSs...
appropriate for-some-aspects of Child welfare work than others.

-InserviCe train g is one alternative. -It:is essential to perceive.
the training nsion In all experiences in the work setting and ,

capital' on these; yet there .is also need .for formally planned
socializing experiences in connection with the work place.

The formal inservice training program is an extension.of a
- continuing process. Recognition of thiS may,'help avoi.d.the past
tendency to treat inservice training-as watered- down -professional
4ducation. In. particular, training in the.work place must be-
focused on everyday concerns of the service'deliVery process. The
most Obvious reason'for this is to:make the outcomes of such train-
ing work-relevant.126 Another reason ±s to motivate the learner.
Training content that is remote from immediate work cohcerni tends
to lose the interest of,personne1.127

1

It is clear that the team is a major mechanism for inservice
training. But the team of specialists len itself to another kind.
Of inservice training--a special program ed to workers with a
common specialty_ This may take place within the work Site-, if an

o agency is large enough, or in a special learning center..

The child welfare field must-develop a system of personnel
training that has maximum versatility.- In addition to university-
based.education and inservice training; special learning centers

',and institutes can enhance specific skillt. They have advantages
-neither the school.. of social work nor the agency itself can offer.
The content can be geared specifically to performance needs without
-concern for academic norms, and the learning process is free of
day-tb-dayTpressures of the work situation. -Such centers also can
bring together workers from different agency environments but with
common rOle-related probleMs, thus combining the enrichment of
diversity with a-common focus.

Making Skills

-N_ -here are many different kinds of decision making in child
welfdre, but responsibilities-are concentrated 'in certain roles.
One of the t.ea.m leader, who has major responibility for
decisions in specific case situations. .Another is the administrator,,
who has Overall service integration functions.,

.
The decision maker must be eble_to assessjproblems and move

io.:a plan of action in-response. Although different kinds of

r
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substan intormation are used by a team leaaer and an adminis-
trator, their de.ision processes are similar. The decision maker
needs a ramework-of analYsis sufficiently broad to-encompass all
relevant ctors in a situation4 sufficiently flexible to deal
creative y ith unanticipated:and unprededent tu tions, yet
sufficie tly.precise to yield meaningful answe queS.tionS.

In'addition, decision makers must develop skill in the
decision process, includin%the.art: of achieving group depision and
of enabling others to lake decisions.- This sort .of.comPOtence can
probably best be taught through a combination of-academic and'field
experiences. The academic aspectscdhould draw upon the knowladet
and research tools of science. Since, particularly'in the practicum
aspects, -the decision proCess should be. studied I") the context-of
apilication, social work education should be an appropriate locus..
for this kind of training.

/'

Resource Mobilization Skills

Effective petformance as a resource mobilizer may draw upon
abstract principles of practice in relation'to the advocicy function.
But in large part this set of skills should be learnable in the work
situation. Different persons may share,in this .responsibility,each
assuming those- aspects most closely related to his/her experience
and knowledge of community resources.: In this case; group training
that stresses sharing of knowledge is indicated.

Direct-Intervention

A' primary resourcefor6this functiOr is the. indigenous para-
,

pr6Yessional, but professional staffmeMbers Will also_be involved,
where serious emotional distUrbance is a factor. For

example, a team leader may-aid other members in their tasks and
also work directly in complex situations-.

Aki
In terms of.professional skiEls--tha is, application of

abstract principles to Specific,situations-71t.. been suggested
that'group interventive techniques be emphaA'ied, ough not to

.4= "

-the'exClusion of individual-to-individual moydalities.
decision maker, the framework within which one assesses a
and responds to lt,is cruaial. -

A major allenge for the,professionalinvolved
intervention i estabilishing an effective relationship witir;
clientele, especially when the latter are from a different socio-
economic and cultural-background. 'Here is where the team, with
indigenous staff, can be especially helpful, since it allows maximum
flexibility in staft-client relationships.

with the
situation

4

(
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Although social work education in a university setting can
help workers develop professional interventive skills of this sort,
the formal training must be reinforced and further developed in
the, work setting itself.- This can be done either in the''.team itself
or in special inservice training progiads.

In de.f.reloping work competence in the indigenous paraprofes
Sional involved-in direct intervention, a major concern is over-
training. The greatest assets of indigenous workers are those
'qualites that come out of their life experiences. Much.of the
straining" of such workers will-take place informally, through
interaction with other team members. Taloriellers must be espe-.
cially mindful of the inadvertent teaching that-goes on.. _There
should be mutual teaching by professional and paraprofessional, but
the distinctive contributions. o£ each should be preserved.

..

.

. .
.

.
In"view of the 'differential rewards:aCcorded professionals.

latter=arid nonprofessionals -- especially as the atter are associated with
-stigmatized segments ofthe populationtherels a strong pull
toward professional identification. 'The wish to ad4Ance'ls a
healthy wish, and pararofessionals. shoUld not be trapped in dead-:-

...7end_jobs. Recognizing these. factors, one.--must preserve and reward
the indigenous worker'sspecial linkage with the- community.

*
Child Care Skills -

Volumes have been written on child care, and, it .wouldbe
prestutptuout to attempt to discuss these skills iri ditpth her

'Rather, the implications of child caring roles for edudational
policies are the focus,of this discussion. As has been indicated;
itis important to avoid osertrainirig parent surrogates, espe-

A
cially those functioning in .a natural.home setting. Profeisional-
ization involves a degree of-scientific detachment and emotional
constraint inappropriate for'parenting.' training experiences
Should buildupon the natural assets that-.foster parents and other-.

child care personnel bring to the situation.

/ What has been'said regarding the education of other para---

professional staff applies to child care workers in institutions.
In addition, they may. needspepial knowledge and skills regarding
specific problems characteristic of a given setting and the children
served-by it.

Work Integration Skills .

The need of administrators for skill in decision making
was discussed earlier. Beyond,this, administrators need special
competence in mobilizing the work force toward common objectives.-
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Tr tionally, the skiltis of administration were acquired in the
likoc of carrying on direct-service and supervisory activities.
The. same clinical orientation that guided one's work with clients
tended to be-carried over into other'work relationships #s wel1.19
But this can be.-dysfunctional to effective performanceof adminis-
trative functions.

In recent years'social work schools have become increasingly
involved in the teaching"of administration as a .special area of
practice130 In view of. the increasing responsibilities of
administrators in child 'welfare. and-other fields, this addition to
the social work curriculum can fill an important'' need for the field.-
One major issue-presents itself in- this .regard.--Should administra-
tion be taught as a generic set of prinCiples,,unrelated to profes-
sional field or setting? Can a single-program train hospital
administrators, social agency administrators-and business
administrators together? The consensus in social work education
seems .to be that one progrimi cannot, and thai social welfare
should prepare its own admihistrators.

But then one is faced with a related question: Ce.n adminis-
trators of child welfare services, health agencies, institutions
for delinquents and-nursing homes all be trained in a single.mold?
Or should child welfare administrators have a special course of
study? The question, obviously, is broader than this. Should
child welfare personnel have a special program designed for their
field of practice? The basic issue is one of core knowledge
versus special knowledge in professionaleducation.

Educational Core and Specialties.

In assessing educational needs, the writer began by looking
at-the specific tasks in child welfare and considering -what kinds
of competence are needed-for each. -Is there a basic set of
qualities that all child welfare personnel should possess? To
answer this question, it is necessary to distinguish among three
basic qualities:, value orientations, substantive knowledge, and
skill. Which are common among ,all' woricers and which are
only to some?

-Direct inculcation 6f values can be effective in making
clear to the individual what the basic stance of a field is. But
this must be reinforced continually by the work. environment in
which the person is operating. Ail-levels of.the organiAtion,
,from the top administrator on down,, must make their expectations -

:o.f one another clear. Presumably, then, value:content would be
part of a common core for all learners, whether in professional
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.edacition or inservide training: The more basic point is_that,the
values must permeate the work environment and relations within it.

Substantive knowledge about humari- and social processes,
A

about the program and about community resources will vari, depending
on the person's role. One advantage of the team is that all workers
do not need the same substantive information. However, two types of

-:. knowledge should be shared by all team- members. One is an under-'
standing of the program, its purposes and its social context. The
other is a general understanding of huMah behavior and social
processes. Much of this understanding. may come .to team -members
in the process of interaction, 'case .conferences and the like-
Practice skills will vary most: from worker to worker. Clearly,
these skills mustbe specialized, and require specialized-training
for maximum competence.

Training the Trainers

Graduate social work educators, having acknowledged the
legitimacy.of professional.preparation for direct service delivery
-below the master of social work level, have expanded the_curriculum,
the skills of-the trainer and other staff-development roles. Al-
thbugh professional edUCdtion prograMs are appropriate for such
preparation, the child welfare field may have special needs beyond-.
these:basic:programs. It may have to. develop special prograMs

,:. 'either in-special centers or on.a contract basis with universities:

To learn about a process by being exposed to that process
is an effective means of learning. The major implication of. this
for training the training personnel is that those charged with
socializing other staff should be.placed in a learning situation
analogous to.that which they will- create for others. The training
of trainers should therefore make maximum use of informal as well'
as formal learning and mutual enrichment among peers-

. 7

Finally, there are diverse competencies, notall of which
have to be possessed by all workers. It is nom necessary fo'r a
single training specialist to. provide the full rarn4e of learning
content needed. It mayibe more accurate to think -of a training
coordinator, who manages a process involving many teachers (in-"
cluding Indigenous paraprofessionals) in a variety of teaching
contexts.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS'
J

.Utilization of Personnel

' Consistent with a.large body of research findings, the child
welfare field must bring about a major shift from removal of chil-
dren from their own homes and to provision of services to families
in their natural, environments. This calls for different personnel. I

qualities and skills, baSed on a different' set of assumptions re-
garding child and family functioning. Policies, standards and
allocation of financial resources in child welfare should be
directed toward a major shift in emohasis from individual
rehabilitation to enhancement, of riatir.il environmental support
and effective group interaction.

The.importince'of the indigenous paraprofessional worker
mush, -be recognized and a great expansion of this type of personnel
'for direct interventive activity should be encouraged. The ,team I

model, aithotigh not a panacea, has great potential, especially for
supporting the kind of intervention proposed, and should be
encouraged.

Logistics

To attract more personnel of better quality into the child
welfare field, the child welfare enterprise'mUstlearn much more
about factors that attract people to child welfare work or move
them to leave-it. Money appears to be a key factor, both in making
positions sufficiently remunerative and in providing desirable.
working environments. Of particular concern should be irrelevant
credentialing requirements that are barriers to the use of
indigenous paraprofessionals and others-from outside the profes-
sional pale. The primary issue, of course, is provision of
services that are relevant and competent in relation to their pur-.
pose, that is, protection of the interests of the recipients of
service, not the career aspirations of/persons wishing to do child
welfare work: For example, if it can bedemonstrated.that indigenout
workers are not equipped to provide certain essential functions,
they should not be used to provide them. But the key word is
demonstrated.

-
It is not possible to project in any meaningful way the

future personnel needs of the child welfare field. Because of the
elasticity of demand, and the impact of supply on-demand, changes
in policy and funding decisions will have a far greater effect on
the demand for'personnel than external factors such as the size of
the child population.

. 4b.

,)"
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the infusion of new ideas made possible by university-based profes-
sional education that avoids the ingrown quality of a service-
dominated system, and for.the same reason should to c to alternative
means of personnel development.

Research

Education and Training

The child welfare field, through policies, standards and
financial resource allocation, should encourage a wide diversity
of educational resources to meet the varied personnel needs de-
scribed. While seeking to maximize the direct applicability of.
education for its purposes, the child welfare field should prize

The foregoing recommendations have necessarily been stated,
4n definitive terms, as if enough were known about personnel needs
in child welfare. That.obviously.is not so, and major resources
must go to continued study of personnel utilization and the-state
of the art:generally. It is imporiant that questions be posed and
measurements devised in the most precise language possible, lest
research findings suffer from thetunclarity tiot-has plagued the
field in the past.

Financial Resources

Throughout this paper the focus has been on personnel
priarities and goals, with little reference to the resources needed
to carry out any program. It was.said at the outset that, in
effect, human services are personnel, child welfare no less than
the rest. A major theme has been the need to rethink the prevailing
norms of personnel utilization, especially as they concern educa-
tional credentials. The reader should not interpret this theme to
_mean that less is. better, or that we can get more effective child
welfare services on the cheap. First of all, full implementation
of the proposed model of persorinel utilization would require more
professional expertise, not less. Especially as one enlists natural
support systems and workers who are indigenous to the client com-
munity, there will hdve to be a great deal of support from profes-
sional staff.

But more important th sheer numbers is the quality of
professional personnel needed. The kind of support envisioned here
would require a vast retooling.of pAiessional education for child
welfare work. New skills and new knowledge, as well as a new.out-
look, are essential' if there is to be a-successful transition to
the new model. And that wiltake money.

4/7

. When humari service, fund' g is cut back, there is a tendency
to cut education and training udgets first. And indeed it is, hard
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to argue for allocating more funds to education while caseloads go
unoavered.in the oPerating agencies. But we have seen that staff
vacancies and uncovered caseloads are a result of many factors and

. not a simple and direct effect of changes in .Vailable funds. To
strip educational programs of their_ financial support and shift
these funds to agency operations would not necessarily result in
better coverage of the caseload; it might coincide with a bigger
gap. between supply and demand, as occurred in the 1960s.

jmm..

The lesson to be drawn from all thiS, in a period. of
reduced resources for human services, is not that child welfare
services and education should be relegated to a low priority, but
that more thought should be given to how available resources are
used. We are being asked by the.society to account for the
effectiveness of the child welfare field. This accounting takes
on special urgency because of the financial squeeze. The current
policies and practices with respect to personnel utilization and
education need thorough reexamination if the child welfare field
is to meet this test.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The Juven4e/JustiCe and Delinquency
(P.L. 93-415) brought to the surface a pioblem .

in Atmerican society since the landing of the Pi
definition as criminals of "children who were r
ruly, or who behaved disobediently toward thei
governors" (Rothman, 1971 and 1974). "Houses of refuge" were estab-

lished in the 19th century, beginning in 1824 in New York, as institu-
tions for children, but no distinctions were made among those who could

be incarcerated for dependency, neglect or crimes, or for "leading a

vicious and vagrantriife." Incarceration and isolation were considered

acceptable means for controlling youthful misbehavior and even neglect

or dependency. The houses of refuge

vention Act of 1974
at has festered with-
grim*, namely, the

stubborn and un-
parents, masters and

. . . took in several types of minors--the juvenile
offender, convicted by a'court for a petty crime; the

wandering street arab, picked up.by a town constable;
and the willfully disobedient child, turned over by
distraught parents (Rothman, 1971,, pp. 207-208).

411

Rothman reported that although the, houses of refuge and

orphan asylums never monopolized the'care of homeless or delinquent
children, they did become the model for childtenrs institutions,
because'society gradually concluded that children should be handled

separately from adults and that institutionalization was generally
beneficial for children. Seldom. if ever, did this separate handling

result in greater humaneness or differentiated services in relation-

ship to children's needs.

The founders of the houses of refuge believkid that children

should be diligently trained in a strict environment so -as to

prevent moral decline7 Soon training and rehabilitation were used

to reform children

to enlighten their [inmates'] minds, and aid the t in forming
virtuous habits, that they may finally go forth, clothed as

In invincible armoUr They would gird the young to withstand
temptation (Rothman, '1971, p. 212).

The establishment of the Juvenile Court in 1899 provided a

legal mechanism for broad control over youths. The court was to be

a humanitarian institution dedicated to helping children. This opt-

look for the court was aptly expressed by the Chicago Bar AssociaN
tiara:
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The whole trend and spirit of the 1899 Illinois juvenile
court] at is that the state, actingsthrough the Juvenile.
Court, exercises that tender solicitude and cars over its
neglected, e dent wards that a wise and loving parent
would exercise ith reference t his own children under
similar circ ances (Platt 170,, p.138).

On t basis. of the concept arons patriae, the juvenile
court was au orized to intervene wherever a juvenile's behavior was
problematic for the child, his or her family, or the.society. Thus
behavior such as truancy, curfew violation, unruliness, incorrigi-
bility or even "idling one's time away" were as sufficient a basis
fords juvenile court to adjudicate a youth as delinquent as was
commission of a felony or misdemeanor. For_75 years youths have
been so processed, with high ,proportions of status offenders in some
courts and few or none in others. Particularly vulnerable to these
adjudications were females; as recently as 1971, the proportion of
female juveniles in pubitc training schools in the United States'
was 70% (USNCJISS, 1974).

Who Are Status Offenders?
A status offender-is commonly defined as a minor who engages

in conduct that would not result in a criminal charge if committed byan adult. Typicek`examples are "truancy," "promiscuity," "curfew
violation,""running away," "using profanity," "growing up in idle-
ness," and "incorrigibility." These examplei make clear that status
offenses refer both to specific behaviors and to general character
or personality characteristics. Some are catchalls for a youth's
alleged pattern-of stubbornness'-or rebelliousness. Although status
offenders present no imminent threat to society, their conduct
impairs their development, it-is said; therefore, the state should
intervene to constrain negative development.

Although adequate empirical evidence is not available, some
information suggests. that the proportion of status offenders pzeilessed
and adjudicated as such by the juvenile court has risen substantially
in the last decade (Sarni, 1974; Lerman, 1970).- EXplanation of this
must remain tentative,-but there is reason to believe that youths-in
the United States are being subjected to increasing societal control

___ --(Haney and Zimbardo, 1975). Some high schools have become almost as---
custodial as training schools fctr deliriquent youths, as Haney and
Zimbardolpoint out in their comparative study of high schools and
institutlens for delinquents.

Adolescence is well recognized as a t or experimentation
with life styles,'philosophi_es, modes of behav , and challenges
to the status quo by testin: the agents of authority--schools,
police and parents (Erikson, 1967; Keniston, 1968; Constanzo and
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Shaw, 19664 Schonfeld, 1967; Jencks and Reisman, 1967). Today,

instead of encouraging and tolerating 8Xperimentation that may

produce more productive and capable adults, youths are subjected to
rigid authority in many community settings; furthermore, in crowded

urban communities high levels of conformity to adult behavior are

required. Thus, an almost perfect set for frustration and hostility

is created.1

Although some have suggested that contemporary life styles

of youth differ too radically from those of adults, students of

history can point to numerous instances in the past where similar
differences in perspective prevailed. Perhaps one area of signifi-
cant difference today is that youthful expression is less tolerated

because youth are not an economic resource for the society as they

once were. As a result they are expected to be docile and con-

forming.

Moreover, society does not providthlegitimat47-opportunities

for adolescent and young adults; the highest rates of'unemploYment

are to be found in this age group (Keyserling; 1974). It is not

surprising that youths respond with hostility and/or alienation.
In turn, the adult society responds with even-greater control--a
self-defeating fiVategy. In recent statements, two noted psfcholo-

gists, Keniston (1976)1.and Heyns (1976); argued that a new con-

ceptualization of adolescence is urgently needed in the United

States..

In 1974 the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

was passed, the first national legislation modifying policies and

practices governing the handling of status offenders. It contained

a provision requiring that any state receiving -federal money under

the act not commingle youths charged with felonies and misdemeanors

and those charged with status offense, in any type of facility from
pretfial detention through disposition. Implementation of this

IL,

provision took effect in 1977, and already it has led to a flurry of
:

1
At a convention of secondary sch¢ol principals in Washing-

ton, D.C., in February 1976, President Ford told theducators to
educate children to admire thenation's.strengt1S, to correct its

faults, "and to participate effectively:as.citizens. . . . Young

people in particular appear cynical and.alienated.from ourtgovern-

ment and 1 al syst . . . TOo.Aany Americans see the law as

27a threat ther tha a protection." The operation of the juvenile

justice y1stem today does little to modify the juvenile's

alienation or views.
. ...



legislative activity in many states to bring their juvenile codes
into conformity with the federal requirements. It is apparent
throughout the country that child welfare agencies must assume
greater responsibility for these youths than they have in the recent
past. As the policy statement of the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency declares:

C:3")

We believe that the juvenile court system' can utilize Its
coercive powers fairly and efficiently against criminal
behavior that threatens the safety of the community. The
court, however, cannot deliver or regulate rehabilitative
services. Noncoercive community services must bear the

. responsibility for the unacceptable.but noncriminal behavior
of children. Use of family counseling and youth service
bureaus and increasing educational and employment oppor-
tunities would be more beneficial than depending on
juvenile courts. .

e

we believe that, however sincere the effort of the juvenile
court to Coirect a juvenile's noncriminal behavior, it tilts
frequently resulted in a misapplication of the,coUrt's
power, has sometimes done more harm than good, and as-said
in Kent, generally gives him "the worst of both worldi .

neiiTWi- the protections accorded to adults nor the
solicitoUs care and regenerative treatment postulated for
children." Whether we label chilimon status offenders'or
delinquents, once introduced into the juvenile court
proceSs they become stigmatized. The benefits derived
from such classification for either the child or society
appear to be nonexistent (NCCD, 1974).

The terms used in state laws "to refer toy these youths-4,
CINS (child in need of supervision) , MINS, PINS, and so forth--
indicate that the states view them as s who need assistance,
guidance and other types of service.

The failure to distinguish betweih status offenses and
violations of penal laws by minors has resulted in jammed pretpal_
detention centers, inadequate an perfunctory court procesefig, and
ovaiized correctional facilities roweled with status offenders and
serious delinquents (including mu erers) together. Thus, immepsur-
able damage is inflicted upon-youth at forbidding cost to society
at large.

Thrs indiscriminate.handling of status offenders-not only-,.;
offends our sense of jtice, but invites se#ious questionim of itsefficacy. In shoTt, institution designed tp protect the most
vulnerable population--the nation's youths--has turned into a



formal procodure'in which
abused" (Orlando, 1975).
handling. of status offend
justice system and be ant
public schools, and prix

ild I. least helped 4pd moat
the reasons ice is argued th4t the

rs should be removed from the juvenile
usted to child welfare organizations,
e voluntary youth-serving organizational.

The role of the juvenile court should be to monitor these agencies
and ensure that they'provide the services needed by these youth
under conditions whereby they can take advantage df them.

What is at issue tosNy is how and by whom that service will

be provided; the conditions under which the service will be offered'
and accepted (voluntary or involuntary); and under which agency
auspices the services needed by juveniles and theirfamil es can

be most effectively provided. Review of a statement of c1
fare purpose and program goals of the Department of Health
tion,and Welfare indicates that children now classified .0

offenders come under the mandates because of characteristi

ild wel-
Educa-
status
s of the

. individual juvenile, the family or the environing community. This

statement also indicates that there is to be a "comprehensive,
developmentally oriented service system at the local, state And'

federal levels to meet the needs of children and families." In the

case of adolescent and-preadolescent youths characterized as status
Offenders, the situation is wholly haphazard, with incredible v5,4
tion within and between states and with no federal oversight of

comprehensiveness or equity. Thus,'it is.most appropriate that a
reexaminatif currert practice be under 00 for the purpose of

.formulating specific policies and pr s to make essential services
available to these youths and their families.

NCEpTUAL FRAPIESLRK AND ASSUMPTIONS a

The Oienomena. at issue here --behaviors or conditions con-
sidered problematic'beeause of the status of being a childare such

\. that a clearcut conceptual framework is difficult to develop.

Therefore,.this paper delineates several critical contemporary
assumptions or themes. -

V. Societal resoonsibilitv.for identification and-control of

%. status- havior should rest weitth,thiL child mare system, the
.fami y and with youths themselves

In no other area of human services has the contrast between
aspiration and'reality been so disparate-asin the field of juvenile
justice, where youths guilty of no law viol4tion are often processed

as criminals and then incarcerated with more stringent sanctions

than are youths;who have violated thOaw (Lerman, 1970, 1975;

Sarri, 1974). The philosophy of paresis patriae hal espoused ideals

of reh4bilitation, 'Alt seldoqrhave rehabilitative programs been

successfully impleiented.

tt

(
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The usneas of the tr ditional consequences of inter-cio
ntito nile justice system is not at issue here. What

i concern is the societal practice whereby the typical status
offense has been groitill ovordramatisod.(hllen, 19641 Xadish, 1968
NCCZN 1974). For ex

;

, runaways are characterized as seriously
disturbed, problematic youth when in fact.e0o-thirds are over the
age of 15, stay away no mace than 2 days and spend the time with a
relative or family friend less than lb miles from their home
(Brennan, 1975, Gold and Reimer, 1975). This exaggeration is a .

serious matter, because the vast majority of all youths report that
they have engaged in behaviors that could lead to status classifica-
tion, but only a small minority ere caught and processed (Gold,
1970).

Because the consequences are disproportionate to tpe

1(

offenses and are largely bas on ascribed characteristics and
chance elements, jurisdictio over status offenses belongs in the
child welfare sector and not In the juvenile court (Thornborry,

.

1974).*. During the period 1940 to 1975 the Unitb&States witnessed
a rapid increase in the processing of status offenders through the
juvenile courts and into the full spectrum of juvenile justice
agencies. ;here is some reason to believe that the reduction of
.federal expenditures in both child welfitire and elementary and -1411P,
secondary education in the last decade, accompankied. by increases
in federal criminal justice expenditures, has contributed substan-
tially to the-increase in the number of juveniles being processed
by the juvenile court (Sarri and Vinter, 1974). It is difficult to
j4ustify a policy whereby a juvenile who needs an alternative school
progtam or assistance because of family con list can be served only
after a stigma4zing court process.

.
.

2. 'Juvenile courts are now overburdened by the number of youth
referred for processing and are overwhelmed by the shortcomings -

of the society. -.

The character of services to youth is critically shaped by
the local community. Opportunities, resources and services there
.defiFie basic life conditions' ,for children and generate the main

r -.notions of" deviant behavior.. Community tolerance for youth behavior.
affects the fate and irolume'of cases presented for formal handling,
but the responsiveness of community institutions determines whether
a youth will be harshly sanctioned or offered help toward satisfying
and conventional social life. Even under optimum conditions, there f
are fee comprehensive and concerted efforts today to aid youth out-.

side the, juvenile justice system...
a t

In contras the Mnited States, many guropean countries,
such as England,' Scotland, Sweden and the Netherlands,-havbideveloped
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mechanisms for comprehensive planning and provision of youtO serv-
ices outside_ the justice systems (lox, lk74),

Ai the community and its other institutions fail to cope
with the problems of youth, the police asd the courts are pressed
Into processing a wide array and increasing volume of those problems.
Inundation of the local justice system's capabilities has been
fostered by the nation's inability'to devise constrNactive solutions

Imo
Ae

to the ial problems that impact youth, particularly in education
and emp nt. Having no better alternative, we process youths
"with ro lams" into the justice system. We refuse to acknowledge
that ralifif cannot be enforced by negative sanctions, or to face
the serious implioations of the increasingly disproportionate
number Of poor and minority-group persons absorbed into thin system.
Moreol;er, in the case of status offenses, we process youths rather
than their parents, when the latter are often at least as culpable

as the child.

The police and the court are essentially coercive social
institutions, but in many states they are increasingly, beingt.ressed
to provide the gamut.of critical child welfare services. In con-
trast, In the caseNof adults and' f mentally ill persons, police and
court power is being restricted4Donaldson v. Connor, 439 F.2d 507
(1974): Miranda v. Arizona, 384-15.S. 436 f1966]). Society is
demanding that police and courts concentrate their efforts on those.

who commit serious misdemeanors ai felonies and thereby endanger
public safety.

3. Countervailing strategies and developments provide a basis for
improvement in socialization and social control of yBuths.

. .. -7-

. - . .

. The in concepts in social %gelfarand criminal justice
.programming are decriminalization', diversion, deinstitutionalization
and deterrence: At all.levels of society there are increasing efforts -"

to'd;;71.1147.71arze a variety Of'behaViors, including use of drugs, ( =sexual relations among .consenting poisons, gambling, and status
offenses of juveniles. In addition there are.efforts to divert -

Large nunbers of persons from full criminal justice processing to
.voluntary community agencies. Deinstitutionalization'has been

,

.linked to diversion 'Dailey, but goes beyond it in terms of the c n- ""-.....

sequences for coMmunity-based placement of most categories of '

1 ---k.

2The Supreme Court in Donaldson v:bConnor, 439 F..2d
S1974), shorply limitedlthe conditions under which mental patients 4' E

bonld be invo4untariAN held in hospitals.
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perdons formerly, laced in institutions. In the case of adjudicated
juvenile delinquents, the number. of youths in public institutions
for delinquents in the United Stated dropped from 46,410 to 28,001
between 1966. and 1974 (Vinter, 1975;' Pappenfort, 1970).

Deterrence is-recei 'ng renewed attention because research
is consi tently revealing thdt legal processing and sanctions in
relation to status offeriges not only do not deter criminal behavior,
but in.fact have almost opposite results. The earlier a youth is
processed. and the more stringent the sanction-, the more likely it'is
that the youth will subsequently be reportedor,processed for more
serious criminal law violations. The finding suggests parsimony
with respect to judicial intervention.

Increasing concern about the high costs of state intervention
and care has resulted in mounting skepticism about its continuance,
given the negative or dubious outcomes. iBut broad-bated political
pressures toward the development of positive programs for youth
are still "lacking..

k

4. There is a growing recognition that-youths are entitled to basic
human rights independent of the authority of parents or other adults.

Less than 200 years ago children were considered essentially
as chattel-of their parents or guardians:. Under the law they were
treated similarly to servants, Children were required to be wholly
subservient to the 'demands and.exNectations 'of their elders.

I
Emancipation for children came sldwly in the 20th century,

and was first recognized with respect to parents or guardians.
Parents or guardians were vested with responsibility for the financial
support, health, education and shelter of their children, and for
instilling in them a sense. of morality and discipline. Im.return, the
parent was to the child's services or earnings. Under the
concept 'of parens patriaethe juvenile court asserted the right of
the state to intervene to serve the best interests of the child.
Following the recognition of rights of various. categories of adults,
there is now a rapidly growing concern about the rights of:children.

Statements of the Basic Rights of Children by the United
Nations and' the National Commission for the Mental Health of Chil-
dren are but one contemporary public recognition of children.as
persons in theirown right. Others are manifested in changing family
law and child welfare statutes pertaining, to child protection, abuse
orIneglect (Katz, 1971). The right to be emancipated and to be.
treated as an adult has also undergone changes with respect to age
in nearly all of the states. Ratification in 1971 of the 26th
Amendment, whereby 18-year-olds were recognized, as adults, is an
example.
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\Juvenile rights here refer to the ext sion to youths of: ,

1) legal and 'procedural rights guaranteed under the law-to adults;
and 2)'nonlegal rights in social processes and situations that are
instrumental to achievement of personal or social goals. -Kittrie
argues for social tolerance of the right to be different in personal
and social behavior. Puasi-legal codes of dress and conduct that
have been adopted by many public schools recognize yoUth rights and
in several instances these rights have been acknowledged by the U.S.

Supreme Court. (Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School '

District, 1969, 393 U.S. 503)

Issues involved in the extension of rights to jimOniles are
central to understanaing the social context of the debate about

status offenses and offenders. Forer (1972) has asserted.that society
urgently needs a "bill of rights for youths" to protect them'from
encroachment by both government and private agencies. She also
stated that criminal sanctions must be limited to those acts that
are criminal violations for adults. In her proposal of a court for
children she identified four fundamental rights that she said are
inherent in all children, and should be enforceable under law:
right to liberty, right to life; right to a home,-and right to an.

education.

5. Substantial proportions of adolescent youthsothrotighout the

Unite4 States can be expected to experience problems in growing

up in a complex, unstable and highly mobile society where the
social supports for parents as well as youths are inadequate and
inequitably available.

The majority of services ayailable to youths and their

parents today are directed toward intervention after relatively
serious and problematic behavior has surfaced. Youths then require
"treatment" under the auspices of health, criminal justice,. and

social agencies. If society instead assumed that adolescent youths

were a population at risk in specific areas because of characteristics
of the society as well as attributes of the individuals, quite dif-
ferent policies and programs would be developed. FOr example, in
the case of the health of the popdlation we no longer wait.until a
disease epidemic has emerged. .Instead, vaccines, sanitary water
supplies, and so forth to prevent and control these diseases are

developed through/public health piograms. A similar approach could
be develioped with respect-to the socioemotional health of adolescent

-yduths. For example, the United States has a high and still in-
* creasing divorce rate, with two out of five children now expected

to. be reared in single-parent households (Keniston, 1976). It

elerefore can be anticipated that a substantial proportion of these

/ youths will need additional social supports if they are to become
Mature, emotionally secure, responsible adults. Public schools..have
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long had extensive vocational counseling programs; but counseling
for other problems has been grossly sacking. Moreover, schools and
child welear agencies could prOVide training in parenting skills
for both .youth and their parents.

The Forward View
or.

The United States has been classified as a.postindustrial;
society by Bell (1973), Wilensky (1%75), and others. Problems andl
policies related to youth are -links ct.to.changeeoccureing or abbut.,
to occur-in the-larger environment. Any policy or.program initiated
now should be directed toward the remainder g.f this century at the .

least. Among the significant factol.Sare the followinq:

'Birth rate. The United States has a rapidly declini -birth rate'
that is expected to result in a stable population ear y in the 21st
century: In such a situation it becomes debatable whether the
present waste of human'resources Can continue without'serious neeja-'
-tive consequences. This situation_is even more "4:.ioblematic given
the relatively rapid increase in the'aged population. Manpower
resources of young adults will be needed more in the future than
they are ,at present.

Eduahtion and the world of work. Despite the pressures for more
educatioh and greater accountability, it is'problematic whether the
nation's schools will be able to Ate all youths effectively.

'rapidlyMoreover, apidly changing occupat'onal technologies will require
continuous reeducation of a substantial proportion of the population.

Socioeconomic status and welfare. The last decade has evidenced the
inability of *kis society to narrow the gap between-rich and poor.
.Unless social policies are developed to reduce this disparity, prob-
lems for youth are likely to. increase, for many families lack
resources for basic health, shelter and sustenance needs.The more_
-the society is marginalized, the greater the need for overt social'
controlL'since.those without resources-havt little to lose in
challenging the system.

4

The city. The urban ghetto. continues to deteriorate rapidly as a
place for normative youth socialization. Real solutions lie in
improved housing, transportation, health and education, not in more

, surveillance and arrests.

Geographical and family mobility. The United States is an extremely
.mobile society, with the majority of\families reporting more than one
geographical change whild children are growing up. In addition, the
trend toward increased divorced and single-parent families is likely
to be problematic for children, as mentioned earlier.-

_



Statutory and Case Law re Status Offendeps

Any conceptualization of status offendes must inevitably
consider the legal definitions outlined in the juvenile codes and
the.provisions'established in both statute and case law to govern
juvenile court practice'vis-a-vis status offenders.

Statutory differences among the states are startling with
respect to jurisdiction of the juvenile 'court in relation to:
1) age, 2) scope and nature of delinquent and status offense
definitions, 3).offense limitations on the court's powers, 4) juris-
dictional.conflicts, and 5) permissible interaction with the adult
system (Levin and Sarri, 1974). At present all 50 states and-the
District of Columbia include status offenders within the purview
of the juvenile court. In 1972, 24 states and the District of
Columbia had a separate category for status offenders (PINS, CINS,
MINS, etc.), with eight other states having mixed categOries. Of
the 33 states with recent code, revisions, in only 10 states is

,

there a separate category for "unruly" children. (See'Table 1.)
As of'1972, in those states with separate categorization,of status
offenders, only 18 placed restrictions on disposition alternatives
and just four states required separate detention facilities for
status offenders. The last figUre is particularly serious because
the.vast majority of states. do not explicitly prohibit placement
of children'in adult jails. It is not surprising, therefore that
so many status offenders are found in adult jails (Sarri, 1974):

Four states set a higher maximum age.for original juvenile
court jurisdiction for those charged with status offenses than with
other offenses. Some states also have sex differences in connection
with status offenses, but these are generally considered unconsti-
tutional, given the New York Family Court decision, In re Patricia
H., 31 N.Y.2d 831 88-89, 286 N.E.2d 432, 434-35 and the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Stanton v. Stanton (421 U.S. 7 [1975]).

Fourteen states now have fairly stringent prohibitions
against placement of status offenders with other delinquents in.-
correctional facilities. Often, however, status offenders may
violate probation requirements. or be classified as not amenable to
rehabilitation. In sych cases, the youths often are\declared delin-
quent and in no way differentiated fromoother delinquents. Thus,
statutory prov4sions do not control the negative labeling and
stigmatizing processes.

An illustration of these processes is provided by recent
Florida legislation (Florida S.B. 165), initially heralded as a
major reform. Therie, the new juvenile code essentially rived the
status offender category known as CINS. Certain categorie't of
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Table 1

.Classification of Youth'Charged With Status Ofanses, by State

States separating status offenses into special categories

Stites classifying status

offenders as delinquents

!Alaska.

2
Arizona

California

Colorado

D.C.

1
Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

1Id ah o

1

Illinois

Kansas

Louisiana

3
Maryland

Massachusetts

Montana

?Nebraska

1
Nevada

New Jersey

,CINS

incorrigible

idle, dissolute,

immoral

CINS

CINS

CINS

unruly, etc.

beyond control

maladjustment.

MINS

wayward, truant

CINS

CINS

C S

'YINS

'CINS

CINS

JINS

New Mexico

2
New Yoik

N. Carlina

2
N. Dak ta

2Ohio

Okla

Rhode

1
S. Dak to

Tennes ee

Texas

Utah.

gland

Vermon

Washin ton

Wiscon in

Wyoming

,W1=rw

CINS

PINS

undisciplined

child

unruly child

unruly child

CINS.

wayward; idleness

for those 16-18

truant, 'runaway

unruly child

CINS

truant, beyond

control, etc.

CINS

dependent.

CINS

CINS

Alabama

Arkansas

Connecticut

Delaware

Idaho

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

New Hampshire

Oregon

Pennsylvania

South Carolina.

Virginia

West Virginia

1,..4.10..1II=11.MON.I1.0.10

MINS, CINS, JINS, & PINS: Minors, children, juveniles or persons in need of supervision.

(Service, in Massachusetts)..

C
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Table 1 (continued)

1

Some status offenses defined as delinquency, others in separate" status offense category. These

are states referred to as "mixed" (Levin and Sarri, 1974).

2

Status offenders who violate court orders become delinquents.

3

Dependent, neglected youth and status offenders removed from Massachusetts juvenile, court

system January 1974. Such children are now under auspices.of GINS. Legislative activity

currently under way to ?emove status offenses from the juvenile code.

2()



status offenders (i.e., runaway, truancy and ungovernability) were
placed in a dependent child category. Services to them were to We
provided by the public child welfare agencies on a voluntary basis.
Hoover, a major loophole was permitted in that the law states:

The first time a child is adjudicated as ungovernable,
he may be treated as a dependent child and proviiions
relating to dependency shall be applicable. For the
second and subsequent adjudication for ungovernability,
the child may be treated and defined as delinquent.

He or she thereby becomes subject to the full panoply of juvenile
alorrectional action, including jnstitutionalization.

The observations of the NCCE counsel David Gilman (1976)
about the Florida reform are worth noting.

A dependency case `foes not require adjudication or legal
'disposition; it requires the intervention of community
services. The juvenile court is not the proper inter-
vening agent; it is not, and should not be expected to
serve as a referral for families in needof essential
community services. . . . Its intervention merely
places an official seal on the family's disintegration
and shame.

Due to the potentially denaging effects of Labeling
(Mahoney, 1974; Lemert, 1969;.Sfrridan, 1967; Piliavin and Briar; 1964;
Schwartz and Skolnick, 1.962), ekplicit reference to juvenile-5as'
delinquents may well start the process of crimlnalization by failure
to distinguish between categorie, of juvenile deviant behavior.
Moreover, only seven states have periodic review of probation and
only seven others limit the time period for probation; therefore,
an unruly child could be placed on probation-at age 12 and remain
in that status until he or she reached the uppet age limit of
court jurisdiction, which in same states is as high as 21 years.

This statutory review indicates that status offenders are
largely viewed as juvenile delinquents who do not merit special
treatment. There is scant evidence'in recently revised juvenile
codes that the handling of status offenders will be removed wholly
from the - juvenile court; but the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 will undoubtedly require greater accommodation
than has been effected thus far. Statutes continue to predispose the
judicial system to focus on referred youth, rather than on the situa-
tion that led to the referral. The long-awaited publication of the
American Bar Association Juvenile Justice Standards Project recommends
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that jurisdiction over status offenses be rimmoved from the juvenile
court (Juvenile Justice Standards Project, 1977). It appears likely
that all of thefo national policy proposals gill result 4n removal
or at least significant curtailment of the court's jurisdiction over
these bahavioisrand statuses.

Litigation
c.

Chal}enges to status offenses have arisen most frequently
for the following reasons: 1) vagueness, 2) status charges violate
the Eighth Amendment, 3)'overbreadth.

Void for vagueness. The U.S. Supreme Court has struck down as vague
statutes that."either forbid,dor require the doing of an act in terms
so vague that persona of common intelligence must necessarily guess
at its meaning and differ as to its application." (Connally v.
General Construction Co., 269 U.S. 385, 39 [1926])

Mora recently, the U.S. Supreme Court, in vacating a
California Feral District Court decision, held that the California
juvenile statute was void because it granted juvenile court juris-
diction over children who were "in danger of leading an idle,
dissolute, lewd or immoral life." Such a statute Wes void, the court
said, because it failed to give fair warning of proscribed conduct or
information, to the fact-finder to enable him to recognize accurately
such, conduct (Gonzalez v. Maillard, No. 50424 [N.D. Calif. Feb. 9,
1971], vacated-416 U.S. 918 [19741) .

Punishment of a condition. 1n.1962, the U.S. Supreme Court, in
Robinson v.. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962), reversed a conviction
for violhtion of a California penal code making it a criminal offense
to "be addicted to the use of narcotics." The court held that
Robinson manifeited a condition--"addiction."--that he was not able
4o control; thus, the defendant maintained.a particular "status."
Justice Douglas, in his concurring opinion, stated:,

We would forget th* teachings of the Eighth Amendment
if we allowed sickness to be made a crime and permitted
sick peopleto be punished for being sick. This age
of enlightenment cannot tolerate such barbarous action.
(370 U.S. 678)

The effect of Robinson v. California was to support the argu-
ment that a status must be differentiated from a criminal act and
that punishment for a status is in violation of the.Eighth Amendment.
This argument has surfaced in cases involving convictions of chronic
alcoholics for public intoxication (Easter v. D.C., 361 F.2d 50
[D.C. Cir. 1966], Driver v. Hinnant, 356 F.2d 761 [4th Cir. 1966],

4
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and the ultimate Supreme Court decision that uphold the constitu-
-tionality of convictions of chronic alcoholics for public intoxica-
tion (Powell v. Texas, 392 U.S. 514 (1968)).

The previous constitutional arguments attacked adult system
practices punishing status rather than behavior. The last few years
have seen similar attempts to confront statutes applicable to
juveniles. In Gesicki v. 6swold, 366 F. Supp. 371 (S.D.N.Y. 1971),
the WayWard Minor Statute of New York was declared unconstitutional.
The act granted adult criMinal jurisdict4on over. youths 16 through
21. who were punished for being "morally depraved" and "in danger of
becoming morally depraved." Thp court states that the Wayward Minor
Statute permitted "the unconstitutional punishment of a minor's -

condition, rather than of any specific action."

However, two recent decisions have supported statutes
applicable solely to status offenders that were Challenged puisuant
to the "void for vagueness" doctrine. In Mercado v. Rockefeller, 520
F.2d 666 (1974), the New York State PINS Statute was upheld as
constitutional. The court upheld the statute, which had been
attacked on the followingbbases:

1) The statute was vague and overbroad, in violation of
the due process clause of the 14th Amendment;

2) The statute violated the Eighth Amendment because it
punished a status instead of-specific antisocial overt acts.

3) The statute violated the right to substantive due
process guaranteed by the-14th Amendment, by imposing an excessive.
restraint on_the individual liberty without serving', any legit ,mate
state purpose.

In Blandheim v. State of Washington, 529 P.2d 1096 (1975),
the Washington Supreme Court upheld that state's incbrrigibility
statute and ruled that punishment for this offense was not cruel
and unusual. (In this case a 17- year -old female had run away from
home and various placements, eight times in 3 months.) The statute
read: "An incorrigible child is one less than 18 who is beyond
control of his parents, guardian or custOalan by reason of the con-.
duct or nature4pf said child."

The girl contended that the statute punished the "status" of
being incorrigible in violation of. the Eighth Amendment. The court,

P although not denying that incorrigibility is a condition or state of
being, upheld the statute by stating that one acquires such a status
only by reason of one's conduct or a pattern of behavior proscribed
by-the statute. Conduct that placed her beyond the control of her
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mother was felt to be sufficient basis icy support of-in adlud-i-a-
tion of incorrigibility. The court did not ohm' awes-enemas of
parental involvement nor indicate that the parents algid could hat,*
been charged.

Overbreadth May be'another basis for an attack on status offense
statutes. In the case of State v. Mattielo, 4 Conn. Civ. 45. 225
A.2d 507 (App-. Div. 1969), the court upheld aconviction of female
juvenile for violation pf the Connecticut statute "forbidding
walking with a lascivious carriage." The Appellate Division upheld
the statute as valid under the conceet of parens patriae, that Mbe .

proceeding was civil rather that criminal, and that its and wass.not
to punish but to rehabilitate the child through guardianship and
protection.

Another for of overbreadth has existed bn the institutional-
ization of status'offenders with delinquent youth. In In re Ellery

ir---- C., 32 N.Y.2d 588 (1973), the New York Supreme Court concluded that '
'confinement at a public training school was not appropriate super,-
vision or treatment. It ordered the Department of Youth Services

Xe

to provide adequate treatment, it did not specify how PINS
should be supervised. Therefor , the findings of a recent study by
the Institute of Judicial Administration (1975) were not surprising.
The institute observed that the separation requirement failed to .

,4

effect any improvement in the care of troubled children.
-..,..

)k

In a subsequent case, In re Layette A., 35 N.Y.2d 136, 359
N.Y.S.2d 41 (1974), the Court of'Appeals refused to hold that :ice-

ment_laf a PINS in a training school was unlawful per se, stat'ng
that it is confinement of PINS children in a prison atmospheie k

along with juveniles convictled of criminal acts that is proscribed,
and not the fact of placement in a trainir school." (Id. at 141)

Similar cases in other* states demonstrate-that legislative
restriction does not prevent the uSe of private institutions or
community-based residential facilities by the court._ In Gary W. v.
Stewart, No. 74-2412 (E.D. La., filed fiec. 30, 1974), the transfer
of 400 Illinois status offenders to private institutions in Texas
was challenged, and in June 1975, the Detroit News reportecrplace-
ment of Michigan' youths in private ins itutions, again in Texas_
Obviously, barring commitment of statu offenders to public institu-
tions is only an incomplete solution-, s ce private facilities- -
even community-based programs--may infringe as much on individual
liberty as the public institution or public detention facility. The
t10.1dren's Defense Fund has extensively researched the problems o;
chladren placed out .of their homes in seven states (Children's
Defense Fund, 1977). It recommends strong action by MEW, as well
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went and lack of periodic review of placement decisions once they
are implemented.

III. CURRENT NEEDS

The development of policies and programs to -serve adolescent
. and pcsadolescenz youths' outside the fuvenile justice system is.
urgent. Chief Judge David gazelon of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia emphasized the uviency of this
need in a 1970 address to the National Conference of Juvenile

4
Court Judges!'

The argument for retaining "beyond control" and truancy
jurisdiction is that juvenile courts have to act in
su h casies.because it we don't act, no one else will
submit that precisely. the opposite is the,case: be-

cause you act, no one else does. Schools and public
agencies refer their problem cases to you because you
have jurisdiction, because you exercise it and because
you hold out promises that. you can provide solutions.

fr.
P.L. 93-415 requires4eparation of status offenders from

delinquents in all phases of processing, but if public and private
child welfare agencies do not offer effective and needed services a
great void will result. Youths. the agencies, and society will be
the losers.:

A secondary but related need is creation of mechanisms to
monitor social institiitions such as,public schools and sociarWelfare
agencies, to ensure tgat they provide needed services to youths.
The.public school system has abdicated much of its responsibility
to those youths mopt in need of education. It has indefinitely
suspended and pusifed these youths out of school. Recent reports of
the Children's Defense Funk (1974) document the tragic situation:
2 million youth* in the United States are permanently out of school.

Obviously the need for greater allocation of federal resources
to child welfare is critical, particdlarly if responsibility for
status offenders is to ,be-taken Seriously. But of almost equal
importance is the creation of organizational structures for effective
service delivery. Although existing legislation and child welfare
goal-statement% indicate that the service needs or status offenders
fall within t!e jurisdiction of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, additional legislation is probably needed to mandate
specific responsibility. Legislation for comprehensive family and
child development services was introduCed several times by tHen-v,
Senator Walter Mondale (D- Minn), but these proposals have not
arers,-.1.c law .
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C-h-kl-d--We-I-ta-r-o----Se-r-v-i-c-e--Pa-t-tASr-ral-

Tho RCM report (1474) on chIldren served by public and pri-
vate welfare anent-too and institutions in 1972 provides findings
travortsint for an analysialrogarding status offenders. The report
states that of.the 1 million children served. 94% were Nerved by
public Agencies; BEM lived with parents, relatives or independently;
ss viarg, in foster homes. and 3% were in institutions. Institution-
alization was far more prevalent for children placed in voluntary
than in rublic agencies:. Thus, those data suggest that service to
children in the community was' the primary modality in 1972. This
servioce format is the type needed by the vast majority of status
offenders. so the essential organizational design for sort-vice)
delivery would pot,tequire modification unless large numbers of
youthA were placed in private agencies.

A careful examinatiau of federal and state ch )welfare laws
is needed to determine if, as Katz (1971) argues: 1) t y discrimi-
nate against the poor: and 2) social welfare agencie -xm allowed to
impose white middle class two-parent family values on parent-child
relationships. Without knowledge of existing law, policy strategies'
cannot be pr porly designed.3

IV. CURRE APPROACHES

Numbers cl Youth

Status offenders now are procgssed-as juvenile delinquents
in a majority of, states, as has -been noted. Because adequate
information- gathering is lacking at 'local, state and national levels,
it is not possible to report ac rately even the total number of
juvrnilesoprocessed through the justice system each year. In 1972,'
1,112,50i delinquency cases we e processed by the nation's juvenile
courts, based on volunta rts to HEW (1974). If we add.tothat
an estimate of the enumber of nonreporting counties, plus those-held
in jails, institutions and detention facilities, oneTroduces a

figure in excess of 2 million cases. There-is no-vato determine
the extent ofol:Perlapand therefore no reliable means of estimating
the totalrOnduolicated count of individuals. However, given the

3Areas in which comparative information is needed for all of
the states are: jurisdictional diomain; service provision: age
specification; rates for public and private agencies: eligibility
restrictions:.and linkage to other rebated organizations.
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es U.S. child population of 52.8 million between the'ages of
'5. 18in 1972, it cambe said that one of eery 26 youthq 16
Roo eritially processed as a delinquent each yoa:k., Moreover, concen--
,trating on4the more vulnerable years' of_ 10-to 18; the proportions
.ifigidrodbh one in 15.

Contemporary Court Procesing and. Disposition
.What propo4tion of the cases are status offenders? Again,

this can-be only Crudely estimated, but the national study of-387'
jUvenkle courts and correctional facilitijk.condUCted by the
National Assessment- of .Juvenile COrrections indicates a'prpportion
of 30% (Sarris.-and-Hosenf61d, 1976). -Thus about 600,000 status
offense cases can"-be expected" to 'be processed and/or served through
the juvenile courts- and-correctional -- programs of the United States
each year.4 It is these-youths who woad potentially.becume..the
responsibility of child welfare agencies with the implementation of.
P.L. 93-415.

, ....ra , 40h4Variations among counties are large, somenidkving fewer than
10% of their-caseload in status offenses, others having as high as
60%. _There are similar variationsbetween states. Studies by
erman (1970) and Sarri (1974) document the disproportional.repre-
sentation of status offenders, as does a recent Hennepin County,

.

_Minnesota., report of court referials and detention (Community
Welfare Council, 1976). Minnesota is one of the _states in which no

INV
distinction is Arawn.between status ders and youths charged
with felonies and misdemeanors.. In 19 , 45.6% of all referrals to
the court were status offeriders, but they constituted 55.8% of all
who were admitted to detention. (See Table 2'..)

These findings are particularly disturbing because they show
a high rate of detention for all juvenile cases, but especially for
thosewho-present no threat to the community. This is in sharp
contrast to the case of adUlt jailing, where it is commonly accepted
that per4Oils ard:to be held only. if the public will be endangered' by
their release, or if there is reasonable evidence to believe the
person will abscond.

These data also illustrate the impact of variable organize-
tional strategies, for only 16 youths were referred for truancy in
Hennepin County. Given the numbers of youth in school in the

4
The National Advisory Commission on Correctional Standards

and Goals (1973) estimated that 40% of the dispositions of the
juvenile court involved status offenders.

IP
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No.

Table 2

Juvenile Referr*als by Offense and Detention Rate
. .

Hennepin County, Minnesota, 1974

Charge No. Referred
.

% Detained

Incorrigibility

Truancy

Absenting (rtinaway)

-16-rpbery.

Assault

472

16

790

162

172

Burglary 531'

82.8.

75.0

72.8

77.2

59.9

Source of data: Community Welfare Council, Hennepin County,

Minnesota: Hennepin County's Status Offenders.: A Preliminary

Report: Jan. 9, 1976.

-.I

a
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county, this number is. far below what' would
probable that scftools in Minneapolis and o
county have used alternative- strategies for

C -

expected. It is
communities in the

dealing 'with truants.5,6

It is possible-to estimate that /3% to 35%'of the committed
youth inn correctional facilities are s tus offenders (Grichting,
1975; U.S. NCJISS, 1974) The data Table 3 are from a nationallY
representative sample og correctional rograms studied by the
National Assessment:of Juvenile Corrections; they enable us to
determine whether.statusgffendes and juvenile delinquents are
separated during disposition :\ The sample consists of 20 public
and 22 private fagilities for adjudicated youth. Thirty-ieven of
the 42 facilities were in states that in 1972 required, by statute,
the separation of these &outh during disposition. Only two out of
the 37 did not have a mixture,of both types'of offender, The two
exceptions, one public and one voluntary, had a client population of
less than seven offenders. Clearly, separation essentially does not
exist. The actual situation, which is in accord with the findings.
of the Institute for Judicial Administration (1975), is in violation
of the letter and the spirit of the laui.

Table 3 further- indicates .that the majority of both law
violators and status.. Offenders end up in institutions, although there
is a greater tendency to place delinquents in institutions.

When comparisons are made by sex, as in Table 4, It is
evident that proportionally more females than males are committed
for status offenses. Males outnumber females by more than two to
one, but since the arrest ratio of'males to females is 4 to 1, the
disproportionate institutionalization of females is apparent. A
1974 study in Louisville repoited status offenses accounted for 46%
of female referrals, with more frequent detention and institutional-
ization ok females even though their offenses were far less serious
(Juvenile Justice Digest, 1976).

5 a

These findings are also alarming because Minnesota is one of
the/states with'extensive child welfare programs Many of the youths
processed through the court and detention in Hennepin County could
bo7 served more appropriately by child welfare agencies.

6
The situation of the runaway is particularly disturbing

when contrasted with
sample. The number,
gests that the court
last.

4

truancy, for runaways constituted 57% of this
giNien the population of this Community, sug-
was the first agency involved, rather than the
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Tible 3

Distribution of Offenders by Type-of Correctional Facility

Institutions Open Programs

(n1 (n)

Total

(n)

Juvenile-delinquent

Status offenders

Total

84.9

66.5

(7921.

(355)

.15,a.

:.33:5

(141).

(179)

100.0

100.0

(933)
...

i

(534)

78.2 (1,147) 21.8 (320) 100.0 (1,467)

Source of data: National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1976.
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Commitme,t

Table 4

Offense,$yprogram Type and Sex

(in percintages),

Probation Drugs

Status or Parole Mis- or;,
.

Offense VI lation,idemeanor AlcohOl Property Person (n)

Institution

Male

Female

Community

Residential

Male

Female

Day Treatment

Male 45

Female 87

23

50

;50

67 '

Note: Determination of c

you sent here?"

14

3,

'

4

6

18

10

14

6

14.

26

12

30

3

,18

14

10

3

12

',.5

(832)

(34)

(740)

(58)

(1644

(37) '- 1

tment offense was bisbd on response to the question, "Why were

a
Status offenses include corrigibility, dependent and neglected, truancy, running away,

curfew violations, disorde ly, etc.

Source of data:, National sessment of Juvenile Corrections, University of Michigan,

. Ann Arbor, 1976.
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111111111/11/MMIponsee of youth in the Natidhal Assessment of Juvenile

Corrections sample of correctional programs permitted some examina-

tion of the and stigmatization process. Youths--were asked

why they were sent to the program and if they perceived,that

"people think of me as-a criminal because I'm here." Responses

were analyzed-with-reference to several variables, including pat-

terns of official intervention, type of program placement, staff-

youth interaction patterns, and personal characteristici of the

youth.

_Analysis of the responses reveals that 50% of the youths

thought:they were considered criminal. Among first offenders 34%

held this Opinion, but there was no significant difference between

youths initially' committed for stags offenses and th,pfe

for criminal offenses. Fewer females than males believed

were considered criminal (46% versus 55%), but there was* a

difference for females when offense was controlled.

.,1111 tted
.

at they
smaller

Subjective awareness,of.ethe' of being labeled

criminal increases in proportion to the frequency and types of

contact between youth and- thejUstice system. These findings sup-

port.the recommendation Of lArsimony regarding the type and extent

of intervention with respect to status offenders.
,

The 1974 HEW report on children served by public welfare

and voluntary child welfare agencies and institutions does not

-permit determinationwhether.Status offenders are now served by

these agencies (U.S..HEW, 19/4). Such analyses can and should be

completed if the necessary data are airailable at the federal level.

There is reason to believe that adolescent youths are likely to be

processed through the juvenile justiceisystem, and younger children

through the child welfare agencies. If this situation exists, it is

regrettable, since adolescent youth are urgently in need of
4i

service and assistance,. not punishment and other forms of coercive

control, when the conduct at issue is status behavior.

A recent study of "ungovernability" cases in the Family

Court of New York indicated that 62% of these youths were females

in midadolescence, disproportionately nonwhite and from large, poor

and single-parent or broken families (Yale Law Journal, 1974).

The study also noted that 37% were t"neglected," but were classified

as "ungovernable" to.expedite processing. Sixtyeight percent of

these youths were held insecure detention, despite its obvious

impropriety. Finally, the study found that higher proportions of

these youths were adjudicated and committed to residential facilities

than were youths who committed serious property or- person crime.

A study of the. Michigan Department of Social Services drew similar

conclusions about institutional placement of nonaggressive youths

(Michigan, 1975). 3 0 6



The New York and Louisville studies document another fre-
quent observation regarding status offenders. Those who wind up in
the juvenile court and correctional programs are disproportionately,
poor and minority youths. For-many young people--particularly those
residing inthe inner city ghettos--the law is an omnipresent factor
in daily life. It .is estimated in some cities that 90% of these
young people will have been arrested at least once before the ageof 18.

. Youths from middle and upper income families may be arrested
for status misconduCt, but they are usually handled informally.
Parents arrange for special counseling, private schools, and so
forth.

.

The care of youths turned over to authorities by their
families is particularly disturbing, for these youth are frightened,
oonfufed and often alienated from close interpersonal relationships.
They-feel angry and abandoned. Seldom is anything done to relieve
their anxiety, depression or anger. It is obvious that the court is
not the proper agency to deal with family problems presented as
Status offenses. In California, the Sacramento Community Crisis
Intervention Program has demonstiated that alternative forms of
intervention can alleviate family problems so that court action is
unnecessary.7

A consequence.of present approaches to the problems of the
state* offender is that it is easy to-enter the.juveAlle justice
system but difficUlt to.exit. Laws governing noncriminal behaviors
provid parents, schools and community agencies with easy access to
the court for action Concerning a juvenile. It is often said that
the court is at the top of a pyramid of agencies that may intervene
in a juvenile's life, that the court is the "last resort," but
many first offenders are-dealt with as-stringently as those with
multiple charges, and many youths who wind up in the juvenile justice
system have had little prior contact with social welfare agencies.

Schools and Status Offenses
Substantial research findings point to problematic aspects

of school as strongly related to delinquent behavior (Gold and
Williams, 1972), School curricula that do not reach the student and

7 .The 601 Diversion project Report (Baron and Feeney, 1972)
,

provides finding's to support early and flexible intervention to help
families solve crisis problems. This project demonstrated that'`
status offenders can be diverted from the court and that subsequent
court r,r,ntact will be reduced.,
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lay a basis for continuing failure lead to truancy or behavior that

results in suspension. The youth will in all likelihood be "on the

streets" indefinitely, learning little or nothing that will help.'

him become a law-abiding,adUlt._ He is far more likely to engage in

delinquent activities (Schafer and Olexa, 1970; Polk and Schafer"

1972).. A recent study*In Baltimore (1975) documented this pattern

of behavioras even more typical.,6I status offenders than of those

whose first charge was for a criminal violation.

Chief-Judge David Bazelon of the District of Columbia Court

of Appeals emphasized the critical role of the school when he

addressed the-juvenile court judges:

The school have to learn how to work'out disputes

between teachers and pupils. . . . It must above all

not...let-go 9f the youngster, no matter how irritating

he is. It must not lose him,to the streets. (Bazelon,

1970, p. 44)

-In its report onchildren out of school in the United

States, the Children's Defense Fund noted that 'the figure of 2'

million does not include students expelled 'or suspended; truants-;

and children not reported by parents as out-of school (CDF,.1974i.

Seventy -five percent were between the ages of 7 and 13-- representing,

about 3%- of the total school-age population in that agerange. Few

differences were observed by region of the country except for. -

.slightly higher percentages in the Southand in rural areas. Non -

enrolled youth were disproportionately from poor, minority and

inner-city families. Among the barriers to attendance were physical

handicaps, mental retardation, pregnancy,_ poor language skills,

mental illness and misbehavior. Obviously these youth are among

those who require child welfare services,but far too-seldom do they

receive them.

School suspension is another problem area, as repbrts by the

.Children's Defense Fund (1974), Stretch and Crunk (1972), and others

pointed out. Too often youth who,lare suspended are already alienated

from school, and the consequences-are the oppo 'te of those publicly

intended. Moreover, their parents may be n-ativ ,about schools and

teachers, so that they are not able to 4ssis their children. The

recent Supreme Court decision in Goss v. 4 9 U.S. 565 (1974),

requires that schools-act,to'reduce arbitrary ec sions; it is hoped

it can also provids a basis for developing poli and procedures

that stimulate,, nd reinfore positive behavior by youths"...

, Given the site and comrilexitS, of school systems today, it-is

_ ob;.rious-that youths need advocates' who will intervene.on_their behalf.

*Legal ,institutions also have an important role to play in monitoring
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organizational behavior, to deteriine if mandates are effectively
implemented, as the Children's Defense Fund, National Coalition
for Children, and other organizations have argued.

Policy Priorities of National Youth Organizations

The concept of parens patriae, the foundation .of the 'juveniles
court movement, is-now the focus of discussion cori45rning whether
the juvenile court should re in jurisdiction over status_ offenders.
This question-goeebeyond Sec. 223 (12) of the Juvenile Delinquency
and Prevention Act of 1974, 'which deals only with deinstitutionaliza-
tion of status offenders, and challenges the historical precedent of
the court.

am,

' The 'controversy regarding the abolition of status offenses
versus retention of status offenders under the control of the court
has resulted in debate among voluntary organizations, state and
national legislative and advisory commissions, legal defense groups,
profbssional court and correctional organizations, d. eminent
jurists. .Arguments advanced by various individ groupsare
summarized briefly here.8 This summary does not inclu R.-

all
in
the

organizations that have stated policies regarding statu offenses,
but it is representative of the variety of positions.

Civic organizations for abolition. The National Council of Jewish
Women has high visibility as a civic group concerned with juvenile
justice. The council advocates abolition of status offenses from%
the purview of the juvenile court, on.these basest

1) Status offenders consume court resources better directed
toward intervening with youths who commit law violations.

2) Behavior often identified as "unruly," especially
home situations, may be a positive response to an intolerable
situation.

in

Mixing.status offenders with deliriquentsincEsases the
probability that status offenders will be stigmatized and that there
will be negative socialization effects from being confined with
delinquents-

8
A more thorough analysis is in Judy Calaf's working paper

produced for the New Yolik,Division for Youth and saorf*o be
publisfied'by NCCD, "Status Offenders and the Juvenile Court."
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Status offenders are often subject to more punitive

intervention than other young offenders.

The council calls for expansion of delinquency prevention .

services, as'well as community serrices available to youth and their

families. The youth service bureaU concept originally detailed by

Sherwood Norman in his bOok The Youth Service Bureau is seen as-a

primary mechanism for developing diversion services outside court

control.

Civic organizations for retention. The Community-Services Society of"'

New York takes the position. that st is premature to abolish'juvenile

court jurisdiction until.adequate alternative community resources. are

available. The sobriety favors expanding the role of.the faMily court

in relation to status behavior, and raising the maximum age of
original jurisdiction-from 16 to 18.

Voluntary child welfare organizations for. abolition. The Jewish

Board of GUardians. in New York City iidvoCates abolitiam of status -

offenses from the juvenile court, based,on its experienc'e_±n working

with the family'court.. The map contends that deprivation Of liberty_

is justified-only whentappropriate treatment is provided qndes-con-

trol of the court, and that the nonexistence o11216.reatment n8rSssitates

removal from the juvenile court system. It recommends -replacemeir.

.of the status-offender category with noncoerc?ve mechanisms. It

also advocates provision of new services for status offenders as an

alternative to tne "warehousingubff youths in_ institutions.

Voluntary child welfare organization for retention. The FederaiiOri

of Protestant Welfare Agencies in New York City advocates retention..

Its arguments are basically twofold:

1) There, must remain one ultimate state authority that can

'intervene to help troubled youth. The court must serve as the link

between youths and resources.

2) The real issue in' dealiin with status -behavior is the

-lack of 'alternative resources; not the category itself.

The federation -would increase.statereiources for direct

service 'and personnel training for' probation td statw.agency person-

nel working with youths. Also, as with civic organizations, an
increase in the age of original jurisdiction from 16 to 18 is

recommended,

State commissions, agencies and committees for abolition. The

California Interim Committee on Criminal Procedure bases its argu-
. mentS4or,abolition on the lack of evidence that court processing

4f' of status behivior prevents delinquency or law-violations. It
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ediphasizei t2ak placement of the status offender with the law
violator will only promote future criminality. .

The committee recommends inclusion of habitual truants in
the."negle,06 category. (One wonders whether this is truly abolition
or, perhaps,, a semantic shuffle of statutory language, a criticism
that may alsobe valid for recommendations of other organizations.)

Feder al commissions and agencies for abolition. Thy President's
'Ccalissiou on Lau, Enforcement and Administration of Juttice in 1967
made this recommendation: "Any act tkat.is considered a crime whenx.
committed by an adult should continue to be, when charged against a

-juvenile, the business of the juvenile court; (but) serious consida-
tion, at the leaSt, should be given to complete elimination of the
court's power over children for noncriminal conduct."-/T.. 85)

The report was critical of the negative labeling effect of
processing'of status offenders, as well as the dangers inherent

in: the informal courtroom procedures used with these youths.

The alternatives recommended by the commission were not
totally congruent with removal of status offenders from t.he juvenile
court: efforts should be made to ensure individualized assistance
to youths, to avoid, the 'necessity of separating youths from peers.
The court, was perceived as the "last resort," after all other
alternatives had failed.

Legal defense groups and authorities for abolition. The American
Civil 10.berties Union Juvenile Rights Project makes two kinds of
argument. Legal - constitutional arguments1=-are these:

1) -Status offe'Ase statutes are often. vague and ill defined
and thus arbitrarily and capridiously enforced. Ak.

-2) Punishment of a status unconstiputiRnalm

3) Infringement 'of ttrn liberty of a status off. in no
wa rves a legitimate state 'purpose (i.e., apprehendl law

or effective treatment).
,

, .

4) The evidence supports the contention that status
offender-categories are discriminatory,_ especially in relation to
,girls and minority youths.

The ACLU's arguments related to misuse of court resources
are these:

4
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1) Status offenders are basically "neglected youths" for-

whose care the schools and parents avoid their obligations.

2) Court resources are allocated to status offenders when

they coqld be allocited to serving delinquent youth and child
. .

abuse cases. - -
, -

as

3) The court's continued jurisdiction over status

offenders inhibitip the growth of volun%ary community agencies to

serve them.

4) The judicial system as an adversary-system is best'
equipped to adjudicate acts, not personalities.

The ACLU recommends that funds used for court proces/ing and

institutionalization be diverted to "proved" noncourt community

programs. In addition, it urges that specialized community services,

including counseling, medical services, and crisis-intervention
duct services, be made available to families in the community.

Profkssional court and corr tionaI organizations for abolition.
The /National Council on Crime and Delinquency originally promulgated

the Standard Juvenile Court Act in 1959. This act provided for

court intervention for any child beyond the control of his parent .

or guardian.. It speCifically recommended agiinst institutionaliza-

tion of status offenders with law violators. -However, in April 1975,

the ckuncil issued a new policy statement advocating total removal

of juvenile'le dourt jurisdict.lOu over status offendeis. NCCD eqiiated

its position on status offenses to the position it has taken for

the abolition of victimless crimes in the adult system, referring to

status behavior as "juvenile victimless crime." Recognizing that

the juv ile court has coercive powers, it recommended these powers

be us against law violators. It, too, reiterated that resources

being ed for youths who ere not law violators should be directed

toward 1 w violators.

The council basically urges_ utilization of noncoercive

ity-based residential and nonresidential facilities and in-

creas d availability of'a wide range of community resources for

children and parents. Youth service bureaus are mentioned as a

primary mechanism.

Professional court and correctional organizations for retention.

The National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, in a 1972 resolution,

recommended retention and opposed statutory diversion. The body

stated that although diversiOn may be appropriate in some cifises, it

may represent a.deprivation of constitutional rights. In Nadition,

it held, "coercion" is often effective in dealing with status
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pffenders and their families: To provide a greater diversity bf- services, the council reComended'idevelopment of community -based
prograps for status offenders.

.
.

The New York State Office-of the'Court-Adminfstrator. has
also' opPos-0,remeltral of status offenders from the juvenile
Its report cites the rack of a-public or private mental health,
4ducitiod or social service system adequately eq0444p'ed to deal with

;status offenders-. SpeCific mention is made of seriousic
and retarded youtia who sieriot retainea'for treaVmentby the Depart-milt of Mental Hygiene. The state office urges an expansion of
services to divert the child from the court. When adequatte *alter-.

natives exist, abolition might be supported.

.f4Bminent jurists for abolition_ NUmerous judges have written on the
pros and cons of abolition of status offenses from the juvenile
court. Family'and juvenile court judges such as Frank A. Orlandoof the 17th Judicial Circuit in Florida and Ted Rubin, Director of
Juvenile Justice, Institute for Court Management, University of
Denver, and former Denver Juvenile Court judge, have written articlesadvocating abolition. Both challenged status offense statutes onthe 'void for vagueness',' basis. Judge Orlando cited Gesicki v.
Oewold, 336 F.Supp. 371 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), and Gonzalez v. Halliard,416 U.S. 918 (1974), as cases in New York and California where
statutes pertinent to status offenderi were considered vague and
arbitrary and in violation of the due process clause of the 14th
Amendment. Judge Rubin questioned the constitutionality of punish-
ment of a status, as set forth in Robinson v. California, 370 U.S.
660 (1962) (i.e., the status of addiction).

As an alternative to juvenile court control, these judges
stress provision of community services outside the court. Efforts
Should be made to hold the parents accguntable, rather than, as
Judge Rubin states, having the court "readily [agree] to accept a
share in their children's care and development, too often weakeningthe family's ability to find noncoercive solutions to intrafamily
problems." The basic unfairness, Judge Rubin says, is that a status
offense "places the essential burden on the child for actions which
are more usually interactions."

Eminent.jurists for retention. Ji2rists, have been the group most
visibly opposed tZN-tLulesreaboval of the status offender from the-pur-
view of the court. J tine Wise Polier, former Family Court judge
in New York City and subsequently director of the Juvenile Justice
Pfoject of the Chidren's Def se Fund, supports retention as bolth
a legal and moral \responsib Her arguments are:
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1) The argument thaSstatus offense statutes are uncon-
stitutional it incorrect;'jurisdiction is over conduct, not 4

status. ,

1 2) Th problems of status offenders are not just the pro/D--66

lems of adolescence; dEatus,offenders have grave problems related

to drug and alcohol use. *
offenders3) 'To show "benign ndglect" to Amtus offenders is an

..,

abdication-of social resppnsibility. If services to status offenders
-were offered only on a voluntary basis, no jurisdiction codtd be
established over status offenders.- The court:s objectives are
valid, and shoula be_more strongly pursued, not abandoned.

.
a,

Judge Lindsay G. Arthur, of the Juvenile Division of the

Hennepin County District Court in Minneapolis, also sees status
,,Iietfenses;i6 indicative of more serious problems (Arthur, 1975). He

. upportsiplea bargaining as leaving less of a stigma on a youth
labeled'a status offender than adjudication. His views are:

1) Strong support of diversion is necessary (although it

is e4ident he means diversion through rather than outside court

processing).

2) Status offenders should be classified into four cate-
gories of problems: chemical, control, education and family. Dif-

ferential processing in terms of the type of problem is suggested.

3) Removal of status offenders !ram court jurisdiction

would dramatically increase problematic behavior.

'4) The court should be available to handle all types of

misconduct, and treatment should be imposed when-the child or

family refuse it.

5) There *s 'little potential damage in the commingling of

status offenders and juvenile delinquents;- "status offenders are in

plain fact some of the more mentally and emotionally disturbed

children." (p. 6)

V. CURRENT AND FUTURE UNMET NEEDS

The foregoing analysis of current needs and approaches has

,delineated most of the problems in relation to needs. The following

is-a brief summary of critical unmet needs, providing one of the

bases for developing policy and program recommendations.
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,to institutionalization in only a small minority of states
(Vinter, Downs and Hall, 1975). It has been advocated'for almost
two decades by many national commissions and orences, but more
effective implementation policies are needed i greater success is
to be achieved.

. 410

6) Given the observation of GriOhting (1975) that the pro-
portion of status offenders in public correctional facilities
increases as: total population grows or becomes more urbanized
(+.19); nonwhite Populations decrease (-.56); education increases
(+.,19);. more fede=a1 funds. become available *+.30); and less local
funds are allocated -.24), theke is a need to examine carefully the
environmental context cut of which status offenders are selected and

.cavcessed. Obviously, the large urban aibmmunity has became an
environment that does not stimulate positive voicmtary mechanisms
for aiding youths-in growing up. Data from Sarzi\,(1974).regarding
the increasing placement' of urban youth,,especially 'females, in
-adult jails, further document these practices and demonst the -

need igemore thoroughgoing positive,' rather than negative, sanction

1) Human service organizations-- especially child welfare,
pUblic schools and mental health--must take a much more active,
interdependent and coordinated role in'the socialization and educa-
tion of adolescents, especially youths from poor and minority group
lamilies.

2) New theories ofado.kescence in a complexpostindustrial
society are needed as the basis for development of comprehensive
service programs for youths and their families.

3) Reduction of sexism in the processing of youths into
social control agencies is urgent. When 70% of the female offenders
in public correctional institutions are committed there for status
offenses, as contrasted with 23% for males, one can only conclude
that variable moral standards are being imposed (U.S. NCJISS, 1974).

4) Voluntary nonprofit associations' and agencies need con7
crete inducements to develop a broad range of services to adolescents.
in. ways that relate to sUbqultural values and expectations of these
youths.

5) Community-based pro4ramming is a practical alternative

ing systems.

VI.. ISSUES RELATING TO PROGRAMS AND REEDS

This paper identifies many issues and Problems of adolescents
classified as status offenders and now proCessed through the juvenile
justice system. Past failures are readily apparent, but one must be

t
1/4. '
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dubious about the adequacy of current long-range planning at
federal, state and local levels in both the public and private

sectors. Adequate planning is particularly needed because of major

changes under way in the larger society--in employment opportunities,'

.life styles, education and /birth rate.

There is a-tendency for each governmental unit charged with

one or more aspects ofyouth socialization or control to-address

its own task with little reference to general devefopments or to
other

organizations working in the area. This pattern could be

changed -at the federal level by revamping the Interdepartmental
Coundils fdr Children and Youth, which could then help states and
localities engage in more rational and positive planning.

Among the issues that should be considdred in planning are

the following.

Policy Issues
1)' Implementation of Sec. 223 of P.L: 93-415 requires that

status offenders not be commingled.with_other juvenile offenders
and that they notbe held in secure custody. Table 1 summarizes the
distinctions' found in.the juvenile codes in the 50 states as of

1972. Since', then changes have been made in a number of states, but

many more modifications are required if full compliance with 'Sec. 223

is to be achieved. Similar examination of child welfare statutes is

also necessarV"to determine their jurisdiction and procedures that

would be applicable if statas offenders were removed from the

'justice %ysteritt Statlitory provisionerin relation to juvenile delin-

quency have been studied systeMatically in 50 states' by Levin and

Sarri (1974); their approach provides a basis for an examination of

child welfare laws. !.;

2) -
Critical questions are being raised in most states as to-

which,agencies (federal, state and local) should have responsibility

for meeting needs of yotilths and how they should interface with
each other in policy and planning for youths.- Issues also exist

about the conditions under which services will be offered by public-

andprivateagencies. Legislation now proposed in Congress in the

Youth and Family Development Act provides some mechanisms for dealing

with these issues.
111

.

3) On the assumptipn that substantial proportions of all youth.

will encounter problems in growing tip, society may elect to address

these problems with service-oriented or coercive control strategies.

The consequences of the approaches will be vastly different, even

though the approaches overldp_ ne-choice is likely to have profound

long-term effeets for the children involved and for society as a
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whole. Society is increasingly recognizing rights to service and
reducing rigid sanctioning systems that govern adults in many

. sectors, e.g. mental health, retardation, physical handicaps.
However, in the case of children and youths, negative sanctions and
controls are increasing rather than decreasing..

4) Given priorities for the development.of prevention and
diversion pOlicies and programs vis-a-vis status offenders, issues
arise as to how and by whom these policies should be implemented.
With particular regard to diversion, there must be study of how
this policy can result in viable referral out of the justice system,
rather than "lesser penetration" into the juvenile court and then
referral out. Williams and Gold (1972) and Gold (1975) suggest
that any contact with the- justice system is to be avoided if sub-
sequentlielingilent behavior is not to increase. ResourCes for pre-
vention strategies have been reduced at federal and state levels
in the-last decade. _Without such efforts in prevention program,
effective diversion is not likely to occur for the majority of
youths needing alternative community services.

5) Rates of crimes committed by youths are reported to be
'rapidly increasing; bUt there has been no reliable, objective mea-
surement of this increase. Particularly disturbing are the reports
of increases in violent crime by youths. These reports are leading
tdo punitive policies in many states, despite the lack of reliable
data. What data are available (Gold and Reimer, 197t) indicate that
there has not been an increase in the rate of acts of violence by
youths.

6) Levine /1973), Wald (1974) and others have suggested that
if responsibility for status offenders is transfefred from the
juvenile court to child welfare or other,social service organiza-
tions, policies must be initiated to assure protection of individual
rights, and provision of effective services. They argue that past
performance of some of these agencies raises serious question about
their 'capability and accountability in the provision of quality
services. Findings in the study of'the Nevi York Family Court

-v (Yale, 1974) offer little reason for optimism unless there are
changes in the policies arid practices of the agencies. -

7) Any attempt by states to legislate or enforce morality
raises policy issues of importance throughout the United States.
Are states able to enforce morality? If so, is this appropriate?
The questions are particularly pertinent to laws and policies govern-
ing'children's' conduct. ,When powerful, pervasive 'media such as
-television and films challenge moral norms in extremely provocative
ways, it is difficult for the'state to use the juvenile court to
enforce behavior contradictory to that-exhibited in the media. The
current situation is a "Catch 22" for adolescents. Use of the
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juverille court to enforce moral norms no longer acknowledged by

adult society will not only be ineffective; it will jeopardize-the
court's legitimate operation as a judicial agency. Adherence to

law is dependent on voluntary assent by the majority of the popula-

tion. If youths perceive the court as attempting to enforce moral'

norms pot adhered to by adults, the court will lose value in their

eyes.

8) Juvenile court staff have expressed views about which

agencies should handle categories of behavior now under jurisdiction

of the court. The findings in Table 5, from a National AsSessment

of Juvenile Corrections survey of a sample of 400 juvenile courts,
reflect the views of judges and probation officers about status

offenses, misdemeanors and felonies. Probation officers more fre-

quently than judges said that status offenders should be handled by

a nonjudicial agency. Judges and probation officers agree that 111.

truancy is best handled nonjudicially, but differ about running

away and promiscuity. Probation officers are most directly involved

in service delivery to the youths, so their responses:have
particular relevance. Among the judges who responded, those who

spent at least 35% of their time on juvenile matters were more

likely to hold-views similar to those of probation officers. These

responses suggest that the greater the contact with status offense

situations, the more likely that court personnel believe this non-

, criminal behavior should be handled by a nonjudicial agency.

Program Issues
.1) Institutional placement of youths for noncriminal status

behavior is still used frequently in the majority of states despite

many recommendations for' alternative community-based programming.
However, experience of those states with community -based programs

indicateS that they can be viable WA effective for the majority of

youths. Moreover, there are no conclusive data that suggest that

the overwhelming majority of youths would not accept needed services

if they. were offered on a voluntary basis. The experience of many

innovative community-based programs indicates a high level of.

receptivity. Unfortunately, many public statements continue to be

made by both professional and lay leaders that coercion is necessary

in programming for youth charged as status offepders.
r

2) Because of the frequency of assertions that status

offenders commit acts as serious astthose committed by delinquents,

the findings in Table 6 are relevAnt. It has been noted that Judge

Arthur (1975) advocated juvenile court intervention because, he

asserted, status offenders do not differ in theii behavior from

delinquents. Youths in the national simple studied by the National

Adsessment of Juvenile Corrections were asked howmany times prior
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Table 5

Juvenile Judged' and Probation Officers' Preferred Jurisdiction
Over Certain Offenses Committed by Juveniles*

in'percentages of Judges (N 252-269)
and of Probation Officer's (N am 469-491)**

Juvenile Court Adult Court
Non3udicial
Agency

Judges P.O.s Judges 1P.O.s Judges. P.O.s

Status offense
.

Truancy 44 . 35 56 . 65
Promiscuity 54 35 46 .65
Running away 61 47 39 53

Misdemeanor
Liquor violation 81 68 5 4 14 27
Vandalism 95 2 '2 4 3.-,24
Shoplifting 94 90 2

s'N..../

4 8

Felony
Armed robbery 69 58 31 42 <0.5 <0.5
Breaking & entering 94 96 5 3 <0.5 1
Auto theft 92 91 7 9 1 <0.5

*Question: Which of these problems do you feel/are best handled by
the juvenile court, an adult-court, or other social agencies
(schools, child welfare, etc.)?

**Numbers vary due to responses that could not be classified into
either of the three choices listed.



Table 6

Frequency of Commission of Antisocial Acts by Youth Prior to Placement in

Correctional Programs by Selected Offense Types (by Percentages of Youth)

Antisocial Behavior Pure Status 'property Person

Committed Before Placement

in Correctional Setting 0 1-2 3+ N 0 1-2 3+ N O. 1-2. 3+ N

Ian alai from home 36 27 37 (495) 37 ''28 35 (499) 44 23 33 (227)

Was. suspended from school 31 30 39 (502) 18 " 30 52 (494) 15 24 61 (230)

Used marijuana or hashish 32 13 54 (512) 28' 12 61 (501) 20 15 65 (230)

Used other drugs 47 14 ,39 (501) 37 13 51 (491) 30 14 56 (225)

Stole something 23 31; 47 (488) '5 16 79 (492) 10 21 70 (228)

Damaged someone's property

on, purpose 30 18 (499) '31 24 45 (500) 34 22 45 (225)

Committed, breaking

and entering ' 60 20 20 (507) 17 24 59 (505) 26 20 54 (232)

Committed armed robbery 70 17 14 (504). 40 22 39 (497) 29 28 42 (227)

SourceofData: National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

1975.



to their present placement they had engaged in deviant behaviors.
The findings show that youths committed for person or property
offenses had engfged in, law-violative behavior' far more frequently
than those committed for status offenses. Orfly in the case of
"running away" was there any exception to this pattern, for 37% of
the "status offenders" reported running away three or more times,
while 35%.of the property offenders and 33% of the person offenders
so reported. In contrast, 20% of the.status offenders reported
three or.more times of breaking and entering, but 59% of the property
offenders and 54% of the person offenders, reported the same incidence
of breaking and entering.

The problematic nature of school-youth interaction is evi-
'tient in these data, for 39% of the status offenders, 52% of the
property offenders and 61% of the person offenders feported being
suspended three or more times. The data challenge the assertion of
Judge Arthur that there are no differendes between status offenders
and youths committed for feloni d misdemeanors. All the
youths reported frequent antis ial cts, but these responses are
in accord with those obtained y Go d and Reimer (1975) and
Williams and Gold (1972).

When youths were asked ut antisocial behavior following
plac

re

nt in a correctional program, they said such behavior increased
substantially for status offenders the longer they were in correc-
tion 1 programs. Thus, the interaction appeared to have resulted
in " ocialization" to criminal behavior.

3) The utility of elaborate programs for classifying youth
needs further critical study. Diagnostic assessment is essential in
planning of differential. treatment, but too often the process is
highly esoteric and unrelated to the reality of programs that are
available or feasible. In other cases diagnostic assessment may be
subverted to devices that justify custodial control or that avoid
concrete problems. Program design and individual assessments must
consider further the normal socialization needs of youth, so that
these will not be neglected in planning particularistic treatment
approaches.

4) Quality and effectiveness are critical issues for progiam
evaluation, including residential treatment. Coercive placement of
youth in institutions is increasingly being questioned because of
its ineffectiveness. Bureaucratized and routinized handling of
youths thould,be reduced.

5) Mechanisms for more effective interorganiiational rela-
tionships among correctional agencies, schools and child welfare.

'agencies, public and private, and at different levels of governmelit,
are critically needed, but prograiumatic solutions are lacking.
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(6) The type and form of client and local community involve-
ment in, program design and operation have become issues in many

communities. With increasing emphasis on clients' rights, the

( changing circumstances of youths, and voluntarism in program choice,

this participation can be expected to became increasingly important.

7) Enhancing job and career opportunities is a critical
issue in postindustrial countries today because of serious and
long-term unemployment. In the United States adolescents and young

adults bear the brunt of unemployment. This imposes both absolute
and relative barriers to the success of many treatment and educe-

,

tional programs.- Radical solutions may be necessary.

Organizational Issues

1) The roles and respective domains of federal: state and
local agencies are critical organizational issues in youth planning

today. Because knowledge of interorganizational exchange is far

less well developed than that of organizational behavior, more
exploratory work in this area is needed.

2) Provision of adequate and relatively stable resources for
creative and innovative programs is a problem frequently mentioned by

human services administrators. Pe* too often federal and state sup-
port is provided only for brief rimental programs, with the

expectation that local units wil then accept ongoing responsibility.
Given the current problems of n communities, such an expectation

is unwarranted. Youtheaie ational resource for,whose well-being
the federal government m accept greater responsibility.

3) Size, complexity, formalization, centralization,
routinization, inflexibility, and ineffectiveness are all issues

raised about human service organilations. Particularly problematic

is the inability to respond appropriately to the neegp of poor and

minority group persons. Problems of inAtitutionalized racism and
sexism are especially pertinent inthe processing of status offenders.

4) Street (1977), Wilensky (1975) and others have obser4ed

that human service organizations and'protessionals behave in ways that

perpetuate poverty and injustice Programs are initiated with
laudable goals, but all too often they produce only agencies and
Staff who identify and label problems rather than solve them.- As a

result poverty, illness, poor education persist despite the expendi-

ture of substantial resources. Street has identified a number 'of

issues related to the "professionalization of reforms," whiCh: he

describes as efforts to define social problems as .the exclusive

province of professional groups--e.g., social workers. These pro-

fessionals define as appropriate and expert their proposed social
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remedies with no particilAtiost in that decision making by clients -

or the public at large. Competition arises among professionals with
further negative results for the clientele. In the case of youth-
Ichools, child welfare and justice agencies have proliferated a
set of somewhat interrelated categories for defining problems of
students. Thus, as Street noted, a poor, minority group youth is
also labeled as culturally deprived, emotionally handicapped, from a
single-parent home, resident of a ghetto, member of a gang, child of
a junkiwoommunity, and so forth. Thus a global, diffuse stereotype
is created that prevents escape from that status except through heroic
means such as described by Brown (1965). More representative
bureaucratic structures, with active participation by clientele in
critical decision making4 are among the solutions being proposed.

5) Stimulatioh of organizational creativity, flexibility
and dynamic leadership are often mentioned as essential for human
service programdapd agencies. Little can be.expected where there
are so few rewards.

Research Issues
1) New theories of adolescent and young adult socialization

and development are.needed, and will require extensive research if
they are to be refined and tested for application.

2) Information systems to monitor behavior, organizational
problem solving, and program and outcome evaluation are a critical
need today. The priorities for program evaluation in many federal
grants provide stimulus for study and action, but there is not
enough research on the engineering of effective systems to perform
these functions.

3) In establishing national goals and' riorities, decision
makers, will require at least the following types.of information not
now systematically available: .obsociodemographic studies of the
personal and social characteristics of youths relevant to public
policy; comprehensive and synthesized information on program
activities and outcomes in schools, courts, mental health and child
welfare agencies, as well as employment opportunities and experiences
for youth; and information on family structure and behavior.

4) A specialized area requiring further research relates to
the impact on youths of the contradictory moral standards presehted
to them by the larger society. Along with problems associated with
moral norms and the media are other issues involving the impact of
substance %abuse information, sex information, and so forth. 'Without
research knowledge, serious problems exist in devising policy and



programs for statue offenders. Research findings currently available
suggest that many youths are confused, and respond to the conflict
with hostility, alienation and other problematic behavior.

5) Knowledge about patterns of'contemporary urban community
organizations is slight. Warren.(1975) has delineated several
variant types. More information is needed about the critical dif-
ferences among communities that affect their capability for effective
youth socialization.

VII. APPROACHES, STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper has dealt with critical policy, and program issues.
for national child welfare planning regarding youths now classified
as status offenders. Approaches, strategies and recommendations are
considered tiOkgether, wince these matters are inevitably interrelated.
Attention is irat directad toward the national scene, then to state
and local lev of organization. This paper is addressed primarily
to policy planners at the national level, rather than at

. state and local levels. However, the responsibilities at the
national level for the provision of resources and guidelines for
local units are addressed.

The National Scene

The national government and national youth organizations have
been characterized as having done little for adolescents, especially,
status offenders, other than provide minimal resources for custodial
care and control. Statutory changes and new proposals now provide
significant opportunities for the federal government. This paper
does not advocate federal-encroachment into an area presumably the
province of states and localities, but calls for federal assertion
of moral, political, and normative leadership; for greater and more
focused allocation of its resources; and for several forms of tech-
nical assistance that Only the federal government can render. This
strategy is contrary to those often espoused in programs for "block"
and "special" reveAue sharing. LEAA block grants to states have
been extremely ineffective with respect to the proportional alloca-
tion of funds to youths relative to their numbers and needs.

Melekos (1979) points out that since 1969, final appropria-
tions for juvenile delinquency by Congress have been $10 million per
year despite authorizations at the leVel of $75 million. Mofeover,
executive requests have been below Congre4sional authorizations.
Federal aid to education and child welfare has also been reduced,

- with the result that significantly lower amounts of resources are
available for youth services. Considering the increase in youth
population and the effects of inflation, these reductions could be



catastrophic.* The federal government has the capability to perform
four major functions needed to buttress and improve youth programs
across the nation.

1. Establish priorities, standards and guidelines for comprehensive
youth services systems.

In recent years there helm been efforts to define program
standards in corrections by the National Advisory Commission on
Correctional Standards and Goals, and in mental health by the
National Commission on the Mental Health of Children. These efforts
have had practical applications in several states, but they are
inevitably partial rather than comprehensive because of the nature of
the particular agency's jurisdiction. The Departmon't of Health.
Education, and Welfare 4s charged with broad responsibility for aiding
the general welfare of youths. Therefore, it should take steps
toward formulation of national standards of services, rights ,and
responsibilities. .

The HEW memorandum entitled "Title XX--Final CASP Plans,"
reveals that as of Oct. 1, 1975, there was significant planning in
child and family welfare under way in several states, but the
majority appeared to continue traditional programs. The authors
were optimistic that half of Title XX program expenditures would be
allocated for services to children and youths (p. 2). If that does
result, it should not be difficult to extend service coverage to
youths now being processed through the juvenile court as status
offenders. With the priority of resources for services to youths
accepted by the states, the key task remaining would be obtaining
the needed resources.

The urgent problems of youth must be defined on a national
level in a society as mobile as that of the United States. Similarly,
formulation of principles regarding the rights of minors in relation
to social services also must be done at the federal as well as the
state level. Interagency exchange and communication is needed at the
federal level through mechanisms such as interdepartmental committees
on families and children.

2. Channel resources for strategic aims.

'Resources must be allocated in accord with rational prior-
ities adopted by the Congress in legislation. The Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 provides one mechanism for
the extension of voluntary child-oriented services.

Grichting (1975) provides a clear warning that federal
revenue sharing may reduce local funding of programs; therefore, it
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is important that federal grants be awarded in ways that do not
result in reduced local allocations.

3. roster innovation,. experimentation and evaluation in programs
for youths.

1

More support is neeekid for research on adolescent sdtialisa-
tion, but of equal value in the development of theory would be care-
ful innovation and evaluation of new programs and services. Already
under way in some states are creative innovations that provide the
basis for developing new policies and guidelines. The Nationil
Social Welfare Assembly is coordinating a series of local innovative
programs directed toward services to status offenders. Another
example is the demonstration project of the Lower East Side Family
Union in New York. There, a broad spectrum of services is directed
toward preserving family stability in a poor, multiethnic area, to
'avoid placement of Children outside the home. The Sacramento
family crisis intervention project, described earlier, was successful
in reducing subsequent delinquent behavior and court processing.

These programs only illustrate types of existing innovation.
Needed is further federal encouragement.of these efforts and, follow-
ing that, wide dissemination of results so that other. communities
have information for more rational decision making.

4. Develop a national information infrastructure.
44,

Few states have been able to develop information systemi, but
even where they have, they are deprived of more general information
from outside their own jurisdictions. Lacking such information,
administrators, leqislators and planners proceed on the basis of
intuition, experi, revelation or response to public pressure.

Information is needed on: consensus of the populations of
all - shelters and residential programs for youths; school truancy and
exclusion practices and outcomes; child welfare service delivery by
voluntary and public agencies; differentiated program experiences by
region of the country, ethnicity, social class, and so forth. More
difficult to obtain but sorely needed is information about children's
rights, and the mechanimmd through which these are assured.

9Youth violence is an area where critical information is
Lacking, though far-reaching decisions are being made. Only the
federal government is in a position to obtain and disseminate
reliable inforMation.
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The Local Scene
In child welfare planning, state and local level government

and organisations are critical components, in addition to the
national government. The local level is "where the action is,"
i.e., service delivery, and where innovation and creativity are most
urgently needed.' State government should not be ignored, but
`several of the functions outline0 at the federal level also apply
at the state level.

An appropriate structure for local comprehensive youth
services is Youth Service Bureau. Such an agency does not
eliminate existing public and private youth serving agencies, but
provides coordinating, innovating and monitoring agency concerned
with the socialization of all youths so that they have greater
access to desirable social roles both as youths and adolescents.

1154113

The B can also serve as resource broker facilitating exchange
a existing social agencies.

Polk (1971) for example, presented one conceptualization of
a Youth Service Bureau: "The Youth Service Bureau is a community
agency to which children would be referred, rather than to the
juvenile court, if their behavior has not biker% so serious as to
present a threat to themselves or society." He offers four variant
models of the YSB: qpoperating agency model, community organization
model, citizens' action model, and *street outreach model. Rosenheim
(1969) emphasized voluntary participation and comprehensive services
in her model. A 1975 report from Charlotte, North Carolina
(Heasley, 1975), presented a clearly articulated model for a county
System, as well as findings from its first year. A high level of
effectiveness'in services to status offenders outside the justice
system was reported.

The YSB seems particularly. appropriate for the problems of
status cltenders. Services can be offered without the stigma of
juvenile court involvement. It would foster community awareness of
youth needs, community involvement by both youth and adults in
addressing those needs, and a greater understanding of the cpmplexity
of problems facing adolescents.

It is not possible to outline aiternatiire models of local
Youth Service Bureaus in this paper, but one county-level YoUth
Services System would have the following functional prerequisites:

1) A locally elected board of adults and youth. These
persons would represent public and pritrate organizations and
interest groups, .and officials, but there would also be two to
three persons representing the community at large.
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2) An dinnUOI plan for a comprehensive youth sorvicse propram
intipgrated with social services, education. mental health and col--
roctions plans. Almost all of the latter plans are already mandated
at the local level in most states.

3) Responsibility for coordination of program planning and
service delivery. The Youth Services System would stimulate innova-
tion, and could recta federal funding directly for such purposes.

-

) eg41 mechanisms for reeolving minor problems and.
conflicts. The would include ombudsmen. local neighborhood Coulkils
to hear cases and settle grievances, school committees. and so
forth. The development of local YSS.mould not eliminate the
juvenile court as an important social institution. Upon the
initiative of Cho. YSS, the court could exercise mandamus powers
over the public and private sector agencies serving youth, thereby
ensuring that' all youthi needing services had access to the necessary
resources.

5) A variable range of direct services. depending upon the
service delivery system in a given community. 10 However. it would
be desirable for the YSS not to develop a large bureauosatic service
delivery component, because its ability to be flexible and innovative
would be sharply reduced.

6) Funding by discretionary and annual grants-in-aid based
on youth needs. There might be provision for local communities to
raise part of the funds locally through *location. However, the bulk
of support would have to be federal. if the resource discrepancies
among and within states were to be offset.

The final,striacture of a youth services system is dependent
upon the political processes in a particular community. Obviously
there will be great variation within and'among states. Federal
assistance and support would have to be planned with awareness of
this contingency, but accountability need not be jeopardized by
highly differentkated structural patterns.

1
4The,Community Magtal Health structures under Act 54

provide for a range of structural types for local agencies. YSS
could be expected to show similar variation.
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I. INTRODUCTION; RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD WELFARE

Since 1953, when Despert published Children of Divorce,
1

the number-of children in that status in the United States rose from
1-1/2 million to jUit under 12 million.2 This eightfold increase
in two decades reflects several factors, including a growth in youth
population, a rising divorce rate, .and an increase in the propor-
tion of divorces involving families with young children. Whether
the trend will continue -its -steady rise oz level off is not easily

predictable. Two important countervailing factors are a declining
birth rate and a declining marriage rate. But regardless. of the
slope of ,the predicted curve, it is clear that in the years between
1977 and 1982 there will exist a population of almost 15 million
children who have experienced family dissolution due to divorce..

.In spite of the large number affected, and the clear-reasons.
for concern, the child welfare field lacks substantive knowledge on
which to base both policy and 'program. Our knowledge of children
of divorce might be compared with our knowledge of mothers of out-
of-wedlock children at a time when all information was derived front

adoption agencies, since much of the published material on children
of diliorce comes from clinical settings and may therefore not be
widely applicable to the typical family. Few, studies attempt to
obtain as representative a sample as did Goode in the survey "After
Divorce," published. in 1956.3 One important empirical-study of 131
normal children of divorce is under way in California, and is dis-
cussed later in detail, but the sample is limited., By and large,
the "state of the art" leaves much to be desired: Identification
and analysis of problems and needs are necessary before a compre-
hehsive, developmentally oriented service system can be proposed.

II.- CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND ASSUMPTIONS

Six major assumptions that should be made explicit form the
conceptual framework of this paper. The first is that the family
is the basic nurturing, caring and socializing unit responsible
for meeting developmental needs of children.,, Reported changes on
the composition of the family unit do not mean that the institution
of family is disappearing or is basically dysfunctional. It should
be noted that as divorce rates rise; so do rates of remarriage.
Within a changing framework of different marriage partners or
single parenthood, the institution of the family persists.

The second assumption is the acceptance of a developmental
approach to family functioning. Children's needs change over. time,
and there will also be changes in parental and filial roles and
functions. This approach may have to be reconciled with a "here
and now" or crisis-oriented stance, concerned with immediate needs:



Thus some of the current interests in determining a single "psi-
Chological parent" and protecting the child from discord by having
sole parental custody without visitation, as well as a final'
irreversible cUstody award, must be tempered by a developmental
approach. In ithe long run needs may change, and it may be impor-
tant to sustain family relationships in a broader kinship. spectrum.

The data have shown an inverse relationship between socio-
economic status and divorce rates. In consequence, the third.
assumption ifs that both policy and program should be especially
responsive to the needs, of poor and otherwise disadvantaged fami-
lies, since/they experience divorce to a greater extent than does
the middle class. By contrast, the literature in the field is
'replete w' h-clinically oriented material that deals with middle
class cli nts receiving therapy, and the needs of poor children of
divorce are not adequately addressed.

*his paper assumes that children's needs cannot be met
vd,thoutiappropriate attention to family needs. Regardless of the
formal structure-of agencies, thewtole family must be involved.
The movement for childrens rights may be an attractive caude,
but enforcement of any rights must be tempered-by the realities of
available options, and children's rights must be reconciled with
the needs and rights-of other participants in the family drama.

Although this paper is particularly concerned with children
- of divorce, it is assumed that social policy should recognize the
dangers of categorizing and stereotyping any one group. The fart
that the parents of these children are divorced ist4only one de-
scriptive characteristic; there are many others. tor example, many
families fit in the larger group of single-parent households, and
children whose parents are separated are in a situation not too
different. Many are poor, some are of minority groups, and some
have a range of unmet emotional and educational needs. Further-
more, not all children of divorce have problems. A recent major
study on problems of classification documents at length the dangers
of labels and stereotypes that may do more harm thanAgood:4
Categories are often needed in social welfare, particularly a
handles to funding, but if services can be effectively delivefed in
the context of universal entitlements, this is by far the better
way.

The final assumption is that divorce should be instrumental
in the achievement of a better life situation, not seen in an
intrinsically negative way. This has validity both in individual _
and social context. The concept was well stated in the recent
extensive British study the Finer Committee Report) of one- parent
families:
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Marriage breakdo/n is as inescapable a fact of life
today as it was in the later Middle Ages. The
stability of the family as an institution . -

depends in part upon a machinery which enables
spouses whose marriages have failed to establish,
new unions. One parent families are therefore not
things apart: they are an integral product of the
normal working of the institution of marriage.5

III. CURRENT DEMOGRAPH IC TRENDS

. For some variables demographic data are uncertain or un-
clear, but this is not the case fOr divorce statistics :4 These
data show a discernible trend over -the last decade, .and they
warrant attention in progra*R planning. The figures attest to a
rapid upward trend in divorces. to an increasing percentage of
divorces InvolAng children under 18 years, to divorce at younger
ages, and to a slight decline in the numbers of children per
divorce.6 -

The Census Bureau has reported that divorces in 1975 jumped
6% over 1974 to 1,026,000, whereas marriages dropped by 4% to 2.1.
million-7 A to-al of 915,000 divorces, including annulments, were
granted in 1973, 8% over the 1972 total, 18% higher than the 1971
figure, and more than double the 1963 total. The rate of divorces
both for total.population and per 1000 married females increased
aboUt 90% in the decade from 1963 -73:

The figures on numbersPof children involved in divorce have
risen even more dramatically. In 1972 for the first time more than
1 million children were involved in divorce actions in a single
year, and in 1973'the total was an estimated 1,079,000, or double
the comparable figure for 1963. The average number of children per
decree, however, declined from 1.36 in 1964 to 1.17 in 1973,
probably a reflection both of the slight decline in median duration
of marriage prior to divorce, and the general decline in family
size. Perhaps the most significant statistic is-that 60% of
divorcing couples in 1973 had children under 18 years, in contrast
to 44% in 1950. The, child involvement rate for divorce per 1000
children under 18 was 2.3 in 1922, the first year for which these
data were availablt, and it rose to 10.9 in 1969.

To analyze these trends, account must be taken of several
variables that affect the data, including changes in birth and
marriage rates, and the impact -af growth and decline on the popula-
tion groups in the child-rearing-years. The high numbers involved
in divorce reflect the increase in national population, and changes
in composition in favor of subgroups in,the vulnerable-young adult
years. But this a ounts for only part of the differences. An
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analysis of changes from 1963 to 1969, based on hypothetical divorce
rates adjusted Ato population changes, shows that 35% of the rise in
divorce was theLmost that could be attributed in an ear to
changes in size and composition of the population, for most
years it was 20% to 27%. Conversely, the proportion of the rise
in diyorce rates atributable to social and psychological factors
and not to population change, varied from 65% to 80%.

Although divorce data for adults have been kept systemat-
ically*over the years. figures on children of divorce are not so
available. In 1960, two tabulations were kept on divorces and
annulment!, one by number of Children reported, and one by duration
of marriage and number of children. These make it possible to
establish the relationship of family size to diVorce. The data
show that the more children there are in a marriage, the less the
likelihood of divorce. Another important finding is that divorce
rates increased with the youth of the marriage partners. Almost
one-fifth of divorced men and almost one-half of divorced women
in the 1969 sample used for national estimates had married in their
teens, and another 40% of men and 30% of women had married in their
early 20s. Thus 60% of men and over 75% of women divorced in 1969
were married when they were less than 25 years old.

Data on ethnicity and divorce are limited and difficult to
analyze, in part because there are differences in thewi
sition of states in the sample that is used for nation-ale& '71h.
Approximations of rates for 16 states in 1969 showed the divorce
rates per 1000 population to be almost equal by racial group, 2.9
for whites and 3:0 for blacks. There were fewer children per decree
reported in 1963 for blacki (1.1) than for whites (1.3), but a
higher number for interracial marriages (1.2).

. ..
Important regional differences are noted in divorce rates,

reflecting state variations. In 1973, for example, divorce rates
per 1000 population were 2.0 in the Northeast; 3.5 in the North
Central states; 4.2 in the South; and 5.6 in the West. Some of the
differences are due to "easy" divorce statutes, and establishment
of temporary residences, as witness the rate of 18.5 in Nevada.
Aside from this, however there may be valid regional variations
that relate to difference in culture, religion and.life style.
Analysis is hampered by the lack of comprehensive national data.

There are serious limitations on available data on children
of divorce. The recommended Standard Record of Divorce or
Annulment calls only for information on the "dumber of children
under 18." Such vital data as age, sex, race, and custodial
disposition are not included. One new item of information reported
on children is the total number of living children, regardless of
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age. This helps sort out divorces of couples with grown children
from those of couples wheare childless. Couples with all children
18 years or older represent only about 5% of all divorcing couples.
This proportion varies, being higher in the East and ranging from
9.3 in Maryland to 2.4 in Utah. The data show there is little to
support the hypothesis that many parents wait to divorce until
children are grown. Data orb children involved in repeat divorces
are not available; they must be inferred from data on remarriages.
The more times the father and mother have been married,-the fewer
the average number of-children per decree, and.the larger the pro-
portion of couples reporting no children. since the statistics
report only total number of children per divorce, regardless of
number of marriages, it is not possible to sort out whether these
children are4of. first, second or further marriages. Thus, patterns
of stepchild relationships cannot be mapped from existing divorce
data.

Even with their limitatioAs, divorce statistics based on
mandated reporting of legal actions provide the most reliable data.
But they are sparse, since they do not inform on either economic,
social or psychological circumstances of the event, and this limits
analysis of the impact on children. Another approach to obtaining
data pertibent to children of divorce is through differential
analysis of the larger group into which they fall, temporarily"at
least--the single-parent, female-headed household. By partialing
out information on divorced mothers from data on those who are
widowed, separated; or were never married, it is possible to expand
greatly the field of information on this subgroup. A major
contribution has been made by Ross and Sawhill, in Time of
Transition: The Growth of Families Headed by Women, in utilizing
censts data to formulate a model of family composition and marital
instability, and then testing out certain hypotheses by using
sample data from the University2of Michigan's Panel Study of Income

Dynamics.8 The findings have implications for policy formulation;
they also illuminate many gaps in available data.

Ross and Sawhill show that, over the last decade, female-
headed famikies with children have increased almost 10 times as
fast as two-parent families, and that increasingly the women who
head families (with or without children) are divorced or separated
(47% in 1974) rather than widowed (37% in 1974). They point to the
late 1950s as the time when divorce and remarriage rates began to
rise sharply, while first-marriage rates began to fall. By 1970
almost one of every five divorcees remarried within the year, with
the mean time between divorce and remarriage about 5 to 6 years.
This is one reason the authors treat the single-parent, female-
headed household as being in "transition," and the policy implica-
tions are important in terms of short- vs. long-term supports.
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Between 1960 and 1970 there was an increase in the popula-
tion of 9% of children under 18, but the number living in one-parent
families went up by 60%. Of the latter group, those experiencing
divorce rose by 115%. More of the white'children had a divorced
parent, and more of the nonwhite children had a beparated parent.

4

In seeking to predict marital stability, or instability.
Ross and Sawhill test hypotheses with reference to both income ind
independence of the marriage partners. They suggest that new
economic opportunities for women are related to rising divorce
rates, and they find male instability of employment to be a more
important factor than level of income. They speculate that the
present transitional period may lead to a restoration of "an
ideological equilibrium to the marriage market," so that although
divorce rates may continue.to rise; as women's economic opportunities
continue to expand, "we would expect some eventual restabilization,
accompanied by a redefinition of rights and responsibilities within
marriage."9 Barring this, a permanently higher level of-marital
dissolution can be anticipated.

Perhaps the major countervailing trend to higher marital
.dissolution is lower marriage rates. -A Census Report on marital
status and living arrangements from 1970-75 shows that the number
of persons between 25 and 34 years of age who never married has
increased substantially, from 2.9 to 4.2 million persons.1°
Furthermore, the number of persons in the young adult group living
alone. increased from 21.2% to 28.5%, indicating that marriage is
not the only route out of the parental home. Evidence of fewer
and later marriages and declining birth rates must be considered
in predicting how many children will swell the current ranks of
children of divorce.

IV. CUSTODY I S SUES AND CHANGING SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Recent years have seen substantial liberalization of divorce
laws, with many states moving from an adversary position to "no-
fault" divorce. How has the easing of divorce affected the chil- -

dren? As Inker and Perretta point out, "To abolish fault in divorce
is not to abolish questions of custody. "11 The bitter litigation
involved in contested custody cases can have serious effects on
children, and decisions on custody, even if uncontested, shape
living patterns for years to come. Public policy on children of
divorce cannot ignore the issues in custody decisions.

Historically, there have been major shifts in the way ,

custody was decided, but change does not always signify progress,
and the problems are by no means resolved. The earlier doctrine
of patria potestas, affirming the absolute rights of the father,
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gave way to the concept of "tendek- years," which, barring a finding
of unfitness, typically placed youn4 Children with their mothers as
the more appropriate nurturing parent. /More recently the "best
interests of the child" has-become a principal basis for custody--
the only problem being that of determining what is-best. Now the
"least detrimental alternative " .has been proposed as a more cogent
charicterization of what should happen in custody cases. There are

also a number of related issues. Since the decision "in re
Gault," which extended due process to juveniles, the question has
been raised as to who speaks for the child, and how children's
rights can be protected in family conflicts when their parents are
antagonists: The presumptive doctrine of,priority for natural
pareAts in custody proceedings has been called into question by
those who stress the importance of the "psychological parent" as the

preferred guardian. Where poverty is'the setting, family law may
be superseded by consideration of sources of support, such as the
offer of a free home for the child as a basis for a custody award.
Findily, jurisdictional conflicts among the different states feed'
into parental competition, and can make fa "child-snatching,"
which can leave a train of disastrous experiences.

The controversies and. contentions reflect some of the social
trend4,that have impacted on children, and not always in ways-that
were anticipated. The women's movesaent, seeking liberation for
females, has been challenged on such issues as alimony and child
support, and faces the problem of seeking an equal position in
face of unequal circumstances. More fathers are asserting their
readiness for child custody, and this may be coupled with a posi
tion against providing noncustodial support. Advocates of chil-
dren's rights claim an independent stance for children, but offer.
few feasible options for care in view of the child's deppndent

status. These are some of the main, issues needing policy attention.

Typically, program planners are encouraged to review avail-

able data as a basis for recommendations-. With regard to custody,
however, the field rests on "landmark decisiorfs" and cited cast's,

and is entirely lacking in the most elementary kinds of empirical

or descriptive datum. Since there is no ventral reporting of
custody awards, and no followuP on any representative sample of
outcomes of decisions, there is littlf to go on to evaluate their

validity. The body of experience and precedents on which judges
decide represents the "state of the art," without reference to

outcome for'children.

There have been some efforts to counter problems of sub-
jectivity and idiosyncrasy in custody decisions. In-1963, the

Family Law Section'of the American Bar Association approved a
proposed model law that said "custody shall be awarded . .
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according to the best interests of tile'child," but it failed to
iwages standards for termination orthose-interests.12 The
Michigan Child Cu! toOf Act or:197(1, h6wever,-did suggest.some
flexible but meaningful criteria. The law supports the "best
interests of the Child~ and considers the following:

a) pa,love,-affection and other emotional ties existing
between the pompe.ting parties and the child;

.- b') the csipcitx-and dispositions of coMpeting parties to
grive,.the child love, affection uidance,and'continuation.of. the
"edUcating and raising of the' chi its religion' or creed.-.1f any;1-,

4 , .
. .

e. , , e
. 0,, thi capacity and disposttipn of:Boapeting.perties to

provide ihe child with food; clothing,' medical care other remdAial
care recognizea.and permitted Under the laws of this state in lieu
of medical care, and other material needs:, .

. lo . -- . . .

-'41) the length of time the .child has lived in a stable,
satisfactory environment and the-desirability of maintaining

4,.continuity;
. r

..........
, .

e) the permanence? as a'family unit;' of the existing or
proposed custodial.home;

. _ -

-

f) the moral, fithess of the competing parties;_

gY the mental-And physical health of the. g

h) the home, school ind.conmmnity-record.
A

.P

S

ting parties;

e c ild;

..i) tbe reAstOpable preference of the'cbi if_tle court
the child to be of sufficient age to expreis preference; -and

-

- . j) finy other factor considered by the court.to berelevant.
a particular:.-child custodk'dispute.13'

-

7 The inclUsion o e range of crmeria-compels our attention.
'In implementation;- ,of Co e many interpretations.are possible;
since "cultural andsocialfattitudes figure strongly in influencing
decisions, as can be attes cases of judiciir awards. In an
*.article entitled -"Child Iowa Corn and the Avant Garde,v..
-the Painter Id-ase discudsed. 4 Here the "best interests" doctrine.

.

rul ed-for grandpaumnits:.ovei the natural father, on basis of
psychological testimony regarding the 4/nontraditional- life style of
the father, (Some years later the gAild returned to thee, fitheo
and the move was notf_conteited.):Recent conttemel'decisions



o 7

Jr

Atsve involved the 7cultural,advantages" to a child of father

tody, and the-prolowleme arising from'mo er custody where the

,*mother is lesbian. Ih.the latter -situat n, decisions have gone

.different ways in different states.

. Aside from the points of.view of individual judges, there

are areas pf choice in which deccisions depend on interpretation of

many- :faceted material. Among these are what weight to place on

.children's stated *preferences, which may be unduly influenced or

based on immature attitudes; and how to evaluate 'the "mental health"

of a parent, in particular one who has received psychiatric serv-
ices. -Extern al evidence is peeded. Benedek and Benedek cite a

prograM or4.C14iunty of Michigan in which an investigatioriand

e,recd tion to-the. tourt are-made by a "friend of the court"

social worket i ase involving minor children.15 Inquiry

is more ntensiv t.e contested cases,. and psythiatricjevalua-

tions ma be e. If ob ectiong.aleraised, the court may order

the "frien to hold' a full referee hearing, conducted

by experien eys in.i *qttin e inhibiting than thea

courthouse, at which particApat*oh Of eFtended-tamily is

encouraged. Referee rec6Mmendations ands'"the reasoning behind them

are available to all parties.' With regard this' procedure, which

is designed to encourage decisions based on evidence, Blemedek and

Benedek-call,for more willingness by behaVioral scientiststo
participate in custody decisions,: to commit their knowledge of

.child rearing and development !to-the _scrutiny of the court, and to

put their predictions "on the line."16

Related to. custody issues, but expressed in-a somewhat

different way, is.the issue of children's rights. In 1966 two

Milwaukee family judges drew up a "Bill of Rights" for children of

"dillorce. The first right states that a-child "shOuld be treated

as an interested and affected person, and ndt'a a pawn-, possession

, or chattel of either or both:parents.0 Other rights asserted

include:

-the-right
.to grow to maturity in that home environment

which will best guarantee an opportunity for,the child;

the right.to the Aay-by-day love, care, discipline and,-

ptotection of the parent;

the right to know the noncustodlin parent and to have 'the

benefit of such parent's love aid guid4r!9erthrough-hde-

. quate visitations;

the right to.the same opportunitie's fOr educatio that

-the diald,would have had if thefamilTunit had no .lieen
broken ; and -,

3 1
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the right to recognition' that childre'n invOlved.in
divorce are always disadvantaged parties and that the
law must take affirmative_ steps to protect their welfare. 17'

One-way to protect.the child's interests is for the coutt
to provide a guardian ad litem: another is for the child to be
repreiented by his or her own attorney. .Coughlin speaks strongly
to the special rights of children for protection by the state by
reason of their dependency, and asks Wietther children are not
parties to a divorce action with special rights-to be considered,
regardless of the desires of the Parents.18 Themovement for chil-
aren't rights and for children's advocacy Was a natural-outgrowth
of the thrust for civil liberties, and it has taken an antiauthori--
tarian stance. Mohler, for example, asks, "Who protects the child
from his protectors, who guards against theguardians?"19 She
points out that divorce often plays out adult interests, and
states:.

Child-cintered divorce laws should be required to insure
that the welfare of the children of the marriage is
primary. . . ._ When parents were using the child against
each other, the court would provide a nurturing and loving
foster home and an adoptive family, under continuous
professional Supervision.20

L
_

.This appears to, a'simplistic version of reality.' If '''

indeed the court could perform such magic for the-thousands of chil-
dren. with contesting parents who experience divorce each. year, it
would:--have.powers as well to reconstruct a happy marriage. To use
the'dhild as a pawn is one unhappy aspect. of the postdivorce
relationship, but to -assume that natural ties,..not to mention
*financial responsibility, can be easily fulfilled through the,.-.
sOcial service system is:indeed unreal_. :Furthermore, the crisis
of divorce s'followed by years in which:children!s needs may_well

met. Here is where .outcome data are needed, and where the'
of 'least..- detrimental alternative": is more practical

"best interests."

... - i

A further issue'calling for policy determination relates to
conflicts of legal jurisdiction,. which cause-enormous hardship when
state lines are crossed. In 196q a Uniform Child"Custody Juris-.
diction 'Act} was adopted by the Commission on Uniform State Laws,
and approved by the American Bar Association,` to curb the practice
of *child-snatching. "21 Since custodi decisions are open to -4

-change, feuding parents seek these changes in 4ifferent jurisdic-
tions, and for.a noncustodial parent to take his or her own child
across-state lines-is not kidnapping in the legal sense. Remedy.

. ,
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is 'Suggested through a "home' stag" criterion, sd-that-juriiididtion
will return to where the child hal resided.

In addition to conflicting.jurisdictions, welfare considera
.tions may affect custody where there are dif;etent levels of support
availabli. Kay and Philips, in "Poverty an the Law of Child.
Custody, raise soAkiestienchant questions'in this regard.22 One
.problem is that the poor may lack funds for divorce, and thus
resort to separation in & first marriage. Children of second
unions, without benefit of inarriage, Are thereby disadvantagei,
and without legal support ciSims'on'ummatiied fathers. A further'

problem arises when the offer of a free homeas made.by a non? . .

custodial parent when the. other parent-is on welfare. The pOpmuniiy,.:
seeking to minimize costs, may try to gain a custody decision atgair3t

the custodial parent. There have been such cases that, tn appeal
tended to support the use of public funds to enable a child to-

. remain with the parent who had been awarded legal custosly. t the
danger -of reconsideration in a time of reduced public assistance
does persist, and when contesting parents appear, the attractiveness
of emotional attachment May well ,be countered by questions of

financial sOlvency.

V. FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN OF DIVORCE

It-is a common misconception that divorce is a middle class
phenomenon, and consensual union and separation are lower class

modes. In fact, there is a series of studies that attest to an
inverse relationship between socioeconomic status and marital
instability and divorce.2' As far back as the 1930s, for example,
'Schroeder analyzed a sample of 1163 cases from the complete divorce
records of Peoria, Illinois, and found a positive correlation
between divorceand "relief" cases of .61, and a negative correlation
of divorce and average annual income of _.32.24 e found
similar results using sample survey data that rel e to lower

j.c>cupatiOnal groupings. With statistics on 1947 abor force
characteristics for Detroit, he calculate8 an "Ind x of Proneness
to Divorce, by Occupation," basedon the ratio o the percent f

'divorced husbands in-aray given ocoupati.onal gr pin the same
the percent of males. in.-that category in metropolital Detroit.
Results were as follows:25

Index of Proneness to Divorce, by Occupation

Professional and proprietary - 67.7
Clerical, sales, service -. 83.2 -

Skilled, foremen 74.1

Semiskilled, operatives - 126:1
Unskilled 179.7
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0,01 -Other common socioeconomic
States indicatorsof income and education, with variations In the
relaticinshipsof divorce to socioe nomic status depending on "tile"- .

ng the class diffe ential in
different weights igiven to tio co ents b different investigators.
.Ingexamigk ion to divorce rates,
GO:Ode calf*-the relationship a "rough" one, stating it is-not
necessarily direct, but mediates through other social and psycho-
logical areas. Instability of income, for example, may be more

..impoit.ant than amount of income. smaller gap between earnings
of husband and wife may Make divorce less threatening to the lower
class, groups. Similarly, there are fewer conflicts over property,
division injale income families. More recently; Ross and Sawhill,
using data from the Michigan Panel Survey, concluded that. instability

rof income, rathe than level, was a major predic.tor of marital
disruption, with separation rates being at least -twice as high if
there had been serious uneMployment.in7 the pre6eding 3 years. They .

-also found that the greate the family assets, the less likelihood
there was.of a separation..26

The reiteration of the high prevalence of divorce among the_

`poor is made to support the proposition that the majority'` of children
.. of divorce have basic economic needs. The well publicized divorces
of celebrities, with extravagant claims for child support, tend to
blur this reality. In. an attempt to cost out divorce for the
"average man," the Community Council of Greater New York carefully
worked out a budget for ivpostdivorce situation for a fgailytif four
living at a moderate standard.27 The hypothetical familyOt husband,
wife and two young children lived in a modest rent-controlled apart-
mentv owned no car, and went .out to dinner once every 5 weeks.
Before the divorce, the husband supported the family on a net income
of $9768. After the divorce, with his move to minimal separate
quarters andno frills, he needs a net income of $12,039, or 25%
more, to maintain'and support the-family, without the wife working.
If she works,,child care will" have to be provided: And if he wishes
to remarry, he cannot takepn.a new family without financially
abandoning the old.

Relevant data on the-actual situations of divorced families
have been derived from. the Michigan Study of Income Dynamics, to
which reference has been made. Smith, in an analysis of,a subgroup
of one-parent family heads who remained in single-parent status
-over 6 yearse.found'that divorced parents had higher family income's
than widowed, separated, and single parents for both 1967 and 1973,
and were emplo'yed more than those in the other groupt. The-annual
mean income of the divorcees, however, leaves something to be
desired. It was-$7887 in 1973, in site of the fact that (in 1974)
71%"were employed Mull -or part time. -48 Further data from the.sale -

panel scup Show,thet_47% of divorced female heads receive no alimony



or clii-Td-support-trWolike,- and-tha t-the-mediarr-amount-rece-ived-by-
those who do is about $1350 a year.29

The entire isimuef-child support needs reexamination.
.

Reasons for acknowledged noncompliance vary, including alleged
. inability of the fathfer to pay,. the high cost of collecting, possible
_ pro-male bies.of courts, and women's desire to be free of oblAga-

4000t.ions to the men. High remarriage and, new family commitments, with

a complicated succession of steprelationships, are part of the
reason that support payments break down and, fathers give priority
to'current responsibilities. Public policy has been activated in
search for putative fathers-and support for children on welfare,

.
but nonwelfare mothers have many of the same needs without the .

cushion of public support. The Congressional Report of the Sub-
committee on Fiscal Policy has stated the issue well:

.

in order to deal with the child support problem, Congress
must' learn more about its dimensions and .sources and
must explore all policy alternatives. Until effective
child support measures are enacted and enforced, the
burden of supporting children in the rising:nUmbei of
fatherless families will continue to fall,dispropcli.rtion-

.

ately on mothers raising children alone and., on taxpayers

financing income maintenance programs."
.

The problem, however, is more basib t n one of collection

of child support, or puiiitive action'for deli cent fathers.' In
Great Britain, a major systematic steal, o emale -headed households
concluded that the primary needs of such families are economic.
Discussing problems of assessmenS of main ante where partners
are divorCed, the Finer Committee Report.suc inctly states that
-in no court hae'the law "found the method of extracting more than

a pint from' a pint pot."31:-.14,pommittee,proposes a new non-
contributory social security begefit for one-parent families, a-
"Giaaranteed Maintenance Allowance" IGMA) . All one-parent families
with either a mother or father as head and day-to-day child
responsibilitiesrshould be entitled to such benefits, which would

be made for 3-month periods writhout regard to income_ insofar as
the child portion is concerned, and with 'differential payments
according.to formula for the adult portion. Payment would cease

on marriage or cohabitation.32. The present situatiOn-with-regard
to income maintenance in the United States, and the rack of enthusi-

asm for children's allowaRces, make it doubtful.that such 'payments
as GMA wouldbe,politically acceptable. The proposal, however,
calls attentwri to the problems Otprovidingisupport for children
of divoree,:-.Awho:do 4116fer deprivation _when their parents' wage

base_ kAse do.double duty.
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Given the economic pressures on families where divorce has
occurred, it is logical to assume that divorced women with children
will be forced to enter the labor force, if they are not already
working. This raises the need for child care services, including
both day care and.after7school oars, to free the mother. Among. .

other kindq.of facility and service needed are hoising and home-
makers.

The" United States lags behind most other Western and Eastern
Europe &n countries, in its acceptance of social responsibility for
child care, to enable women to work and families to function. Of
about-21 million children under the age of 6 in this country,'oller
6. million are children of working mothers. Estimates in 1974 were
that about 1.3 million children were in licensed full-day day care

. centers,, Head Start, or family spy care, and about. 1.7 -million were
11

in informal out-of-home care: according to Kammerman. Taking
account of, the numbers of children in part-time carp, Kathmerman
estimates that there is a,,. need for.2.7 million eo 3 million

-additional day care places to meet the needs of -rking they
with children under. -6, and others. with handicapped an tagedchildren. 33 Whether.day care expands or contracts will affect the
divorced parent 'with young children. For a father, .day _care may
make custody possible; for a mother, it may be an alternative to
welfare.

Other services are particularly needed by the single parent
who copes alone with child-rearing problems. .Homemaker services
could in many cases prevent entry of children into foster care
when the single parent is ill or incapacitated. Stringer, for
example, reports on homemaker services that enabled a divorced
mother with young children to complete vocational training and
become self-supporting.34 And the Children's Aid Society of
Vancouver reports on "Mothers' Help Projects" in which heavy-duty
cleaners and handymen were made available to single mothers.

Housing is often. a need as new1X0divorced parents seek to
economize and live in smaller quarters. "Going home to mother"
("subfamily") is not a popular solution. "The national, rise' in
female-headed households cannot be attributed to a decline in
husband-wife households, but rather to a decline in the percent of
,subfa0ftilies'in the total: Lerman states that, among women living
with Olef:r own children under 18 but not with a husband, the share.

sp6riding rd. inthe share heading families fray 67 87%.35

heading fell from 33%. in 1950 to 13% in 1972, with a
corre
This.propensity to for% and maintain separatefiouseholds.is true
not only for divorced parents,:)obt' foe-young adults and the aged.-
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Where-to-find-appropreAxnuting_mtanthere are children involved,

however, creates added problems for the nonaffluent single parent.

Several countries have experimented with special facilities
for such families,. often as a transitional phase for retraining

and developing independent living. Canada, for example, with
the assistance of a grant from the 011incial Government, the

Vancouver YWCA administers cooperative homes for single mother*,

in which mothers and children share housing and live economically

and communally. It is useful to observe these experiments, but

they are hard to replicate re; since they are often tied into a

1111;coordinated social welfare stem. In the United States such
projects are hard to come by in part because of the fragmented

nature of services. Public housing projects' have their fill of

single-parent welfgii\families, but. these settings often have a

residual and end-of-the-road aspect, rather than that of social

experimentation.

One example of an attempt to integrat ng h- social

services for the single - parent family, including e divorced, is

the Maud Booth. Family, Center in California, of particular interest

because- of its .voluntary auspices and its assumption of a transi-

tional setting to aid in independent living. Opened in 1970, the

center is a pioneering program by the Volunteers of America,
designed to.hetp one-parent families by providing them with low- .

costhousing,,child day care, specialized counseling, and vocational

guidance. /t,operates within a 477-unit apartment complex, and

selects about 150 single-parent families to make up about one-third

of all 'residents. Day care is provided for children from 2 to 12

in parents' working or training hours, counseling is available,
vocational guidance is stressed, and the entire thrust is for self-

support and self-understanding. According to the director, housing

and child care are basi but casework counseling is the key sery

ice that enables progr4 coordination and identifies needs for
intensive -ixterventiomek Since staff is limited, referrals are

often used. The director"aiso ekpress4s the need to measure the.

effectiveness of the program, and regrets the lack of research,,

funds.36

Special service programs for single parents, including

divorced, have been tried in nonresidential settings,. The Single

Parent Family Project of the Community Service Society inNew York

City,-for example, seeks to.gather information about single -- parent

needs ind'to develop pilot service projects. A summer camp expe-

rience for mothers and their childreh was provided. Most of

the children of divorce live in families that need supplementary
,services at' -least during a transitional period. The extent to. .'

'which these services should be offered selectively to single-parent

A
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families, or be part of a universal service systemrAimAnotaLaa]
the-answer lies in the extent to which divorced families

are accepted. If access is limited, then special programs maybe
needed.

CCTSELING AND THERAPEUTIC SERVICES

Any computer search of the literature in.child welfare or
child development based on the key word "divorce" will produce
numerous references to the emotional and psychological impact of
parental separation on children. To offset this.., sole experts seek
to legitimate diyortirby reminding parents of the effects on chil-
dren of unhappy intact homes. Nye, for example, said that_ to ask
about the effects of divorce on children is to ask the wrong ques-
tion; instead one should compare malfunctioning marriages with.and
without divorce. He reported less deviant behavior in children of
divorce or separation than in those living in intact homes that
were in chronic conflict.37 Other specialists believe there is
insufficient use of professional help in divorce, partly bocauie
society has come to view it as achievable with relative emotional
ease since it. is so frequent.38

. V
Some of the areas for traditional cliniCal concern in working

with children of divorce are suggested by Gardner, who says that
children's reactions.may be denial, depression and regression, and
that therapists must help children to express angry feelings.
Althbugh children may atel guilty or idealize the absent parent,
on the whole he believes, "most children whose parents divorce
are not in need of therapy. . . . Those who do require_ therapy

. generally-had problems before, and the divorce has- served
merely as a precipitatory event."39 A different path toward
normalizing the divorce situation is the suggestion that pedia-
tricians have a special role in counseling mothers and calling
attention to the impact on children. Although not negating the need
for concern, placing the responsibility on the pediatrician. rather
than the psychiatrist tends to be a universal, low-key approach."

Another approach to the impact of divorce on children has
been to study it in a aphic rather than clinical context.
Thus, in analyzing saccitnoblems such as delinquency,, the
investigator uses divorce as an independent-variable to explain
behavior. McDermott, for example, examined:intake records from '-
1961-64 of-1487 children up to age 14 at the University of Michigan
Children's Psychiatric.Hospital,'and. found 116 children of divorce,
fewer than 10%. These children expressed feelings of beilig small,

: weak and powerless, and they tended to show more delinquent, acting-
out behavior, depression and poorer school achievement than would be
expected.41 Since this research is based on children seen in a -
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psychiatric clinic, it cannot be generalised to .all children of

divorced parents. Monahan studiedethe rifIatiOnship-between specific

types of broken homes and delinquency rates, by race and sex.
though he found a high delinquency rate for children from all types

of broken homes, when he loOkedat these separately by categories,
children of divorce had low delinquency rates. Of 44,448 cases of
juvenile delinquents, 22% of the white youngsters and 49% of the
blacks came from broken homes, but only 6% of the whites and 2% of

thcblacks had divorced parents."

In an attempt to explore the impact of the fatherless home

on boys, Herzog. and Sudia reviewed 400 studies, and considered 60

in some detail." Vhe releviince of thii material for the present_
paper is limited; since divorce as a reason for father absence was

not isolated from all other reasons, and the definitions of variables

were not uniform from one analyzed study to the next. The-review,

however, is a useful compendium on an aspect of child development
research, and it produced one important insight witA'regard to

divorce. The authors divided the "reasons for absence" of fathers

into these gebupm: those that are "socially-sanctioned or even
honored," and. those that "carry, or are assumed to carry, some
degree of social disapproval." The former includes military service
and business obligations. Death is not stigmatized, The authors

then state,_ "Among the socially disapproved or deplored reasons

for father absence are divorce, separation, desertion, nonmarriale,

incarceration or institutionalization."44 Thus, from the studies
reviewed, Herzog and Sudia reported in 1970 that divorce is
conceptualized in a category that includes jail, desertion are,

out-of-Wedlock status. This reflected attitudes at that time, and

these may have changed in recent years, and would vary by locality,

class and religion. There is also a largely unexplored area on

attitudes to children of divorce where the father is the custodial

parent.

Just as national data on legal aspikts of divorce are too

meager to be useful in developing custody trends, the psychological
material available is weak, reporting, only fragmentary data on the
life experiences of children of divorce. In the past there have -

been few studies based on a ponpathological sample, -and research

has not been appropriately followed up. At present one major
project is .Systematically studying a normal group of children whose

parents were divorced, and undertaking a followup. This important
work of-Wallerstein and Kelly, the "Children of Divorce Project,"
is exploring the effects of parental divorce orta sample of '131

children of 60 families in Marin County, California.4 A crucial

aspect of the investigation is that it is age-related, and incorpo-
rates phase-specific study of children at four developmental peri-
ods: preschool, early latency, 'late latency, and adolescence. Sub-

jects were referred clients and volunteers from persons who filed
A.
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for divorce in Marin County. They were offered a 6-week counseling
o reitittn for fiillowup and postcounseling after

12 to 18 months. Preliminary findings, reported in series of
professional papers, show intensity and duration of children's
responses, and their level of psychological functioning initially
and at the time of the followup. Different capacities to integrate
the divorce experience are reported for different age groups, and
these relate to developmental needs and personality structures.
Becaupe the assimilation of divorce changes.is a process--that may
extend over several years, the investigators plan a 4-year followup
as well. .The findings of this study will have implications for both
custody arrangements end divorce-related treatment.

The psychological approach to child custody in Beyond the
IBest. Interests of the,Child46 is related to the unique components

of the divorce situation. _Goldstein, Freud and Solnite in that
widely read book, suggest the "least detrimental alternative" as
a criterion for placeient, and'stress the importance of the "psycho-
logical parent" as the appropriate child.cering person. Citing
children's sense of the passage of time as far longer than adults',
and children's need for certainty, the authors recommend-fast
decisions, final and' unconditional custody, and a single custodial
parent with authority to determine visitation, if any. They state:

Children have difficulty in reletingvositively to,
profiting from, and maintaining the contact, with two
psychological parents who are not in positive contact
with each other. Loyalty conflicts are common and
normal under such conditions and may have devastating
consequences by delstroying the child's positive
relationships to both parents. A "visiting" or
"visited" parent has little chance to serve as a true
object of love,.trust and identification, since this
role is based on hie being available on an uninter-
rupted day-to-day basis.

Once it is determined who will be the custodial parent,*
it is that parent, not the court, who must decide under
what conditions he or she wishes to raise the child. Thus;-
the noncustodial parent should have no legally enforceable-
right to visit the child, and the custodial parent should
have the right to decide whether it is-desirable for the
child to have such visits.

*This determination may be made either by agreement
between the divorcing parents or by the court in the
event each claims custody.47
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How realistic is the position of Beyond the Bost Interests

of the Child? -Cith-this formulation
applied directly to the complex social problem of divorce? There
is clinical evidence that seems not to support this principle,
and reports high persistence of longing, missing, peeking and
fantasying on the part of children with regard to a nonvisiting
parent. In a critical review of Beyond the Best Interests
Kadushin, writing from a child welfare perspective, notes that
the authors ignore social. mock experience, administration and
practice) disregard the latent conflict between two of the 'proposed

guidelines, "continuity" and "biing %hinted"; recognize only one
mt. of rights- -the child'sin an *term of many actors; do not
offer any. .operational criteria to measure the central concept of
"psychological parenting"vdo not give appropriate recognition
to edolescent problems; and ignore the effects that weakening
parental 'rights will have on parental responsibilities.48

Contrary to the proposal to identify a single "psychological
parent," workers in the field have suggested "aggressive" or
"assertive" casework to bring services to the attention of the

noncustodial parent. Kushner maintains that in divorce situations
the absent parent, usually the fither, has been neglected by
social workers, and affirms the father's right to be involved
with his children. She feels that it is necessary to obtain
consent of the custodial parent to this involvement, but suggests
that the worker initiate contact, rather than the mother or father.
She sees contact with the noncustodial parent as a
taining-a reality level for the child and helping
the role of the absent father.49 Leader goes even
suggests including the divorced or separated father

of min -
rengthen
er and

family

therapy situations. Such involvement, he maintains, could help
participants examine how old wounds affect existing roles and ties,
and to work through the ambivalent feelings with

5r°

egard to can-

, tinning interaction between children and fathers.

an effort to set the. therapeutic issues related to divorce
within la-social. context is suggested by Tooley. She reports cases

in which young sons,,following divorce, manifest antisocial'
behavior, and suggests that what has been labeled delinquent may
be the response of children to the threats they perceive from the
outside world. Therapists dealing with Mothers-and children
experiencing divorce should recognize the reality of the new
situation, and enable mothers to assume new roles, including coping

with chilarefes reactions: Rather than quickly moving to diagnoses
of child pathology, she states:

We urge consideration of the problems of a woman raising"
her children alone. -Both mother and children convey a
lonely conviction that the larger society does not value

r-
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them, and will 'sot protmr,t tom. 144 th±s 7rottin9
matriarchal subculture, this conviction might well
constitute source of 'deep social alienation that
cuts across economic and racial lines, and predates
the patriarchal problems of King Oedipus by several

Another approach to therapeutic intervention in divorce is
the routeOf court-related counseling. This is not new- -there are
numerous examples of services related to judicial proceedings.
In 10'58, for example, two innovative projects with special con-
Corns for children of divorce were initiated, one on the East
Coast and one on the West Coast. In Maine, the StatelDepartment
of Health and Welfare and theSuperibr Court undertook year-long
project in one capurity to provide casework services to famine in
divorce actions ithere children were involved." The U.S. Ch dren's
Bureau approved use of federal grant-in-aid funds for the p ject.
Not only were services related to thnrObreeaction, such As
custody and visitation, but the help offered went to all aspects
of family life, to enable better planning for children. Because

11tro
referrals were made for the entire population of divorced rents
with children, services reached all levels of need. The Cal rnia
project used voluntary, rather than public, agencies,. but also had
a broad approach to needs of families and children.5-' In that case
the San Bernadino County Council of Community Services designed
and sponsored a. Divorce Project, in which the names.of divorcing
parents were made available to the Family Servi,ce Agency through
cooperation with the County Bar Association and the Superior Court.

1 These parents were then offered counseling services. Support was
made available through the State Department of Social Welfare,
augmented by local funds. Both project, report positive results
in terms of helping plan for children..

The rising divorce rate and the accompanying concerns have
led some communities in the direction of compulsory use of concil-
iation--a movement that has had very limited success and in some
eases has already been abandoned. A more appropriate use of Court-
related facilities occurs where the compulsory element is absent, -4"
and help is not contingent on reconciliation. One such effort, a
"postdivorce clinic," was reported bP1Sheffner and Suarez as
operating in Los Angeles.54 This involves the staff of the legal
psychiatry section of the. UCLA Department ofPsychiatry, and the
domestic relations branch of the Los Angeles County Supreme Court.
Behavioral scientists act as advisers to the -court and conduct-a
clinic for postdivorce hdlp. Because they can enter cases after the
legal separation, they ofted deal' with problems of remarriage and
stepchild relationships. The authors state, "Although we attempt
to focus treatment on the totality of the situation; our basic
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related services are a'moseic of 'intervention patterns, with SO
'tate* providing a oomplicatod network of legal channels for both
divorce and custody procedures.

VIII. PEER GROUP SUPPORTS

Self-help and peer group supports are important responses to
human problems: In the community, such organizations typically grew -
from shared'ethnic, racial, religious or national traditions. In
addition, sudh crimps became important resources fox-persons sharing:
problems and afflictions, such as parents of handicapped children.

4,1:r
The civil rights movement had far-reaching consequences in promotin4
grass-roots organization, as did the consumer movement and the
deeend for "maximum feasible participation" in community action.>
Divorced persons with .children quickly responded in 1957 to an
advertisement in the New York Times for a gathering of others like
themselves, and new organization, parents Without Partnere, was
born. The growth has been phenomenal, with membership in the United
States and Canada reported to be 127,000 single parents in 850
chapters: international affil4ations: and.a monthly magazine, The
Single Parent.s6 Children's groups, teen-age groups, and social,
educational and recreational functions are all part of the activities.
According,to their publication, Parents Without Partners is not
dating or parriage bureau. It was established and organised "to-
develop and provide a broad, comprehensive program for the enlight-
enment and guidance of parents who do not have partner', and their
children, on the special problems they- eRcounter, and for assistance
on the various readjustments involved."S7

Although PWP led the way, other groups have followed, and
represent a range of political and social ideologies. On the West
Coast, ucated women began Noma, an organization for
single mothers, whi now reports about SO groups across the country
and publishes a eon magazine with a 15,000 printing. They see
their organization as . . a.plice to Share the goings-on in our
lives --our feelings /problems /solutions /alternatives /our practical
ideas, living arrangements, concerns about our kids, men, job, our
futures and abr hopes." A more feminist orientation is apparent
than in PUP. In a newspaper-interview a Momma spokesman said,
We're not at all like PWP. .Their-obsession is..whetber you kiss
on the first date or not."56

Some of -the peer group associations can be distinguished by
sex orientation:59 Many groups relate specifically to either men
,or 401min, and give support in the divorce crisis. Among these are
ilomen.in Transition (Philadelphia), which - offers 4-10/411k support
and discussion groups to help participants through the transitional
period: Women Pro Se (wibieukee), which helps those' urther along
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in the divorce .process7 the Women's piviorce Cooperatave(Seattle).;
and the Women's- Legal'Center (San:FranciscO) . For-theHmen, there
-are )he American-Diiiorce AAsociationfOr-Men (Chicago.) ; Equal
-Rights for Fathers .(California) ; Fathers United:fOi Equal Justice
(Massachusetts)..; - Fathers United for Equal Rights (Blitimore); and

-United States Divorce Reforav(Pennsylvania).- The 'name of the group
is-often indicative'of i stance, and several name changes haoccurred.

The Ass 'on of One-Parent Families (London), for
have

-.examplA was the National Council for the'pnmaried MotheE and Her
Child until it opened its doors to divorced'and separated men and
women in 1973.

What do the peer groups do for children of divbroe?
dothey relate to the traditional social services? One aspect of
their functioning is an advocacy, self- interest position.: In the
case of some of the men's groups, for example, there are movements
concerned with alimony reductions, legal issues and custody rights.
Some of the women's groups are transitional and relate only to the
divorce action. PWP reports its average length of'membership as 2
years. Many self-help groups, however, report they are centers of
social, educational and psychological support 'for the, disrupted
faMily, including the -children. They provide an support
-system, which has not been systematically evalu4ed.'

IX. STEPCHILDREN OF 'DIVORCE'

The one-parent family has been described as a-family in
transition, presumably until remarriage. But remarriage doesn't
producetwo-parent families Edr.the_children. Instead, it produces
"-stepchildren, possibly _on both sides, and a. whole new. 6omplex.set
of kin relatiorishipewith which Children must cope. 'This is

- essentially an-uncharted field in terms of knowledge Of steprela-
.'-tionships,-needs of stepchildren,.stepparentsand stepsiblings:-

;,

Much prejudice is eyidenced in'the earlier writings on
steprelationships. 'Ix X955 Podolsky sounded a dour note when he
said, "The stepmother's lot is not a7happy ane."6° He went on to-
say that when the child feels he is being crowded out of the affec-
tion-of a.L refitent by the stepparent, it makes little difference
how, heis; will tueh against her.61 It was in part to
counteract the "wicked stepmother" 'ideology of the Cinderella story
till/at SiMOn.wrote-"Stepchild in the Family. .62

There have been few systematic studies of stepchildren,%and
minimal discussion in the clinical-literature. In her extensive
study,of over 20Q0 remarriages, Bernard considered the attitudes of
sstepparsents to their spouses' children and.found that very young
and quite grown children tend to assimilate the new parent-more
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ily than do'the ado3Ascents.
63

Fast and Pain report clinical
ations on uncertain roles for-stepchildren, and problems when

they act. as'go-bWiweens with par s,64 If there-is little contact
with the noncustallial parent of remarriage, according to
Bitterman, feelings of abandonme y bp increased:1001=-00-m°

- Movement away from 'the focus on in4vidual pathology and
Interpersonal conflict, toward' looking at:structural changes in
family situations and workinig with these, is suggested by Levine.
She proposes viewing divorce as a group rather than an individual
phenoinenon, avoiding a "tragic" stance and seeking to strengthen
adaptive behavior. Several terms are ,suggested to describe the
new institutional form.and avoid., the stigma of the "step" designa-

..tion: "multima;riage,T- "blended," "reconstituted," "sequen-tial"
or "combination". family., When structural changes are specified,
there is a framework for helping the family'-and identifying emotional
reactions to those changes, rather than probing pathology and con-
flict. A further need is to influence community attitudes to
accept the new form, of family.

In discussing social work implications of new trends in
'family life, Brieland puts great stress on the needs -of the recon-
stituted faMily.67 Using demographic trends, he points to the high
level of remarriage, and. suggests that a useful function for the
field of marriage counseling is to prepare persons'for the second
marriage, including the roles of new parenthood and new multi-.
marriage situations. This, would represent a constructive and .
preventive service, whereas the focus on .first marriage and compul-
sory recbnciliation has had limited success. and may be counter to
obvious social trends..

'A different approach is to view remarriage as a special case
. .$ of a broader kinship grouping. For example,.Clamend Vatter write

about the concept of the affiliated kin structulthete "voluntary
commitment to responsibility fax one another' with the unit is the'
single basic criterion:"68 ,SuSsman and Burchinal ma' tain that it .

Is a myth that the urban family is independent of the etwork,
speaking Instead of "emergent urban familism" or the "modified
e t ded family" in the mode ommunity.69

Instead of ceptualizing the'Multimarriage-family as
pa olbgical versi of the .nuclear family, with attendant prob
it can be treated as one Category of the affiliated kin structU*0-vr.'
with perceptible roles,' responsibilities and affectional ties.
Mead has asked whether there shouldn't be new wOrds, to describe
these new kinship6.7° Children need words, for example, to:refer -
to:"the former wife of my mother's husband," or "the children -of
my father's wife." Many primitive people do better than we do in



-describing these relationships. For children of divorce and'
remarriage, this approach should strengthen, rather than attenuate,

sense of.family support. _1

X. IDENTIFIED NEEDS AND STRATEGIES ;

A broad perspective has-been given to the needs of children
of divorcec'since the problems are interrelated and there are
multiple opportunities for intervention. Data are essential to
sound policy and-planning, and a review of divorce-statistics 't
reveals little information about the children experiencing divorce.
Only two statistics are known: total number of"childrAland number
per family.: Three or four' additional items would give a better
data. base for understanding and' planning.. These are: :the ages of .

the children; their.se*; the custody disposition; and.wgether they
are biological children or adopted -Children of the parties in the
divorce. It is recommended that the possibilityof obtaining such
data for children in the Divorte Registration Area.be explored
through channels with the National Center for Health Statistics.,

Custody procedures.and decisiong are central to the divorce
crisis, and the nurturing funItion of the family, cannot be effective
in an atmosphere of parental conflict. The judicial criteria for
custody, barring extreme findings of "unfitness," have moved from
patriapotestas to "tender years" to "best interests of the child,"
and now are approaching the "least detrimental alternative." The
recent interest in the "psychological parent" has had substantlpl
influence in court proceedings. The literature deals with psyehiatir
ric theories and case decisions, but there are no empirical data or
operationalized-criteria for-decision making,_ and no outcome dhta
to test the efficacy of the decisions themselves. Treatment persons
are utilized in .the' counseling of clients, but with 'fevi exceptions
behavioral scientists are not: involved in studying the process and
outcome. of custody-deciSions and their 'aftermath. 'yet- these affect
a million additional.childreneach- year, and haVe potentially
harmful effects on the familial ecological system.

It would be helpful to initiate a series of custody-related
studies to provide empirical data for programmatic recommendations
to the legal system and its-counseling components. Among the
critical areas to explore are;

a) A review of decisions in contested custody cases, to
seek criteria suitable for systematic and 'operational use.

-b). A study of fatherchild-rearing- and coping patterns in
motherless homes, and the impact on children. These data arp
needed in view of the trend toward increasing numbers of father-
custody decisions. #
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c) A study of outcome data for children reared in gay and
.lesbian ~ settings, in view of the contested custody cases now before

the courts:

d)- An empirical study to -test the "psychological parent"
theory, and-the concept of siTitgle custody with all rights going to
the custodial parent. -Does this work out in actual situations, and
what is the impact on the child of unilateral and nonreversible
decisions?

At°
1V

The phenomenon ofdivorce.occurs at all socioeconomic levels,
although thefinancial hagdskip,falls'most heavily on the working
poor and the. lower Middle class. No matter how harsh the penalty
or strict the enforcement, a'single- moderate income cannot stretch
to support two households.,1-v causing problems for the children
in loss of _level of living;al 'as loss of the presence of both
parents. Ways must be found to bolster the.economic position of
both'.parties to the divorce and'.ihereby avoid total dependence
and.recourse to public assistance: The Congressional SubcOmmittee
on Fiscal Policy has called for increased study by Congress of the
dimensions of the child-support problem, and explorations. of policy
alternatives:71 it would be helpful to initiate a study that would
deal with specific proposals for improving capacity to pay support,
as well as providing incentives to do so:

The,tax structure, in particular, needs review. The fact
that alimony is tax deductible, but.not child support, should be
analyzed in terms of its effect on p.ayments.. Where support payments
are not more than one-half of total support; there is no dependency
deduction for the noncustodial'parent. There are precedents for use
of the tax system torecognize particular hardship cases or special'.
situations. ,Tax deductions are allowable for a range of businels
expenses and for large medical expenses. Double allowances in the
'case of handicaps are allowable. 'Up to a' generous family income
limit,-child care deductions for the working mother are allowable.
It is recommenddd that-a feasibility study be Made 'of the impact
of tax alloWances for child support-, for families with a total
income upper limit comparable to that-for which child care deductions
fok working mothers are allowed. Such relief Gould result, pveither-
double exemption or nontaxable income, and could be allowed upon
proof by the taxpayer that support payments had been made. There
are limitations to a proposal for tax relief: it does not help the

'poor who pay no taxes, and it does imply a social reward for
divorcing parents. The latter factor is not likely*to be significant'
in deciiion'making, and for the working poor with reported income,
compensation could be handled under a, negative tax concept. The
proposal, if technically practical, would recognize dual families
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as an economic burden, and give some financial incentive. for
fulfillment of support obligations.

A more direct means of bolstering income, such as a universal
system of children's allowances, would be a preferred social welfare
.policy. Children's allowances would have the advantage of recog-
nizing the need for child support regardless of.parental status, by -

including poor children of large intact families, children .ofdsingle
:unmarried parents, and children of widows'and widowers .who had not
been in covered' employment, as well as children of. divorced parents.
Studies have shown tite impact such a program would have onreducing
the number of children who fall in the "poverty" range.72 The Finer
proposal for a Guaranteed Maintenance Allowande por single parents,..
if applied in the-United States, would reach fewer children than
the universal Children's Allowance system, but would represent a
program of-direct relief to the group in need. If neither proposal
appears t9 be politically feasible at .present, in view of the .

economy and pressures to reduce, rather-than liberalize, income
maintenance, social security, pension-and welfare benefits, then
recourse to the tax system for relief might be the most promising
,way to give incentives for maintaining support payments. It is a
move that, to use the Finer analogy, 'might squeeze a few more
'ounces from-the "pint pot."

The need-for supplementary services to allow single-parent
families%to lunction independently"is apparent, but within that
overall category, children of divorce tend to be less disadvantaged
economicall)40tban do those from other groups, and it is hard to
justify special services for them that would not also be available
to children. of families where the only parent is widowed, separated
or never married. Furthermore, the divorce"Status tends to be
transitional, and there are substantial changes in marital status
in the 2 or .3 subsequent years. Instead of earmarked services.for
divorced families, it is recommended that progfams to.expand services
to single parents be strengthened. These include day care, home-
maker services, and housing. Existing projects such as the Maud
Booth Center, which links housing, child care, vocational training
and counseling, should be evaluated and; if they are effectively
mo4Thg single-Parent families to independent functioning, expanded.
Children of divorce will benefit through such demonstration
projects, together with children of other single-parent families.
With regard' to the broader issue of whe.ther.any services should be
offered selectively.to single-parent familieS, or all services
should gbe part of a universal system, there is no absolute answer.
One criterion may be the event to -whidh divorced families,ire
socially accepted. If they are treated as a-pdeviant group, special
programs may be needed to allow. theicaccesl. If access is open and
services available to all as needed, it would seem that the dangers
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of .labeling and stereotyping children of divorce are'minimazed,
andithat entry into the mainstream of service programs is the
more desirable route.

Clinical data on children of divorce have been unduly
derived. from children seen in psychiatric settings because of
severe problems. The Wallerstein and Kelly research, which has
been reported,'" is innovative in that it is based on a. normal,
if self-referred, sample. The age-related findings can be analyzed
against normative developmental data. 'However, the sample is
small, white and middle-class, and the findings may therefore not
be generalizable to children of other groups. It is recommended
that this study, which views children in depth and with. followOR
interviews, be replicated in other settings. There is need to
know how typical are the reactions to divorce, and how well and
with what supports the divorce crises can be coped with arid
integrated.

Cour-t-related counseling has been referred to as a mosaic -tx
of varied patterns, and this is a function of the many kinds of
divorce law and court procedure. There.is uncertainty as to whether
conciliation should be the goal, or counseling should free individ-
uals to determine their pwn fiiture. The question of who is the.:*
prima ry-client is not clear, nor whether the counseling is crisis
related or long term. With innovative'patterns being developed.in
some states,, such as California and Wisconsin, it is recommended
that a study of court-related counseling and'its outcomes be
undertaken, with appropriate_followup., Just as a 'Unifoim DiVorce
La or Uniform Child Custody Law can .be developed and used as a
mod1, .so a model of counseling and services can be developed, as
a guide for national implementation.74

The review of the peer organizations revealed a new
phenomenon of self7help groups developing networks, which then
became large bureaucratic organizations. We kn w that there is a
substantial turnover in memberships in self-he p groups, but we
do not know if this is because they are ineffective and fail to
meet needs, or are effective and problems are_resolved. But since
the organizatiOns themselves persist and grow; they must meet
some conception of need. Most of the groups reported in the
literature in the United States appear to be white and middle
class- Are the techniques'used-feasible for minority groups, for
poor families, for those without higher education? 'Can such groups
function in relation to the world of work, can they be parts of
treacle unions or tenant groups? Or the fact that -the self -
help group is organized in relation to marital status and personal
needs close out economic or ethnic concerns? Furthermore, do the
self-help groups relate to'children's needs as sdch, or only in
passing, with the)primaryconcern being for the single parent?
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It is reccamonded that a systematic analysis'of the strengths of
the self-help groups be made, to be followed by a demonstration
project in a setting typically not reached by these organizations,
So see if the techniques are transferable. Although "help" to
develop "self-help" may appear' to be a contradiction in terms, it
is at the core of many community action programs, of. the Peace
Corps and of Vista. Some of these efforts have failed;. others
haire generated continuing activities. A demonstration project
would clarify whether this is a fruitful way to work.

The analysis of steprelationships and new kinship forms
came as the final substantive area in the paper, and advisedly so.This discussion looks to the future, and to the time when it may
be considered as customary' for a child to have experienced parental
divorce as to be living with both biological parents, and step-
relations will be accepted. in family groups in as ordinary afashion as are in-laws. It is recommended that empirical studies
of new family forms arising frcm steprelationships be conducted.
Research utilization pf findings should include development of new
social work interventions, and production of curriculum and
training materials t&help professionals seise these -new clients.As noted, steprelationships'should be conceptualized as-new kinshipstructures, rather than as -"broken" or pathological versions of-
nuclear families. If divorce is here to 'stay, at least children-of
diNiorce should have the supports they need, to grow and thrive.

to
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In attempts by the state to regulate familial relation-
ships, the rights Of Parents, children and frequently third
parties are necessarily interrelated< This interdependence is
particularly pronounced when pzoblems concerning the physical or
legal custody of a child arise.

The United States Supreme Court has, in recent years,
decided cases challenging some aspect of-child custody or "substi-
tute parenting activities" of the state.' -But the court has yet to

A formulate norms about the permissible nature and scope of such
substitute parenting, or about hOw custody decisiOns are to be
Made.,- or-about criteria to control those deCistons.

Yet it is widely acknowledged that in many-cases-the present
system of state intervention, irlseeed of working as envisioned,
actually harms parents and/or children.2 State intervention is
usually criticized for one of three reasons: 1) Children are
removed from their homes when they might remain in them if adequate
efforts were made to protect and maintain them there-3 2) Children
remain in foster care for long periods of time and are subject to
multiple placements. 3) Children who cannot be returned to their
parents are -nit placed in new permanent homes.

HOW THE EXISTING SYSTEM WORKS

. All states have statutes- authorizing court intervention
into families, generally where children are alleged to be
neglected.4 These statutes usually focuS on parental behavior
rather than on measurable5 harm to the child.° Proceedings are
instituted by a complaint from some interested party7 to any one
of a number of social agencies--the police, the probatiowdepart-
ment, the welfare department--that a child is not being cared for
properly. The complaint is investrgated, -generally by a social
worker attached to the welfare or human services department. The
investigating agency can drop the matter, convince the accused
parents to voluntarily accept social services (including foster'
care placement for their children)8 or file a neglect petition
in a juvenile court.

If t1e agency petitions, the child is often placed in a
foster home pending adjudication of the petition.9 Such temporary'
placement can last for years; few states place a statutory limiton
it.1°

Neglect hearings are usually informal.
11

Typically, none
Of -the parties is represented-by counsel12 and if anyone is
represented, it idli the state:13 And generi'lly, the hearing focuses
on what placement should be arranged, rather than on whether any-
thing should be done.14
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.2.
If a child is found to be neglected,

15
a court' can either

order the child placed (or continued) in foster care, or leave

the child with his parents and mandate that, the parents accept-

remediative social services. Guidelines forsuch'dispositional
decisions are usually Vague,- if they-exist at al1.10 And if the

court decides to remove the child from his parents' flame, the

actual foster care placement decision isomade not by the court,

but by a ;Vial agency to which the court remands the child for
"appropriate placement."17 Some social agencies resist rt

review of their placement.decisions once a child is xemap .to

them.18 'And most states do not' specifically Rrovide how' n§ such

lacements should continue.19 Only two states, NewYork d South

olina,20 provid for regular review of children in foster care

the purpose f either returning them to their parents or

e irrating thei parents' custody 'so' that another, permanent home

can be found f them.2k

Available data indicate that about 50% of neglect pro-

ceedings result-in removal of the child from his natiral parents'

.home.22 And unless parental rights .to custody are terminated

-permanently,23 such removal is ostensibly, temporary.

It has been pointed out that-mfoster care, although intended

to be-temporary, is often permanent;24 that many children are

likely to experience multiple separations'andplacements;25 and
that, for most children, there'ls-an'implannedand unpredictable
quality about theway the foster care system treats them.26

Also, although there is virtually laniversal-agreemept thar

all children need cOntinuity in relationshi:pswith. parents Ibrolo4k-

iC.Ifor-psychologicalY; need to feel wanted-and a cepted, and need

to have some s se, that there is a.dependable-, r ulcer quality to

the world,27 acknowleged thht-children i foster care)flaUally

spend long'pe iha.state. of impermanence, certain about-their

future, and often expOsed to multiple sepa:r tions.28' There is

'a nadked clinical condensus.about the negAtive ct of growing

up, as foster children do, in-a'state of "petminent imp ence."29
. i

It should be noted here, however, that the evidence is not.

'all one - sided.. ,5everal studies have found that dbme-children have

significantly, improved pl4sical)lealth, behavior control, school
perforTance and peer relationships following Multiple foster hOme

.placemerktz39./.

:. It is usually_ believed that many of-the prdplemp presented

by the foster care 'system stem from inadequate funding of.social
service progtams31 and yet, at least one commentator Was suggested:

that additional f'nds alone will notsolve the problem- -that

K
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"fundamental rethinking of the assumptions of the entire inter-
vention system is necessary. "32

go.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

This focuses'on coercive ,state intervention.- The
need fo more services, available on'a voluntary basis, is not
dispi 33

The search for principles a guide coercive state inter-'
Venti n involves two levels of analysis. First, Should the legal
struc ure presume that child rearing should generally be left to
indiv dual' families or .sl OxAd -it presume that the state has
prima responsibility forrearing children and that parents are
merely ustees who hold Children only as long as .they adcomplish
goals lished by the state? Second, whichever presumption is
madq;'what kinds of behavior justify ate intervention?. Inter-
vention ha? trad4lonally teen justifle4 on orfe of two grounds:
1) to protect children from abusive or neglecting behavior;
2) to assure that children -are exposed only to "healthy" Ideas
or environments--i.e., td.ensure.that they develop in a "formal"
atmosphere.

4
Jk., State (Control vs. Pafntal Autonomy

The nterest of persons. in estaLishing-and maintaining a
.

coherent, private family unit, free from intrusion by the state, is
indisputably fundamenta1,4 In- decisions stretching over 50 years,
the-U.S. Supreme Cgurt.has-recognized this interest as basic. In
1923 the.court held that -7..1. . without-doubt the liberty thus
guaranteed by tile-due-process'clauie of the 14th 'Amendment)
.dehotesL-. - . the-right of -,the' individual- to marry, establish
a home and 'bring up children court reasserted:
"It is cardinal with us. custody, care and-nurtUre of the ..

child resides firSt s. .. . And it.is in the recog-
nition'of this that p ,revious) deciSion have respected the

.

private realm of.famlly'aife which-the state cannot enter."36 /ftStrecently, in 1974',- the court again rOgtate t -principle of family
sanctity, citing Meyer, Princeand along lin of 'similar deci-
sions v -"This court has long recognized' that eedom of personal
choice in matters of marriage and family14"one o the liberties-
protecte by tir:--due ,process clause of.the,14th Amendment."37'.

.
i

Hu indreaSin4ly, 'this presumption'of parental du-tonomy. bas
been questioned. Some educators and child development:-experts--have.
argued that parents sh6uld'pothaVe contrOD.of their children all,ofthe-time.and haveadVocalted mandatorydaY.care, Head Start-Or
other early edUcitional prog for-ctildren.S8 Other. commentators V.

).. -
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argue that our legal system should ensure that parents provide their
children with an environment in which they can achieve maximum
developmental potential.39. It is questionable that the state's
interest in providing such a vaguely described, albeit attractive, .

environment for children constitutes a sufficien%oly compelling and
clearly defined state interest to justify coercive interference
with the exercise of a fundamental right. And even if it were
found to constitute such an, interest. the formulation of standards
,about what conduct justifies state intervention'under such a
"trustee" system would be impossible. This is true because such
standards would require agreement about what kind of adult we*want

to produce,-what values parents should teach their children, and"
what childhood experiences produce specific adult behavior. Such
standards, in short, would ignore cultural diversity, individual
moral preference and the sorry state of knowledge about whit makes
children grow up to be happy, healthy, independent adults.4°

We are left, therefore, with the traditional model of family

autonomy.

Zt is briefly noted here that't,here are-additional reasons
:for making the family the presumptive locus of decision-making
authority, par'Eicidarly if there is no social consensus about what
is bestfor children or about what values they should be taught.
First, family members are more likely to have direct knowledge

about a-particular child. Second, familial Iptonomy is consistent
with the present disiribution.of authority mid responsibility for

children. .1t s for onliea comparatively small _percentage of

children that judicial intervention is required. And lastly,_
children aile more or less the recipients-of the demands and
,teachings of their culture, and theft development can be viewed 5s
the emergence of a Oarticular.set of adaptive skills geared to

- particular sociarand environmental. circumstances.41 There' is -

consensus that, such circumstances, at least fOi- young children,
are best when consistent, from the physical environment and type --

of community they live in, to the way their daily life is organized..
.

B. Guiding "Principles Under AutonomxLSysitem

As a basis for state intervention undei an "autonomy
system,".the following premises are suggested:

1) Cased of familial dysfunction usually present.for.
iesblUtiOn issues that are peculiarly-ill.fd for, and unbene-
fited by, legal an&ysis and judicial fact finding. The law is
simply inept as a corrective of family dysfunction. Legal com-
pulsion cannot restore or provide parent-child unde'rStanding and

tolerance, nor can it build up mechanisms for conflict resolution
within any given family. 42

ti
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2)- Many, if not virtually all, lltatutes conferring'on
courts the jurisdiction to intervene in cases of family dysfunction
are arguably void for vagueness,' language conferring such juris-diction Olteil falls short of such specificlity as would allow the
actor to determine what conduct f4t1 within'the prohibitions of
the statute, so that he or she could'gauge behavior accordingly.
Given .the typical overbreadth of these statutes, every family in
the country could be made out to be the propek'subject of court,
jurisdiction, if there were a sufficiently detailed chronicle oftheir behavior.

3) Allowing formal intervention in many cases of familial
dysfunction isolates parents and children from-each gther, under-
mines familial autonomy and authority, and hinders development of
mechanisms within the family to establish controls and resolvedisputes. It thus impedes the child's maturation into an adult
who possesses effective, ways of handling problems of interpersonal ;)relationships. Moreover, it encourages parents to abdicate their
functions and roles to the court: court appearance bespeaks
parental failure, and /laming been thtis marked as failures, parents
may be all too willing to give over children to a system that is
all too willing to take them. It seems probable that many

.

families..are deflected from trying to work matters out in their
-own- way simply because the court is there.

4) Similarly, the-existence of court jurisdiction over
cases of familial dysfunction weakens the responsibility of com-
munity agencies and dulls their ability to respond to problems
that are essentially theirs.

5) The handling of cases of familial dysfunction requires
a diversion)of effort, time and resources that is vastly dispro-
portionate to any good achieved. If such jurisdiction were limited
to the most serious cases, resources-and petponnel could better
attend and serve -those cases inVoAing conduct that more seriously
eXplangers children and the commupity.

6) Ava9able research indicates that no generalizations
can be articulated about whether families-are helped by any one
-particular complex of-services. And it has also become apparent
that the ideal of treatment is not without its own dangers; it
legitimates more state intervention With fewer legal constraints.

- The conventional viewpoint about rehabilitating/families
consists of three main assumptions:

I

The spositIon should rehabilitate.' The family should
reosivirthe.correctional treatment best suited to inculcate

44
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law-abiding habits. ilitation should influence the choice

of disposition, as we s the'manner'in which it is carried out.

Predictive restraint is a second theme. The disposi-

tion, supposedly, should be 'based on a forecast of the family's --

generally the parents'--likelihood,of returning to the same pattern

or conduct that initially brought them to the court's attention.

Individualized decisibn making is the third assumption.
The dispositibn -is to be tailored to the family's need for treat-

ment and the .risk 41e parents pose to the child. To allow decisions

to be individualized, sentencing "Courts'and correctional officials

are to be'giveri wide discretionary powers'of disposition, with as

few legal'constraints as poisible.
- -

boring the first half; of this century, these ideas had I

almogt unchallenged ascendahce. Although less fashionable notions
(such as deterrence and.retribution) did retain a measure of influ-
ence on the pr4tical decisions of legislatures and judges, the

domihant trio of assumptions, was thought to represent the enlightened

viewpoi.nt. Although skepticism about these- notions. has been growing

in the, last two decadegl,,the conventional assumptions retain con-
..

siderable influent'ec A.wideivariety of rehabilitative programs
have now been-studied. A few successes have been reportad, but

the overalf results. are disappointing.43 It would be an exaggera-

tion to 'say that no treatment methods Work,-for some positive

results have been reported.44 But it is uncertain towhat extent.
even the successes would survive replication. Until the success

of a particular type of state intervention has been established, -

intrusion should be limited. Obviously, this is not an excuse
to ignore the respbnsibility to continue attempts to develop .

successful programs; and since no one'approach can be seen as a

complete 'solution, a coMprefiensive _range of services must be

developed and monitored.446
le

4

7)' The state is obligated to obserVe strict parsimony in

intervening in the state- has the burden of estab-
lishing why any liven intrusion, and not a lesser one, Is necessary.

8) The basis fdr intervention in families should focus on

Nke-chird,-,not on parental behavior. Basically, it spbould be

limited to instances were a child has "suffered serious physical

harm, sexual abuse or serious and narrowly defined emotional
damage,"45 or where there is-a substantial likelihood thaf-the

child will_ imminently suffexisuch damage.

In fact, this concept is.not new, it merely focuses emphasis

ere-,it has been all along. Neglect statutes are conceined.with

,
.
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parental be avior not as behavior r. e, but only as it adversely
affects a c ild.46 Rather than focus on the behavior itself,
then, one ought to focus on the effec on the child, because every
child embodies a uniqUe combination o physical, psychological,
social and emotional components. No child has the same weaknesses
or strengths as another; no child is affected exactly the same ways by parental behhvior. But this is not to say that there aren't
some behaviors that all would agree are harmful for all children.

IMPLICATI NS OF THESE PRINCIPLES

the basis of these,principles, some framework within
which-to onsider state intervention into families can be
articular It is suggested that such intervention should be:

consistent with this-society's conception of jdstice--
i.e., there should be a consensus thatcertain experiences cause.
all children to stop developing oeto regress in their development
physically, mentally or emotionally, and that such experiences
.are undesirable for all children;

universal--i.e., intervention will be invoked and exer-
cised similarly in all cases where children .of like age, experience,
maturity, social history and economic ability have had an experience
deemed by social consensus to be undesirable (except that interven-
_tion will be tailored, to the extent possible, to an individual
child's age and social, ethnic, and economic experience);

7 minimal- -i.e., the intervention cannot exceed that
necessary'to satisfy the state'p-interest in intervening (thatis, familial autonomy will be deferred to unless the state can
demonstrate that'unless that autonomy Is interfered with, subitan-
tial and immediate harm to the child will-occu;).

- Available litOlture indicatewa basic lack of consensus
abbut what, constitutes dysfunction in ,a family and about when state..
Intervention into dysfunctional families is justified.47 This aistagreement is probably baseditin part on disagreement-abut what
conditions ar c scary for the growth of children into Mature
adults phys mentally and emotionally. But,even ifych
conditions were identified, it is unlikely that they woul&be:
recognized as legal rights.48- For ei'alivle, children have ho:legala
right to medical care or to a nutritionally adequate diet, altho.u4h-
we know Oat phese things make'a difference not only in the inci-
dence of disease and death among children49 but also in the quality
of.life children lead.5°'

,
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It has been suggested that a legal theory about children's

rights would at least define those thing recognized as minimally'

necessary for deve4opment.51 Such necessities have been defined

to include everything from prenatal caEe52 to the right to an edUaser'

tion "responsive.twa child's needi."Y3 But it is only necessary to

ask the question t are children's rights" in this context to

begin to realizetb the question has no "answer." A child's

right to adequate nutrition, to cite only one example, may OarY

with his age and physical condition. And the same question asked

about h different child, of a different age, with a different
medical history, calls for another answer.

Development of a legal theory for children's rights, then,

will not solve the complex problems presented by dysfunctional

families, nor will it articulate a universal standard for state

intervention into st161 families. On that, Alt feast, there seems

to beiagreinient. The understanding and devittcnt'of programs to

deal effectively with familial dysfunction Ar yond the competence

of any one of the related disciplines--law, medicine, social work,

psychiatry, psychology and others--and beyond the capability of any

single community resource--police, welfare department,-courts,

hospitals, children's service agencies, etc.--that deals with such

cases. Effective programs require interdisciplinary efforzs,and

coordination of resources.

A POSSIBLE,: LIMITED ROLE FOR THE LAW .

As has been pointed out, intervention into dysfunctional

families is now xercised on the basis of broad standards that

require highly individualized deterthinatiOns. More precise

standards would mitigate some obvious disadvantages of the applica-

tion of indeterminate standards--such.as "a child being in danger

of being brought up to lead- an idler. dissolute or immoral life"54

--in cases of famil dysfunction.D5 These disadvantages are:

.

An indeterminate standard'makes the outcome of particular

-Cases difficult to predict. This.may encourage more litigation

trian wouId"..a standard that made the outcome of cases predictable.

A broad standard for intervention that gives great

discretion to a judge may encourage social workers, probation

officers, policemen apd other state officials.to seek intervention

in more cases than would a narrower standard!.

41
Indeterminate standards pose a eat risk of violating

-

the precept mentioned earlier that like-cases should be decided

similarly.56

(
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A. A More Determinate Standard for Intervention
It is suggested that, coupled wlfh procedural a

the following determinate standard for intervention wou
these fundamental problems presented by an indeterminat

A state may remove a child from parental custody without
parental consent only if the state first demonstratese' 1) that thechild has suffered serious physical harm, sexual abuse or"erious
and narrowly defined emotional damage;57 or that there is a sub-
stantial likelihood that the child will imminently-suffer such
damage if not removed: 2) that the state Aas tried and failed to
protect the child's physical and emotional health in his. own homeby the provision of appropriate supportive services, or that the
case is so extreme that a child's physical and emotional health
cannot be protected without removing him from his parents' custody;
and 3) that a foster care placement exists for. the child.58

Obviously ;Ids standard, although more narrowly defined than
most existing standards, is still not without problems. Terms such
irappropriate," "serious," "imminently," and "substantial" are not
Self-defining. There is still enormous room for judicial discretion.
However, this standard may possibly tease out heretofore unexpressedand therefore unquestioned prejudices that underlie certain decisionsto intervene-

justments,
d confront
system:

Another problem presented by this standard is how far the
state must go in demonstrating that a dhild's physical and ,emotiona]
health cannot be protected in his own home even with supportive
services. One commentator has asked if the state is obligaedipo
provide a full-time mold or housekeeper if.it,;can be demonstrated

t such help would maintain a family intace.59 Posiibly. The
implications of thke standard may'well be enormous.

ever, so are thecosts of foster care--several thouAinds of%
dollars per year per child.° At a minimum, this standard egresses
a preference for expenditure of equivalent resodkces to prot
and maintain children in their own homes before removal is
sanctioned.

_3

B. Procedural Safeguards

The due process clause in the 14th Amendment applies to
certain "deprivations," which it defines as those of "life, liberty
or property." An infringement-of a temporary or limited nature is
not any less a,".deprivatiOn, "81 within the amendment's language,
than is execution or imprisonment.. Persons deprived of liberty
or the companionship of their family have no chance to regain what
is taken from them, "2 nor could there be any just compensation

/111fr
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made.t¢them if lilt dev
taken.63

lops later than such deprivation was mis-

4.

The sole fact t e person invoking the 14th Amendment

is a thild cannot dilut- due process o which he is entitled.

A child is no more imakine to depriiiation of liherty'than an aclult.

Indeed, he is more vulnerible. To;p1Ote t whatOs his a chid has

a right to be heard. The notion thet a ild has less right to be

heard than an adult has been specifically dejected by the Supreme

Court-64 And a'child is surely competent to be-Seard when he

speaks about his own conduct, his family'e conduct or facts that

will determine whether he is placed away from his family.

Since' rights of a fundamental nature are at stake, and since

there could be no equitable, recompense in case of error, the state

should never involuntarily intervene in dysfunctional families
without the families' having access to independent counsel, without

notice and an opportunity tube heard'in recorded proceedings, to

confront and examine those mtio allege dysfunction, to have those

who petition bear the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt,

to have the fact of dysfunction determined by a jury, to have the

judicial decision detailed and reduced to writing, and to have

adequate appellate review.

Of course, werare not talking here about emergency cases in

which a child is removed from a situation where he is physically

in danger. But even in such cases, the r al should be only for a

restricted period, after which, if the re.-.val is to continue', the

standard articulated in the preceding paragraph should apply.

To some extent this.has been recognized by the Supreme Court.

Recent decisions of_that court require thlat juvenile courts recog-

nize certain constitutional -rights of children alleged to be

delinquent in the edjudicatory phase of a juvenile hearing, to

assure due process of law. The procedural rights include written

notice of the charges before the hearing, the right to counsel, the

privilege against self-incrimination, the right to confront and

cross-examine witnesses, and proof of delinquency beyond a .reason-

able dO"ubt if the child is charged with an act that would constitute

a crime if committed by an adult-65 Although there is,no right to

ury trial for juveniles accused of delinquent behavior,66 these

procedural requirements provide a higher,quality of due process and

fairness in adjudication-of delinquency that justifies- state

interventioiethanis reqdired in cases where the state intervenes

because of other kinds of familial dysfunction. That is not to

imply that' all instances of juvenile delinquency a result of

likfamilial dysfunction: But it is to say that juve delinquency

is often symptomatic-of familial dysfunction and that procedurally

A
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the legal system addresses children in delinquency cases differently
than it does children in neglect cases.

Access to Independent Counsel

The independent representation of a child by counsel in
all proceedings in which his welfare or dispositiOn is at stake
has been called'"the most signgicant and practical reform that
can be made in the area of children-and the laW."67 Since the
adult's right to counsel as an adjunct to a fair trial is based
on the incompetence of the layman to protect his interests in a
judicial-proceeding,68 an even stronger argument for the child's

/ right to counsel can be made on the basis of a child's inability
to protect hit; Interests or even make his interests known without
the aid of counsel. It is unlikely, because of their dependence
and iminority,69 that children will speak effectively on their own
behalf in the absence of independent counsel acting solely for
child. Sometimes the interests of children and theirksarents
conflict. In such a clash-, a child, because of his basic
dependence on his family, might be unwilling or unable to express
his discontent. The appointment of counsel whose only duty is to
represent the child seems necessary in light of the species prob-
lems children face in exercising their constitutional right to
be4iheard.

6". It has been asserted that there is a crucial difference be-
-iween child welfare proceedings in which there is no requirement of
reprisentation by counsel, and criminal or delinquency proceedings
that recognize a right to counsel, since in the latter.cases
defendants are subject to loss of liberty. But, as is generally
conceded, a child may be committed to an institution or agency and
just as- eLfctively deprived of freedom in neglect proceedings.
And7lf criminal defendantsthreatenedkwith a Lo* of personal-4
autonomy have a .right to counsel, then persons innocent of wrong-.
doing, who possibly have a/diminished capacity to speak effectively
on thei own behalf. have the same right.,

The right to counsel is not satisfied by the e formality0-
of an'appointment." A person is entitled to effedti e representa-
tion at every critical stage in the proceedings.71 When the' sta'e
intervenes in dysfunctional families, it is possible that 5.0ildren
have the right to independent counsel as soon as they are
identified as being"at risk."

-* 4 When a chilird?14 not rep: esented by counsel, his 'future is
'effeOtively determid,..ay fact resented by his parents or by
they state throUgh social workers, probation officers, police
Officers, etc. In the fii'st instance, the danger is that the

Ak
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child's interests will be assumed to be identical to th4e of his
parents, which they often are not; and in the second, they may be

assumed to be similar to those of the state, an equally unacceptable

presumption.72

The rationale for providing court-appointed counsel to

indigent parents involved in child welfaproceedings parallels

that of court-appointed counsel for a child. However, there are

significant differences that suggest an even strongeff case for

court-appointed counsel for parents. The most apparent difference

is that, when child welfare proceedings are initiated, the parent
is placed in an adversative role against the state. He is a

defendant in danger of losing custody of his child, and in some

cases of facing criminal charges. 'The defendant parent is often

left to his own devices to protect his judicially recognized right

to rear his children as he sees fit.73

.

It appears that a reelable applicition to child welfare

'....- proceedings of the due, process clause of the 14th Amendment would.

guarantee an indigent? parnt,the right to court-app6inted counsel.
Implicit in any requirement to provide counsel is recognition of a
significant legal interest that warrants the protection afforded by

legal representation.74. This legal interest is the right of

parents to hav4 and rear children under their personal supervision.75

The Supreme Court has said that this parental right is a "liberty"

of which a,person cannot be deprived witholihihdue process of law:/6

Thus, it should be apparent that the due piress requirement of a

'fair hearing cannot be achieved unless court-appointed counsel is

M
-
o:ovided for pror the indigent parent.77 Failure to provide counsel in

ild welfare proceedings denies the indigent parent the right to

participate fully in litigation involving his fundamental rights.78

At present the courts of relativel jurisdt6tions have

recognized the right of indigent parents rt-appointed'
coqnse1,79 but the trend seems to be in that direction." It is

hoped that courts or legislaturgs will modify the prOcedureof child

welfare hearings to provide*court-appointed counsel for children and

indigent parents. Such action would go far toward attaining the

greatest, protection of the-rights of all parties.

The right to a jury trial -111 criminal cases is Basic in

our legal sytem,
Eti and'finds expression both-in the Constitution

82

and in its unquestioned implementation: A fundamental tenet of

Anglo-Amer Apan jurisprudence is that if a person is tcrbe deprived

of bodily riberty, it shall be done in open court pursuant to

verdict rendered by peers.83 If such is the rule An criminal

3)4
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cases, children threatened with curtailment of personal libertyt
and separation from their familiess-a ha the right to be heard
publicly and to have the decision uf-their custody made by a
jury of laymen.

The right to a trial-implies the right to receive such notice
of the proceedings.as will permit preparation of an adequate
response: 84 The definition of sufficient notice in pleadings
varies from days to months." Realistically, in defining adequate
notice where bodily liberty is involved '--balance must be struck
between the right to a speedy decision and the right to sufficient
time to prepare an answer. Thirty days seems a reasonable solution
in view of these conflicting interests.

Also implicit in the right to be heard is the right to be
confronted publicly by those who accuse, or allege the need for
alternative placement.86 It is their burden, or the state's, to
prove the allegation.

Evidence

The term "burden of proof," in its strict sense, denotes
the duty of establishing the truth of a stated proposition by such
weight of the evidence as the law demands in the tn. ok case in
which the issue arises, whether civil or criminal.uf -In a criminal
pros tion the state tea to establish all the essential elements
of e17crime charged88 and must prove the accused's guilt beyond
a re onable doubt.89 Thi burden of proof to be sustained in
criminal c ses is "beyond a reasonabwell

estab ished rinciple of common aw, incorporated statutorily
doubt," because it is at

by many Oates, that a person accused of a crime is presumed
innocent until-proved guilty." This presumption of innocence is
a presuption of law- -a legal inferencebased on the fact, that the
great majority of persons are not criminals.91

If it cannot be presumed that a majority of the population
is criminal, neither can it be presumed that a majority of families
are dysfunctipnal. If popular dysfunction is not a tolerable
assumption, the curtailment,of a person'a liberty or intrusion into
a person's famil on the ground that it is dysfunctional requires
substantiation the proposed dysfunction beyond reasonable doubt.

r

Decision and Appeal

All states now ,provide some appellate process for review of
criminal convlctions.94 -Statistics have deilonstrated that a sub-
stantial proportion of lower court decisions are reversed by State
appellate courts. 93 Therefore, to deny" adequate reviews of custody'

-
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ecisions means that ny childr may placed in foster care ore
ha e eir li rty curtailed, and.famili a may be disrupted, because

of unj cisions that appellate courts would set aside.

A basic tenet of o egal system is tfiat equal justice will

be afforded to all and spec 1 privilege to none., There can beNno

equal justice where the kind of-assistance or review persons get
depends bn the amount of money that hive. Hence, the provision of

counsel tot the indigent and the'decision of the Supreme Court in

1956 that destitute defendants must be afforded as adequate
appellate review as defendants who have money. 94 To accomplish,

this, the court ordered that indigent defendants who desired to
. appeal were to receive a transcript of their trial." -

( .

If' appellate consideration is to be efficient and effective,

a record of the entire earlier proceeding, including the court's

Ledecision and reasoning, should be vailable both to the appellant

and to the court of review. It s reasonable to assume that,

as in criminal cases, there is a substantial margin fsr unwitting

error in custody proceedings. Therefore effective appellate
review is essential, Of course, at times mistakes may be made.

within a foster-care relationship. Children, Or a representative

of their interests, should have access to review on a continuing
-

basis. The traditional view of continuing jurisdiction is that
4106,

once properly acquired in an action, personal jurisdiction is never%
lost until a finallijudgment is enteied, disposing of the litigation.

It may be suggested that the order awarding custody is the final

judgment in a custody proceeding, and that subsequently a court
must again establish jurisdiction to review. But in child custody

cases, 97 if the court that origina.Ay.appoints custodian- is in

a position to enforce any modification of its o ers--i.e., if the

ward is physically present within the state -- jurisdiction will

continue to allow monitoring. of pLaceisent and,review-of the 4es

custodian's decisions.98

It has been suggested that procedural reform cannot correct

the fundamental faulti.e broad discretion - -in the judicial

system of intervention into cases of familial dysfunction.99

Bi-iefly, the argument is that-providing counsel,and other pro-

cedural protections to childrep in such cases will only shift the
locUs of discretion-tram judges to lawyers because the aajority of
children involved-in-such cases are young, and lawyers with young

clients -must, like .judges, ascertain what is in the clients' best

linterests'(accatiding to the lawyers' own values) and then advoCate

that position.

But such an tAissolves if procedural reforms areaz4SIDT.1
coupled with a change in the underlying Standard for removal.
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'Although the attempt.here to formulate definitive legal standard
is not completely realised, the suggested directiotor charm* is
clear: judicial (and by implication lawyers') die tion.to
remove children from.their holm* should be limited and the standards
for h removal should focus more on the child than is now thea
case,

Stabili y

'The princi objective of the foregoing reforms is to
establish a legs cess that will ensure greater stability for
the child. In f nce of this goal for children who must be
placed in foster cart, there should be a statutory requirement
to set the maximum time they remain in care. The most direct way
of doing 'this would be to require judicial review, after a fixid
period, to determine whether the child can return hose or should
be placed in an adoptive home or some other stable, long-term
environment. The advantage of a fixed time period--the outlines
of which third development specialists are better able to difine
than am I - -is that judges, lawyers and social workers will be
compelled, within'a specific period, to make permanent plans for a
child's placement. Routine eNtensions of foster placement could .

not be the ruld. Although fixing a time :nod is arbitrary, it
more attractive than giving judges or al workers unlimited

.di rOltion to continue indefinitely the foster care placement of

bONFiDENTIALITY _-

1114 100Courts have auatoaarily used both reports b' social workers
and eve tions by pigYchlatrists and psychologists 0b in* making

'Ivo
custody terminations. But recently the existence and disclosure
of such r rds and reports have been questioned, and both
Congress and the federal courts hayeplaced limits on the r

Assam)* e, access and dissemination of personal records and
other information.,

1

In placing these limits the courts and Congress recognized
thit such records do serve a-useful7poblic purppse. Thus, the
courts attempted to balance the individual's right to maintain hi,
privacy against the public's need to have certain.information.103
Basically, the standard thap has emerged is that a re must be
accurate and complete,104 access to'it must be strictly timited to
parties having an actual-interest in the information, 1u4 and
dissemination must be timely--1.e., Fecords that are "unreasonably
old" should sot be disseminated at al.1.106
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Adherence-to this standard is important because usually
reports must-be introduced as evidence in custody hearings. 107 Thus,

even if a judge, after reading a report, rules that it is inamis-
sible, he may well be influenced by the information it contiviins in

making'his decisidn.

Some courts recently, questioned the review' of such reports
by. judgeswhen.parents who are their subject are not allowed to

see them.1°8 They have held that only in the "gravest of situa-
tions" should parents be refused permission to examine and copy

-'records about them.109 A "grave"'sitUation has been described as
one where a parent, if he had access to information about who the
complainant was, for example, might be dangerous to that person.110

Similarly, courts have held that parents should be allowed
to inspect all records relatingto an agency's care of a child
whose custody has been removed from them,111 so long as such
-removal.is temporary. -

Other courts haVe held that all parties directly involved
in a custody decision should have access to relevant social work,

.psychological or psychiatric,reports. 112 Thus, it has been held
r.hat potential adoptive parents shoulA have access to all repOrts
about the physital and mental health and emotional stability of the
biological Parents of a child they want to adopt.113

-Perhaps one of the most crucial issues is whether the-child
himself should havb the opportunity to examine i.ecords about his .

family. Generally, the answer, expressed in cases where adopted
children attempted to gain-access to information about their
biological parents, is no.114 Conversely, although it is recog-
nized that children have. a right to privacy, just as do adults,115
courts hale held that a child's right to the protection of his good g

A
name, reputation, honor and' integrity does not extend to court
records that concern him.116 The child, in short, has no right to f

prevent access to. records about him. The argument is that since
children are bekhg^"protected" by the state in custody proceedings,
their privacy is not invaded if the state controls access to .

information. about thezi.

/In view cif the standards for record keeping
stipulated.in statutes and case liw to date, and in
standard and procedural reforms suggested here, the
be stated:-

that hare been
ligHtof the
following can

- Record keeping.about dysfunctional families should be
done pursuant to reasonable procedures to assure maximum accuracy

of information.
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Information about the nature of the record and about
the recipiehts of the record within the la*t-6- months should be
disclosed to the subjects of.records, including an attorney
representing a child, and possibly to older children themselves.

Persons who are the subjects of records should have
. an opportunity to challenge the completeness and accuracy of any
item in their'files, to record the dispute if it is not resolved,
and to correct any-error.

Access to records should be limited to those with a
court order, with the subject's consent (or possibly the consent
of all the subjects, if the report, as is generally the case,
concerns.itself with the entire family, not merely one or two
family members), or to those with a legitimate professional need
fof information that cannot be obtained by any other means.

Adverse information that is a specified number of
years old should be deleted.

- The subject of a report should be notified when detri-
mental informatioh about him is released.

CONCLUSION

The standaia and pfocedural reforms suggested here are
intended to limit the discretion'exercised by professionals- -
judges, lawyers, physicians, social workersy psychologists, nurses,
policeMen, probation officers, etc.--who intervene in cases of
familial dysfunction. The re fortes are suggested primarily in
response to a lack of4proved methods of therapy, a lack of con-
sensua about values and -,the ability to predict and/or provide those's.
things.that help ch.14dren become happy and healthy adults.
They are also suggested because I. believe that the eagerness we
all feel to find effectil?e mays to address the problems of dys-
functional families is 'art reason enough- -given the limited state
of'our, knowledge. about human b4havior and*its infinite complex-
itiesto sanction curtailment of hUsian,=aiberty and the fundamental
interest family members have in maintaining a coherent family unit
free from state interference 'except in the most serious cases.
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T. THE TARGET POPULATION

A. Status of Research
1

A

.
Gordon Allport (1958) stated: "Over-categorization is.per-

haps thecornmonest trick of the human mind. -Given a thimbleful of
facts, we rush in to make generalizations .as big as a tub." (p. 9)
This statement is descriptive of much that has. been written about
the Spanish Speaking/Surnamed poor (hereafter ieferred.to as SS/S).

Inappropriate generalizations, poorly-designe9 st32dies, anecdotal
4Ireportsofisolated enclaves -,N an-author's romantic-or depreciatory
p1rejudices, andreports of this population's acceptance'of and
confOrming with' stereotypes are...ehe essence of our current. knowledge.
lienalosa (1968). correctly notes that the Mexican-American family has

not been, subjected to any systematic analysi. Montiel (1970),
observes_.thatthe theories and concepts used' to investigate.this
population are methodologically unsound and quasi-psychoanalytic,
emphasizing a ethological perspective. He further asserts that
uncritical ac ptance and consistent repetition'of unveriied quasi-

psychoanalyti notions of social scientists.do not constitute an,
empirical reality. Romano (1967) refer's to the'sodial scientists'

treatment of the Mexican-American family -and other minority poor

as ", . . mere tribal rhetoric and fiction"''(p..10), and recommends

"ditcardidg the 'teleorOgical-cultural-tribal-mystical interpretation

of the historical process." (p 11)

In addition, the popularity of the "cultural determinism"
perspective has contributed further distortions- This perspective

has reigned from 1936 to 1977 with little interference from the more
logical."sti*tural-environmental deterthinism" perspective. Vaca

11967), in describing both perspectives, attzputes the wide'accep-
tance of the. cultural determinism paradigm to two factors:, 1),Its
facility for explaining the social ills of the SS/Swithout indicting
oppressive or neglect'ful institutiorml policies and pratices, and
2) its use,:in constructing a. value system 'for the SS/S that will

obviouslykrohibit their social improvement-
.

The cultural-determinism, perspective is based on the notion'

that there is one static', horyogeneous Anglo cultu'ie that is antago-

-, -nistic to the static, homogeneoas Latin,culture. The multiple.
-/

'

1The research reviewed and the'author's clinical experience
pertain'primamfty.to the SS/S of the Southwest. The majority of
the SS/S of the Southwest are of Mexican descent.'
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problems of the Latin-popUlation-aze attrkbuted to this difference
and antagonism between the two cul s. Thus, the multiple prob-
lems of the SS/S are blamed on his stinctive culture.

- ,

The rarely espoused structural-environmental determinism
perspective is based on the assnption that many complex factors
contribute to The SS/S's dis taged position, such as 1) the
effects of past and current o rt-and covert' prejudicial practices;
2) the effects of prolonged ltural and economic conflicts with
the dominant population; 3) use of social institutions, laws,

.

violence and deports on to fa'Oor the majority'.s economic position;. ,#'
and 4) the multifacete , debilitating effects of the self-oerpetating

.conditilini of poverty.
.-

. .

. Further distortion is contributed by the failure to dif-
ferentiate cultural, poverty- specific and pathological featurAp.

.Thus,,prejudice, alcoholism, marital disharmony, depression,
. -psychosis, malnutrition, learning disabilities, prejudicial teaching.

styles, and perva0.ve poverty are all erroneously attributed to
the SS/S culture- This. practice has serious and long-lasting conse-
quences. Not only-is the St /S culture polluted, distorted and
blamed,'but the SS/S pxoblemilare improperly identified, and ef-
fective interventions are not considered.

Social-scientists have also failed to consider cultural dif-.
ferences due ,to other factors luck as proximity to the - motherland,
social cliss, nativity, neighborhood ethnic- density, length of U.S.
.tesiaencY, opportunities for acculturation, and preferential
identification with Indian,- Spanish or black ancestry.

The extreme cultural heterogeneity pithin the Mexican-
American, Puerto Rican, Central American, South American, Spanish
and other, SS/S groups cdOktitUteS another difficulty in specifying
chltdral characteristics. PeRalosa,(1970) describes the Mexican-,

American group as one of the most heterbgeneouscultural groups ever
/studied by social scientists. Roinan6 (1972) describes wide cal
differences within families. Leon (1975) describes the Mexican
descent as'"a can of worms culturally." Grebler et al- (1970) found
much social distance between Mexican-Americans born in the United
States and those ,born in Mexico. Karnd and. Edgarton (1969) found, a'
cluster of important differences between the SS/S whose language
preference was English and those whose preference was Spanish. Thus,
each of the,many Latin cultural groups has wide within-group dif-
ferences.that defy mass stereotyping.

.These is also much heterogeneity among the different SS/S
roups, such as Cuban, Spanish, Costa Rican, Argentinean, Mexican,
azilian, Columbian; Puerto Rican and others. 'Somemembers of .
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these groups may 'feel intragroup kinship because of commonly shared
language, music and literature, as well as commonly experienced
-institutional oppression. But these groups cannot be considerd to
be culturally homogeneous. The concept of one Latin culture is
erroneous. If there are.core cultural values and practices that
transcend social class, nativity, regional, generational. and indir
vidual group lines, available research has failed to delineate and-
empirically verify them.

Another barrier to understanding the low-income SS/S is the
-substandard quality of existing research on poverty, especially-in
the personalitp-poverty, family and childiearing areas. Allen (1970)
reviewing existing literature, states:. "The quality of much of the
research-ih the. personality- poverty area is serious_ly-.deficient even
when examined with charity. Failure to provide controls for obvious
confounding effects (such as influence of.social class of the'exam-
iner, and intelligence); small and unrepresentative samples; and
measuring instruments of dubious validity-within the middle class

_groupnot to mention validity acrossare-'all too. common. In. many

studies,sweeping generalizationshave been made'about pOverty and-
personality on the basis of unsystematic observation and unwarranted

IP -" -influences."' (p..259) Allen bontinues,:"Much of our 'knowledge'
about. personality and poVerty rests on a very unstable. empirical
foundation." (p. 259),The Davis (1972) review.of the literature
specific to the personality development of:the poverty child notes
that.due to lack of knoWledge regarding the interactitnot biological
social and environmental variables, only some generalizations based
.on research finding trends can.be offered. Pearl (1970) writes about
the "poverty of psychology," stating that the poverty-related
literature is entrenched in the-mythology of the poverty person's

inadequate socialization. Herzog and Sudia (1969) reviewed the
research literature specific to father absence, which may be poverty -
related, and conclude' that of 400 studies, only.a.small number were
."reasonably sound in method." Kohn (1972) concllides that almost all
the empirical evidence in the social class and parent-child relations
area's stems from broad-comparisons between the,middle'and lower.
classes, These comparisons make the erroneous assumption that the'
two classes are homogeneous. Kohn also points out that there is
much heterogeneity with respect to other factors that affect parent
values and practicdt. Caldwell (1971) emphasiies the limitations-of
existing research by stating, "With respect to the effect .46..f psyche-

social deprivation on the human infant, there has unfortunately
been more speculation than investigation, or perhaps less speculation
than unwarranted inference." (p. 6)

Considering the multiple deficiehcies of the research on the

culture of the SS/S, as well as in the poverty area generally, the
recommendations offered by this writer must be interpreted within
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these limitations, as well as the subjectivity of the author's
clinical experience.

-B. Cultural Sensitivity vs. Cultural Stereotyping
t- .

No convincing evidence has been found-to support the notion
that the SS/S family is extraordinarily familistit, extended and
patriarchal (Grebler-et al., 1970; Padilla-et al., 1976): Likewise,
there'is no reliableevidence that machismo is an SS/S cultural value.
This widespread depreciatory belief system accepts pathological
pseudoeia:Sculine behaviors'such as alcohol abuse, degrading sexual
practices, boasting, violence and domination of women, as riormative_

_for Latin males. This st- .5i-tiany of the
SS /S-poputaiorri,:.equally depreciates the Latin female by depicting
her normative'behavior-aS pathologically subassertive and masochistic.

Machismo can,more.appropriately be seen as one. of the patho-
logidal consequences of poverty,- father absence and a male-dominated
sexist society. Several sources protest the association-I-at-machismo
with the SS/S culture. Alvarez (1974) says, "For AnglO'scielowtists
to assume that this behavior [machism6].ts normative behavior of the
male in tlie Latin community is cultural imperialism at best." (p. 9)
Paredes (1967) asserts-that machismo is a universal trait to be found
in both Anglo and Mexican cultures. Montiel (1970)- criticizes the
use of machismo as a pathological perspective in study of the SS/S.
Minuchin et al. (1967) stress poverty rather than cultural factors,
by stating, "Interacting variables such as economic discrimination,
the ghetto subculture, a pattern of migration and family disorganiza-
tion (mother-centered families, divorce, desertion, separation,
illegitimacy) result -in confused masculine identity and a subsequent
drive toward exaggerated masculinity." (p. 18) Steinmetz and Straus
(1975) implicate poverty, with its deficiencies of adequate male
rierle models, for machismo or "the compulsive masculinity syndrome"
as Jackson (1975) calls it.

Nonmaterialism and noncompetitiveness are tw000ther.character-
ietics repeatedly attributed to the SS/S culture, but no reliable
evidence exists'that the SS/S are more or less materialistic and
°repetitive than non-SSis of the same socioeconomic class.

. Exclusive reliance on family for advice, information and'
problem solving has frequently been attributed to the SS /S to ex-
_plain .their underutilizattpn of services. Two current studies.
(Padilla-JEtt al., 1976, and Lopez and Enos, 1973) failed to support
these views. Instead, they found the SS/S utilizing family as well
as nonfamily resources.. The studies also failed to find support for
the popular notion that theSS/S overutilize the church for solution
of their problems.
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The belief that the SS/S's limited academic attainment is

.dde to parental disinterest or failure to inculcate a sense of the
importance of academic achievement, as reported, by Heller (1966), is

--. also not.supported.by the existing, literature. The Lopez and Enos

study found. 8-0:9% of their respondents were interested enough in

their children's education to have visited the school at least once

during -the preceding 12 months. Anderson and Johnson (1968) found

no difference between'SS/S families and non-SS/S with respect to
emphasis on education. Itrasher and Martinez (1966) found their

SS /S welfare recipient sample expressed -greater belief in the
value. of. education than their black and glo welfare'recipient

saAples.

'Inadeqdate-time orientat).0.0 is/ another characteristic
attributed to theN/S. A frequent explanation for lateness and

broken appointments is that "they use,MexicariNtime." Again, there is

no evidence for this notion.° Reality-zfactors'such as inaccessible'.

services, inadequate transportatio r poor health and health care,

-lack of child care services, and m tiple family stresses contribute

to brciken and 1A-efappointments.
.

Belied in curanderismoor faith healing'and bewitching is

i tanother characteristic frequent' attributed ,to the SS/S. Although

multiple anecdotal or.pootly.de ned studies such as thoge of .

madSen (1964), Kiev_ (1968)-and ; arner (1977) give curanderismo,
witches and hexes a.ptominent place in the SS/S "primitive" culture,

other more recent and better _designed studies'do not support these

notions.
.-, ,

Madsen and Kiev studies should-be examined as prime examples

riof the type of derogatory - ge eraartions derived from highly'question-
Able evidence. Kiev,. for examp studied a few SS/S fqith healers

and mentally ill patients attributed to Mexican-Americans:
inadequate mother-infant relationships; bisexua], identifications;

faulty id -ego differentiation; personal, famili,al and social weak-.

ness of the father; narcissistic, competitive, overindulgent and

4
infantilizing attitudes in thelmother; use of devious retaliation
and sorcery by the men; Iprefere ce for institutional dependency, etc.

Studies such as that. by Edg ton et al. (1970) failed to find

a significant belief in curanderism among a large SS/S sample of

Los Angeles. :Padilla /et al. 41976) found .that none in his large

sample recommended cutandetOs as a'first resource for a person suf-
fering from emotional /problems. Only a small. number of first-

generation SS/S recommended curanderos for problems defined by the

interviewers 'as beWitchment.T This study found that. curanderos were
recommended as infrequently as priests.
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Passivity and dependency are two other characteristics
attributed to this population. Again, no convincing evidence wasftund. Brasher and Martinez (196) found that their SS /S welfare
recipient sample did not vary significantXy from their black and
Anglo recipients; on the contrary, the SS/S appeared slightly more
assertive.

The-influence of these "studies" and other widespread cultural
stereotftreshas resulted in rhetorical and/or simplistic recommenda-
tions for ti SSZS' welfare and health,care. For example, Torrey
(1970) and others recommend that mental health services include
curanderos to serve the SS/S client. To employ curanderos as health
and mental health practitioners for the SS/S client is about as'
appropriate as employing witch doctors to treat the black client!

C. What Do We Really Know?

To design effective and well accebted intervention programs,
we must accept the reality. that currently we have limited reliable
information_ concerning the SS/S cultural values and practices, family,
health_and health pxattices. 'We must give up our tenaciously held
"cookie-cutter" attitudes that mass-siereotype, degrade apd socially
isolate the SS/S. The little we do know about the SS/S can be
itemized as follows:

Extraordinary Tenacity to the Spanish Language. Extensive study of
language loyalty "shows conclusively that, Spanish is the most per
sistent:of all foreigh languages." (Grebter.et al., 1970, p. 423)-
This persistence is\not unusual. Spanish, not English, is the

anlanguage 'of Spain d oE7mos't of the Americas. Many SS/S were
natives of North America before the arrival of the Mayflower.
Spanish was spoken in North America before English and it may not be
considered to be "foreign." Other SS/S who arrived-later are in
close proximity to their motherlands, facilitating frequent_ visits
and retention of Spanish fluency. Oppression has served to increase
language loyalty via the slums, ghettos or barriOs, which limit
acculturational opportunities.

Persistent. Difficulty With English-Language Mastery. There is con-
sistent- evidence that English mastery is 'limited among the low,
Income SS/S. Grebler et al. found that 36% of their respondents
lacked English fluency: Karno and Edgarton (1969) found that 40%
of their sample spoke 'primarily or only Spanish.,, Lopez and Enos
(1973) found that 25% of their,respondents spoke only Spanish.
Padilla:et al. (1976) found that 424 of their sample spoke only or
primarily Spanish:. The Grebler et al. and the Karno and Edgarton
studies found that English language competency was positively cor-
related to income and education. The importance of considering the
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.

SS/S's degree ofbilingualism wfien rendering services has been con -
sistently oointed out: Karno, 1965; Morales, 1970; Opler, 1967;
Boulette,.1974; Boulette, 1976.-

. .

Low Educational Attainment Levels. .Average levels of educational -

attainment for-the'SS/S are not only consistently lower than for
. Anglos, but -lower thanfor.blacks. In 1950 the SS/S--of the Sodthwest

averaged 5.4 years of formal schooling,-compared with 7.8 yers for .

the black and 11.3 fort he white population. In 1960, this educa-
tional gap was only slightly narrowed: the_SS/S averaged 7.1 years:-
'the blacks, 9.0 years: the whites,12.1 years. In 1973, the SS/S

averaged only 9 years of school attainment; only 27% had fihished -
V

high-school, and only 2.4% had finished 4 yeajs of college'(Grebler .--

et al. 1970; U.S. Partial Cen.us, BarCh 1973).
. 1

. .
,

. .
Among specific SS/S groups, the MeXican-Americans and.

.
Puerto Ricans trail far behind. "Other SS/S groups" had-53.8%

.-

finishiAg high school, and Cubans had 52.8% finishing high school-' .

-Low Economic Attainment Levels- TheSS/S,_ especially those residing

. in the SoUthwest,-have been impov'irisited:for more than 100 years.

Their poverty has been'as-Sociated.with Mexico's defeat by theb.S.
and the signing. in 1848-6f-the Treaty of-Guadalupe Hidalgo (ALmaguer,
197i).' In 1960 their per person mean annual income-was-47% of that
of the Anglo, while the nonwhite was 51%-of that of the Anglo.-,

:(Grebler et al., 1970) Again, the SS/S seem-to fare worse than
their black disadvantaged brothers. The 1973Partia1:eensus indi-
cates'that,the annual-family income for those of Mexi-can descent waq-
$7908; the other' kmnish-surnamed groups averaged $8183., The °non-
Spanish" group was said to average, $11,116 per family per year.

Low Occupational Attainment. The SS/S consistently average twice
the national-unemployment rate. In 1950 their rate was 12.5%; in
1960 it was 8.5%; and in 1973 it was 14:,4%. The SS/S of the South-
wtwerealso found to earn less than Anglos at the same-occupational%

levels (Grebler.et al., 1970). The 1973 Partial Census indicated.
that-79% of the Mexican-American males 16 years. old and older were

employed in the lowest payling occupational categories. This report
also indicated that feW gains in emplgynt had been made from 1960.

to 1973.

2; .
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- % Employed,
Census Year

.

Occupation 1960
Partial
1973.

.

Pllifessional-technical ' 3.9 . 4.8
Ma4agement-administrative 4.3 . 5.3
Sales 3:4-.

Clerical 4.6 4.1
Craftsmen (auto-Fechantcs,

machinists, etc.)

,Operatives (drivers, pressers,
gas station attendants)

15.8

22.9

Nc20.0

28.4
Farm workers 18.2 8.8
Service WOIrkers.(janitors, maids)- 7:2 12.0
Laborers/ 14.4 14.0
Not reported 5.1

99.8 99.9

'd Population InCreases. The SS/S as a whole are showing rapid
tion increases... The Mexican-American group as compared with

other SS/S grobps shows.the highest increase. This group's high
fertility rate was noted by Grebler et al. (1910), Moore with
CUellar"(1970), and Barrett (1966), who state that the Mexican-
American's fertility exceeds that Of'the black and natil.?e American,
except for certain isolated southern pockets and Indian-reservations.
The 1973,i'vekage for this population is 4.4 persons per family, a
slight'decline from the 1960 average of 4.7. Fertility is inversely
related to socioeconomic status, as noted by Vandenberg (1970).

factors .-are the influence of the Catholic Church and the
presence 'of recent immigrants and of und6cume'nted'persons who may !
,nothayeeaey access to health and,family-planniftg services.

.

Population Youthfulness. In addition to the poverty-related factors,
the youthfulness of Mexican-descent population also contributes to
its rapid increase.. Ir01,973 he median age was reposed to be 18.8.
Obviously, a younger population signifies a higher potential for in-
creased birth rftes, the presence of a higher proportion of chil
dren, and a muc'haower proportion of persons 65 years and older.
Only 10% of the families had a member who was 65 or older.
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Poverty- Prejudice Characteristics- Even though appropriate surveys
-with-large numbers of tthe SS/S have not been conducted, it is

logical to infer thatthis.populatiOn is overreptesentedamong
welfare recipients, incarcerated adults and juveniles, alcohol and
A hard" drug, addicts, pregnant teen-agers, school dropouts, gang
members, the divorced, separated and deserted; and the physically
and mentally ill. These are Tiot cultural characteristics, but
poverty - prejudice concomitants.

Population Characteristics. In-1970, ?.2 million persons identified -.

- themselves asSpanish-speaklig; of these .5 million were of Mexican

descent. In March 1973,..10.6 million identified themselves as
Spanish - speaking; of these 6.3 Million were Mexican-Ameilcans.-
Thus, the Mexican-Americans compose apiproximatelyr60%.of the total

SS/S population.. About 82% of those of Mexican descent arein
California and Texas. About 85% were-born in the U.S., and about

-80%-live in urban.areas..An additional 5 million to f million SS/S."
are said - to be undocumented residents;

,II. MULTIPLE HAZARDS -- IMPLICATIONS .FOR-_ PREVENTION

Intervention strategies must. consider note:;iy the SS/S1

-wide intragroup and intergroup cultural differenc the inter-
vening influences of -social class, nativity, region-' and accultura-

tion; and individual differences; but also the multiple hazards that
handicap and disadvantage this population. It is hoped that this
holistic approach will_lead to preventive programs to reduce these

hazards effectively.

A. Health Hazards
High risk pregnancy patterns associated with the SS/S'

minority and poverty status expose the mother and child to un-
favorable conditions that have seriously damaging consequences- -

phy-sical, intellectual, emotional. Examples of these high risk
patterns are: - 1) preteen and teen-age pregnancies; 2). pregnancy

among the physically unhealthy; 3). pregnancy patterns that start
too soon, dccurtoo often and laSt too long (Birch and Gussow, 1970);

4)- conception, gestation and delivery without family planning,
eugenic counseling, prenatal care and-medically supervised

-. parturition; 5) malnutrition (especiAlly proeln deficiency) before,
' during and after pregnancy; 6) exposure to cOntagious diseases and

physical abuse; 7) alcohol and substance abuse;:8).pregnancy under
other unfaVorable poverty- related conditions..

Even if theSS/S mother and her child were to survive the

maternal and neonatal risks, which are higher than those for the
general population, both are more frequently exposed to conditions
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that can-seriously impair their ability to develop their full poten-tial. The SS/S child, by virtue of his.minority and poverty' status,
is'exposed to high frequencies of mental retardation (Birch and
Guss14;1910) prematilre and low weight births (Birch and Gussow,1970 et al., 1969; Robifisoh% 1972); congenital birth defects
(Snapper et al., 1975); childhocid influenza, pneumonia, gastro-
enteritis, colitis and /other conditions (Birch and Gussow, 1970);
diseases due to failure to provide, immunizations;-diseases due to
environmental stress,, dietary and other factors (Kosa an Robertson,
1969); dental diseases (Lerner:1969; Birch and Gussow, 1970)1 and
terminal diseases that could. be controlled by early detection, such
as cancer of the breast, colon and cervix, and tubercOlosis.

A major contributor 'to' the serious health hazard /of the SS/S
is pervasive neglect by goYernmental and me-areal institutions. Neg-lect of the poor is clearly documented: 1) The poor have one of the
highest neonatal and maternal mortality rates.(Birch and Gussow;1970). 2) Poverty-linked low birth weight is a. major factor in infant
mortality ,and morbidity. For example,.low birth weight infants have17 times the death rate and three times the number of birth defects
as normal weight babies (Snapper et al., 1975). Maternal malnutri-
tion is a factor irillow birth weight (Robinson, 1972; Kosa et al.,.
1969; Birch and Gussow, 1970). .3) Toxemia, a serious pregnancy
complication, occurs more frequently.among the poor (Mayans and
Lowrie, 1967). 4) The prevalence of tuberculosis is often considered
an indicator of risk of illness. The national incidence rate of
this disease is 29 per 104,000; in poverty minority areas of Central
HarlemandChicago; the inci nce rate was 150 to 200 per 100,000
(Birch -and Gussow, 1970). 5) income youngsters were found to
have 60% more caries (Lerner, 69). 6) Cerebral palsy, epilepsy,mental retar ion, behavior orders, readiA4 disabilities and ticsoccur more frequently in low i ome children (Hersch,1969).
7) Brain injuris due to ccmpl cations of Pregnancy and parturition
occur more frequently in the poor (Eisenberg, 1970).

Governmental' and medical institutions have failed to demon-
strate concern for the plight of the SS/S in Particular, not docu,menting the incidence and prevalence of health hazards and physical-
dysfunctions among this population. Nonexiptent for the SS/S are
data,on maternal, neonatal, postnatal and aduIt.mortality rates;
incidence rates of mental retardation, congenital birth defects,
prematurity, low birth weight, etc. Also, no efforts have beeh made
to ensure that tax-supported programs created to-reduce these health
hazards are effectively utilized by theSS/S pocir.

B. Intellectual Hazarads

The many health hazards affecting the life of the SS/S also
have serious intellectual consequences. Considering the special

-
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risks related to gestation, birth, infancy and childhood of the SS/S,
it seems reasonable to predict a higher incidence of -neurological
problems and learning disabilities. Eisenberg (1970) notes the
serious academic impairment resulting-from brain injuries assooiated
with pregnancy and birth complications, as well as !iota the-neuro-

0 psychiatric 4iscirders associated with low birth weight.,:Eie cipplores

the needlessness of these_intellecttalliazards. _MOffit (1972) con-

cludes: "Pirit; it i indisputable that disadvantage in_its-many. 14

-forms has profoundly deleterious .effects on.the language and thought
of the greying child. .Seeond; it appears that many-of the deficits
can be preventid and. are remediable if they occur." (p. 61)

EduAtional Institutional Failures. Accessible, appropriate and
effective education can be one of the most important interrupters
of the vicious, self-perpetuating cycle of poverty. Moffit (1972),
however, concludes that the poverty child "appears to be progressing
through a universal sequence of developmental stages at & slower
rate than his middle-class counterpart" (p.-61), and that the school
environment seems to prolcingand delay this process. Passow C1967)-

4.g...tp,tfie many failures of the schools: 1) failure to understand

tr
the psychosocial imp 'cations of poverty and to perceive the sig-

nificance of minori status; 2) inability to assess the specific
nature of thecognit ve deficits of each child; land 3) willingness

to view minority disadvantaged children "as a stereotyped mass
rather. than as a group of youngsters displaying a wide range of
differences." (p. 61)

Educational institutions with a high. minority population are
likely to permit additional hazards to the SS/S child's development.

These hazards knclude.tolerating physical violence from peers, and
traffic in and use of "soft" and "hard"-drugs, tobacco and porno-,

graphic materials.

Failure of the schools to understand and involve the4SS/S

family also interferes with-academic attainment. The varied cultures
and strengths, as well as the multiple burdens of SS/S families,

should be recognized. .SS/S faMilies should be encpuraged to perceive
the school as an institution that belongs to them and to their

children. The feeling ofownership can be increased by using school

buildings for community activities; using murals, paintings, proverbs
and poems to reflect the cultural pluralism of the students; and by

hiring multicultural staffs.

School curriculums should reflect the multiple interests and

needs of SS/Sschildren. Preparation for college, as well as.for
technical, business, clerical and other occupations, should be

available at the high school level, but many SS/S will'not be able

to continue their education, after graduating from high school, and
high school must prepare them to earn a living.
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The failure' to appreciate arml,aleinforce bilingualimi and %P.
cultural pluralise is-another unfavorable factor. MSoffit (1972)
concludes, "When the language of'instruCtion is not the native
language of the child, effective mar of_ the 'words and
symbols of the c environment i' denied tothe child, and
sucebss is alt tically precluded.". .(0.-43) ,

Poverty-Beiated Cogriitive .Defecte. No4fit. (1972)' )' indiCites- that m
poTexty is - associated with depressed It, rieding.and arithmetic--
loaves, 4mWbecoWt word knowledge, poor articulation and - inability_ to:-
discriminate speechsounds. Bernstein (1964, 1965, 1966, 1970)
hypothesizes that poverty is associated with. the, use of A restricted
linguistic code characterized by its ekplicitcommunalc concrete,
'practical, here-and-now, rigid, pii=ticmlesistic and narrow
syntacticaspects% If Bernstein's hypothesis is correct, use of a
linguistic code different from the one used by the.mainstream of
sociaky :ay-have serious intellectual and emotional consequences
for the SS/S poverty d, who is likely to experience lack of
continuity, confusion failure.

Classroom Teaching Styles Favoring the Middle Class. By emphasizing
and rewarding competition, assertiveness; self-confidence and ability_
to articulate, classroom teaching styles place the SS/S poverty child
at a disidvaistage. Cohen (1955) and Aronson (1976) recommend that
teaching styles miphasize cooperation, to.allow the poverty child
gradually to learn the required skills.

f great benefit to both father and child. Unfortunately, many 's_ -

-Far Absence. The father's physical presence and guidance can be'or
factors interfere with involvement of the SS/S father, including
.)marital disharmony, unemployment and ncarceration; 2) addiction -

to alcohol or opaer drugs; 3) prolonged physically exhausting work;
4) cultural and social class beliefs t rigidly desicribe child-

:rearing as "woman's work";'',t) immigration to the U.S. ahead of the
family,:eic..

Neglect by the Psychological Profession. The neglect of tie SS/S by-
the psychological profession constitutes another intellectual hAOrd.
Early studies by psychologists primarily served to "prove" that the
SS/S child was mentally inferior, as indicated by inappropriate
class-and-cultur6.-bound IQ tests (Vaca, 1967; Padilla and Ruiz,
1973). Padilla and Ruir state: "Little effort has been expended
on standardizing a test of-intelligence for the SS/S population.
Th6s, educators and pychodietricians continue to make erroneous
predictions based on IQ scores from the SS/S." (p. 11)
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.C. EmOtional.Hazards

The physical and - intellectual hazards associated with poverty,
allatjawrity status obviously have unfavorable emotional conse-

es. Because of current lack of knowledge regarding the inter-
action among biological, social and environmental variables, the.
precise impact of poverty on personality development and mental.
health cannot be delineated, but some general trends can be
specified. - Davis 0.972) indicates that the conditions of poverty
encourage a multitude of stimuli that are not faCused toward the

fant's-leaining needs. This situatidn is madeiworse by the
Vs lack of knowledge about appropriate socialization-proce-

dures:, Kohn } (1972) 'review of relearch oft class and parent -child
relations'indicates.that studies consistently/demonstrate Certain
childrearing differences between the middle class and the,lower.

class. Lower class parents are said to want the child to conform m
to external standards by being obedient, neat and clean; the
parents use-more physical punishment and allow less expression of
internal processes. Other factors constituting hazards to the SS/S%.

emotional health Are is follows:

Overt and Covert Prejudicial Attitudes and Practices. Prejudicial
practices and beliefs are perceived by the SS/s, and evoke a variety

of responAes. Allport (1958) -describes traits due to being victim -

j.zed by prejudice as: individual ego defenses; obsessive concern
over, prejudice; denial of ethnicity; withdrawal and passivity;

Or; clowning;. stredgthening of ingroup ties ; *slyness and cunning;
identification with.the dominant group by developing self-hate;

.
aggVeseign against own group;, prejudige.against other outgroups;
sympathy witfrotherouigroups; utilitanCyi enhanced striving; -sym-
bolicstatus-striving lbig cars, jewelry, furs, etc.) neuroticism;
and self7fUlfilling prophecy by conforming to -the prejudicial
expectations of others. The powerfully handicapping effects of
poverty and racism on the SS/S child and other minority children have
been documented by the Committee on Children of,Minority Groups,*
established by the Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children.

Langner-et al. (1970) suggest that ethnic discrimination (as well as

- poverty), is associated with the high degree of psychiatric impair-
ment found among Ptierto Rican children.

4

. Maternal Deprivation. There are many reasons to conclude that the

5S/5 -Child is exposed to a higher rate of maternal deprivation:
-high maternal mortality rates; immigration that necessitates leaving

young children behind; and the necessity for the mother to work

There 14, Some-controversy as to the inevitability and
.irreversibilitydbf the effects of mother deprivation (Yarrow, 1961,

14964.; Ainsworth, 1962). *ere is 'also controversy as to what
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'influences the negative effects, because the deprivation variables
are difficult to disentangle and study (Caldwell, 1971). Neverthe-less, disruption in maternal care is likely tp haVe negative effectsassociated with psychiatric impairment, as Langner at al. (1970)
demonstrated.

Father Absence and Stressful Fathering. Father absence in 'relation
-to the SS/S child I4 been discussed earlier. Even though 10% of
the children in the United States are being reared in fatherlesshomes (Briller, 1971), the poor quality.of research prevents
specification of the consequences of father absence on personality
and 'intellectual development (Briller,* 1971; Herzog and Sudia, 1969;Herzog and Lewis, 1971). Nevertheless, father absence obviously
places a tremendous burden on the mother, and this added stress may
interfere with fiealthy child-rearing practices. Older children may
berplaced in inappropriate adult roles, and it can be assumedthat
they and the younger children may be deprived of male identification,nurture and guidance.

When the father is present in the housebold, the low income
SS /S child may undergo stress because of the father's unemployment,yPoor educatio& and reality problems. The father's powerlessness andhis damaged role as a provideeiay enca age maladaptive behavior's,placing further stress on the child.

Faulty Child- Management. Practices. 'Child-rearing practices-that
frighten, degreade, depress or confuse the child adversely affecthis self-esteem, his confidence and his general mental and physical
health.. The following faulty child-rearing practices have been
observed by the author or reported by her low income SS/S mental
health clients and other SS/S parents;

1) Frequent anA severe phyicalvunishment--shaking theC-hild;
_pulling his hair, ears. or arms; slapping his face, head and ears;
using belts, Shoes, clothes hangers: electrical connections; broom
handles and sticks to hit him.

2) Degrdding punishmentcalling the .child "stupid,"
"idiot,' "animal" and "burro"; shaming and scolding in front of
friends; indicating that the child is bad, or sinful; comparing him
unfavorably with others; and calling him the family's "black sheep"A"bad like your-father."

3)' Frightening punishment--telling ;tbe child that the devil,
ghosts or other frightening figures will take him; telling the child
he will be given away or will noHlonger be loved; locking the child
in a closet or dark room; dangling the child out of a window'or other
high23ace; (=making other threats._
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4) Excessive attachment between mother and child, which

discourages independence, self-reliance and healthy attachmentto

the father and others. This pattern is tisually associated with

marital disharmony and/or psychopathology in the mother. The mother

becomesexcessiverly attached-t° her children, refusing to.leave them

even for a few hours, and-at times sleeping with them.

5)Suppression of the child's emotions.,. especially anger and

sorrow. Expressing anger, grief or sadness may be punished,

ridiculed or .discouraged in other ways by the. St /S parent. Stoic

compliance and obedience are rewarded.

6) Burdening of the ()idiom child with rearing of younger

siblings, depriving pim of needed play, school activities and regular

school' attendance. 0

,

7) Use of.children as interpreters. Low income 1S/S" chil-

dren, even when very young, may be used as interpreters _by their

parents. These children not only are deprived of-school and other

activities, but are exposed tO--emotionally sensitive adult matters.

Failure of various institutions to provide interpreters encourages

this practice.

8) Excessive or inappropriate work requirements. Inap-

propriate work can discourage and physically exhaust the SS/Sichild,

already stressed by many other reality problems.

9) Degrading of one parent by the other parent,or by Other

family members. The "offended," "deserted," '!neglected," or "abused"

parent at times uses the child to vent feelings,of disappointment,

anger, or grief concerning the other parent.

41) Insufficient or inappropriate sex education. Regard_ less

of the parents' intentions, the child's first and most profound

sexual education occurs in the home. Depending upanythe mental

health of his ',vents, the quality of their marital union, and their

educational resources, the-child may learn to appreciate, scorn or

fear members of the opposite sex, and these early.impressions will

influence his adult life. For example, the machismo frequently

attributed to Latin males may represent poverty-related sexist

notions that-depreciate and degrade men and women.

The SS/S mothers are usually the more available parent to

educate their children in sexual matters. This author has frequently

found these mothers to be'poorly equipped to provide sex education

in a progressive, accurate and appropriate manner. They show much

embarrassment, timidity and lack of sexual information, misinter-

pret.j.ng curiosity and inquisitiveness as perverted sexual interest.
a

'a
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They discourage and at times punish naturatejinquiries and behavior,Lack of sex information written in basic English and basic Spanish
makes it difficult for the lowr income SS/S mother to.improve herlevel of information. Further, the crowded' conditions in the SS/S
child's home facilitate his viewing or hearing sexual behaviors''that may confuse and disturb him.

,Exposure to Family Pathology. Emotional disturbance of one or both
parents can affect the emotional health of the SS/S child. The
following problems have been frequently observed in the author's
clinical practice: severe and chronic marital disharmony, includingwife battering; psychophysiological symptoms and chronic depression
in the bother; alcoholism or heroin addiction and depression in the
father; incest between father_and daughter; and psychotic symptomsin mother, father or other family members.

Emotional Hazards Due to Divorce. In 1972 more than 1 million chil-dren undek 18 years of age were involved in the divorces of their
parents (Snapper et al., 1975). A large percentage of these childrenare likely to be.SS/S because of the previously described hazards
and multiple stresses. A Census Bureau report (San Francisco
Chronicle, Zept. 10, 1977) indicates that blacks and Latinstare. more
likely to divorce than Anglos. Among Anglo children-of 18 years or
less, 70% were living with both natural parents, as compared with
61% for Latin children and 46% for blacks. Langer eral. (1970)
provide evidenCe of divorce- related psychiatric impairment in chil-

, dren. Many studies report multiple unfavorable effeCtspf.father
absence, especially to male children (Briller, 1971). However, the
grossly deficient designs of these studies (Herzog and Sudia, 1969)
make- prediction difficult.

Emotional Hazards Associated With Inappropriate Foster Placements.
'In 1972, 233,000 children were in foster-family care, .. 5000- grouphomes and 65,000 in institutions. The total of children receiving
foster care of some sort was 307,000 for that year (U.S. DREW, March,1972). The number of SS/S children removed from their parents,Ithe
appropriateness of these-decisions, and the impact of the separation
on the child's mental health are not known. It is-also not knoWn
how.many children were placed in households alien-to their own by
virtue of wide differences 4.32 social class, culture, language and
neighborhood. Also not known is the hazard of leaving a child in
his dysfunctional home, as compared with separating him from his".
parents and placing him in an alien home. The potential for
physical, emotional and sexual abuse in foster homes versus
parental homesis also _difficult to determine.

Substandard Child Care Facilities. SS/S children in day care facil-
'ities are likely to receive substandard care because licensed, en-
riching facilities are not yet readily available to all who need
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them, Seelig (1975) states that "one out of three preschoolers-has

a working mother, yet less than 5% of these children are accommodated

by licensed day care." (p. 3) He urged the passage of legislation
such as the "Child and Family Service Act" that promotes high
quality day care for all children who need. it. Existing child care
facilities also may not meet the needs of the low income SS/S child

by failing to provide bilingual, bicultural male role models, and
appropriate cultural and linguistic continuity.

Neglect by the Psychiatric and Psychological Professions. The

psychological and psychiatric professions have not been sufficiently
interested in investigating the needs of the SS/S, or in creating
preventive and treatment programs specific to these needs. Of the

18,330 articles on psychological assessment reviewed by Padilla and
Ruiz, only 14 referred to the SS/S and seven of these only tangen-

tially. The curriculums for training psychologists and psifthiatrists

have only recently included course work specific to the psycho-
social aspects of poverty and the culture of the minority client.
Recruitment, admission and licensing practices of these professions
have all but excluded the SS/S from their professional ranks.

.
Olmedo and Lopez (1977) estimate that of all the psychologists and
psychiatrists in the nation, only .5% are SS/S. Additionally, many

of this small number are not of Mexican descent, but are Spaniards

d Cubans. Still further, those of Mexican descent may be citizens

of Mexico who plan to return to Mexico.

D. Cultural Hazards

Seelig (1975) notes the importance of culture and ethnicity:

Culture and ethnicity so ,shape the lives of parents,
children and professionals that the two became a dimen-
sion of learning and development. To better understand
the child and the family, we need:to understand the
cultural baggage that the child bripgs to the school,

preschool or agency setting. Without understanding the
culture of the childand the family, and how it diverges

from the values and the culture of public institutions,
it will be difficult for the professionals or the institu-

tions to meet the child's needs. Inability to understand
children-of varying cultures will make it difficult for
professionals to understand either the child's learning and/

growth, or his family's ability or inability to cope. (p. 2)

As noted, the SS/S culture is heterogeneous, and well designed

studies have not found evidence of the many degrading peculiaristic
and/or romanticized stereotypes frequently attributed to this popula-

tion. The characteristics supported by reliable evidence are
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primarily demographic rather than cultural. Persistently repeated,
unverified cultural distortions constitute a major cultural hazardfacing the SS/S. Movies, advertisements, literature and poorly
designed "scientific studies" describe the Latin as dependent, super-

,

stitious, violent and distinctively different from other humanbeings. Years of this type of indoctrination have resulted in this
population's widespread acceptance of degrading cultural character-istics. Some even refer to behaviors, attitudes and conditions that
are highly destructive to them and their families as "my culture."

Another serious cultural haiard facing SS/S children is theovert, covert and pervasive messages that indicate that economic
success is possible only if they give up their language and their
historical and cultural heritage. The destructiveness of these
messages can readily be seen as youngsters find themselves deprived
of the richness of their culture, isolated from their historical
roots and alienated from their Spanish-speaking parents and extendedfamily. Their marginality and isolation become more pronounced when,because of skin color, poverty, or other factors, they meet rejection
from the dominant culture.

Yet another cultural hazard is the societal failure to ap-
preciate the benefits of cultural ide tification. Cultural practices,
though varied, can provide a supporti network, historical con-
tinuity, personal enrichment, and a sense of belonging. The extendedfamily and'compadres (coparents or godparents), when available'-aqd
functional, are tremendously important to the SS/S child, as welaas tohis family. The rich history, art, songs, traditions, dichos
(proverbs), and chistes (jokes) of the Cuban, Puerto'Rican, Mexicanand other Hispanic groups, constitute a source of vast kriowledge andpleasure. As Eisenberg (1970) so well stated: "There i one anti-dote that may serve as a soul-saving measure while the major struggle
for human dignity is being fought. And that antidote, not without
its own toxicity, is pride in race." (p. 334)

III. _PREVENTION STRATEGIES

It is abundantly clear that prevention strategies are
urgently'needed for the SS/S poor. It is especially important to
identify and reduce social and other conditions and circumstances
that are hazardous to this population. It is also important to
assess and decrease existing physical and emotional dysfunctions
among the-SS/S poor.

Currently, there are many federally supported programs aimed
at reducing the impact of poverty concomitants. However, we'do not
know the effects of these programs on the SS/S poorA Thus,.it is
important to determine if and to what extent the SS/S poor are aware
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of, participstillig in; or benefiting from available programs, and to

control factorCthat may discourage their participation.
+

A. Additionil Programmatic Recommendations

Croat* a commission on the status of Spanish-speaking surnamed

Children. This commission should be directed by an SS/S profes-

sional, with tile needed manpower and technical assistance (from a

carefully selected Task Force), to design and direct a project to:

1) identify prevalent rates of major physical and intel-

lectual dysfunctions among the SS/S in general and among lower

social classes of SS/S gioups;

2) investigate causative factors in these dysfunctions;

3) investigate the extent of current program utilization by

different SS/Ssubgroups, and determine the'effects of this- .

participation;

4) disseminate findings and recommendations to federal, state

and county taffs concerned with the welfare of children, as.well as

to organizai4ions and citizen groups acting as advocates for SS/S

Children;

5) encourage needed legislative changes;

6) determine the 1png-term effects of the commission's

recommendations for decreasing health; intellectual, emotional and

cultural hazards by conducting a followup study.

Investigate the need for major changes in the structure, philosophy

and staffing _patterns among the- various divisions under HEW per-

taining to the SS/S child. As previously emphasized, the quality of

life of the SS /S child cannot be significantly improved without.

specific knowledge concerning hazards. affecting him. Efforts to

specify such hazards willbe monumentally difficult. Programs to

decrease such hazards will also be complicated, involving different

philosophy, staffing patterns and program focus than are prevalent.

Integrate top administrative posts. The 1 ton in top administra-

tion of female and male SS/S professionals ecially Mexican-

Americans and Puerto Ricans, the most numerous and disadvantaged

, SS/S groups), will further advocacy for the SS/S child. To make

programs effective, cross-division cooperation and sharing of re-

sources are needed. Unless these and other changes occur, it is un-

likely that the spending of millions of dollars will make a signifi-

cant difference in the lives of the SS/S poor.
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Create an effective, low -cost procedure tor nearing the voices of
the consumer. Provide well publicized, toll-free phone centers
staffed with bilingual paraprofessionals who record and distribute
comments from the poor. IA cheaper alternative is to encourage
letter writing by the poor by distributing free stamped and

,

addressed postcards.

Select as consultants SS/S academicians and clinicians who represent
a wide area of expertise (medicine, nursing, hard-science, business,
law, psychology, etc.) and who.have different perspectives. These
experts can be selected from Hispanos Who's Who (June 1976) and
National Directory of Chicano Faculty and Research (1974, Aztlan
Publications, UCLA) and other sources.

Encourage development of multiethnic, comprehensive models of
prevention and service. -Much of the current ethnocentz'ic focus is
primarily useful for suring that previously neglected groups
receive money and a on. Multiple ethnic groups can be well
served by comprehe ive rograms employing integrated staffs'that are
not pitted against one other. Such programs prevent wasteful
duplication and encour ge coalition among the various multiethnic
staffs:

Develop a publication for SS/S information concerning proposed
legislation,- results' of federally supported projects, availability
of books and films, and novel programs. As has been noted, although
there are-many publicationsconcerhing the SS/S, many of these
cannot be utilized to improve services to the SS/S.

B. Family-Focused Recommendations"

Multiservice Neighborhood centers. These centers could identify
the need for and encourage utilization of: eugenic and birth control
counseling; prenatal care and medically supervised births; postnatal-
and well-baby clinics; baby and family health clinics; emergency
and crisis services; mental health and early childhood services;
and comprehensive nutritional counseling (weight control, prenatal,
faMily and special diets). These. centers could operate as neighbor-
hood storefronts; providing transportation, babysitting, needed
information, referral, advocacy and friendship. Healthy unemployed
male and female bilingual persons could be utilized as paraprofes-
sionals who, are trained and supervised. This type of program has
the advantage of being low cost, of hiring unemployed minorities;
of encouraging use and modification of existing community services;
and of encouraging mutual aid among neighbors. Such centers could
also provide evening and weekend parental'instruCtion in child care
and sex education, as well as control of alcohol, drug, child and
wife abuse; etc.
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Bilingual 24-Hour Hot-Line Telephone Counseling. This service is
essential in areas with high concentrations of SS/S residents, where
there "is frequently a lack-of English fluency; a lack of bilingual
`police, fire, emergency room and other services; and a low use of
resource information and service. A bilingual 24-hour hot line
could be mainly staffed by supervised. unemployed minorities, pro-
viding therapeutic listening and referral for medical and mental
health care, welfare, police, emergency child care, temporary
housing, and other services.

Bilingual Educational Materials. Simply written bilingual materials
are practically nonexistent, yet urgently needed. Una Familia Sana--
A Healthy Family (Goulette, 1975) is one of the few available bi-
lingual, concretely written mental health eduCational booklets.
Other'such materials should be developed in the areas of sexual
education, marital disharmony, obesity, prevention of wife and
child neglect and abuse, etc. Low-cost distribution of available
materials should be facilitated.

Bilingual Television and Radio Programming. Televiion and radio
programming can be a powerful tool for orienting the low income
SS/S consumer toward the use of community services, and for en-

couraging primary and secondary prevention: Additionally, the wide
gap between client and professional may be at least'partly bridged
by giving the consumer a chance to see the professional "in action."

e C
Two-thirds of all foreign language programming on 40 radio

and nine television stations is in Spanish'. A recent study (Lopez
and Enos, .1973) reports that consistent viewing of Spanish-language
television by the SS/S is a class-linked phenomenon. The primary
users were found to be poor, minimally educated, older, foreign-
born (75.5%.from Mexico), and monolingual (Spanish only). Only 1%
of their respondents had no television sets, while 50% had two or

more sets. Thus,. Spanish TV is likely to be a powerful educative

tool. However, the few educational health programs that have been

translated are practically useless. The translations arein the
Spanish of the upper classes, which .is not well understood or
acceptable for the SS/S poor, who are poorly educated not only in
'English but in Spanish.

This writer has written and produced over 40 Spanish-
language educational mental health television programs, and 10 5-
minute radio programs with the low income SS/S Aewer in mind. Latin

music, concrete simple Spanish, traditional sayings and humor were
used.- Positive local and statewide response was obtained. Also,
the programs were converted into.audio cassettes for use in home,

community and agency settings. The focus of these programs was to _

provide basic information concerning health,%marital and childrearing
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practices in an-effort-to decrease child abuse and neglect. Produc-
tion of other programs is 'pending,. Both the TV and radio programs
have been master-taped to facilitate duplication.

Early Intervention ramify Programs. Early detection of-serious
family stress is urgently needed. Services rendered after families,
become quits dysfunctional can be useless. Especially essential are
strategies to influence and assist the low income SS/S father, who
is neglectod'and weakened by most social agencies. It is also

. important to strengtherthe father's role by involving him as a
paraprofessional in agencies. This will give him not only earnea
income, but community and family esteem. Male paraprofessional
helpers could visit distressed fathers in their homes, pool halls,
bars, neighborhood centers, etc. The helpers could be supportive
role models, who give information and referral for employment,
planned parenthood, health clinics, legal services, etc. Also
needed /lie classes in English, citizenship, vocational training,
assertive training and community organization taught by bilingual
community residents.

Use of Ethnic and Poverty-Specific.Interventions. "Meriendas
Educativas" (educational Xaffee Klatsches or teasrseems a fitting
name for the informal,pearly afternoon, educational group discussions
this author has conducted with'low income Spanish - speaking women
(Goulette, 1977). The goals of the meriendas are: 1) sharing basic
primary prevention information; 2) reducing the social distance and
distrust between mental health worker and parent_

.

IV. CONCLUSION.

Implementation of these and other strategies would be diffi-
cult and time consuming, involving years of highly focused work for
study' of the recommendations, Implementation of some by legislation.,
and development of appropriate programs. Evaluation of program
utilization patterns, impadt and modifications would takd additional
time- By the end offthe century, surveys might indicate the follow-
ing changes: 1) increased levels of. health; 2) increased eftcational
attainment; 3) increased occupationaLattainment; 4) increased levels
of social and mental health; and 5) increased levels of cultural
health as indicated by retention of language, culture and traditions;
continued identification with ancestry, language and culture; de-
creased acceptanCe of degrading QE....Fomanticized stereotypes; de-
creased-adherence to the distinctive culture perspectives; increased
efforts to .change prejudicisal policies and practies; and the crea-
tion of well designed, broad-scale research projects to identify
core cultural values and practices specific to the SS/S regardless
of social, education, nativity or other factors.
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I. RATIONALE FOR A POLICY APPROACH

It is commonplace to associate concerns'about child welfare
with interventive approaches to the family4. Children usually are
reared- within a family structure, and it has long been recognized-
that family dysfunction leads to; both child placement and develop-
mental disturbance for children. Therefore, service to maintain
family function or rehabilitate dysfunctional families has long been
considered an aspect of child welfare services, though it.has not
commanded resources equal t those used to provide foster care.1

It is difficult, h ever, to reach agreement on how such
service should be carried out.' IS therapeutic intervention with the
family ancillary to the primary function of child'placement? Or is
treatment of the family a different concern? Should child placement
services be established within the framework of family-centered
programs, or is family treatment an appropriate aspect.6f child
plaCement?. Is therapeutic intervention with the family the only
"family treatment"? Should the approach to ptoblems of dysfunctional
fatmilies be through therapeutic processes, or are there indications
of widespread 'Social-system difficulties for the family that
produce an outfall of children needing placement? Should attention
then be directed more toward policv'formulation than to the treatent,
of individual families?

If national efforts are to utilize family intervention in
child care, such questions must be answered if we are'to establish
realistic program goals within resource constraints.

This paper presents reasons for development of a comprehen-
'sive, cohesive family policy inthe United States, rather than a .

narrow, program-oriented approach to prevention of removal of
children from homes.

Within'the child welfare field, there is a well established
linking of interventions concerning child care with the family. A
legitimate activity in'the process is serving the child in his own
home.2 Such services have been described as 'similar to those
provided by family agencies, with the possible addition of supple-
mentAry services, and with the degree to which placement may be
preventedbeing.determined by the motivation of parents as they

-seek help. 3

A - Traditional descriptions of family-oriented child welfare4rs

practice have important limitations as a base for considering a
national posture toward prevention of substitute child. care tAroiigh
family7.intervention. For one thing', there are difficulties in
encompassing modern social work practice, whose methodology has
virtually exploded over the last 15' years, and. which now includes

-1;4E4
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team relationships among professionals, or between paraprofessionals
and subprofess.ionals, an increasing array of tools, and other vari-
ables in the design of service.4

Also, the growing interest in advocacy as an element of
social work practice is particularly pertinent to this discussion.
A relationship between client need and social conditions is recog-
nized. The role of the social worker may be expanded to intervene
in social systems, not only with individual client problems. _Advo-
cacy practice connects modern casework services with the emphasis
upon social conditions that characterized the early-social work
.pioneers--helpful. intervention transcends the case situation, and
_society itself must be considered in order to serve people
effectively', even in individualized human services. Thus, it is
difficult to discuss how child' placement may be prevented through
intervention with the fathily without enlarging the perspective.

In 1970, Moynihan considered the state of policy science as
compared with program planning.6 HiS major concern, that in the
1960s government had rushed prematurely into programs` in an effort
to correct problems without placing them within a policy context,
seems to hold up well. But perhaps more importantly, Moynihan made
clear that program development must be placed.within a larger
policy orientation, or it becomes'incoherent and wasteful.. To
avoid repeating-such mistakes in social programming, child welfare
should be placed in the larger frame of family welfare, and, in

turn, national family policy. If effective programs are to be
designed, they should be synchronized with other programs and public
activities through policy formation.

.With recognition that policy always exists, either wittingly
or unwittingly, that even inaction represents a policy, and that
perceptions of the policy-making process are legion,7 we use the
term "family policy" to speak of comprehensive guidelines to provide
coherent program content for families through government, activities

explicitly considered.

Observers have increasingly pqinted out the lack of such

family policy in the United States. The prestigious National
Research Council report, Toward a National Policy for Children and
Families, stated in late 1976:

Categoridal, single-strategy programs, while effective in

meeting some of the specific needs of many families, have
-.failed to provi the support required by many families
with multiple needs. In addition to programs specifically
directed toward families and children, public policies in

many areas have effects, both positive and negative, on the
welfare of families. Despite this fact,_little-expricit



attention is given to the impact on families and children
of welfare, health, housing, transportation, environmental
regulation, criminal justice, recreation, consumer protection,
and other programs, both old and new.8-

" There are many reasons for this policy gap. --American social
welfare patteins have tended to be directed to particular social
probleis,9not to more comprehensive support available for all
citizens. Related to this is a tendency to presume that government
action.must

lobe intrusive, and that the. role of government must be
regulatory. In fact, the separation between government and family
connects with the very roots of American goverment; the Constitu-
tion avoids mention of the family, and establishes A contract
between the-individual citizen and his government. The development
of individualism was for years a cornerwtone of assumptions of
cultural progess, and the family was often seen as an anomaly.

The effect of2these attitudes has been pess stically
described by Schorr. He concludes that government can be
responsible to family need only if it isnot in col ct with the
tradition of individualism, if family policy can pl ed in the
context of other kirids of policy, or if the narrowest possible
issues can be settled upon in order to find some political con-
sensus. Under such circumstances, it is small wonder that little
comprehensive "family policy has evolved.'

But interest in the subject has been escalating rapidly.
On the political front, during the 1976 presidential campaign,3iwo
presidential candidates expressed concern about family policy.
One was subsequently elected, but the translation of concern into
family policy goals has not unfolded at this writing. However,
other activities related to national politics are likely to support
further development of family policy.. The entry of the ilatitnal
Science Foundation into such considerations is significant.
Before his election as Vice President, Walter Mondale was f5leading
advocate for the avelopment of a family impact statement. Many
foundations, academic centers and public service organizations have
begun to consider the matter. A White House Conference on Families
has been included in the proposed federal budget. Despite the
difficulties, many now believe that development of national family
policy is-feasible. -

There is more to recommend a policy approach in child welfare
than'politicai feasibility. The field of child .welfare has central
interest- in child care, normally a function of the family. Kadushin
has described child welfare as fgpportive, supplemental or substi-:
tutive of this family function. Thus the field finds itself
attached to a family function that in turn operates in'conjunction
with other family functions. Gezels has described the family as'
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"functionally-diffuse"
17 and Goode has written that family functions

"in fact are not separated in any known family system."

The inference is that the child-caring function of the

family cannot be viewed in isolation. The way the family carries
out child care responsibilities interacts with-other functionS.
Means to expvess affection, ways in which a family makes its-peace
with the society around it, its capacity to take part in the

economy, its strengths and weaknesses in offering a sense of
continuity to its members, and a support system for itself through

a kin network--all affect how a family cares for its children.
Child care is a product of a functioning family, and if-substitute

icare is to be prevented, intervention should be directed to the
health of the total family.

There is much to be said for the reduction of services
substituting for the family function of child care; no social system
can.completelx eliminate the need for substitute care. For one
thing, there is evidence that the United States 1gs been unable to

mount an effectiye substitute child'care system. There is also

reason to question any governmental program approach that has a
central goal of substituting for family function and thus possibly

weakens family life. 0
, . For many years observers have seen the family 'as competitive

with other social' institutions.' They have commented, that the family

has lcist function as other organiznions have come into being to

take over family responsibilities. It has been questioned
whether the family can withstand these inroads, and some 'recent

literature has l Tralded the possibility of the end of the family as

an institution. The concern is
.
that the family is a functional

group that-can be weakened by other groups taking on family
functions, whatever the motivation. Efforts to help families-can
be actions that hurt them. The substittitive services are parti4u-

larly prone to such unwitting behavior, which suggests that they
should be tied closely to ways to utilize fdmily strengths when

this is posiib4. A policy must hasize means to aid families

;716to function. The reasons for thf positive, more comprehensive
approach derive from what we know about family performaAcex

II. FAMILY-TRENDS

To observe the state of the family in the_nation, broad s,
social indicators are important sources of data. Clinical-studies

pose the problems of smal'. samples that may not reflect the larger

population. Organizational materials tend to reflect organizational

goals and performance, and ultimately produce distortions by view-

ing human behavior through the lenses of particular organizations.
Social indicators more dik!ctly measure societal output, and social



indicators-concerning the American family include population or
large-sample surveys. A social.-indicators approach also requires
time series that may define the direction of events, and ultimately
measure whether, over time, families are better or worse off.

Social indicators specifically concerned with the family
have attracted attention only fairly recently. The first major
collction of sus materials was published in 1970 by the Russell
Sage Foundation. This report mentions important gaps in available
data, gaps that still exist today.

The author, Ferries, comments that most available material
describes nanges ip the structure of the family, not in its
functions. Since our emphasis is on the latter, this is a serious
limitation. Most social indicators focus on the results of
behavioral patterns, but not the processes themselves.. Since the
census, whose purpose is to provide demographic description, is the
source of most available family indicators, this is understandable.
Policy analysts might wish for corresponding emphasis upon behav- -

ioral, qualitative and attitudinal materials.

The descriptive data suggest that major changes in families
are taking place, particularly rapidly irithe present decade. Before
dealing directly with this, however, it is useful to examine the
social environment of American families.

Female Role Change

Women are going.to work. Participation byaomen in the
labor force increased 68% in the period 1946-1973. The trend
includes women with continuing faraday responsibilities. Between
1950 and 1975, there was a threefold increase in the number of women
seeking work tough they had husbands in the home and children under
the age of 6..

The trend is likely to continue. A 1974 survey by the
Institute of,Lisfe Insurance indicates that only one in four young
women 2intends to spend little or no time working during her life-
time. A trend toward egaMtarianism between the sexes is ex-
pressed across class lines.

Economic Recession

The period betwem 1969 and 1976 was economically sluggish,
with heavy unemployment. The impact upon families is extremely
complex, but there are some indications of attitudinal effects.
By 1974-75, families were expressing decreasing confidence in the
economic fugre, and doubt that each year would bring financial
betterment. This is in sharp contrast to the traditional American
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of endless' opportunity for personal economic progress, and is
re ected in attitudes about financial responsibilities for chil-

in the 1974 survey, 37% of the national sample told of "real

c stress. . . . They report that their standard of living
is lower tWIn a year ago and their previous way of life is in

j

irttlh Control

A technology for easy birth control and Changes-in abortion
laws were coupled with rapid changes in popular ethics, and family
planning progressed during the I970s. In most of the present
century, there has3een a trend toward a decreasing birthrate in
the United States. The trend has acceleratierecentAx, with
-biithrate predictions regularly exceeding the realiti."'

.

The legalization of abortion brought dramatic changes.
Between 1970 and 1974 there was almggi a fivefold increase in the
number of legal abortions reported. *

In sHbrt, social indicators cqncernkng the family in the
1970s must be interpreted within the.sontext of considerable uncer-
tainty about iadividual self-definitaMn and intimate interrelations
with others. Sexual identity and roles, the "naturalness" of
parenthood, and economic supports over the long term were put into
question by political, social, economic and technological develop-
ments that were ultimately environmental in origin. Social sanctions
(and certainties) were being replaced by socially supported alterna-
tives that could be carried out lwith-a freedom never before available
across an entire population. Major life-style optidils were available
within a context so opei:ithat marriage and family itself could be-

virtually experimental. Planning, conceiving, bearing and caring
for children were subject to these changes. Family life was
remarkably unstable.

Traditional Marriages

The rates of marriage dropped during the 1970s. Marriage
could have been delayed due to economic recession, and birth control
methods may have eliminated some "forced" marriages.

Bernard compared the years 1970 and 1974 and concluded that
the proportion of married persons was decreasing, while the proportion

*The issue of government subsidy of abortion has been the
subject of intense judicial and legislative examination, with out-
comes undecided at this writing. .
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of divorced, separated and other single persons was increasing. 35
Census data indicate that between 1970 and 197'5, the numbec,of-
persons 25 to 34 who never married increased by about 50%.''

Age at first marriage was increasing. 37

- Glick, however, has examined-what has happened to womenaged 35 to 44, and concludes that the attitWinal change towardmarriage may be less drastic -than it seems. Moreover, a nationalopinion survey in 1974 found that an overwhelming majority werepositive toward marriage, while only 14% showed at5itudes basicallynegative toward marriage for themselves or others.0

The picture is not clear, and bears continued evaluation.*

Divorce and Separation

The other side of this coin is expressed in divorce and
separation statistics. Here thi data are so strong that conclusions
are clear; divorcesis increasing at-a remarkable pace. Over the longterm, between 1875 and 1975, a 16-fold increase in the divorce iratehas been registered. Byj971,4the diVorce rate in the United Sates
was the highest in the world, and the rate has increased since.By 1975 divorces exceeded 1 million in tlie U.S., and the childreninvolved had also passed that figure. Almost half again as manychildren were involved in a-remarriage of divorced parents. Socialclass factors that 4ad been correlated with divorce rates in thepast were evening out, suggesting a "democratization" of divorce, -now spread throughout the pnited States population: At the same

therewere.4ndicationsthatthose who divorced were remarryingless frequently. Most significant for-this discussion, between.,1953 and 1971 the number of children of divorced parents tripled."''

Single-Parent Families

As might be expected from these statistics, there has been'
an enormous rise in single-parent families, the great majority ofthem headed by women. Such families increased over 250% between1950 and 1974,and the dramatic upward sqFt seems to be continUing. 44
The trend was most extreme among blacks.

Concomitantly, between 1970 and 1975 there was a 45% increase
in the number of children living with a single- parent mother. By1975, 20% of all children under 18 were living either with a single
parent or with substitute parents.

'these data suggest that an increasing number of-children arein jeopardy of inadequate care:
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Other Forms of Families

The increase in single.parent families is not he only
significant departure from the traditional family pat . As an
outgrowth of present trends, there is an increasing number of
families reconstituted from earlier marital'states. Despite the
decrease in remarriages already mentioned, 80% II those divorced
were remarrying, according -to 1975 census data. Figures in 1970
indicated that 30% of the children under 127in the United States
were not living with both natural parents.

Obviously,-sumilies present complex structures for
children to adjust to. There is little information yet on haw
this large cohort functions, but what is available4guggests faintly
optimistic conclusions on satisfactory adjustment. Nevertheless,
further study is warranted.

More radical changes in-living arrangements have been fre-
quently discussed in the literature. Ahough there is evidence that
American attitudes remain conservative, the clear evidence of
structural change in the American family has alarmed many. Obvi-
ously, these changes are at least in part a logical extension of
social conditions in the 1970s. To understand their meaning more
fully,, we have taunderstandthe ac g. functional changes

and the attitudes that surround them. way 111,
I _

ldlOrr
Functional and Attitudinal Measures

Understanding the-full meaning of structural change requires
hunting out sometimes fairly oblique research results suggesting
aspects of what may be happening. The data are4poth thin and not
fully trustworthy; the measurement of attitudes and interactions is
far less-precise than descriptive information. Most apparent is
the relative scarcity of research on child and family that utilizes

attitude survey approaches. Apparently this "soft data" approach
has been seen as less utilitarian than demographics, but in many
ways descriptive data may be best explained by such attitude
surveys.

What little is known has some encouraging facets. Marriage

and family have long been seen to have moved into an era that is
less instrumental and more etBressive--a time when the "self-
actualization ethic" reigns. Under such circumstances, attitudes
toward family life become directly related to satisfaction felt

within it. Americans give their faflies the.highest priority when

their personal values are surveyed. Furthermore, most adults
seem to fin& real satisfaction with family life. One large-sample
national survey showed-94% of women and 96% ofsilen described their

role as parents as at least usually. enjoyable. In another recent
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national poll, 78% of responden t! expresied satisfaction with theway the family worked together.

Families continue to provide physical care, socialization
and acculturation for the vast majorityc2f young children, despite
a rapid rise in the gile of foster care. An increasing number ofchildren receive some form of supplemental care during their
parents' work hours. There are strong indicatibps that parents
are active. in making these care arrangements.". And in intactfamilies, the deptgof influence of the family upon children has
been demonstrated. ° One may conclude that although. work arrange-
ments have increased the need for supplemental care during work
hours, the bonding between parents and children continues to beintense.

The family is a source of continuity between generations,and expresses this through kinship ties. Despite writings to the
contrary, recent indicators suggest the continued importance of theextended family as a functional part of family ience. Adultsmaintain close relationships with their parents, and adoisscents
demonstrate affectional ties with extended family members. '°- Ex-
tended family members provide help when the nuclear family undergoes
stress, and a particularly significantAinding is that extendedfamily members often pay for day care. Extended family members-
provide significantly for the care of the aged in the United States,
although this

60seems to be decreasing in favor of institutional
arrangements.

Families are involved in a constant process of exchangewith their environment. One of the most measurable aspects of
this process is consumption, where choices must be made by familiesto respond to market factors. There is strong evidence of family`
interaction over

blconsumer choices that for the most part satisfies
family members. These data indicate that interactions withinthe family remain intense, and that family members are involved
in deep interaction as they contend with environmental realities.

'But a quick tour of data sources is disappointing. In theface of indications of great change in family structure, we know
little about corresponding changes in internal processes within
families. What data there are indicate that these processes remainviable, but there is desperate need for further understanding, and
greater financing of research on attitudes. Of particular importance
is further intelligence about: 1) how families arrive at choices
among increasing life-style.options; 2) qualities of interpersonal
experience within reconstituted families; 3) the particular problems
besetting single-parent families with children; 4) the nature of
competition for individuals' loyalty between families and other



social institutions; 5) measurable impacts on individual development
derived from family experience, controlled for other variables.

From what.is known, a composite picture of the American
family in the 1970* emerges that suggests: .

1) Families continue to rate high as sodrces of satisfac-

'tion for individuals. The function of child care is enjoyable for
most adults, while there is movement toward more equal participation

in the process by both sexes.

2) Parents tend to resist losing influence upon children,

even when day care arrangements outside the home are required.

3) Expectitions for family life remain high.

4) Kinship patterns contfnue to influence family life.

5) Families arrive at many choices through a mutual process.

6) Options in determining life style are increasing, and
families are exercising choice with greater frequency.

III. ADVOCATES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Child care and its relationship to family function link with

certain fields of organized activity. These fields are not always
synchronized; nor do they approach the family and child care with

similar goals. The tension between fields and the fragmentation of
service approaches affect the care of children.

This paper concerns the relationship between child care 'and

public policy toward the family. For that reason, it emphasizes the

role of government, but to do so it must also consider interest
groups that affect public decisions. Therefore, the private social
agencies in the domain of children and the family are discussed
before proceeding to the judicial, executive and legislative

branches of government.

Private Social. Agencies

Social services in the United States originated with volun-

tary interest groups, whose functions often-subsequently became
included in government processes. The voluntary agencies .are thus

the ancestors of many government social programs, and there are
continuing close relationships between many service programs offered

by the voluntary sector and those provided by government.



It is significankt that the 19th century, which wes marked bythe development of organizations offering human services, did notproduce nationwide interest groups that encompassed both child place-'s:Int and more general family orientations. Various organizationsconcerned with child neglect and abuse and with the need for sub-stitute care of Children emerged as specific Child-placingLorganiza-ties= and networks designed to provide substitute care when familieswere disabled. They not only provided service; they also advocatedfor the needs of the Child, sometimes even in opposition to thewishes of individual Parents.

During the same period, the concern of volunteers with
poverty, and the need for organization oik,,eharities-, produced theCharity Organization movement, which in the next century turned its-attention specifically to the family: first the poor family, andthen all families. The original emphasis on strengthening theindigent moved on to advocacy of the family as. a functioning insti-tution.

Interests in education and scientific managimment werereflected in the home economics movement, which originally. appliedscientific principles to the education of housewives, to better their
functioning all-consumers and parents.

Thus, by early in the 20th century two strands of rvicehad evolvesf---one directed to children when families failed o func-tion, the other directed to intact families so that they d func-tion.

Despite a great deal. of cooperation between these movementsover time, the differences continue to be manifest. An effort inthe 1970s to merge the Child Welfare League of America with theFamily Service Association of America failed, even though bothorganization; have many local member agencies in joint membershipdue to merged local program content. Contributing to this failurewere goal discrepancies connected with emphases already discussed.°`

The differences in emphases-become even more pronounced whenone considers the many advocacy groups concerned with child abuse, tjuvenile delinquency and'other areas where emphasis is on conse-quences to children of dysfunctional family life. There seems tohave'besn greater voluntary interest in advocating for children's
needs under such circumstances than in advocating for strong familylife, although this may well be changing. L

A new force on the horizon is the participatory grouporiented to the interests of addlts within the- family. Both the
self-help movement and the encounter movement have sped this trendin recent years. Originally formed to provide commonwealth experience
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with special problems, or to enrich family-experience, sqch groups

have On4diraEle potential as advocates fpr strong family life,

and tOiewaresom4.indications-that they ere, moving in this direc-

.tion."7 But onciagain, there are limitations in'encp0Oassing the.

tonal familac experience, including the function sof..child care..

Advocacy in these newer groups is likely 'to relate'to:speial fam-.

tidy prOblims or center upon,concerns with marriage exclusively..

'The flamer movements, rather than healing the schism among interest

groupv tend rather-to emphasize it.

The Judicial Syst

; As pointed out earlier, the Constitution is silent on the.

subject 'of-the family. ',The various state governMents were left to

make whatever response to the family was necessary. Also mentioned

was the American assumption about social programathat they have a

regulatory function. These attitudes combined in.the.developmen
of -stag laws dedigned to make rulesabout family behavior. se

rules became voluminotis enough to form a specialty within lega .11IP ......A

practicefamilyjaw. This body of law, derived from state-leve

activities, produced4t pollot of conflicting, incoherent require-

ments for family behavior. Complexities in law have produced a

lively practie in interpretation, but alao provided incentives for

nelmob4lity fr. 'tate to state, as individuals searched for legal

t.4) meet th-eirlpersonal needs. Pioblems have followed

as -family members crossed jurisdictional lines, or utilized different

. state maws to gain advantage in family quarrels.

.

,---The-matter is of particillar impo
( care because of long-standing legal

mining care procedUres. Although'effo W-have been made to design

nationwide-standar4s'for deteril of child care and custody,°'

r. :difficulties with definitions and
sautions eigsive. Consequently,
tionary law have diminished the
and care Of,childien.

ice when considering child
tes and sanctions in deter-

"The Execilkive

app ication to .case' law have made
the probleis inherent in discre-
capacity to provide for the safety*.w

4

Specific. interest in children by tht federal government is

also long-s The Children's.Bureau and, laterp.the Office oS'

. Child Develo e expressions of research and programminicoh-

cerning children. Purther-eVidence of interest ti*s been ttie-regular

-..;.-continuance_of,the White HOstseconferenced on Children. The results

of these conferendes ma: aftimes be controversial,-but..th4r have 1

established' orientation to Childken as aRroper,direction of .govern-

sent, and have increased visibifiV.of qiid..ien'dmissues for both

the.gene:ral,publiC4nd governmgnt, -'Arltsy'have been lesssuclpssful
.
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in-incIUding family concerns, and as a result a White.liouse COnferenceon Famillei is being planned at this writing.

The executive department's interest in the total family isextremely recent, essentially born with campaign statements in the1976 presidential race. Whether campaign statements will be trans-lated into action is as yet unclear. Will the separation of interestsin children and families be continued in new presidential initia-tives? What definitions of "family" will prevail? What interestigroups, if any, will have elite status in these new'deVelopments?
What incentives will there be for law making and program development?What conflicts will arise as individuals and groups concerned withthe family meet?

k
The. ve Branch

Fed r legislative.dbqcern with the family has tended to bedominated by legislation on:income maintenance, originally with theSocial Security Act; and. itihen.wiih dhanges related programs.
Tttle-Mt

of the act stated! among "pationatlgoals"to guidedevelopment and delivery.of soCialleeivices: "preventing or remedyingneglect, abuse or exploitation of chifdren.and adults not able toprotect their own inWests, or preserving, rehabilitating or .4
reuniting families."

Frond a family.:-o riented perspective, the results are dismal.The most family-oriented of the public assistance programs, Aid toFamilies with Dependent Children, has also been the most contro-versial. Judah states-

AFDC, a program universally castigated, remains our basic_
legislation to supplement and support poor families with
children. In only 26 of the 50 state§ are families in
which both parents .ate in the.homb, but unemployed.includedin this programr. In 24 states they are'not included.
Family breakdown is.actually made an eligibility condition.A policy, though an unwritten one, permitting high unem-
ployment to curb inflation at a time when exclusion of:
the unemployed from the basic provision for families is
allowed, is an example of the tacit policy of the federal
government. Using the criteria to evaluate policy of
-inclusiveness, adequacy, equity, and ease of administra-

. tion, the AFDC program is found_ wanting. on all,pounts as
a provision which supports'and supplements family well-.
being. While it has been 'castigated even by Presidents
as responsible for family bre4up, nocgub'stitutes are
currently being seriously consideied.'

e"7
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This troubled programis currently directed to 10% of the
families-with children in the United States, and 12% of the Oil en.

More than half of.all'famale-headed faMilies are using AFDC.'

As to direct services to children
7

Mott has.indicted

American capacity to provide child care. He He concludes that:

1) the longer a-child stays in foster care, the less likely he or

she-is to return to 'the natural home and the lower the probabilities

of adoption; 2) there is inWppropriately high turnover among profes-

sionals who supervise foster care programs; 3) for all practical

purposes, children in foster care are "lost"; officialdom is unaware

of the child, 'his needs and has no goals for his development;

4) children with special-needs are particularly barred from adoption;"

5) there is a serious shortage of foster care facilities, which

results in children being inappropriately placed in institutions;

6) relationships amongforganizations concerned with child card are

chaotic, and they are Incapable of cooperation. Mott prescribes

renewed governmental activity in linking children with their own

- families, indicating that public foster care services are not

properly oriented to, the child's family, and only a complete re-

orientation of children's programs will aid the situation.

uponWe do not dwell here' p the matter of welfare reform,

beyond noting that' extensive debate has not yet led to meaningful

action.

As noted earlier, Mondale, before assuming the Vice

Presidency, was a leading critic of existing legislation, and a

voice for beginning reform, He enunciated the concept of a "family

.impact statement" suggesting the need to determe spillover effects

on-family life of.existing government programs. He7 proposed

drafting legislation, using the model of the Environmental' Impact

.Statelent,-as a means to screengovernmental actiVi4. to ensure that

it was not harmful to,family, life. _One object of his concern was

welfare legislation supposedly meant tO help families. He felt

that 'many'of the provisions had become antifamilial in effect, and

required correction. As chairman of the Senate SUbcommittee on

Childrenpnd-YOuth, Mondale also became involved with hearings on

family policy and with several versions of the iggislation, last
. .

described as the Child and Family Services Act. ` This bill had

emerged from earlier versions more specifically related to day carg...4_,4...a

birt gradUally,its purposes were expanded to include organization. at

all levels of government of "family councils" to consider family

life. The public reaction to the bill was surprising. An intense

mail campaign against it incorrect. stated the purpose as govern-

ment takeover-of rearing children. _Despite the distortion,

conclusions were possible: government activity in the area of

amily was of.considerable'relevance to a large number of, people.

Many citizens -quickly inferred that the bill carried regulatory



ndreased considerably,
and accOmpanyinghthis was a vociferous conservative response.

The Problem of _Ancillary Interest
The fragmentation existingorganized interests in the

famil isvivmpounded by another' phenomenon. Because the 'family is
so deeply Concerned with all.of life, and is so basic an institution,.

it becomes an oOject of concern to many in relation to other.inter-eats. Human 'services, health, mental bralth;-correctiona, housing,-
emiaoymisni, aging,leducaton ana retardation -all camertOnmind as
areas of concern, 'with professed interest in the faitilyan aspect
of these more central interests: But it is possible to maye'ihto
even-broader.areis of human activity and find concern.for he.
family.

The large corporation, which so- characterizes American life,
is interested in the family. For many industrial products, the fam-ily is a major consumer. Family relationships are important to
industry because they involve their employees,since family life.
can help or hinder :individual work adjustment. 'Yet American
indUstry has not produced its own system of familysuppores,.such

118 in-plant day care services, to the extent theft_ other nations
have, and instead has tended to exploit the family as being of
assistance to its work force, or as a manipulable consumer. Industryhis responded to some family functions, but not others.

Marriage and family are celebrated by nearly all religions,
and linkages between the family and religious belief are common.
All major churches treat marriages as sacred, and support traditional
family experience. Beyond this doctrinal role, the church is often
a medium for family expression of ethnic solidarity.

- Churches have been active in many rograms in support offamily Theie are specific Jewidh, dtoman Catholic, Lutheran
and Episcopalian family-oriented service p °grams-, on the p4tern of
Afterican voluntary charitablesorganizati Mareovellinthereii a
variety of expressions of-lay ipteres particularly '---orgeniza-tions for matrfage'enrichment: The c ergy has moved into pastoral
counseling, and many have been trained in marriage and family
counseling. Denominations sponsor courses ?or clergymen, and
clergymen in turn provide colarses in family living to their
constituents.

y

Yet churches have maintained 'certain boundaries between
Adividuals and groups, often as reflections of ethnicity, and in
so 'doing help produce the conflicts of interfaith marriagle
Moreover, at least one observer sees churches as maj9i deterrents
to the - formation of-government policy on the family:

10, S
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imacy-of-rieligious_zonsiderittioniu_
in their orientation to the family sometimes lead" churches to

inconsistencies.

Since the time of itionists. Americani have

.
organized around human rights. This movement was greatly acceler-

ated with the public attention to the issue during the 1960s, . and

many private and public organizations relate themselves to thii

field. Although orientation to family policy might appear to be

important to human rights advocates, the facts have often been

otherWitie. Consideration of the family has deteriorated into argtr-
s

meoks about strengths and weakialtsses; The, Rost apparent focus for

this debate has been the "Moynihan Report" published during the'

height of the human rights activism. Although*Moynihan utilized

references by black scholars, the report:was seen as a white

scholar's denigration of the black family. Scalding agacks were

issued against :tooth the report and Moynihan's motives. "SUbll-

quently, a literature developed celebrating the black family.

a

With the- largest of the deprived minerity grOups in the

United States emphasizing family strength,ie\has been difficult

to consider realistically the problems of minority families and their

interpersonal needs. Even descriptive research' has been opposed by

some minority representatives. This is unfortunate when one con-

siders that social pressures, and consequent structural,..deteriora-

tion, affect deprived minority groups most intenstvely. If Americans

are to be concerned about how their children deveiopv and therefore

. about the families that fashion their formativeexperiences, atten-

tion must be given to the unequal family opportunities available to

many, minority children. Solutions must be found that transcend

concerns about fixing blame for social problemS.

Feminism has,had enormous impact upon American behavior

patterns. Feminiits.have supported the increasing return of women-

to work. In turn; new issties'for families have evolved. Feminists

who see traditional family patterns as unnecessary constraints

upon women, and a means for their' subjugation, have been at odds

with other women promoting a more conservative view of family and

society. The prevailing concern tends to be individualistic, with

"freedom" of the individual adult of greater concern than the

combined goals of individuals in interaction in families.

Another individulistic development that has had impact upon

traditional families as well as individuals seeking other attachments

has been a minor trend toward(organization.among people who choose

alEernative life styles: Recently modifications of tralitionaa'

marrtgeand family patterns have become more prolific. -Those:

attempting life-style experiments, unlike earlier American utopians,

Piave "r laimed superiority in values, but emphasize a search
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. 79-for a better quality of life. As a result, explicit debate and
consequent cl:Jification of issues have been rare.

Thii rexiew of organizational arenas within which the family
is considered leads to the folloWiqg findings. First, families arerarely of exclusive concern to organizations. Many_thore organiza-tAons find themselves interested-in fimilies for reasons of their
primary task, which is not likely to be the family itself. In
effect, the family is everybody's business. But because the familyis so rarely of primary concern, the family is everybody's businessand nobody's business.

Lindblom has described a highly organized, paborate processin policy making that he calls'"the play of power." In compaxisoo-
. to this interaction, organizations and movements with family .inter-/ ests appear to ,have chaotic.relationiihips and inadequate interest'in

family policy. One may say that since policy development in the
United States would be harmful to these interest groups, a silent
and unwitting-pact has developed ruling out support of any public
policy of.a general nature regarding families: More likely is the
possibility that there has not yet developed it degree of sophistica-'
tion that would allow the groups involved to booperate for the
development of policy.

_ .

In addition, an orientate to activity tends to predominate
over an interest in policy. .Excessive piogram interest can hinder
policy developthent.

, The emergence of the family as a political cause is beginning
to brie organizations into a policy-oriented interaction. A MN:Le
Mouse ference on-Families and a continuing legislative thrust

.seems to leadi o new coalitions of organizations, and an en-
larged.ntry into th icy development arena by groups that .

preViouSly were inter primarily in provision of service.

IV i, FAMILY POLICY DEVELOPMENT

References-to family policy Often fail to describe it compre-
hensively and explicitly:- At tithes single purposes, such asincome
maintenance,_ are dubbed "family policy." .The differences between
policy and .program' emphages are-often unclear.- For.example, two
respected writers in the area of family policy,-.1Cathn and Namerman,

81
-describe family policy variously as.goverment.undertaking specific
prograsiszind policies to achieve,elplicit agreed -on. goals, as
pro.0,001i .andjolicies without agreed -On goals, and as secondary
coniequenceOrfor families of governmental actions and policies that

: .are,. not specificallY.-orprimkrily. 'addressed to the family. As a
xesultpoliCies'mgybe:manifest'or latent, explicit or implicit,
having,donseq0ences ingended"qi unintended, direct or indirect. To



spective. Although this may be an apt description of what people

believe to be family policy, it is not a prescription for devising

policy.

Much of the social work writing on family policy has
developed as part of the emphasis upon social policy generally.
Because social workers carry out programs, family policy suggestions

often stress programmatic solutions. . .

The problem in all this is thatfit attenuates the process of

policy development: Deliberate Vblicy development requires that

it become explicit: otherwise it cannot be discussed or evaluate!

effectively. One aspect of policy making is establishing values, as

guidepolts for activity. Programs, on the other hand, may compromise

values or obfuscate them. Moreover, programs cannot be evalukted

effectively without velues_to judge_ them against. Incomplete value

formation may have caused the demise of many of the aMbitious

social programs pfthe 1960a. For example, if the Head $tart

'program produc result* that were eraditated in a few years by

Children's experience in public schools,-did that mean that }Wadi

Start walrnoi doing its job? What`' values was Head Start promoting?
If poverty-programs made little progress in changing the incidence

of:poverty in the economy, were they inadequate? Were they,deagned

to eradicate poverty, or equalize opportunity? In a political system
encouraging-Adversary debate on such topics, the extinction of social

- programs without clear goals may be hastened.

This is not to deny that strategic considerations may enter

into timing and dissemination of information, including matters per-

taining to goal formation. However, an explicit rational process to

develop goals and related values is essentibl. for program development.

It should notbe programs that define policy; but rather policy that

defines programs. Policy development must begin before immediate

programming is considered; program design must be a phase )of.poli

implementation.
..4e AP

Values may be deri4.;d1 at least in part, from .conclusions

based upon data. There is an intelligence functiod.:tO policy develop-

ment, and normative matters contained in policy formation need not

imply irrationality. Policy making on a national scale is intensely

political, and some irrationality is built into that system, Howl

ever, a policy emphasis requires that systematic rational_ deduction

be an importint contributor to policy making.'

Air In the frequentlk intense atmosphere that surrounds Public'

policy makers, negotiation, exchange imddebate are often part of

the process of sharing expertise 'and. opinion. This usually involves

a large number_of interest groups in a highly sophistiated.
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utralff:These grouliiin turn have their own constituencies,
mho use their organization& to promote their interests.

.

von such a description, it becomes clear that family policy
in the.Un ted tee is underdeveloped, and that present interest,in
the subje is mere prelial to a process of increasing complexity,
which may v op its own technologies or a betteruse of existing
ones.

4 -
At this po t, -then, descriptions of policy making that

emphasise an order g of; activities have particular merit.

public policy making2is a complex process that has been
examined psnmany observers. . One group, sometimes described as
the rationaP!comprehensive school, emphasizes the orderly, highly
structured aspects of policy development. Its models often are
extremely detailed and lengthy. Other obse rs emphasize the
interactive and political qualities po cy igg, pointing up
the strategic aspects of policy devel t. Dror has developed
a model spanning these two approaches to the process. Dror's
model Simplifies the stages of policy making and emphasizes a stage
of policy development that precedes programmatic concerns. So we
turn to his model.

Recognizing that not all policy development is ideal, Dror
nevertheless posits an optimal policy-making design. It includes
four stages:

1) Metapolicy making: the initial rule - making stage that
can guide later efforts;

2) 'Policy making: specifying policies;

3) Post policy makin,: executing policy;

4) Feedback: evaAlyirig and' improving policy.,

Frgm this perspective, program execution follows policy making,
which in turn follows a still earlier stage.

With family policy as formative and primitive as it is in
the United States, the relevance of Dror's model seems clear. In
the name of family policy, during a time of new public interest in
the state of thefamily, it will beglimportant to avoid moving first
to "post policy' making." There is bpportunity to -start at the
beginning. Further examination of the definition of "metapolicy" -is in order.
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Droer, mo34I-TaCks
policy development may be metapolicy making or policyoakimg, depena-
ing upon the lovel at 4hich one observes-the proceed. Therefore,
this discussion departs somewhat from Dror's writing.

Metapolicy may be seen as centering on the formAtion of
values. These values may be'placed into general problem contexts by'

determining how they differ from the existing facts. Metapoljcy is
the initial mind-set for the policy - making process, which later
-focuses upon the allocation and availability of resources. Meta-
policy is-subject to change as the cycling and recycling of policy
making takes place. It is not a process producing closure: instead
it is a be4inning grasp on a continuing, reiterating process.

Actually, this paper has begun metapolicy modeling, in that
it has outlined a series of conditions in American family life.
Examination of these-conditions' helps to outline values pertinent
to family policy making as it affects child placement.

V. SOME METAPOLICY PROPOSALS

Family conditions are inextrilably connected with the
etiology of a need for child placement. Placement occurs as a direct

result of inadeo&ate familial arrangements, either within the nuclear

family. or ihe kin networkp Since child placement is a substitute for
care arranOsments within the family, by definition inadequate
family functioning is of concern. Moreover, it is only through
familial responses to the care needs of children that placement
situations can be terminated. It is malfundtion of the family thht
causes child placement, and it is only throdgh family.care that
children may be released from it.

Earlier, we discussed the interlocking-functions that

characterize family behavior. Child care is the function of greatest
concern here, but appropriate and socially useful child care requires
that other aspects of the family-be functional as well. A detailed

illustration may be useful.

,ThePeare many ways to describe family tunctions.
85

In a

more detailed ;work, the writer summarized typologies of family func-
- tions to include: 1) expression a'nd affection; 2) socialization and

acculturation; 3) continuity; 4) interaction with thee7nirronment;

5) consumption, Ofthese, the second, socialization and accultura-
tion, is most directly. equated with what is involved in child care.
During their early years, children utilizethir family experiences
to become functional- adults. Although other institutions also
socialize and acculturate, it is-genera4ly believed the family has

the most basic impact upon children.



a :unction cannot be salutary. without
same relative capacity of the family to :unction in other areas.
Wittibut expression and affoctionin the family, *motional bonds
between children' and Other members of the family will not develop
to ensure socialisatifed and acculturation. Children have to care
about the attitudes of others before being able to make use of role

. models. Also, children haveto act out their.feelingi with enough
freedom so that they tist out their learning., and requiee room for
expression. Parents must actively teach, and to do so they need
some sense of the continuity between their experiences and those of
their children. Without a sense of continuity, social attitudes of
parents ari. 1i-relevant to children a generation later. Families
incorporate their interaction with the environment into the social-
ization and acculturation of their children. Moreover, this inter-
action is necessary to physical and material well- being, without
which family members simply cannot survive. %The interaction produces
the means to consume goods produced by society, a particularly
significant part of life in a materialistic society. Through
aspects of the consumption process, children learn. about their
relationships to society.

The poin'''t here is that one cannot consider the child care
fuction without reference to other familial functions. A family
dysifunctional in one area is likely to be dysfunctional in others.
And even if different typologies of function, or ways of describing
this interelationship are used, it still holds true. 'Where is strong
evidence to support this metapolicy value: prevention of child
placement requires linkage with policy that supports family life
functions.

Adherence to such a value might conflict with the ways in
which Americans have Organized social services. Authorities at all
levels have tended to separate phaSes- of the life cycle in service
approaches. Therefore:, there are resources specifically for the
aging, as well as organization* targeted to services to children.
A case could be developed that,emphasis upon, the aging as a specific
group is a disservice to the group itself. For-example, most of the
aged live in and are dependent upon family settings that in turn
link with younger people in other.generationw. The problems of
forced retirement or the alienation implicit.in some aspects of
retirement commUnity development are symptomatic of the larger- .

problem of isolation and alienation of the older age group. If the
'rigid have a severe problem connected with isolation, perhaps
services to them should be integrated with the life cycle, not
separated from it.

Counterarguments-to this.might include. the political advan-
tages of organizing the aged around problems they themselves feel,
or the special problems of aged people. The point is that the terms
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under which helping Dervtges are mobilise°, wnether speciwlised gar
integrated with other as dots of the life cycle, affect outcome. A
tack of integration Carr es associated problems.

.
The point may be made much more strongly with regard to

children. Families perform pivotal functions in the development of
personality through their care of children. Their capacity to
carry out this task is related to other.aspoctsiof.their well-being,
and the family's ability to functiorrin other areas.

The limitations of a problem-oriented ipproach-are also
impl ied in this discussion. Consideration of the problem of child
abuse has led to emphasis upon. children's rights, which are some-
times considered without relation to the problems and rights of
others in the family environment. It is only insevere instances
of.dysfunctiona,1 family relations where it is reasonable to advocate
in behalf of children in opposition to other family processes.

.However,' having arranged service orientations to coincide
with life stages, particularly with reference to children,.organiza-
tions have had little incentive to approach policy matters with the
necessary breadth. A categorical approach that has often not
included the family as an area of concern makes policy analysis
concerning the family extremely difficult.

Therefore, value formation implies rearrangement of organiza-
tional designs. A later policy-making process might detail realloca-
tion of resources to blanket the family policy area 'pettily.

currently interests in the family, whether oriented to pro- .

gram, policy or bpth, are widely fragmented. These interests include
governmental, voluntary and commonweal organizations, some with
special interests in certain kinds of family (the poor, minorities,
.ethnic and religious groups, life-cycle stages) or with ancillary
interests in the family. The agendas of all these groups are likely

_t.;.o be disparate.

There has been no nationwide coordinating efftirt to date,

nor has there.been an adequate foiumfor disioussion of how these
different approaches might be integrated. Varied interests in and
interpretations of family need are of particular concern within the
American system, which emphasizes pluralistic possibilities for

life style. Data clearly indicate that either through belonging to
an ethnic group, or thrOugh an increasing;range of choices about

life style, families themselves .are extremely diverse. As a
corollary, service organizations must-.reflect.diversity in order to
respond to families.- .J1i-street-based program is `unlikely to attract
middle aged, middle'cLass sUburbanites, just as an office-based



clinical
fam4liee.

ram

The need for cohesiveness in American family policy has beep
poAted out. One approach that had some political potency is a c2v-
servative emphasis upon restoring traditional family life,styles.7,
Turning back the clock is unlikely, particularly without sal of
major social treres that encourage the changes. However, t*exe a
deeper philosophilal question about the degree to which govOnment
should attempt to.44ctitte personal behavior. As mentioned earlier,
this concern for individual freedom is deeply linked witW the inade-
quate attention family policy has received. Thus, a second value for
metapolicy: family policy muit incorporate diversity andipluralism-
why's coordinating research, policy making and Rrogram development.

Since the relationship of.research and policy making is die-
-cussed more fully later, this section concerns coordinating' program
diversity.

In devising programs, Americans have evolyed a complex rela-
tionship between the private d the public sectors, as well as Leong

771
vefederal, state-and local le s of goverment Relationships among

these various service provi ors are often by contractual arrangements,
many of them designed to meet the needs of the financing organisation.
At times, the organization providin7service has been an unequal
partner in the contracting process. The -.tract may be destructive
to organizations providing service, or may gthen service provi-
sion.

Related to coordination of diverse service is the growth of
umbrella organizations, often encouraged by government policies.
Despite their proliferation, these organizations continue to be

essomewhat- experimental,. and present many unresolved prdbLems.-

Service coordination may be a central problem for family-
policy makers, requisring detailed attention. Efforts to_model family
behavior uniformly carry a cost that Americans cannot'pay--a major
loss of freedom. Program integration, on the other hand, is required
for any cohesive program response that can address some of the- inter-
linked issues described. Unity within diversity must be sought if
basic American assumptions are to be implemented within family policy.

if there is much to be learned about program administration,
there;are also Important gaps in the basic knowledge about the
fancily. necessary for appropriate policy development. As already
noted, social indicators dealing with the family concern themselves
primarily with structure, whereas utilitarian policy must emphasize
family function. One function of special interest for public policy

r-'
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the !mail interacts with

its social environment, how it affects and is affiliated by it, is

significant to the kind of linkage that policy implementatidh seeks
between the individual family and society. The exchange function
is more frequently discussed in the literature than it is reimerched.
As a result, we often are poorly equipped. to understand the mecha-

nisms of interaction. For example, much. has been written about the

41mpactr of institutions upon the family. It is asserted that the
family has difficulty competing with schools, recreational groups,
organizations related to industry and the work place, and the like.
Yet little is known about how the family manages to handle competing
loyalties and conflicts that every family meMbor must bring into the

family structure. The view of the family as victim, weakened by
organizatiosAl forces outside it, has recently been challenged by

histors. It may be that family functions have become more
intense, in response to social modernization, and the the p

industrial family was by copparisoli,a brutish'assoc Lion nekessary

for survival.

Basic assumptions about family health upon which aolicies
and programs are built often remain unexplored niztifically. For

a:apple, the contention that divorces are sings y bad for chil-
dren is unclear from a research perspective. Not such research
explores the dynamics of reconstituted families to explain their
suitability for rearing children, or what constitutes successful
human relations un4or these complex circumstances. Both divorce
and serial marriages that involve young children are increasing in
the United States without a knowledge base for judging whether this

increase is acceptable. These illustrations demonstrate another
metapolicy values a knowledge base Just be developed for adequate

family policy making.

Research and knowledge development is a casualty of fragmen-

tation of family interests. Here is a specific place whirs govern-

ment can provide a necessary coordinating link--if not actually to
implement family research, then at least to coordinate and finance

it. The federal government has considerable a:patience in encouraging

research. But there should be a central organization operating above

and beyond the secondary concerns expressed by existing government

agencies. ."
In thecontinuing experiment to serve the family innovation

is Casson, while coordination and evaluation of innovation is rare.

As a result, exchange of intelligence, a necessary-component of knowl-

edge building: is often absent. The federal government is in the
best positioh to centralize intelligence about the family, but it
must become organized to do so.
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. Appropriate intelligence might help rho Airy proem in
establishing boundaries .to the pluralism discussed here. There
seems little doubt that certain life style* may be harmful, sociallyand personally. There ere probablyprinciples of familial interac-
tion that could be derived from regliarch and analysis of experience.
families should have social ytility (it ip for this reason that
social policy is relevant). Within diversity acrd pluralism, it is
necessary to know what to discourage and where tobuildinoentives
for socially useful behavior. Without an understanding of how, to limit
pluralism. a metapolicy posture supporting diversity is readily
challengeable, and extremely vulnerable in political sense.

Perhaps because of the disorganization and lack of purpose in
Americair responses to the family, family research has often been an
unpopular afifdemic field. Surveys of family research leave such to
be desired. Greater emphasis; and consequent prestige, for family
research, Might well enhance results.

Until recently, Americans -made little effort to mosiitor the
effects of legislation upon the family. Recently some centers, pri-
marily in the actlemiA,fields, have. initiated efforts to understand
'family impact." There are considerable differences in how family
impact analysis is described, but there are important reasons to
understand how governmental activity-affects families. Family impact
analysis might be feedback mechanism for policies and programs
difected to the fasilly, but, more importantly, there is likelihood
that the American family has for some time been deeply affected for
good or ill by a great variety of legislative Initiatives directed
to other social purposes: There is experience about how government
policies affect families, and this is important backgrOund material
in building family policy.-

new interest in family impact analysis and the subsequent
groWing IA est in federal family policy derive from the accelerated

, changes in f ly structure during the 1970s. As socially and person-
ally determi options increased, families began moving into patterns
_of nontraditional behavior inrsmich ?greater numbers than previously.
These new patterns lack thi social 'supports of a sore traditional
systems and this proirides a new vulnerability to large portions of
the American population. The matter is particularly pertinent in
considering child care. This. suggests apother meta:policy values
although family policy must be directed comprehensively to the state
of American family life, it mist particularly address-family patterns
vulherablf to deterioration.

Y.71

Social indicators stress strong upward trends in employment
-"for women and in divorce. The affgcted families may-be in jeopardy
ip regard to many functions, but no function is more acutely
.11apardistd than cnild care.
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The inclusion `with minor..children in .the employment -

market is of vital signi canceto'family life. 'Feminism and action
agaInst discrimination 'in hiring, coupled with a' sluggish economy in

1970s, have movegimany women. into the labor market, 46% of them

with minor children. ,The option of staying homeand caring for :,
childreb has grown less prestigious in some quarters, And oarries

with it'ho inodie. The valuing ati costing of work iti-'the home -

generallserious economic problem-that9iequires'full'considera-
tion-with reference to many social'proqrams.

But if women. are to work, arrangements outside the nuolear
family are- likely to be required fox the care of children. An impor-
tant implication not dealt with fully =here has to do with ''encouraging

kin relationships for child care, now often excluded. fram patitent in

publicly subsidized programs. Recent tax and welfare proposals sug-
gest new interest in this topic. There is the possibility of adding
options in day care 13g more fully utilizing and perfecting standardld,

for family day care. "Possibilities include day care centex's pro-
vided,by industry for the families of their employees, or, perhaps
more.yromising, greater emphasis upon flexible work'liours to permit_. -

cooperative child-care arrangements betweenhusbands and wives:when

both are employed.

There is a compelling, necessity develop national policy :

that, supports caring for children under these new' circumstances,

though development of these resources would require a pluralistic'
approach, allowing options in how parents provide care.- Industry/

could well be involved perhaps through subsidy, perhaps through tax

incentive, in,proy,isiori of,child care servicei: Since work: is the

major adult responsibility besides-the family, it is reasonable to _

bette} integrate work and family.

Mountibg a child care prOgram to fA realities requires cbn-
_

sideration of spillover effects. The goal should not be.simply to
.remove child care from the family; there is little evidence that
it is feasible4Tto .mount a national program for this function. In-

stead, programs should maintain parental options, controls and

a tivity, retaining opportunity for parental and family involvement.
"l'es should, experience child care opportunities .as gains, not

func pnal losses. This suggests that standards for day care
emphaize. family involvement.'

1

If dray care is 4proached with the goal of a mix of optional
: services' With,the greatest possible inyolvement of parents and fami-

lies, there may be cost, savings, and less public resistance` to cw

carp,. proposals.-
..

n
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_ Childcare is not the only family issue pertaining to the
enormous

.

increastiln working women. Attitudes aboUt sex-related
roles are 'ing rapidly-changed, -and with them interpersonal conven
tions be --twiepn the sexes. Ethnically'deternined patterns of behavior
are being

i
ly distUrbed. ?Marriages and kathObimm.areunder pres-

sure to repattern interpersonal relationships to fit new social
--- perdeptions. Economic gains for women are associated with social

"independence that can alter family systeMs. AU this suggests
the need for accessible personal social services'capable of'helping- .

familial relationships.'
, .

, -
. .4In recent years there has also been a growth of options that

can dksrupt family continuity. 'constraints against divorce have
,beoome less stringent as a'self-actuallzation.ethic has become more
prevalent, bringing its own problems.' Divorce and separation have
led to a vast growth in single-parent,,familiei, most of them headed
by women, and most of those women working. These are families
highly vulnerable to child cart problems, poverty and alienation
within society. The problem bJcomes particularly acute because of
the relatively high proportion of black families living under these
Circumstances. , 4

.

.

There are many newly available choices for single- parent
families. Marital, sexual and financial options maY.fashion new
life. styes .for single parents. Such. options have complex efftcts",
upon familiP"Members. But options for-the single parent may suddenly
diminish.Lack of work opportunities,- of child care, of economic
supports, of adequate housing at .low cost, etc.; all impinge'upon
the siAgle parent., With they substantial increase ir.this population
group, it has become a segment of thepopulation whose numbers -

demand some priority in family policy. Enlargement of- options for
such fathilies and help in managing options seem essential. This

'calls for personal and material social serviCesi..but also a network
of broad social supports that allOw for inclusion of membert of these
families, who now often'become alienated froM-Igni institutional
.Supports. ;

The metapoli tions emerging from industeialization are
far from .exhaust this paper'. Linkes between and ex-

.1:1

tended families uggest needs for metapolicy,. including answering
.

.$ .ifficult defi itional questions about --the nature of the.

Preconditions for policy making might be more'fully.consid
.Issue's pertaining to such basic supports as income and hed for

family members call tor major attention. A strategy to move through
the several steps.df the polity process might be elaborated. Rather
than presenting a full exposition of family policy,.this paper -

places the NspecifiC.problem of substitute child care within a broad
roilyperspective of famly policy. 'The thrust here is that the fUnction-

ing familx is to be preferred over substitute care procedures, and
_ .
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that substitute care arrangements Should involve original families
to the extent possible. _This view suggests that silbstitute child .

care, necessarily separated from the family,. is at one end of the
continuum of potential services thatmight be made available to
support family functioning.

Within the context of family policy, services to families

mfght become fai broader tha those traditionally provided. The
implication is that service provision must first be considered
within the context of the problem_the family faces, 'rather than

'Ilwithin existing service sectors: With established targets. If a
_child care design that is highly separated from the family (as, for

exaMple institutional care provided at 'a location that makes family
members' visits unlikely) is at one end 'of the continuum, the other
polarity -is child-cake by an intact, fully ftmictional family_with

both parents. There are a great many possibilities for service
delivery between these polarities. Same are Social services:-
family counseling; day care, foster care, adoption. Other services'
may relate to the childcare situatiOU, but more obliquely:- public
assistance, health dblivery, mental,healih services. A poli6y-
oriented view can bring into focus a series of other culturally
determined'factors, that affect the child care situation. Legislation
and program implementation can-be given.proper Context through

policy analysis. For example, socially determined requirements for,'
inclusion in the economic systemimpinge upon both adults' and
children's social. status and available resources. Behavioral norms

and e#pectations, which changedynamically, produceigoal-oriented
behavior by both adtlts and children, and impact upon-the calla& ..

care situation. The major organizational groupings within society,
'corporate and governmental, carry.their own impacts upon conditions
-"to. Whichfamilies must adjust, and within which child care. must take

4 -/-place.-' The nature of primary group experience as expressed in
neighborhoods, communities and subcultures further determines
associations with peOple'who may either support or deter familial

processes.. What is considered appropriate in a family's ,view of

goals, values and priorities exists within a.range, and with limita-

'tions culturally imposed. Such'complex cultural components, though
not easy to understand, carry no less impact upon a family's capacity
for child care than the direct services associated with the issue.
If this is so, We must learn to understand and influence theSe

forces.. Otherwise, direct services can only be reactive, rather
than productive of desirable social conditions.
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